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ABSTRACT 

% f y  decision to become active5 invohedin the AIDS movement and then to go pu6li:c 

about my situation hadmuliipce motives. Yes, I wantedto effect change. I wantedto make a 

difference. But for me it was aho about lbsing my shame, retaining my pride andmy abifity to 

holiimy headup andsay, %is is me, take it or have it. ' 

This is a collaborative ethnographic dissertation between Alex Keating, an HIV-infected 

woman and activist, and Laura Cooper, a doctoral candidate. It explores what it means to live 

with the stigma of HIV. Applying a critical interpretive medical anthropology framework, we 

show how HIV is socially and narratively constructed. We do this by examining the HIV stories 

that are communicated through mainstream institutions in the form of master narratives. The 

philosophical theory of master narrative - counterstory critically explores the dominant worldview 

of HIV as both a gendered and a moral construction. As a counterstory, Alex's narrative finds 

space to challenge the silencing of HIV-infected persons' voices. Her twelve-year narrative of 

activism and advocacy work exposes inherent weaknesses in master narratives and restores 

agency, an essential element to repair an identity damaged by marginalization and stigma. Thus, 

we argue that Alex's narrative is a successful counterstory. 

The methods employed include participant observation, a review of twelve years of audio 

and videotapes of Alex's public lectures and TV interviews, semi-structured interviews, still and 

digital photography, conversations on MSN Messenger and email. Relevant literature reviews 

were undertaken. Throughout we reflexively examine methodological and ethical issues that 

have influenced this collaborative work between two sisters. While some of the issues result 

from the project, others arise from our close and extended relationship. Critical to this work is the 

ongoing processes of negotiation of authority, voice, and representation. 
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PREFACE 

Photograph 2: James and Alex Keating, 1988' 

Alex's thoughts 

llie &a of having my story 6e the topk of Laura's diisertatiun was not 

something that came out of h$fielii: I t  seemeda b@aCstep in the jou- we fiadengaaed 

in since I was diqnosed 27irougfi my actiwkm, fife qenknce, adlimitedpost-seconrib'y 

education, 1 W c o m e  to see my situatton of living with W't: andof f ihtmg to 6e hard  

against t h  6ac&bp of the socialandpolitualreali~ we hed in .  Laura a d 1  Wengaged 

in many conversations andh6ates regarding XW l lkse i n c l d t h e  socialstigma attacfied 

to it, the ~dicrousgovernment actions in r ikahy with it, the stfuaBh$r M t h ,  the @fit to 

dire, t h  s t w h  with medicafandwelJare system, the fear of d m ,  andmany other rehted 

topics. W e  wouliidiicuss t h e  things in an ac&icfiamewo& as stqqgfing activists, and 

Photograph by permission of the estate of Margaret Cooper. 
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as sisters. W e  wore many hats whilk we hadtfiese discussions andcoveredmuch ground: I 

6efieve these conversations alibwedus 60th to process many issues that were personal4 

perph$ng. I aho thinkthey litidthe seeds of an idea that, when the time was right, came to 

fruition in this dissertation. 

Xaving chosen to not have chiUren for a multitude of reasons, my DNA ends with me. 

My words andart are some of what I can have behind: I know I have impactedpeopli's fives 

doing my pubic presentations over the past twehe plus years andthat is realandmllalways 

e@t. But this document is something that one can holitandwiEgo on even when aKwhose 

fives I have &rectb impactedaregone. My primary motive forparticipating in this 

dissertation was for Laura to get her degree. I thinkmy reasons were hardfor her to accept at 

first. I befieve she wantedme to be doing this for myse@ What tookawhili for her to 

understandis, that is exact@ what I was doing andwhy. I aho got my story on paperfor 

others to r e d b u t  the main thing Igotj?omparticipation in this dissertation was the& of 

being ablk to he& my sister. Laura has always been wiling to be there andhe& me when I 

neededher. I wasf inal i  ablk to do the same thing back W e  60th win with this project, not 

on5  because of the digree that willresult, but aho for our relittionship that hasgrown because 

of the workwe shared: Laura a n d l  have alivays been cbse but this project albwedus to go 

through so much so fast. I thinkour relittionship hasgainedan intimacy we may never have 

gotten without this project or woulithave t a b n  many more years to acquire. 

I am gratefilfor the other benefits that have comej?om this process. Laura andmy 

husbandJames have been ablk to hear each other's stories andgain a deeper love andrespect 

for each other. Their relittionship is something I cherish watching grow. It  makes them both 

betterfor it; it makes allof us better. I am aho grate&lthat this dissertation ofJeredan 

opportunity forJames to tellsome of hzk story. What is in the dissertation is on5  a small 

gimpse of who he is andwhat he has been through but the process of doing this encouraged 

him to explbre many parts of his history that he hadnot revisitedfor a bng time.  or him to 

do this now, when his perspective on liye has changed; allowedhim to see things in a hss 

painzlfight. Xe aho came to understandthat his story andexperiences have value, that 
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what he has done in his hfe does not equalwho he I& they are just the steps he tookto h a m  

what he neededto h a m  to get where he is. This is tmljr a gzft. 

I aho watchedmy sister Laura process andspeakthoughts andfeefings she h a d h e u  

i d e  fora lbng time. I thinkshe was abh to h t  go of some ofthe fear andhurt she had 

carriedin her heart foryears as she came to reafize that she hadnothing to fear that couliin't 

be sharedandtherefore lessened; andthat hurts heal: This project alhwedus a reason and 

forum to speaka6out things we may never have spobn of otherwise. Much of those 

discussions cannot be seen in these pages, t h q  exist in our hearts andcan be seen in our 

rehtionships. The dissertation aho oflers a chance for the rest of my familry to understandmy 

hfe better. I am a very private person who shutspeoph out when things are d i ~ c u h .  Most 

peoph on5 see me when hfe is 0kand1'm feefing weK When I'm sickor hfe is d i i c u h  I 

avodpeoph) includkg familry. Because of this most peoph have a very one-sidedview of my 

hfe. This dissertation willofleer those who wish a chance to better understandboth James and 

I. For me these are aKrewardsfjom this dissertation. 

I hope those ofyou who readthis document wouliibe abh to take something away 

+om it foryourse6 I askthat you readit with an open mindandlbokbeyondthe actions 

done during a hfetime to the hssons hamedthat mat& up a hfe. 

,flhx Keating) May 7, 2004 

flroughout this dissertation James has been spoken about a great deal:,flhhough he is 

a big part of this story, Laura's andmy words about him portray a very fimitedview of his 

life. Wi th  this in mindJames was asbd l fhe  wantedto spealefor himseqin the dissertation. 

He agreedandhis writing is what folibws. 

James' thoughts 

My name i s  lames Keating. I n  t he  l a t e  1990s, my s i s t e r - i n - l a w  
Laura s t a r t e d  t a l k i n g  about her i d e a  o f  doing her PhD d i s s e r t a t i o n  on 

my w i f e  ~ l l y ' s  HIV s ta tus  and her ac t i v i sm.  I was apprehensive about 
what ~ l l y ' s  involvement i n  t h i s  d i s s e r t a t i o n  would encompass. I knew 

by w r i t i n g  t h i s  d i s s e r t a t i o n ,  ~ l l y  would open up no t  o n l y  her l i f e  t o  
s c r u t i n y ,  b u t  mine a1 so. 

. . . 
Xl l l  



once A1 1  y  made the  dec i  s i o n  t o  p a r t i  c i  pate i n  t h e  d i  s s e r t a t i o n ,  
i t  became apparent t h a t  I would be a  b i g  p a r t  o f  t h e  s to ry .   his i s  

because aspects o f  our  l i v e s  are so i n t e r l i n k e d .  Once I understood 
t h i s ,  I agreed t o  t ake  p a r t  and gave my permiss ion f o r  ~ l l y  & Laura t o  

t a l k  about me. we undertook t h i s  endeavour t h a t  ended up t a k i n g  longer  
than I i n i t i a l l y  thought i t  would. I see my c o n t r i b u t i o n  t o  t h i s  

d i s s e r t a t i o n  as smal l  b u t  I am g r a t e f u l  t o  be a  p a r t  o f  i t .  

~t i s  my g rea t  wish t o  see o n l y  p o s i t i v e  t h ings  r e s u l t  from t h i s  

work. MY s i s t e r - i n - l a w  Laura w i l l  f i n i s h  a  major phase o f  her  l i f e  
t h a t  w i l l  open up new o p p o r t u n i t i e s  f o r  her .  For A l l y  and I, we can 
now move on i n  our l i v e s  happy w i t h  t h e  work t h a t ' s  been done. I want 
t o  l i v e  t h e  remainder o f  my l i f e  as a  s u r v i v o r  n o t  a  s t a t i s t i c .  

James Keat ing, May 7 ,  2004 
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CHAPTER I: 
INTRODUCTION 

Photograph 3: 7,000 crosses planted in the Peace Park, Ganges, Salt Spring Island, World's 
AIDS Day, 2003 to represent the daily global death toll from AIDS' 

This dissertation has resulted fiom many years of shared and individual experiences of 

both collaborators. Alex Keating, the woman whose life story is presented in the following pages 

is, biologically, my younger sister and a good friend. Diagnosed in 1989 with HIV while a 

student at Simon Fraser University (SFU), Alex's story challenges many of the dominant 

stereotypes associated with the biomedical, moral, political, and economic constructions that 

currently define it as a terminal illness that is catastrophic yet chronically manageable. The 

illness narrative through which Alex articulates her lived experiences as an HIV- infected woman 

has sewed as a means of combating personal pain, family trauma, public stigma, biomedical and 

economic marginalization, and the biographical disruption of chronic illness (Bury, 1982,200 1). 

The personal and public influences on Alex's agency, or lack thereof, result fiom a 

complex set of forces that warrant critical examination. Stigma, defined as "a construction of 

Photograph by permission of Laura Cooper. 



deviation from some ideal or expectation" (Alonzo & Reynolds, 1995, p. 304) discredits those 

whom it defines and often results in social exclusion. When associated with a communicable 

illness (for which, currently, there is no cure) that is transferred through blood products (where 

one mode of transmission is sexual), the resulting impact on a person can be tremendous. 

Historically, communicable illnesses, especially sexually transmitted ones, have carried extreme 

stigma. This has resulted in varying degrees of exclusion and incarceration to quell the fear of 

infecting larger society. This reinforces the blame associated to the infected individual (Hatty & 

Hatty, 1999; Martin, 1994). From the time of her diagnosis, the discrimination and social 

exclusion that Alex has experienced has challenged access in many areas of her life. She has 

struggled to find safe and adequate housing, social support, appropriate healthcare, and has lived 

with chronic financial instability. Bury (200 1) refers to such chaotic situations as biographical 

disruption "in which the relations between body, mind and everyday life are threatened" (p. 264). 

In Alex's life this chaos could not be sustained indefinitely. Since being diagnosed in 

1989,I have witnessed her struggle to create a life that is not controlled and defined by the chaos 

that often accompanies HIV. There are times when the disease and its associated marginalizing 

completely grip her consciousness, and she wills death to come. At other times the struggle to 

retain self-control while dependent upon social disability assistance engenders an instability that 

makes living with MV the least of her worries. The chaotic nature of these ongoing stressful 

experiences in her life was coupled with the belief that she was going to die within the first few 

years of her diagnosis. As a result she developed strategies to minimize the impact of the loss of 

agency and to allow some semblance of normalcy to return to her life. For Alex, choosing to 

'live7 with HIV has restored her agency. She is asserting control over her own illness experience. 

One way that she has chosen to do this is by developing and sharing the narratives of her life 

experience. In doing so, she has created a counterstory to combat the oppressive, though dynamic 

and complex, master narratives (Nelson, 2001) that 'typically' surround HIVIAIDS within the 

Western world. 

Master narratives: Hegemonic social constructions 

In developing her theoretical premise regarding master narratives, Nelson (200 1) suggests 

that master narratives are those stories that are often archetypal and serve to reaffirm normative 

characteristics, behaviours, values, and moral foundations within any society. They provide us 

with the common sense wisdom that many members of a society accept as truth regarding history, 

origin stories, and relations between people that include class, gender, or sexuality to name a few. 



They define characteristic differences that create 'other' categories. Many dominant institutions 

within a society contribute to the creation of that society's master narratives. These 

heterogeneous narratives must be understood as complex socio-cultural creations. The 

hegemonic nature of master narratives gains strength from their ability to adapt to the dynamic 

social circumstances that they shape, and are shaped by. The fact that narratives always exist in 

contested ground (Poirier & Ayers, 1997) is a critical component of deconstructing the 

hegemonic nature of the master narratives and their ability to absorb opposition within the 

societies they represent. This contested ground is also a critical space to be utilized by certain 

counterstories to repair the damage of an oppressive master narrative. Theoretically, critical 

interpretive medical anthropology (CIMA) provides a framework to analyze the interrelationship 

between narrative, political economy, and agency and thus provides a suitable model to explore 

the contested nature of master narratives and their associated counterstories. 

An example of this contested ground can be illustrated using generalized understandings 

about women and HIV. In the first decade of HIV (1980s) in North America, the alleged 

common-sense knowledge that made up the foundation of the master narrative suggested that 

homosexuals, injection drug users (IDU), and sex trade workers, those who were engaging in 

'morally deviant behaviour', were at risk of contracting HIV. Many, while in need of extensive 

assistance, became marginalized and excluded; often seen as 'deserving of their infection and its 

associated suffering'. During this time, many women and men who did not fit within the 

stigmatized categories of risk groups were becoming infected with HIV and dying from AIDS, 

often with little assistance or attention from the medical community. They did not fit within the 

dominant narrative of risk groups. Medically, politically, and socially many of these people were 

marginalized and denied full medical attention. The reality of their lives and deaths did not fit 

within the common-sense understanding of HIV and silencing their voices became an integral 

part of the master narrative. In terms of contested ground, while HIV is a medical phenomenon, 

it also became a moral issue. This was much to the detriment of medical care for many infected 

persons, regardless of the mode of infection. Master narratives often do not reflect the array of 

realities that exist within any society or culture because they primarily communicate norms, 

beliefs, values, and behaviours of the dominant group. 

Alex's narrative unfolds in a manner that gives voice to the multiple plots, albeit within 

the developed industrial and post-industrial worlds, that reflects the externally defined 

contingencies of what is currently promoted as a chronically manageable terminal illness. The 

emergent nature of HIV as a socio-cultural construction, and the self-orientation that reflects the 



personal and ever-changing meanings she assigns to this disease, is also evident in her story. 

Throughout Alex's personal history/relationship with HIV, the contested nature of the master 

narratives reveals the shift in the storyline from the early days of the gay plague and AIDS = 

Death through defining it as a catastrophic terminal illnesdpandemic to the current construction 

of HIV as a chronically manageable terminal illness. The shifting definitions reflect a number of 

key points for analysis. 

As biomedical and scientific researchers continually learn more about the virus, the 

master narrative controls the dissemination of this knowledge to a society. For example, while it 

was known, scientifically, very early on in this epidemic that HIV was not 'caused' by gay sex, 

many media, religious, political, and even medical institutions continued to communicate that 

HIV was a gay plague associated with risk groups not risk behaviours. Unfortunately, the delay 

in communicating this important information resulted in many individuals engaging in risk 

behaviour that increased infection rates across North America. Also, as pop culture icons, such as 

Magic Johnson, went public about the heterosexual transmission of their HIV, or young 

haemophiliacs, such as Ryan white6, told their stories in prime time movies, the dominant 

narrative accommodated these while retaining stigmatizing attitudes and actions toward many 

with HIV. 

Life story method 

In choosing a method for recounting Alex's story, Ezzy (2000) suggests that illness 

narratives are, of necessity, woven through many beginnings, middles, and endings. The 

indeterminate past7, present, and future of living with HIV challenges the apparent tidiness and 

Magic Johnson, a well-known former basketball player with the LA Lakers, publicly announced his HIV 
infection via heterosexual transmission from a sex partner other than his wife on November 7, 1991. In the 
aftermath of his announcement, the focal point was on the sports world losing a key athlete. There was 
little critical press looking at his extramarital sexual relations or his engaging in unprotected sex. In the 13 
years since his announcement, Magic Johnson has become a key spokesperson for GlaxoSmithKline, a 
leading AIDS drug manufacturer, promoting the drugs that they develop and distribute. A Google Internet 
search using the keywords "Magic Johnson" and "HIV" netted 25,000 hits. Ryan White, a young 
haemophiliac, was diagnosed with HIV on December 17, 1984 while hospitalized for pneumonia. Ryan's 
family fought many legal battles against the marginalization of their child. Though Ryan died from AIDS 
on April 8, 1990, his public story has had a profound impact on the stigma facing haemophiliacs with HIV. 
A Google Internet search using the keywords "Ryan White" and "HIV" netted 71,200 hits. 

While some may argue that the past has already occurred so it can be counted as a clear origin or starting 
point in Alex's narrative, this is not the case. For example, as the surveillance data regarding HIV 
definition has constantly undergone change, and indicators of AIDS progression are constantly shifting, so 
too does the master narrative. Alongside changes in the master narrative are the ongoing changes in Alex's 
self-assessments, sense of agency, moral identity, and overall well-being that alter her vision of the past, 
her assessment of the present, and her hope, or lack thereof, for the future. 



linearity of a chronological life history method. Though many authors do use life historyllife 

story interchangeably, for the purpose of this dissertation, they clearly need to be distinguished. 

According to G .  Frank, 

Life histories focused mostly on diachronic change within anthropology's 
traditional paradigm of naturalism or realism; research on life stories.. .focuses 
on the cultural scripts and narrative devices individuals use to make sense of 
experience. Life story research emphasizes the truth of telling versus telling the 
truth. (1995, p. 145) 

Frank's (1995a) assertions illuminate the importance of presenting a more complex and 

contextual frame of reference for the life story to emerge. The contested ground upon which all 

narratives exist requires one to move away from a culturally prescribed preoccupation with truth, 

and focus on "how experience is endowed with meaning" (Sandelowski quoted in McAllister, 

2001, p. 393). The story unfolds as a life is lived; so do the narrative devices through which one 

makes intelligible the events being communicated. These narrative devices shift to encompass 

the audience that is receiving and the multitude of salient characteristics that are deemed most 

important at that crucial moment. Also, the listener-reader occupies "an active role in the 

construction of meaning.. .[therefore] the transmission of meaning between the author and reader 

is not fixed and thus is not stable across time, place or person" (McAllister, 2001, p. 391). 

Does this shifting storyline render the telling less truthful? I argue that it does not. By 

holding the story in a static position, as often happens with a diachronic life history method, the 

story becomes more reflective of the linearity and rigidity of the ethnographic present than an 

accurate portrayal of one person's lived and living experiences. Within a post-modem inquiry, 

the shifting narrative and its associated meanings, assigned by both the teller and the listener- 

reader, become critical points for deconstructing the contested ground upon which narrative 

exists. In doing so, a space is created for understanding that encompasses the central elements as 

well as those that exist at the margins. In an attempt to deconstruct the manner in which master 

narratives create HIVIAIDS, critical interpretive medical anthropology (CIMA) provides a 

theoretical position from which to analyze "the way in which all knowledge relating to the body, 

health, and illness is culturally constructed, negotiated, and renegotiated in a dynamic process 

through time and space" (Lock & Scheper-Hughes, 1996, p. 43). 



Critical interpretive medical anthropology (CIMA) 

The complex political dimensions of HIV coupled with biomedicine(s)" virtual 

stranglehold~monopoly over its socio-cultural construction makes the analytical framework 

supplied by CIMA especially appropriate to examine the link between HIV master narratives and 

the loss of agency of many infected persons. According to Lock & Scheper-Hughes (1 996), 

CIMA is charged with the task to "describe the culturally constructed variety of metaphorical 

conceptions (conscious and unconscious) about the body and its associated narratives and then to 

show the social, political, and individual uses to which these conceptions are applied in practice" 

(P. 44). 

Alex's narrative clearly reveals the loss of agency that accompanied her HIV diagnosis. 

Biomedically, her marginalization began with an answering machine message about her 

diagnosis. Following this, her reluctance to take azidothymidine (AZT)~ in the early 1990s 

profoundly impacted the level and type of medical care she received. For a number of years, 

AZT was deemed the first choice in the treatment of HIV, regardless of its highly toxic side 

effects. To refuse the 'benefits' of the drug was deemed irresponsible, thus impacting how she 

was treated (Siege1 & Gorey, 1997). While advocating for herself and her husband James at 

hospitals and medical clinics, Alex often questioned the efficacy of medications being prescribed 

and asked for treatments that she felt were necessary to sustain quality of life. Her questioning of 

healthcare providers was often met with disdain and dismissal. She believes much of the poor 

treatment she and James have received over the years has resulted, in part, from her challenging 

the privileged position accorded scientific and biomedical knowledge and those who administered 

its practice. Knowing that she needed prophylactic treatment, yet not wanting to completely 

surrender her will to physicians, positioned her life in a precarious and often chaotic place. The 

complex interface of medical, political, social, and economic institutions that impact Alex's life 

so profoundly can be examined using the multi-level analytical tool of the three bodies (Lock & 

Scheper-Hughes, 1996). 

Lock & Scheper-Hughes (1 996) provide the framework of the three bodies to analytically 

explore the interrelationships between the body self (encompassing one's sense of oneself as 

8 I have chosen to represent biomedicine(s) as both singular and plural as I believe that it constitutes 
complex phenomena that are by no means homogeneous yet it occupies a hegemonic position within a 
Western worldview on HIVIAIDS. It is my intention to acknowledge its diversity in this manner. 

Throughout the dissertation, Alex does discuss her personal observations of many friends who suffered 
from the toxic effects of large doses of AZT that were being prescribed in the late 1980s and early 1990s. 
As a result of this, she opted out of AZT. 



separate from other persons), the social body (addressing the social constructions of the body in 

relation to nature and culture), and the body politic, that which reflects the "regulation, 

surveillance, and control of bodies (individual and collective) in reproduction and sexuality, 

work, leisure, and sickness" (pp. 50-5 1). This model of interpretation facilitates a multilevel 

analysis of the complexity of factors that influence each other (albeit to varying degrees) in the 

socio-cultural construction of HIVIAIDS. 

Throughout the dissertation I argue that the socio-cultural construction of HIVIAIDS 

results from hegemonic culturally constructed institutions whose master narratives have the 

capacity to deny human and moral agency to persons infected with HIV. Within the dominant 

biomedical discourse, these narratives often judge those who choose alternative treatments and 

ways of living with HIV as socially irresponsible or as a threat to the common good. The 

identities that are damaged by the powerful biomedical, political, and social discourse that 

generate the complex master narratives representing HIV constitute a deprivation of opportunity 

and infiltrate one's consciousness (Nelson, 2001). This causes harm and damage while 

entrenching one's powerlessness in the face of HIV. 

In terms of the three bodies, the body-self with HIV is shrouded with uncertainty, fear, 

stigma, and in many cases, chronically compromised health. As Alex's narrative will 

demonstrate, HIV serves to silence its hosts, often leading to an acceptance of self-imposed 

blame, alienation, and powerlessness. Sexual and other behaviours that are often deemed 

acceptable within society at large become the focal point of an accusation of moral deprivation 

when HIV is contracted. 

The social body applied to those with HIV reveals a complex web of descriptive and 

constitutive language and metaphors that revolve around the polluted body. Here infected 

persons become homogenized as part of a contagion-spreading pariah community (Sontag, 1989). 

As we enter the third decade of HIV (2000-2010), many of the powerful, though erroneous, 

metaphors by which people have come to understand this virus still make up the core beliefs of 

much of Western society. 

In analyzing the complexity of meanings around HIVIAIDS and the links to political 

agendas and the body politic, Paula Treichler (1999) suggests that it is difficult to discern which 

meanings will make up the official story/version that informs and guides the master narrative. 

For this reason, she argues, "We need an epidemiology of signification--a comprehensive 

mapping and analysis of these multiple meanings--to form the basis for official definition that 

will in turn constitute the policies, regulations, rules, and practices that will govern our behavior 



for sometime to come" (p. 39). Treichler further sees "disease as language, the body as 

representation and medicine as a political practice" (p. 36). One must move beyond the master 

narrative of 'factual' rhetoric to enable oneself to understand clearly and write critically of the 

multiple impacts of a master narrative that do not include "certain voices that need urgently to be 

heard" (ibid. p. 39). 

A good example of the silencing of voices can be seen in the early homosexualization of 

HIV that has had a profound impact on treatment, care, and social acceptance and rejection of 

HIV-infected women. Furthermore, on a global scale, heterosexual transmission among non-sex 

trade workers makes up the majority of newly infected persons, though there is still considerable 

official rhetoric that suggests otherwise. The political will of the master narratives that render 

many living with HIV as deviant and morally depraved can be found woven through political, 

economic, and biomedical policies aimed at containing andlor controlling HIV. This is a 

narrative made possible through the silencing of many voices. 

Nelson (2001) asserts that a deprivation of opportunity results from persons being 

targeted by members of the dominant group whose master narratives deny moral agency to the 

individual. The narrative of the social body limits life opportunities. Further exacerbating the 

situation, when an individual is oppressed through the narrative of the social body, the 

"oppression often infiltrates a person's consciousness, so that she comes to operate, from her own 

point of view, as her oppressors want her to, rating herself as they rate her" (p. 7). This 

infiltration of consciousness further constrains one's agency; damaging identity and rendering 

one's political will silent. 

A person's freedom of agency is associated with how competently one presents oneself 

within morally and socially acceptable parameters, and others' recognition of this. One's self- 

identification in relation to a society's moral prescriptions is also crucial to freedom of agency. 

As Alex's narrative will reveal, the stigma and various forms of marginalization associated with 

having HIV have both deprived her of opportunity and infiltrated her consciousness to the point 

that for many years she saw herself as dying from AIDS rather than living with HIV. 

While some narratives can damage a person's identity (Nelson, 2001), they also have the 

potential to restore agency to the ill person, present a moral story about the link between suffering 

and culture, repair identities damaged by sickness, give meaning to life experiences, have 

emancipatory qualities, and open up a dialogue of alternative healthcare (Kleinmann, 1988; 

Migliore, 2001). It has been argued, however, that we need to caution against uncritically 

presenting romanticized narratives of the suffering and pain of ill persons whose stories we 



witness (Bury, 2001; Williams, 2000). While Alex Keating's illness narrative has evoked both 

empathy and sympathy from me, this has not diminished its ability to repair identity, give 

meaning to life experience, and open up an alternative healthcare dialogue. In doing so, I argue, 

it also possesses the criteria of a successful counterstory, as defined by Nelson (2001). 

Illness narratives and the HIV counterstory 

When one is faced with a chronic terminal illness, such as HIV, one's life path is 

disrupted. This situation is exacerbated by the hegemonic position of biomedicine(s) in the 

Western world that renders the HIV-infected person subordinate to their diagnosis. The political 

nature of biomedicine(s) is to construct HIV in an objective manner. The resulting power that the 

diagnostician has over the illness narrative influences the way in which an ill person's story is 

often subsumed under the clinical demands of physicians (Good, 1994; Kleinrnan, 1988). This 

leads one to question the degree to which biomedicine(s)' determination of HIV actually reflects 

the lived experience of those infected. The contested ground upon which meaning is assigned to 

one's life with HIV is apparent in the divergence between medical description, public perception, 

and personal experience. This can be found threaded through Alex's narrative. 

In an effort to grasp the meanings that accompany such an emotionally and politically 

loaded diagnosis that is often framed in moral terms, Skultans (2000) has suggested that 

narratives open the door to comprehending the life stories of those marginalized by illness. 

Further, she suggests that, "narrative understanding is suited.. .to certain deviant groups.. .and to 

women enmeshed in the concreteness of everyday living. Thus narrative is thought to have a 

particular affinity to both women and illness" (p. 5). 

Nelson (2001) presents the concept of a counterstory as one that facilitates the 'narrative 

repair' to a person's identity that is damaged by the physical or emotional aspects of illness. Also 

impacting one's identity are the master narratives of the dominant groups in society. These 

define what an illness is, how one with the illness should act, and the parameters within which 

one should live their life as a sick person. Contemporary Western society promotes health as the 

moral responsibility of the individual and, when attained, it carries with it positive social rewards 

or benefits. 

Conversely, sickness is an indicator of one not maintaining the social and moral 

responsibility of good health. Certain sicknesses are constructed with a greater degree of moral 

disdain than others, thus focusing on the individual as morally defective (Nelson, 2001). HIV is 

one such sickness that, while clearly a medical condition, becomes subsumed under the weight of 



moralizing stigmas. Hatty & Hatty (1999) argue that we are living in the age of the epidemic and 

"central to this ethos is the logic of contagion.. .which shapes and guides social relationships" 

(p. 237). HIV, they contend, is socially constructed as apocalyptic proof that causes many to live 

in fear of contagion, and to alter their social relationships accordingly. The associated fear- 

mongering provides the rationale for surveillance over people's sexuality and lifestyles. It further 

justifies the physical incarceration and social and moral isolation of some infected persons in 

order to 'protect the public'. Alex's fear of disclosure and its associated stigma led her to tell 

people that she had cancer in an effort to explain her illness. There were times in her life when 

public knowledge of her HIV led to threats to her safety and, once, resulted in eviction from her 

home. 

Though there are many complex factors that have led to the 'dominant wisdom' regarding 

HIV, which will be discussed throughout the dissertation, the deeply-rooted master narratives that 

construct one living with HIV as deserving of their condition serve to usurp one's moral agency. 

Nelson suggests, "the extent to which our moral agency is free or constrained is determined by 

our own-and others'-conception of who we are" (2001, p. xi). Interestingly enough, while 

dominant HIVIAIDS narratives are often damaging to those infected or, by association, members 

of what are listed as high-risk groups, it is precisely the constraint on moral agency that has led to 

powefil  and narrative reconstructive activism within much of the HIV-infected community. It is 

this battleground that provides an interesting framework for Alex's counterstory. 

Given that illness narratives are very heterogeneous, Nelson suggests that not all of them 

"resist an oppressive identity and attempt to replace it with one that commands respect" (1995, 

quoted in Nelson 2001, p. 6). While many alternative narratives exist, not all constitute a 

counterstory, "The proper target of a counterstory is a master narrative that has been generated by 

an abusive power system to impose on a particular group an identity the system requires" 

(Nelson, 200 1, p. 155). 

An example of this can be found in the highly controversial yet groundbreaking safe 

injection site for IDU in Vancouver, British Columbia. This site resulted from years of political 

lobbying by former and current users, associations for assisting those living in marginalized areas 

of the city, street nurses, needle exchange workers, other street-level care providers, sympathetic 

politicians, and other interested persons. The focus was to reduce the associated dangers of 

unsafe and high-risk injection drug use in an attempt to control the spread of HIV and other 

infectious diseases transmitted through blood products. Injection drug users have long been 

constructed as morally defective, individually responsible for their addiction, and a growing 



problem for property owners and residents in areas where they congregate. The dominant 

narrative in Vancouver, at least for now, is that society needs to take more responsibility for the 

safety of this marginalized group, at least in reducing the spread of HIV. While there is not 

consensus among the population at large, the pressure brought to bear on the local government 

has created political havoc for many politicians. However, like all master narratives and 

counterstories, the safe injection site exists within a dynamic context where the meanings 

associated to the opposing sides are heterogeneous. The safe injection site and its narrative 

rationale clearly exist on politically, medically, socially, morally, and economically contested 

ground. 

Master narratives have both strengths and weaknesses that a successful counterstory will 

identify and toward which it will build its resistance. Master narratives are complex in that they 

are a product of and constitute dominant norms, beliefs, and values that provide the guiding 

framework by which a group finds cohesion, develops its identity, and guides its internal order. 

Changing an oppressive master narrative is no simple feat, as they are deeply rooted within many 

social institutions. Further complications arise when those resisting the dominating influence are 

starting from a position of subordination and relative powerlessness. However, it is the 

heterogeneous nature of oppressive master narratives and the dynamic nature of society that may 

provide areas of entry into challenging and changing these systems of marginalization. 

Nelson (2001) identifies a successful counterstory as an act "of purposive moral self- 

definition.. .that could itself be a master narrative, though it never oppresses the individual it 

identifies" (p. 157). While I agree in principle with Nelson's suggestion, HIV as a gendered 

illness exposes a weakness in her argument. The very nature of HIV initially being 

communicated as a gay plague has resulted in a powerful movement to counter the public image 

of the disease and the alleged 'immorality' of those infected. The monies available to agencies 

that provide services to those who are working to alter the master narratives are often fought over 

by the many agencies attempting to provide services to advocate and remain active in 

counterstory building. Thus, one can find within the HIV counterstories many examples of the 

oppression of women and other minority groups by those very agencies that are mandated to 

improve the situations facing HIV-infected persons. With present funding cuts to HIV services, 

at a time when many people are becoming desensitized to HIV or are complacent about its 

potential public health risk, the political posturing and infighting among many HIVIAIDS non- 

governmental organizations (NGOs) calls for a revaluation of Nelson's assertions. 



In relation to Alex's narrative as a counterstory, she has spent many years lecturing in 

classrooms and engaging in physician-sensitization workshops aimed at healthcare workers who 

encounter those living with HIV. She has conducted similar workshops for Financial Aid 

Workers (FAW) as well as representing women with HIV at various conferences and in television 

interviews. Her efforts to communicate an alternative reality aimed at countering the fear and 

ignorance of many who have heard her speak, as well as the advocacy position she takes in 

mediating both her and her husband's healthcare, also reveal elements of how she both narrates 

and lives her counterstory. She also writes of how working in AIDS does take its toll, often as a 

result of political and economic infighting between and within agencies. These political struggles 

can also marginalize those who are working for change. 

Chaos, quest, and restitution 

A. Frank's (1995) discussion of narrative plots for illness stories supports Nelson's 

assertions of the counterstory as a means of repairing identity and restoring moral agency. Using 

the plot framework of chaos, quest, and restitution, Frank makes it clear that the nature of chronic 

illness constantly interrupts one's life such that the journey between chaos, quest, and restitution 

is not linear, and that the plot lines constantly intersect. Frank's exploration of the dynamic and 

multilinear nature of the illness plots can be found within Alex's story and in tracing the 

unfolding of her narrative through these plot lines, the restoration of her moral agency, though at 

times fragile and vulnerable, becomes evident. 

The restitution plotlnarrative suggests that the sick person's foray into illness will 

ultimately end with her re-entry into the world of health, facilitated by the science of medicine 

and its supporting institutions. This is a master narrative that ultimately guides much social 

action and belief around sickness. The restitution narrative suggests that illness is a temporary 

state of disrepair until the body can be fixed and the person returns to 'normal' health. Where 

responsibility is concerned, Frank suggests that this "is limited to taking one's medicine and 

getting well, wellness being defined in contrast to illness" (1995, p. 91). While this is a socially 

acceptable and ancient plot line (Frank, 1995), it does not fit well within the parameters of 

chronic terminal illnesses such as HIV. The early AIDS = Death campaigns that infiltrated social 

consciousness have served to create confusion for those infected. Knowing that the illness is 

terminal, regardless of its present chronically manageable designation, the plot of restitution 

provides brief respite from the realities of living with HIV. Throughout Alex's narrative, one can 

find times when the restitution plot serves to facilitate a re-entry into the socially perceived world 



of 'normal' health. Equally, however, the master narrative also serves to usurp her agency when 

she has disagreed with physicians as to a care plan for herself and her husband. At these times, 

she has often been seen as irresponsible, uncooperative, and has even been called a "bitch" by an 

emergency room doctor. Her advocacy position has been interpreted as threatening by those 

attempting to implement a biomedical plan of action and exert their expert control over her life 

and death. 

The chaos plot is the opposite of restitution and is seen as a non-plot (Frank, 1995). The 

illness around which the chaos story exists is so encompassing that the ill person cannot grasp a 

position from which to reflexively narrate the story. These stories are as difficult to hear as they 

are to tell. There is no socially acceptable return to health, and the chaos narrative becomes "an 

anti-narrative of time without sequence, telling without mediation, and speaking about oneself 

without being fully able to reflect on oneself.. .these stories cannot literally be told but can only 

be lived" (Frank, 1995, p. 98). This is evident in much of Alex's early life with HIV disease, and 

resurfaces throughout her narrative. It clearly reflects the contingencies of living with a virus that 

encompasses a complex syndrome of illnesses that, if untreated, will end her life. If treated her 

life may be prolonged with a dependency on increasingly toxic doses of combination drug 

therapy. As Alex's narrative shows, the interface with the many institutions that influence her life 

on a daily basis can exacerbate the chaos. At points in time HIV becomes the least of her worries. 

As a result, though, as Frank suggests, "the need to honor chaos stories is both moral and clinical" 

(ibid. p. 109). 

The quest narrative is the third plot that Frank (1995) introduces. In this plot the ill 

person has a greater degree of agency over her story, as she is able to wrest control over her 

narrative and use the illness story to "hold chaos at bay" @. 115). In relating these plot lines to 

Nelson's discussion of the counterstory, the quest story is of paramount importance in restoring 

moral agency to the ill person. Though chaos and restitution are still present, they do not assume 

a central position in the narrative. In narrative reflection they can assume meanings that a 

narrator can utilize to morally and ethically build on her counterstory. In Alex's narrative, all 

three plot lines are instrumental in the abstraction of her life story. The narrative devices of 

restitution, chaos, and quest create a more active telling; one that reflects the uncertain and 

contingent day-to-day living with HIV, yet places her voice as central to the telling and ultimately 

restores her agency throughout the building of the counterstory. 



The crisis of representation, reflexivity, and authority 

While the academic tenets of positivism still resonate in many disciplines, including 

anthropology, the legitimacy by which researchers position themselves as the expert or authority 

to speak for an individual or a social group is increasingly being called into question. Renato 

Rosaldo (1 993), in discussing classic norms within ethnography, explores the 'myth of the lone 

ethnographer' as one who underwent fieldwork in a far away location, collected data, and 

"returned home and wrote a 'true' account of the 'culture discovered' while in the field" (p. 30). 

In the discovery of a people the 'other' was created, effectively silenced, and kept at a great 

distance from the objective, literate, and authoritative researcher. 

The colonizing discourse that resulted perpetuated itself within the patriarchal academe 

and was fuelled by the objectifying gaze of modernity. While contemporary anthropology is 

continually wrestling with its colonial past, Denzin and Lincoln (2000) suggest that the twenty- 

first century has led to a narrative turn in qualitative research that requires researchers to open 

themselves, and their text, to multiple voices and mediums for the expression of the story. In 

contrast to the commitment to value-neutral research and the creation of the 'other' that are 

paradigmatic cornerstones in positivist academic traditions, narrative ethnography in the "seventh 

moment" (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000) calls for "the social sciences and the humanities [to] 

become the sites for critical conversations about democracy, race, gender, class, nation, freedom, 

and community" (p. 1048). Given the commitment to a moral and ethical discourse where all 

knowledge is seen as situated, all texts as multi-voiced, and the personal as political, narrative 

ethnography in the seventh moment presents an opportunity to engage in experimental and 

collaborative ethnographic research that critically addresses the crisis of representation in 

anthropology. 

Medical anthropology is one field of ethnographic research that has navigated its way 

through the crisis of representation. A. Frank (1991,1995), Good (1994) and A. Kleinrnan 

(1988), among others, have explored narrative ethnography with the intent to critique the 

hegemony of biomedicine that constructs the 'other' as a diseased body, and also draw attention 

to the idea that "it takes a strong act of consciousness to denaturalize disease [from the biological 

domain] and contemplate it as a cultural domain" (Good, 1994, p. 2). By seeing disease as 

cultural, the task facing the narrative ethnographer is to create space for the illness story to reveal 

itself as multi-voiced and dynamic where 'truths' are relative and often shifting from moment to 

moment. 



The post-modern experience of illness, according to Frank (1 995) "begins when ill people 

recognize that more is involved in their experiences than the medical story can tell" (p. 6). The 

task of giving voice to one's illness narrative that lay with the researcher is to see "listening as a 

fundamental moral act" (ibid. p. 25), thus the ethnographer must engage an ethic of listening. 

Frank refers to this in the context that we can easily dismiss the voices of ill persons due to the 

often chaotic and socially problematic nature of their stories. In dismissing, ignoring, or partially 

listening to the voices of ill persons, we can shift our thoughts away from our own vulnerabilities, 

pass off their stories in a placating manner, or render their voices silent by suggesting a trajectory 

of healing, a restitution narrative, that fits socially acceptable parameters within the master 

narrative. 

Applying the ethic of listening to this research is perhaps one of the most difficult 

methodological concepts to put into practice. A Kwantlen First Nation elder and dear friend once 

told me that we were created with two ears, two eyes and one mouth, thus we must look and 

listen twice as much as we speak. In practice, this meant that I reflexively acknowledged the 

ethical, cultural, academic and familial filters that influenced my listening while I struggled to 

allow the meanings which Alex assigned to the words, the order of events narrated, and the 

purpose of her telling to retain their own intent. As an older sister, I also had to be vigilant in my 

desire to make everything okay and to guard against placating her, or becoming too enmeshed in 

my own fear and sorrow when she was actively ill. Attempting to listen ethically has sensitized 

me to the subjectivities that enter into the narrator-receiver relationship. I believe I would be 

remiss if I did not own the influence that the meanings that I attached to my sister's story had on 

the outcome of my analysis. Rather than being seen as diminishing the quality of knowledge 

produced due to the subjectivities discussed above, I argue that it is precisely the act of reflexivity 

that brings depths to this research that otherwise would not have existed in a more positivist- 

focussed methodology. 

Ethnographic narrative, as a methodology, emerged in response to the ethnographer's 

need to include their own experiences in the text while portraying the life story and memoir of 

their subjects (Tedlock, 2000). It also provides a map for anthropologists to document the 

richness of people's lives and to critique inequality and domination while examining the degree to 

which a researcher's cultural and personal baggage has contributed to or been influenced by 

master narratives, whether oppressive or not. Situating the production of knowledge in this 

manner can be empowering to the subject of the study as well as to the researcher. Balancing the 

power relationship between ethnographer and subject has long been a necessary element of 



critical feminist and humanist research. Denzin & Lincoln, (2000) believe that as we move 

further away from grand narratives (master narratives) common in positivist social scientific 

inquiry, we come into a humanist middle ground that sees the "world always from the perspective 

of gendered, historically situated, [and] interacting individual[s]" (p. 1047). 

It is in this context that Dossa (2002) chooses ethnographic narrative as a research 

paradigm for studying the narrative structure of Iranian women's perceptions of "emotional well- 

being" (p. 342) in relation to mental health, social, gendered, and political factors embedded in 

many immigrant women's experiences. She defines ethnographic narrative as "a mode of 

research that is embedded in the genre of dialogues among the research participants, between the 

participants and mainstream service and health providers, and between the research participants 

and the researcher" (p. 342). Similar to Nelson's concepts of infiltrated consciousness and 

deprivation of opportunity that accompany the constraint of free agency, Dossa's ethnographic 

narrative demands that the contexts within which immigrant women, as individuals and as 

members of a community, live their lives be given voice. In doing so we can deconstruct the 

'invisible veils/walls' (p. 343) that are created by the racism and sexism embedded in an 

oppressive master narrative. 

As for the crisis of representation and its relationship to ethnographic narrative, Behar 

(1995) asserts that "anthropology need[s] to encourage more innovative, dialogic, reflexive, and 

experimental writing [while seeking to] decolonize the power relations inherent in the 

representation of the Other" (in Behar & Gordon, 1995, p. 4). It is my assertion that all 

knowledge is situated and as such must be seen as fluid and open to multiple interpretations. 

Positivism and structuralism, while powerful and dominating elements in master narratives, 

suggest that ethnographic material should portray the researcher as the value-free recorder, 

analyst and authority of the information, thus silencing individuals whose lives they allege to 

portray. While many attempt to present more ethical and representative texts, ethnographers are 

always in positions of power over the subjects of ethnographic inquiry and the act of self- 

reflexivity is fundamental to presenting a more rich, interactive and balanced story. 

It has long been asserted that people are natural storytellers and that while traditional 

anthropological methods involve participant observation, they also rely on informants who tell 

stories, researchers who interpret the meaning within the stories, andlor narrate the significant 

portions of the story for the reader. The literature abounds with warnings of how to gauge the 

story for its truthfulness, the agenda of its teller (narrator), its relation to the larger cultural milieu 

within which the story appears, and, perhaps more importantly, the role of the researcher in 



influencing the story being told. Throughout the years of being actively involved in each other's 

lives, Alex and I share elements of this story with a degree of intimacy that may not exist in many 

other forms of ethnographic work; thus critical discussion of representation and reflexivity are 

crucial to this academic piece. 

Amit-Talai (2000), in writing of ethnographic work, has suggested that, "there is surely 

no other form of scholarly enquiry in which relationships of intimacy and familiarity between the 

researcher and the subject are envisioned as a fundamental medium of investigation rather than an 

extraneous by-product or even an impediment" (p. 2). While I concur with Amit-Talai, I would 

add that the researcher must consciously acknowledge the vulnerability of both self and subject 

which goes hand in hand with intimacy and familiarity. I believe the positivist preoccupation 

with value-neutrality presents a weakness as it negates the two-way impact between the 

researcher and the researched. 

Throughout the process of writing this dissertation, Alex and I have worked to openly 

address and critically discuss how the process has impacted each other and our resulting stories. 

The questions of whose authority and whose voice, that are critical in academia, are at the core of 

this work. The act of ethically receiving another's story does require an intimacy that belies 

positivist objectives, and in doing so, can give space for more meaning-centred and honest 

conversations to occur. The relations between researcher and subject of the research are often not 

conducted in as neat a manner as many ethnographers would have us believe. Alex and I have 

had arguments, have shared laughs and tears, have explored past and present family dynamics, 

and throughout, have often struggled with each other's story. In our work we are both trying to 

ethically accept each other's stories and life experience. Coming from a family where judgment 

and discipline were key strategies for holding each other in check, we have, with varying degrees 

of success, had to work very diligently not to fall into the trap of the 'righteousness' of our 

individual truths. 

Collaborative methodology 

Smith (1999) in her book, Decolonizing Methodologies, calls for researchers to "question 

the most fundamental belief of all, that individual researchers have the right to knowledge and 

truth" (p. 173). As a self-identified indigenous academic, Smith supports research methods that 

empower people through inclusion of voice rather than silencing and objectifying them through 

the exclusion of input into the research process, as evidenced by positivist methodologies. 

Though the method of sharing power and decision-making with the subject(s) of research is 



uncomfortable to some academics, Alex and I intentionally chose a collaborative methodology to 

redress the loss of personal power that accompanies chronic illness and to test Nelson's (2001) 

theoretical foundation that agency can be restored and identity repaired through counterstories. 

Collaboration with the subjects of research is not a homogenous endeavour, nor can it be 

fully balanced. Rather, it is a process of constant negotiation of meaning, intent, purpose, 

personal agenda, power (in a multitude of forms), intellectual property, academic demands, and in 

the case of illness narratives, the health and well-being of all persons involved. Given the 

complex challenges to one's identity that accompany chronic terminal illness, collaboration is a 

start in the process of shifting the balance of power and working toward more equitable 

representations and of reducing the tendency to objectify lived experience. 

Ethnographic collaboration is not a new strategy in addressing the above-mentioned 

concerns. G. Frank (2000), in writing of Diane DeVries' life with no arms and legs, Kasper 

(1994), in writing on women and breast cancer, and Lather and Smithies (1 997), in writing on 

women living with HIVIAIDS, all provide cogent examples that have utilized the informants' 

collaborative commentaries to enhance the text and to balance the power differential between the 

researcher and the researched. In this sense the teller of the story retains her own voice and 

articulates her own suffering experience, regardless of how uncomfortable this might be to the 

researcher or receiver of the story. Within Western society, the clinical narrative is organized 

around biomedicine(s) as providing salvation from suffering (Good, 1994) and the restitution plot 

outlines the individual's responsibility in this. Thus when one speaks of her suffering without 

relief, this story is often silenced within both clinical and societal settings. To change this 

requires the listener to "think with the stories and not think about them" (Frank, 1995, p. 22) and 

to allow the discomfort of suffering to exist in that uneasy space that is not controlled by the 

authoritative researcher or clinician. Frank (1995) suggests that to do this is to see the illness 

story as complete in and of itself. The story is dynamic entity, with a life of its own that is 

influenced as much by the initial experience as it is by both telling and reception. 

Bearing witness to illness narratives or to a testimony of suffering is often deemed 

necessary when the intent of witnessing has an ethical basis. In terms of a successful counterstory 

that is aimed at challenging oppression, being called to bear witness is of fundamental 

importance. Bury (2001), however, suggests that the religious overtones of language calling for a 

researcher to 'witness suffering' need to be recognized as cultural constructs with definite 

historical linkages. What Bury fails to recognize is that there are other cultural interpretations 

regarding witnessing beyond those linked to a Judeo-Christian context from which he articulates 



his concerns. I also argue that the reticence within some academic circles to engage witnessing as 

a research strategy is telling about the problematic of giving up power over the manner in which 

another's suffering is recorded. Among many First Nations peoples in British Columbia, who 

historically practiced oral traditions, being called to witness carries with it responsibility for an 

accurate and subjective remembering of what one has seen and heard. From this perspective one 

bears responsibility for empathetically remembering what occurred, though there is recognition 

that each person witnesses fiom his or her own unique perspective. That there is no objective 

perspective from which to bear witness is not a problem; rather, it enhances the value and 

truthfulness of recording the event. 

Witnessing Alex's and James' suffering as, firstly, a family member and, secondly, an 

anthropologist, has been a very difficult process for me. While witnessing suffering may appear 

gallant and honourable on paper, in practice it poses a myriad of methodological, theoretical, and 

personal complexities that challenge the positivist portrayal of distanced and objectivelunbiased 

observation. Of vulnerable observation Behar (1996) writes: 

Loss, mourning, the longing for memory, the desire to enter into the world 
around you and having no idea how to do it, the fear of observing too coldly or 
too distractedly or too raggedly, the rage of cowardice, the insight that is always 
arriving late, as defiant as hindsight, a sense of the utter uselessness of writing 
anything and yet the burning desire to write something, are the stopping places 
along the way. At the end of the voyage, if you are lucky, you catch a glimpse of 
a lighthouse, and you are grateful. (p. 3) 

While Behar has received extensive criticism and praise within anthropology for her self- 

reflexive practices and the positionality of this in the ethnography, Translated woman: Crossing 

the border with EsperanzaJs story (1993)1•‹, the above quote does reflect some of my experiences 

throughout the years of conducting this research. 

I recall a time when James was in hospital, Ally was sick but not in hospital, and still 

advocating for better care for her husband. The hospital wanted to release James, who was 

extremely sick with uncontrolled vomiting and diarrhea, to be cared for at home. Alex would 

have provided his care, as government home support was not available to them during this period. 

Insistent on maintaining her advocacy position, Alex spent countless hours on the phone and at 

the hospital trying to find a way to keep her husband in hospital though she was too ill to 

'O The final chapter (prior to the epilogue) of Translated woman (1 993) is titled, "Biography in the 
Shadows." The chapter is a self-reflexive exercise in which Behar situates her personal life in relation to 
both her research with Esperanza and the demands of her academic position. While this discussion takes 22 
pages, it has become the focal point of much attention among reviewers of the ethnography, primarily 
because of its self-reflexive nature. 



adequately care for herself. My offer to care for her or advocate for James was initially met with 

rejection. The helplessness and frustration that I felt at this time, coupled with fear for the health 

of my sister and her husband, was monumental. As well, I felt an almost blinding rage about the 

medical decisions that were made by the healthcare team. Clearly, it was impossible to gain 

adequate distance from what was occurring to adopt an academic position. Was this a detriment 

to the research? Did my recurrent vulnerability diminish the academic integrity of the 

dissertation? These questions, among others, have remained with me throughout and present 

important points for discussion throughout. Furthermore, they caused me to question 

methodologies that require the ethnographer to write of sorrow and suffering through a distanced 

and objective lens. I found myself questioning then, as I do now, how an anthropologist could 

turn off their emotions, sympathy, and empathy to write free of bias and, if they were unable to do 

so but refused to acknowledge it, how did this impact the truth of the telling about another's life? 

In learning to reflexively and ethically listen to my sister's narrative and to witness her 

lived experience, I realized that I first needed to unpack my own baggage about HIVIAIDS, its 

relation to my sister, and the complex and dynamic manner in which I have constructed my sister 

as a person living with HIVIAIDS (PWHA). In the early years, seeing my sister as a dying 

woman became a filter through which my interactions with her were influenced. I responded to 

her in ways that revealed my view of her as not only being terminally ill, but that her end of time 

was always imminent. This belief gained expression in a myriad of ways including 

overprotection, invasion into her private life, blaming anyone who looked like a suitable source 

for the displacement of my anger, and in giving her perishable gifts that ultimately were concrete 

indicators of how I saw her life, or lack thereof. As part of the dissertation work I began the 

process of situating my actions and reactions within the master narrative that influenced my 

perspective of how one with HIV should live her life or prepare for death. No matter how I 

envisioned her life to be or what I thought was best for her, I had to back off and let her live her 

own life on her own terms. I had to reflexively deconstruct my own knowledge and the still 

snapshots of what I determined my sister's life to be, and my role in that. 

Methodological discussions between Alex and me have brought to light the concern that 

her voice does not become subsumed under my authority as the recorder of her narrative. We 

were also concerned that we represented the dialectic nature of our intersecting stories. It became 

important for us to give voice to the reality that at times perspective was lost while one or the 

other of us struggled to retain agency in the face of the demands of the research process itself. 

Through collaboration we intended her voice to remain central in her narrative while providing a 



space for me to wrestle with the academic and personal issues of conducting research in an area 

so close to home. The method chosen was not without its difficulties, however, as it required us 

to be in a constant process of negotiation of meanings, intent, and relationship to best meet the 

demands of academia, while attempting to remain honourable to each other's needs and 

requirements through the writing of this dissertation. 

An area that has posed degrees of difficulty for both of us occurred, I believe, as a result 

of the intimate knowledge that we have of the other's life because we are sisters and close friends. 

It is here that I have had to learn to accept that Alex would share only those portions of her life 

that she chose. There were times when I tried to influence Alex's narrative along a certain 

trajectory because of knowledge that I had of her life. My rationale had been the academic value 

of her narrating these events to further enable the critical discussion that I wanted to engage in. 

At times this created tension for us and I had to differentiate what I would know about her as a 

field-working anthropologist from the more extensive and intimate knowledge I have because we 

are family. Further still, there were times when 1 struggled to hold myself in check so that I did 

not use the varying degrees of knowledge I have of her life to deny her agency simply to further 

the dissertation. On a few occasions the tension between us built to a point that we took breaks 

not only from the work but also from each other for a few weeks at a time. 

The complex webs of interactions that make up one's life raised the issue of multiple 

truths as discussed earlier. In a practical sense, Alex and I encountered stories of events that we 

both shared and to which we assigned different meanings. This opened the opportunity for us to 

recognize that differences of opinion and perspective had always been a part of our lives as 

sisters. We examined how we addressed these in the past, how we negotiated them in the present, 

and how we might deal with them in the future. We have learned (are learning) how to listen to 

each other's stories, and to allow differences of opinion, experience, and intention to coexist, 

albeit sometimes in a precarious way. We were careful not to usurp the other's lived experience 

and repackage it to fit our own beliefs. However, while we were both committed to hearing the 

other, it remained my intention to keep her voice central in this work. 

The collaborative research officially began in 2000 when 1 was able to put together a 

doctoral committee that was critically supportive of the project. We agreed that Alex was a 

collaborator and, as such, would be party to all communication between the committee and 

myself, be able to communicate directly with the committee, respond to their comments, and ask 

questions. While this practice was not an issue for my doctoral committee, it became a point of 

concern voiced by an external examiner during my dissertation defence and thus warrants 



discussion here. Stevenson (1998) problematizes the circumstances facing many post-modem 

qualitative researchers who do not couch their research ethics proposals within the language of 

positivism to gain ethical approval. He suggests that many committees are concerned that the 

authority remains with the researcher and that proposals are "part of well-rehearsed societal 

narratives which equate science and knowledge" @. 790). Positivist language underlies many 

health and social science research proposals that clearly define the study parameters and reflect 

the 'correct' way to do research. I intentionally chose a methodology in which my collaborator 

was enabled with as much power over the narrative process as she chose to have and, in so doing, 

was questioned on whether or not this diminished the overall academic merit of the dissertation. 

The choice of a collaborative methodology over other techniques was driven by a number 

of factors, some of which have been discussed earlier, and others which derived from recognizing 

that my sister was a content expert in her own life and illness narrative. Alex's long history of 

activism, advocacy and resource work within various PWHA communities and educational 

institutions gave her an intellectual competency that I acknowledged by insisting that she speak 

for herself wherever she chose. She was very capable of situating her story in relation to medical, 

welfare, and other societal institutions, thus she often moved beyond description to engage in 

analytical praxis. Conversely, there are places where I narrate for her and James; in essence, tell 

their story. Where this occurred, however, Alex had the opportunity to ensure that I represented 

her story accurately to her interpretation. Thus, she did retain the right to ensure that my telling 

did not alter the meaning she or James attached to the narration. At another level of telling, there 

are places where my story of an event in her and James' lives exists as my story, unedited by her. 

In these places, my telling of their story is more from a self-reflexive position. This is aimed at 

situating the various influences in my understanding of the intersections between our stories and 

its relation to the academic context through which the stories were being filtered for theoretical 

and analytical purposes. Ultimately, the existence of multiple voices in this manner created 

methodological complexities that, in belying a simple telling, reflect many levels of subjectivity 

thereby giving depths of meaning to this work. 

Alex having authority over her own voice included her having both the first and last word 

in the dissertation. The preface and epilogue that resulted were unedited by me though she 

initially asked me what each could contain and I provided her with a brief and generalized 

definition. The end results were of her creation and not mine. Though I initially did not agree 

with the way she chose to represent some of her ideas pertaining to me, I, necessarily, did not 

have the power to influence her writing. Through this process I learned a considerable amount 



about how it feels for someone to write about you and of not having the opportunity to change 

those words. It caused me to reflect on how traditional ethnography can disempower those about 

whom it alleges to represent. When the tables are turned and we, the researchers, must read what 

is written about us, it can be a very humbling, but worthwhile, experience. While I could have 

chosen a more structured interview process that would have guarded my privileged position as a 

researcher, this would not have been conducive with presenting a space for Alex's counterstory to 

emerge. 

M. Crewe (1997) writes of the concern with HIVIAIDS illness research among 

marginalized groups that appear as "reflections rather than a critical analysis of how social 

meanings are mediated and constructed in society" (p. 967). This is done, she argues, at the level 

of description of what it means to live as a marginalized person in the face of biomedical or 

societal control over ones' life. She suggests that to engage a critical explanation of how 

marginalizing processes set themselves up and are perpetuated we need to develop different 

methods of articulating how power and ideology are understood. She writes: 

As commentators and researchers about HIVIAIDS and its effects and meanings, 
we need surely to take people out of the margins and to put them back onto the 
pages. . . .they need to be neither in the margins, nor in footnotes, but firmly back 
in the society which both created them and spumed them-back in the center fold. 
(p. 969) 

Following along the argument presented by Crewe above, I suggest that the research 

design of repositioning Alex's voice as central and of facilitating her to conduct her own analysis 

of power and ideology is, in effect, bringing her back to the "center fold." Furthermore, Alex's 

access to the doctoral committee throughout the entire process reinforced our intent to challenge 

traditional academic power structures that also marginalize those whom we study. In allowing 

her these measures of control over how her words would be used by myself, as well as the 

doctoral committee, we were all held accountable to the ways in which academic and personal 

power were exercised. I applaud my doctoral committee for their willingness to take this step 

with Alex and me. In so doing they encouraged me to envision a research methodology where 

academic egos and theoretical posturing were not given fertile ground. We 'all' negotiated, 

collaborated, and learned to listen to each other. As a result, we successfully worked outside of 

the traditional boundaries of power that typically shroud the doctoral process while producing a 

dissertation that became a counterstory in more ways than one. 

With Alex's and James' consent, as well as my committee's support for the methodology, 

ethical approval was successfully obtained and the collaborative dissertation officially began (see 



Appendix 1 for ethical approval). Aside from the earlier-mentioned sources of data, research was 

also collected through what would traditionally be called participant observation. Fieldwork was 

conducted when we were together doing any of the myriad of activities that have resulted from 

years of being sisters and good friends, including events that are part of our support network for 

chronically and terminally ill persons. Though the boundaries became blurred between research 

time and the ongoing processes of our lives, there were times when the experiences we shared 

were too raw or emotional, or to special and intimate to lay bare for academic critique or a wider 

audience. 

The research locations spanned from Salt Spring Island, British Columbia, to central 

Alberta, from Vancouver, British Columbia, to South Dakota, from hospital rooms to Alex's 

garden, from healing ceremonies to doctor's offices, and so it went. At times we met primarily to 

discuss the research and our interactions took on a more formal and disciplined academic tone. 

We also worked independently, communicating by phone, MSN Messenger, or email with little to 

no physical interaction for weeks at a time. The natural relationship that we have took 

precedence over the dissertation and afforded me degrees of latitude that an ethnographer who 

goes into the field, and is restricted by funding and other work commitments, does not have. 

Conversely, our family ties presented other dilemmas causing and Alex and me to work through 

other personal issues in order to complete this research. 

Alex is a strong, independent, and tenaciously stubborn woman. She would not allow her 

story to be subsumed under my authorship any more than I would allow this to happen. She drew 

the boundaries around which aspects of her life were private and which were public. Her 

personal journals were not given to me to read; rather, she selected those portions that she felt 

were necessary for the dissertation, while other areas were strictly off-limits. The public lecture 

audio and videotapes of her activism and advocacy work were available to me in their entirety, 

though how I used them to construct a storyline were under her editorial control. Alex chose the 

poems and art pieces included, though some at my urging, to reflect feelings and meaning that 

textual narrative and analytical discussion cannot convey. 

Alex's husband, James, has also played a key role in this dissertation. For this reason 

James was asked to introduce himself and to present a few of his thoughts on this work. As with 

Alex's narrative, James also was afforded the opportunity to comment, unedited, within this 

dissertation. His choice was to present a brief introductory paragraph, which I chose to place 

following Alex's preface. He also wrote a longer essay that is contained within chapter 4, 

directly following Alex's story. My intention in having both Alex's and James' words precede 



mine was to further illustrate their central position within this ethnographic narrative. I wanted to 

use this visual method to reaffirm to the reader that there are many ways to share power in an 

effort to give voice to those who are often silenced within oppressive master narratives. I 

intended to remain in a collaborative relationship with them from the beginning to the end of this 

project and am grateful that they willingly accepted their positions. 

Chapter overview 

The layout of chapters two through five open with Alex's story, which is drawn together 

from her public lectures, personal writing, and our ongoing conversations. For chapters two and 

three, I first compiled a storyline from the transcripts of her lectures. She then edited it to more 

closely reflect the narrative elements and life changes that she wanted to communicate. Alex 

wrote her portions of chapters four and five, rather than working from transcripts of prior lectures. 

I was asking for her story to include elements that were not in the transcripts. While it may 

appear at first that Alex's story has a linear and chronological nature, it does not remain fixed 

within chronological rigidity. There have also been editing changes made by Alex that reflect a 

new perspective on a certain event, though the influences on the new perspectives are varied and 

often complex. These serve to challenge the rigidity of the life history method and problematizes 

with the ethnographic present. Between Alex's sections and mine, she has created scrapbooks of 

images that add a visual dimension to her story and serve as a bridge between the two stories 

(hers and mine). 

In chapters two through five, my response that follows Alex's story addresses the 

theoretical foundations for the arguments presented earlier in this introduction. I also engage in 

reflexive and, at times, personal discussion. Also, I refer to vignettes of Alex's story often in the 

form of my 'telling her story.' She admits that some parts of her narrative were too painful to 

speak of, but agreed to their inclusion. This is not intended to subsume her story under my own; 

rather, it serves to place the narrative clearly within the individual, personal, familial, and 

academic context within which herlour lives are lived. 

Chapter two addresses Alex's initial experiences with HIV and the socio-cultural climate 

within which she received her positive diagnosis. Throughout this chapter she addresses the 

growing marginalization and stigma she lived under while exploring the context of her life as a 

women living with a socially and medically gendered illness. The homosexualization of HIV is 

examined theoretically in the process of critically deconstructing the role of mainstream 

institutions in the dominant HIVIAIDS narrative. The chaos of her early years with HIV becomes 



evident throughout the narrative though it is interspersed with insights and perspective borne of 

having lived through the AIDS = Death public perspective. 

Chapter three provides critical insights into the impact of welfare disability and its 

associated marginalization and stigma. Alex cogently narrates her experiences advocating for 

both herself and her husband through the ever-changing policies and practices of social assistance 

in British Columbia. The chapter critically examines the embeddedness of the structural 

marginalization toward people on social assistance by tracing the historical and contemporary 

treatment of public assistance in Canada and British Columbia. Throughout this chapter an 

attempt is made to show how historical attitudes towards those in financial need perpetuates 

stigma and marginalization that, for a person with a compromised immune system, further 

exacerbates an already problematic situation. The dominant neo-liberal narratives that suggest 

'beggars can't be choosers' are examined in terms of their challenge to social welfare as the 

responsibility of the state. 

Chapter four explores the biomedical marginalization and socio-cultural constructions of 

HIVIAIDS and the degree to which these dominant narratives usurp one's agency. Alex's 

narrative provides insights into the problematic nature of how biomedicine subsumes alternative 

treatments and perspectives. She brings to light the personal cost of HIV being constructed as a 

sickness of immorality rather than primarily a medical condition. Further, this chapter examines 

the historical roots of medical anthropology, giving an overview of the various influences that 

have led to CIMA. It also provides space for James Keating to present his story. 

Chapter five focuses on Alex's advocacy and activism that has guided much of her public 

work as an HIV-infected woman. Throughout the years she has continuously found ways to 

challenge the way dominant narratives have infiltrated the worldview and public consciousness 

defining those who are infected with HIV. Using her narrative, this chapter explores Nelson's 

assertions discussed earlier regarding the construction of a counterstory. Drawing on earlier 

chapters that expose the myriad ways in which HIV is socially constructed and communicated 

through master narratives, this chapter applies Alex's narrative as a counterstory challenging 

many of these marginalizing aspects. 

Chapter six concludes my analytical discussions of the theoretical issues raised 

throughout. As well, it addresses ethical issues that surfaced throughout the research process. 

Methodologically, collaborative research becomes a key point of discussion here. 



In chapter seven, Alex and I have a conversation about the research. In this chapter we 

comment on and critically examine the process of collaboration on her life story. We explore the 

goals we began with, how they changed throughout the years of the writing, and how the writing 

has impacted both our lives. Further, we examine the theoretical foundations applied to the 

narrative in an attempt to address many of the methodological and theoretical elements involved 

in collaborative writing between two individuals who have a close biological and social 

relationship. 

Following chapter seven is an epilogue in which Alex provides her closing words on the 

dissertation and the research process. We had thought that this would be the end. At the formal 

defence the external examining committee raised a number of issues that warrant clarification and 

critical discussion by both Alex and me. As a result we have chosen to address these in a post- 

defence conversation in which Alex does have the last word. 



CHAPTER 11: 
HIE  DIAGNOSIS AND DENIAL 

I(ve never before had to sit so close to your doorstep 

Although I know you are coming your arrivalis always too soon 

In watching you workIjindyour speed temhing 

'Ybu remove alihope then backoffto Ikt us finger in fear 

Treating fives fie pawns in your sicbame 

Never knowing when you wiliiexecute your winning move 

Bringing to the surface emotion that is afien 

Leaving the mind at peakperformance as you slow8 

drain the hfefiom my body 

It is said that greatest awareness is just before death 

How unfair to be given insight when I can no longer utilke it. 

AhxlZeating, 1988 

Alex's story 

My name isAhxKeating andl  am a 39year-oUwoman. I have been fiving with 

KWsince I was 21. How it allhappenedfor me is that I was woreng in the West Endof 

Vancouver in a phce that happened to have many gay peoph wor&g there. I started 

woreng there in probablry 1983 or 1984, right around the time when the AIDS eprdemic was 

real8 hitting the gay popuhtion andwas in the news allthe time. It was ve?y new. Up until 



1984, it was commoni calhd GRID, gay-rehtedimmunodeficiencyll, after that the name was 

o f i c i a 4  changed to JIDS, acquired immunodeficiency syndrome. I n i t i l i ,  it was calhd 

GRID because it seemedmosti onigay  men weregetting it. Once enough peoph who were 

haemophilics or women startedbeing diagnosedwith this iKness there was enough of an 

outcry about the name, and the stereotype associutedwith the iliness, then the name got 

changed. 

At the restaurant where I was woreng, I hada number of f iends who were infected 

anddyingfiom this illness. At that time, peoph were being diagnosedvery h te  anddying very 

quic@j. I was seeing itfirsthand and I knew allabout the disease, or what there was to 

know at the time. I was one of thoseyoung women of the '80s who were going aroundto bars 

on Saturday nights giving out condoms to peoph and bn  me not in me' pins which promoted 

one o f t  he safe sex campa&ns of the day. I tried to advocate and educate without passing 

judgment, telfing peoph to phy safe anddo safe things. When it came to  my personalhfe, 1 

didn't imphment that. I didnot have a sense of myse5 or enough sey-esteem to allow me to 

negotiate safei. I compromisedwhat I knew to be right for myseyandit was a badchoice I 

can tellyou that. 

On my 6irthday in 1986 when I turned21, Ipartiedin the States with my buddies 

who were going on a boat cruise. I hada great weebndwith lots Of f in  andI was intimate 

with somebody I hadt&own for quite a whih. I dzdnot practice safe se4 I didn't phy  safe 

at allthat weeked  not at all About %months hter thisfienddied Nobody hadt&nown 

thisfiendhadWVdisease. He h d n o t  disclbsed to anyone. He was in denial; which is 

something that happens to a lot of us who get W'l? Sometimes it's overwhelming, you sort of 

shut down. Nost peoph sort of workthrough that andstart deafing with the illness before 

I I Originally referred to as GRID by various individuals working on the new virus in 1982, understanding 
the syndrome in a cohesive sense was marred by the lack of a unifying name that communicated the 
variability of illnesses attacking people's immune systems all over the world. Though HIV, believed by 
many to cause AIDS, was not identified until 1983, at a meeting in Washington DC, on July 27, 1982, 
members of the US Center for Disease Control, the National Institute of Health and the Food and Drug 
Administration, as well as many others, agreed upon the need to develop a name that did not focus on one 
group of people - gays. Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) suggested sexual neutrality and 
the word acquired "separated the immune deficiency syndrome from congenital defects or chemically 
induced immune problems" (Shilts, 1987, p. 17 1). 



they die. ZlnfortunateCy, thrkfiendeither dzdn't or he chose to go out anddo what he drd: I 

just knew there was no way I wasgoing to 6e l u c b  this time. I knew I hadpushedthe 

envelope one too many times and I hadgotten myse~infected I d d n  't want to have to 

confiont the fact that it was true. I avodedgoing to get tested: I hadaEo seen the impact 

that MV hadhadon myfiends andthe way they were treated 6y co-workers, famib, medical 

personnel; a n d l  aho hadears andqes  and1 saw what was in the media and1 readwhat was 

in the newspaper. 

I willgive you a fitth dea of what it was fike at that time. A s  I s a d  the name had 

on5  6een changeda couph of years previous to AIDSj?om GRID and the stigma attached to 

this illness was stillvery strong. It  was, andstillis, 6eing treatedas a moralissue andnot a 

medicalissue 6y many peoph. It  was common for the 6ig name refigious personas of the day 

[1980s] to talkabout it as 6eing Gods retri6ution for an immorallife1z. Guik vs. innocence, 

the victim vs. the deserving. lliere were many, many peoph involvedin the refigious circhs 

that were aho very empathetic andrealistic in deafing with HIV/!IDS,  6ut there were aho 

those reinforcing the fear tactic. I watchedpeoph 6eing ostracized 6ecause of this disease. I 

watchedpeoph being Cef t  to die albne because theirfamilies woulitn't be with them or even 

chim them after death. When famifies d d c h i m  the 606ies one wouliisee a notice in the 

newspaper saying t h q  haddied of cancer13. 

What was real5 common aroundthat time, a n d l  thinkone of the things that b p t  me 

)om pursuing an H I V  test for confirmation that I had this disease, was every few days in the 

newspaper one coulitsee artichs a6out M(I? llie messages includedsome of the foClbwing: 

6eware of mosquito 6ites or $someone comes to your house with HIVdon't ht them pee in 

your toiht or f t h q  use your cuthry, 6hach it. Lots of fear-6asedinfomtion was out there 

that wasn 't necessariCy true. llie media were very powerfulin influencing pu6fic opinion. 

Peoph testing positive were 6eing lh6eChdas 6elonging to risbroups. Gays, prostitutes, 

Jeny Falwell, a well-known televangelist in the United States, has been documented as promoting anti- 
gay legislation during the Regan administration. In 1983 during an ABC documentary called, "AIDS: The 
anatomy of a crisis," Falwell is recorded as saying, "When you violate moral, health, and hygiene laws, you 
reap the whirlwind" (quoted in Shilts, 1987, p. 347). Falwell's moralizing about HIVIAIDS has impacted 
the way in which socio-cultural constructions of those with HIVIAIDS are disseminated. 

l 3  See Robin Gorna (1996), Vamps Virgins and Victims: How Can Women Fight AIDS. Pg. 4 



injection drug users, and those Ih6eCledpromiscuous, were stigmatizedandstereotypedas 

belbnging to high-risbroups. I knew it wasn't just junGes, gays, andprostitutes who got 

this disease but I aho knew in my heart that I fek  guiky about it. I fek  very ashamedabout 

the disease and1 didn't want anyone to <now I might have it. 3CCof this h d t o  an atmosphere 

where I didn't want to go andget a diagnosis. Wi th  allthe terribh things happening to 

people with positive diagnoses, I was afi-aidof those things happening to me. I didn't get 

tested: I just went on with my life andwent on with my own denial I can assure you that 

thisgave me agnat  dealof understanding of how myfitendendedup in denial 

Pt the time that I was infectedthe modes of 3fIV/PIDS transmission were being 

brokn down into 'rkbroups' andnot 'riskbehaviours'. Unfortunate4 they are stillseen 

thk  way today. B i s  is something that hasgreat impact on the fives of people being diagnosed 

MV+.  I f  you contracted3fIV through unprotectedse~ or injection drug use then you were 

categorizedas being in one of 'those groups' and therefore desemng of whateveryou got. If 
you were in one of 'those groups'you were seen as having the illness because of your vices, an 

illness of choice. l?iose who contracted3fIV through blbod transfiLslon, haemophilia, or 

mother to chiliitransmission were seen as innocent victims. %is openedup another can of 

worms because it is saidthat you can choose not to do drugs or choose not to have unprotected 

sexbut the events in people's fives that badthem to make the choices they do aren't quite as 

simph as saying you can oryou can 't. 

Peoph became stigmatizedandstereotyped based on the above groups. l?ie cause and 

bhme of this disease was being separatedinto groups basedon the type of people who woulii 

get 3fIVinsteadof denttfjring the spectfic actions andbehaviours that resuk in infection. 

But that's a real4 dangerous thing when you start separating peoph into groups it is easy to 

see them as d i o s a b b  anddismissibh. l?ie way I see it, it shouliihave been broken down is 

into riskbehaviours not risbroups. l?ie use of unchan, orsharing, IVdrug needles, the 

activity of engaging in unsafe se4 those types of things are what hadto the spreadof this 

disease, not belbnging to a speczjicgroup. 

One of the main pubfic education campaigns of the ear6 1980s wasPI )S  = neath. 

l?iey were trying to get the message out there andwere using a fear tactic to try andget peoph 



to be aware and; believe me, that fear tactic worked: Today you see campaigns that say 

Sibnce = Death. I have no problkm with that one. AIDS = Death, that one causedme a Ibt 

of grief: I fivedthat one for a long time, befieving it. I t  made me very hesitant to confrrm my 

diagnosis. I &dn 't want it to be me so I went into denial: I stoppedgetting tested 

I kept wort@ng. I decdedI wantedto go to schoolso I went to D o u g h  Colbge for a 

coupb ofsemesters in 1988 to re-barn how to study andwrite for school; as I hadbeen away 

from schoolfor 7 or 8years. I then appfiedto Simon Fraser University (SW) to study 

criminolbgy andsociolbgy. I was fike many students today, I wasgoing to school; worGng, 

struggfing through starting my hz, andma&ng phns for myfiLture. Whilk going to D o u g h  

College I came across af iendof  mine, James, whom ~ ' d k n o w n  for a few years andwantedto 

date. He dd  have HW a n d l  knew I neededtofmdout what my status was so there woulit 

be no question as to where my disease camefrom. James and1 began to date, then to five 

together in the West End of Vancouver whib I workedandwent to school: My  appfication 

for admission to sW, as a mature student, was accepted Ib ma& this work1 quit my job 

downtown. Igot a job in Coquithm andwe movedinto redence at SFU in Louis Kiel 

House. I began going to University. 

When I went in to the campus health chic,  the doctor I was seeing there was just 

excellknt but unfortunate& they were very ilLpreparedto dealwith me. Having not ever 

testedanyone forHi"l/before she hadto checkwhat tests to order. A t  this time it tookabout 

three week  to get resul'ts back Gose were a terribb three weeh. I went andgot testedearb 

in December andon December 23rdIgot a phone message on my answering machinefrom the 

Simon Fraser University (SW) health c h i c  sayzng they hadbeen trying to contact me for a 

couph of days. Gey askdthat  I contact them immediate& because they hadmyAIDS test 

results. I knew 6y the way she was approaching me on this message that my test hadcome 

backpositive. My sister, who aho fivedin redence at Simon Fraser University, got a 

message the ne* day on her answering machine when she returnedfrom Hawaii saying, "We 

are trying to get hoUqfyour sister andwe have her test results andshe must contact us. " 

From day one, allof my fears hadcome true. I was treateddziferentljr nghtfrom the 

beginning. B e  marginalizing startednghtji-om day one of the diagnosis. B i s  disease was 



treateddiflerentCy. W h y  didthis receptionist have aCCmy test resuhs? W h y  didshe know I 

had6een testedht albne have access to my test resuhs? She shoulithave known no more than 

my name andmy rnedicalnum6erandwhat I chose to teaher. R ~ h t f r o m  the 6eginning, it 

was diflerent. I n  my gut, I knew aCCmy fears woulii 6e real: I just thank God t h q  &dn 't 

have a l m y  otherfami5 mem6erkphone num6ers 6ecause I'm sure t h q  woulitbe t&pt callkg 

u n t i l t h q  got holiiof some6odj. Needbss to say, my choice o f  whether or not to disclbse my 

HIVs ta tus  was t a b n  away at that point as far  as my immediate fami4  went. I never 626 

actuaCCy go 6ackto the S W  heahh unit 6ecause I knew what my resuhs were at that time. 

Since then I have 6een retestedandit was reconfirmed 

I f  I can get any piece of  information about testing out when Igive presentations, it is 

don't get testedwith your own doctor unhss you are very comforta6Li with him/her. Even 

then I woulitstrongi suggest that yougo to an ST@ chnic 6ecause there you have the choice 

of  anonymity. f i e  6est part is that t h q  6ookyou a return w3it to get your resuhs at the time 

you are tested: Gig ako  counselyou 6efore andduring testing. You can't get your resuhs 

over the phone, andyou won't get them on your answering machine. fig ma& you come 6ack 

in to get them. f iat  way they have the contact with you so t h q  can 6egin interventionfrom 

day one, even f t h a t  intervention is someone sayng that a positive resuh doesn't mean you're 

going to die tomorrow. I didn 't have that. M y  sister getting the message on Decem6er 24th 

shouliinft have happened I t  showedme that the discrimination that I hadwitnessedmy 

f i e n d s  hving wi th  andmy own fear of  what this diease woulitmean to my l f e  hadbegun. 

f ia t  made me scaredso I just shut down. For a few years I stayedaway from aldoctors, I 

didn't want anything to do wi th  doctors. 

Af ier  I g o t  diagnosedwith this disease I continuedwor&ng andgoing to school: 

James a n d l  dzdget marriedin Fe6ruary 1990 andhave 6een marriedever since. I continued 

for a w h i h  6ut emotionali, I triedto shut myseydown andput it out of  my mindandget on 

wi th  my lfe. fiis was real5 d i f i c u h  and though on the outslde I lbot&dfit& I was real$ 

together, on the inside I was pretty much a mess. I startedgetting sickandthat realii 

fightenedme. W h a t  happenedwas I stoppedparticipating in school: I wouliin 't get the 

workdone or $1 hati; it woulitn 't 6e up to par. f i e  schoolwas reali  good;. they forgave me a 



semester where they dehteditfiom my recordso that it woulitn't afJect my grade point 

average. Realizing that I woul;ihave to askto be forgiven another semester, I feli it wasn't 

fair to them or me so I withdrewfiom school: 

I didcontinue to work but a year or so after that Igot reali sick I hadbeen having 

a Ibt of respiratory probli!m-s. T h q  were beping me down, maeng me fatiguedandreducing 

my immune system. Then I startedhaving cancerprobli!ms. I hadtwo dizerent surgeries for 

cancer. Then after the thirdone, I was unabb to go backto work That was a realshlft in my 

perception of myseFandwho I am. Through the process ofBetting sick when I say I hadshut 

myseFdown, I aho shut my worl;idown. I became very isohted I became very se& 

destructive. J s  I startedgetting sicbr, and having watchedmany peopli! diefiom this disease, 

I didn't want to go the way I hadseen them. There are some reali sadways to diefiom this 

il-l-ness; it's not verypretty. I t h invor  me the realcfincher was when afjzendof mine who 

was in his ear5 30s was dying and t h q  said he w o u H h t  nine weeks and he h t e d a h o s t  

nine months. He hadsevereJI)S dementia, severe wasting syndrome, andhe hadno control- 

over his tiodiiji~nctions. It  was common to wal-kinto his room andhe wouHbe sitting in a 

comer having pul-hdoffhis diaper, puChdout his catheter, andnot know who you were, with 

feces andurine on his body. Throughout his decfine, there were moments when he was l-ucid 

and1 saw his pain andshame at what he hadbecome. Seeing his lbss ofdkni ty  brok my 

heart andmade me so terrified: J t  moments fib this, I didn't want to be there, not in his 

room, andnot when facing my own death. 

Basedon my conversations with the doctor at SFZl when I was being tested I was 

given the impression that apositive diagnosis meant that I hada coupli! of years to five. 

Fortunateb, she was wrong, but it real-5 d d a z e c t  me. I knew that it wasn't necessarib the 

truth that I was going to die in two years, but, in the lbng run, it real-5 dXfiave truth to it. 

Bere was no cure, no realtreatment. Zlnfortunatei, by internalizing this perspective I was 

ma&ng it true sooner than it hadto be. I shut everybody out andwaitedto die. I ddn't die. 

J year or so hter I was stil-l-afive a n d l  was a mess, a serious mess. of the peopli! that I knew 

in the md1980s on@ three of them were stigaroundin the mid-1990s. This is real4 

fjzghtening. T h q  are aKin my age group, between 30-40. By the time I was twenty-five, I 



couUcount on hss than one handthe peoplk I hadknown for more thanfive years, most of my 

fiends were dead: 

A s  I saideariier, a Ibt of the death I hadseen was not very pretty. I Adnot want to 

lbse my mind; I d d n o t  want to not know where I was, a n d l  d d n o t  want to wear a diaper. 

I d d n o t  want to waste away. I have to admit that I reali hoped1 wouliidie, that it wouM 

j u t  6e overwith and l  wouliibe tabn.  It's not that I ddn't  want to five; I j u t  ddn't want 

to die in a real4 6adway. Iguess there are two things I reali wanted; one was not to Ae 

alone andthe otherfor it not to hurt. I stillfeelthose things very strong6 today. I don't 

want it to 6e too painjilor ug4 and1 don't want to 6e alone when it happens. I don't think 

that is too much to ask$or. 

During the ear@ 1990s, I hd6een  very sickandwasgetting groceries defiveredfi-om 

AIDS Vancouver FoodBank6y an eMerCy woman volunteer. She was fib a grandmother to 

me 6ecaue of the relhtionship we hadbuilt up. She was such a wondeg'ilwoman in her md-  

seventies who wouliishow up once a weekandgive food; encouragement, andhugs. One 

Friday, she showedup andtoliime there was a new organization that hadbeen startedandit 

hdsljC mem6ers. I t  was a woman !s support organization that was having a retreat for three 

days on Bowen Islhndandshe hadsignedme up a n d l  was having the neQ Friday at three 

pm. S i s  wouliihave been Fe6ruary 1993. 1 real6 credit her with saving my life. 

S e  Bowen Ishndretreat was a gathering of 26 women who hadWVandaCthough 1 

had been Civing with mV for sljC or seven years, I hadnever met another woman face-to-face 

who hadthe disease. On one occasion in 1990,I hadcalhdan AIDS he& Cine and& my 

num6er aseng for an HIV-positive woman to caKme 6ack A woman ddcaKand we t a l b d  

for a haran  hour or so. S i s  was my on6 contact with another woman who hddisclosedshe 

was mu'-positive. A s  fate wouliihave it, I met this woman a couph ofyears h e r  at this 

Bowen Ishdretreat.  Meeting other women fiving with this disease was a huge thing for me. 

It albwedme to boka t  allthese other women andinternalize the fact that we were just 

women. W e  hadnot done anything wrong. W e  were not immoral: We didnotfit  the 

stereotype. S e r e  were a few who IdentzfiedIDU, street wort& andsex trade work S e r e  

were some who were marriedand identzfiedno risk6ehaviour, never had an affaiair, never used 



a needh, andsome who hadsimp5 hadunprotectedse;r~. We were just a reaL5 normaLgroup 

of women who hadbeen doing nothing more than just being human, doing one of the most 

human things that we do which is being falliblk andma&ng mistakes. TIrialanderror is a big 

part of life. Before the retreat I feh ashamedof the fact that I tiadgotten this disease. I 

wouUhe about being sickandwouUn 't teLLpeoplk that I hadK?'l/. I wouUteLLthem I had 

cancer. You have to be care&lwhat you tellpeoph because I k p t  t e lhg  peoplk that I had 

cancer a n d l  didget cancer. .. three times. 

What this retreat alibwedme to do was to pickmy headbackup for starters. I real4 

hada perception shzft, a change of focus. I wentfrom dy ing f roma~)S  to living with this 

disease. I wantedto get on with my life andto p h n  for my&ture. a f t e r  three days of doing 

wor@hops, andsharing, getting massages, andgoing for long walks I came home andwithin a 

weekwas volunteering for the organization. 

Within wee@ is was doing presentations andmedia interviews andwithin months I 

was going to conferences andspea&g to doctors, financialaid workrs, and home support 

workers, educating andsensitizing aroundK?V issues. This workalhwed me to puamy 

shouliters back holitmy headup, stop telling everyone I hadcancer, andstop being ashamedof 

what I was living with. It  was a huge step to admit that I hadK?Vand to do it with my 

headup in a strong voice. What it made me realize is that there is no such thing as a risk 

group, there is no such thing as a group of peoph who can get this disease. It  is not gays, it is 

not IDU. 

There are riskbehaviours such as using unchan needhs andhaving unprotected 

therefore high-n&se& the sharing of body fLuids. Those behaviours in any group of peoph can 

resuh in this disease. My  workwith otherpositive women hekedme to realize that the 

prevailing stereotype andfear-basedinfonnation that haddefinedK?V/P~DS was not the 

truth. Once I intemalizedthis Igot backto fiving. 
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Laura's response 

When Alex and I first started having conversations about HIVIAIDS it was in the mid- 

1980s. Living in the West End community in Vancouver she would recount her experiences of 

supporting friends who were ill and dying, and of living with a growing fear of the spread of HIV. 

Unbeknownst to me, she had already been infected but, as she stated, was in denial. My son and I 

moved to Vancouver in September of 1988 and before this, I had seen Alex only a few times a 

year throughout the 1980s. I remember feeling very good about the life she was living and of 

seeing it as much easier than her tumultuous teenage years. She communicated that she was a 

strong, vibrant, young woman. Her communities of friends were very creative and artistic; 

including talented performers and activists. She developed close relations with many of her co- 

workers and, as a creative woman, had found a niche within which she could develop artistically. 

When HIVIAIDS began to surface with increasing regularity within her community, she 

became actively dedicated to promoting HIV awareness. I remember a coat that she used to wear 

that had a large safety pin on the lapel and the pin was a significant reminder to 'play safe.' She 

spoke of her experiences through a filter of growing knowledge that was borne from living in a 

community that was one of the early centres of HIV infection in canadaI6. Alex's immersion into 

the stigma and marginalization attached to a positive diagnosis did in many ways precede her 

HIV-positive confirmation by a number of years. The circumstances of her life that drew her to 

live in the West End of Vancouver to some degree resulted from a need to find safety, security, 

and acceptance within a circle of predominately gay and bisexual fiiendsI7. 

Born the youngest of five children to lower middle-class parents, Alex was an adorable 

and spirited little girl. Loved by her siblings, she was dressed up as a princess and paraded about 

as 'our baby' but years later, when she was struggling with coming adolescence, most of her 

siblings were gone from home, having started their own adult lives. By the time Alex was five, 

our home was often a place of turmoil as our parents laboured long hours outside of the home and 

we children were left to look after one another against a backdrop of sibling rivalry. Since Alex 

was the youngest by six years, she faced her adolescence and teen years without the closeness that 

l 6  A summary of HIV in Canada, based on cumulative surveillance data from November1 , 1985 to 
December 3 1 1995, lists British Columbia as having the second highest incidence of HIV-positive test 
results in Canada (24.1%), preceded by Ontario at 45.4% (Daley, 1997). 
l7  The West End is a densely populated community in the downtown area of Vancouver, British Columbia. 
The community is characterized by diversity of ethnicity, income, sexual orientation, and occupation. 
Within the West End is a well-established gay community with varying degrees of institutional 
completeness that affords residents certain freedoms of lifestyle that are not so readily apparent in other 
areas of Vancouver. 



the other four of her siblings had shared. In these years, our mother communicated clearly to her 

daughters the low self-esteem she felt as a wife and a woman. She fought a battle with her 

weight, and suffered silently while her flirtatious and extroverted husband adopted the public 

persona of everybody's friend. Being put on her first diet by our mother by the time she was in 

grade four, Alex began an association with low self-esteem and body image that certainly laid a 

groundwork for her inability to negotiate safely in intimate sexual circumstances in her early 20s. 

By the age of thirteen, Alex was in the adolescent psychiatric unit at Foothills Hospital in 

Calgary, Alberta. She was struggling with her own personal demons that resulted, in part, from 

the family dynamic within which she grew up. As Alex's parents lived four hours away in 

Cranbrook, British Columbia, the staff in the psychiatric unit obtained permission to reward her 

progress with an overnight pass to go home with her friend, also a patient in the unit, whose 

parents lived in Calgary. That evening the two 13 year old girls went to the home of an older man 

who was dating Alex's young friend. At this home, Alex was given alcohol and later gang-raped 

by a number of adult men while the rest of the adults watched the show. Witnessing this, Alex's 

friend fled the party alone. During the rape, Alex passed out. In the morning, realizing what had 

happened, Alex attempted suicide with broken glass. An adult woman in the home, who was also 

present during the rape the prior evening, wrestled the glass from Alex, and said, "What are you 

crying about, you seemed to be having a good time last night." Managing to dress Alex and take 

her from the home, the woman dropped her off at the front entrance to the hospital. Alex 

expressed, in recounting this story to me, that she was shocked how the woman acted as though 

nothing improper had gone on, and that this group of adults was so blase about raping a child. 

As a sexually abused teenager with nowhere to turn, Alex internalized her powerlessness 

with men and her fear of sexual abuse. Believing that she was a bad girl, a belief that was 

reinforced by her actions within her family and social setting, Alex struggled to hide her pain in 

drugs and alcohol and looked for an escape from home. At fifteen, she moved to Victoria, British 

Columbia, to attend hairdressing school. After returning to Cranbrook to complete her 

apprenticeship, she moved to Vancouver and by 1984 was living in the city's West End. Many of 

the gay males who made up her circle of friends admired her in a non-sexual way and gave her 

love without sex, friendship without judgment, and a community within which she could heal 

from her past. 

It was in this setting that I began to see my sister in a different light from the angry and 

confused little girl that stayed home when I left in 1977. During 1986, I visited briefly with Alex 

in Vancouver in her West End apartment. Her life seemed so exciting to me and, because I did 



not know of the risks of HIV infection for women, I felt little fear of her contracting HIV. I was 

proud of her activism and awareness about HIVIAIDS in her community and of the gentle and 

loving way she cared for her friends who were becoming sick. Regardless of the news that HIV 

could also be transmitted through heterosexual sex, I naively assumed that my sister would only 

be having "ordinary (heterosexual) sex" (Patton, 1994, p. 10) and not be having sex with any of 

the bisexual men in her circle and, thus, she was safe. My own ignorance of HIV transmission 

among women reflected the homosexualization of HIV and AIDS that was prevalent in the master 

narrative at the time. With my sister's positive diagnosis, HIVIAIDS entered my life and, as a 

young single mother and social science student at SFU, I began to discover how many myths 

made up 'my truth' about HIVIAIDS. 

The homosexualization of HIVIAIDS 

In the late 1970s and early 198Os, a syndrome of illnesses resulting from immune 

suppression began to gain the attention of medical practitioners in North America. Although 

there were 34 cases reported among Haitian immigrants to the United States by early 1981 (Stine, 

2000), the medical and media focus remained on gay men and a lens of morality and judgment 

descended over public consciousness regarding the spread of what came to be called AIDS. The 

focus of early AIDS biomedical research and subsequent knowledge centred around lifestyle 

activities of gay men and included the use of poppers1s, attending bath houses, having multiple 

sex partners, and various mechanisms of sexual stimulation that were used in gay male sex. 

Regardless of the activism within many gay communities that was aimed at attaining sexual 

freedom and legitimacy, "the homophobic narrative of degeneracy could argue both that 

homosexuals 'recruit' (and will 'spread germs'), and that the homosexual lifestyle makes 

'unnatural' impositions on the body which weaken it" (Patton, 1994, p. 9). Sexual activities and 

freedoms exercised within the gay and bisexual communities were becoming the target of 

medical, political, and religious moralization and stigma that was played out within the 

mainstream media (Elwood, 1999; Shilts, 1987; Treichler, 1999). People were getting the 

message that the new disease was one of sexual immorality and lifestyle and as a gay disease it 

would not harm heterosexuals. In trying to make sense of a disease that was alleged to attack the 

18 In relating AIDS to a gay lifestyle, the use of amyl nitrate, an inhalant believed to heighten orgasms and 
often associated with homosexual sex, was researched as to whether it was contaminated and therefore 
associated with AIDS. Studies conducted by the CDC in the early 1980s refuted the contaminated popper 
theory. See Treichler, 1999, for a more full discussion of the amyl nitrate theory. 



gay lifestyle, David Black in a Rolling Stone Magazine article asked, "How could a disease pick 

out gays? That had to be medical homophobia" (1986, p. 40 quoted in Treichler, 1999, p. 2 1). 

Regardless of sexual orientation, the politics of knowledge of AIDS in the early years 

further exacerbated the oppression and marginalization of many people who were becoming 

infected at the time. Open public discussion of sexual activity and sexual risk was not a common 

part of the socio-cultural fabric in North America and many dismissed the new disease as merely 

a gay plague. "Until 1983, articles on HIVIAIDS could be located under the listing of 

Homosexuality in the Times Index and also in The Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature" 

(Baker, 1986, p. 243), both mainstream sources of publicly-accessible information. 

Further compounding the development of master narratives that were articulated as 

common sense AIDS discourse were the early biomedical definitions of HIV as primarily another 

sexually transmitted disease (STD). While HIV can be sexually transmitted, the more appropriate 

description of it as a blood-borne disease did not infiltrate the public consciousness for many 

years. "To present HIV as an STD is to disregard other potential transmission scenarios, with 

possibly fatal consequences, and to locate HIV in an already stigmatized category of diseases" 

(Wilton, 1997, p. 4). Hatty & Hatty (1999) provide a thorough discussion of the historical 

stigmatization of STDs by tracing the management of polluted bodies within the Western world. 

Looking at socio-cultural and medical responses to syphilis in 1497, the authors cogently explore 

the deeply rooted beliefs that STDs have been associated with immoral behaviour, unclean 

bodies, sin, and social scourge. Throughout their analysis, one can clearly see the historical 

institutionalization of stigma attached to STDs that was not only present in the beginning of 

AIDS, but is still prevalent today. 

With injection drug users (IDU) as the next group to show increasing rates of diseases 

related to immune deficiency, moralizing, stigmatizing, and alienation were even easier to 

entrench within the master narratives and the concept of risk groups became deeply embedded in 

the public consciousness. "By 1982 and 1983, the disease was reported in haemophiliacs, adult 

heterosexuals and children" (Stine, 2000, pp. 33-34). Regardless of the increasing diversity of 

those being infected, mainstream media publications, television and the religious and political 

right were promoting anti-gay, anti-Haitian furor. IDU were seen as deserving of their sickness, 

as it was common to hear the commentary that AIDS was God's way of punishing wrongdoers. 

Many public figureheads, such as politicians or religious leaders, responded to the sexual 

risk associated with the spread of HIVIAIDS by espousing sexual abstinence and moral behaviour 

as mechanisms of prevention. Suggesting that these preventative strategies reflected both the 



citizenry and the church set a dangerous precedent. Certain individuals often used their public 

position and resulting political power to present a personal opinion that came to be represented as 

the belief of the people (Farmer & Kleinrnan, 1989; Weitz, 1990) and thus made up core beliefs 

embedded within the master narratives. Reverend Billy Graham, a well-known televangelist and 

spiritual guide to many American presidents and other influential people, was quoted as saying, 

"AIDS is a judgment of God" (Graham quoted in Stine, 2000, p. 34). Reverend Jerry Falwell, 

another well known televangelist and outspoken AIDS critic "stated that AIDS is God's 

punishment, the scripture is clear, 'we do reap it in our flesh when we violate the laws of God"' 

(Falwell quoted in Stine, 2000, p. 34). 

In 1575, a French surgeon stated that it was "God's wrath, which allowed this malady 

[syphilis] to descend upon the human race, in order to curb its lasciviousness and inordinate 

concupiscence" (Pare quoted in Hatty & Hatty, 1999, p. 207). Social constructions leading to the 

moralizing of certain diseases, whether being voiced hundreds of years ago or today, have 

become embedded in the social fabric to the point that they infiltrate perceptions that 

indiscriminate organisms are morally discerning. Social constructions, like those above, became 

part of the accepted discourse on HIVJAIDS. As a result it was very easy to group people 

together and, as Alex earlier suggests, to dismiss them as deserving of the outcome of their own 

behaviour regardless of the socio-cultural context within which each infected individual lives. 

Blaming the victim is a hegemonic process. In the case of HIV infection, "what societies choose 

to call risky is largely determined by social and cultural factors, not by nature" (Bloor quoted in 

Clark, 1999, p. 14). 

The socio-cultural construction of HIVIAIDS 

Treichler (1992) suggests that when attempting to analyze a cultural construction we 

must see it as: 

[A] way of talking about how knowledge is produced and sustained within 
specific contexts, discourses and cultural communities; it takes for granted 
metaphor and other forms of linguistic representation; it presupposes that ideas 
are produced out of concrete contexts and have concrete effects; it takes for 
granted hermeneutic activity; it is a complex of ideas and operations sustained 
over time within a given community; hence it is institutionalized. (p. 89) 

Patton (1 994) suggests that: 

[Slocial construction theory, [is] now widely accepted as an appropriate 
framework for understanding the complex, mediated experience of the HIV 



epidemic. This approach assumes the social categories have been constructed 
through historical and social processes, and in such a way that the ideological and 
institutional interests served by a particular construct are erased and the 
categories appear to be natural. (p. 4) 

Throughout the first decade of AIDS, influential social, medical, and political institutions 

acted in such a way as to lay a foundational master narrative for the way in which many came to 

articulate expert knowledge about HIVIAIDS and the risk factors associated with it. Politically, 

the biomedical discovery of the virus (1 983) believed to cause AIDS became enmeshed in a battle 

between the research teams of Luc Montagnier of the Pasteur Institute in France and Bob Gallo of 

the National Cancer Institute (NCI) in the United States as to which group first discovered the 

retrovirus later to be called HIV (Shilts, 1987). The legal battle that ensued resulted in a delay in 

reporting the discovery while increasingly more people became infected with HIV and died from 

AIDS (Corea, 1992; Shilts, 1987). What one can learn from the 1980s is that the taken-for- 

granted information that was being promoted about HIV and AIDS at the time reflected the 

political economy within which both AIDS research was being conducted and the resulting 

information was being disseminated. As Treichler (1 992) earlier suggests regarding cultural 

constructions, HIVIAIDS information was seen as deriving from objective research (a concrete 

context) and having the effect of defining not only the victim but also the context within which 

transmission would take place (a concrete effect). The taken-for-granted assumptions of 

objectivity of the scientific method of compiling AIDS data became absorbed into AIDS 

discourse such that when this was called into question, those 'dissenters' were effectively 

silenced. 

Biomedically, the field was divided, from the beginning, between immunology and 

virology. Goldstein (1997) crudely defines the difference between them such that: 

Immunology upholds an idea of health based on the body as an ecosystem; in this 
model, health is balanced and sustained by careful management of the individual 
human body. By contrast, virology typically seeks to restore the individual 
human body to health by embarking on a mission to stop killer cells from 
replicating inside it. (p. 3) 

These biomedical paradigms, while powefil  reductionist models of constructing disease, 

presented little in the way of consideration of the complexity of socio-cultural factors that also 

influenced the transmission of the virus not only in North America but also around the globe. 

The "overemphasis on virological research also enabled scientists to discount the growing clinical 



perception that HIV disease was expressed differently in women than in men" (Patton, 1994, 

p. 10). 

Within academe, the process of research and publication has always been subjected to 

gate keeping such that research grants and papers to be published must first be vetted through a 

review process whose panel of reviewers is made up of experts in the field. With HIVIAIDS 

being a new area of research, the gatekeepers were a very small group of individuals and 

organizations who supported proposed research and publications that did not challenge the status 

quo. Individuals who began research among HIV-infected women or wanted to research factors 

other than HIV as the sole cause of AIDS were finding their grant proposals rejected and their 

papers not being published (Corea, 1992; Herdt, 1992; Shilts, 1987). Treichler (1 992) suggests 

that a careful review of journal literature on HIV reveals the way in which Gallo (NCI) and 

Montagnier (Pasteur Institute), as co-discoverers of HIV, were able to stake out and control their 

academic territory by citing each other's work. In doing so, they gained an "early (if ultimately 

only partial) control over nomenclature, publication, invitation to conferences, and history" 

( P  77). 

Those being denied access to research funding included medical practitioners, public 

health officials, and social scientists who wanted to diversify the field of HIV studies. Some of 

the areas of interest were the spread of HIV among women, and alternative socio-cultural and 

psychological indicators of risk of HIV infection. By wanting to expand the knowledge of HIV 

beyond the biomedically-based Center for Disease Control (CDC) surveillance data, many 

researchers were seen as challenging the supremacy of the AIDS experts of the day. Repeatedly, 

the requests for the HIVIAIDS research beyond the parameters defined within the master 

narrative were ignored. 

An example takes place in 1990 in New York. Dr. Anke Ehrhardt and a team of 

researchers submitted a grant proposal to the National lnstitute for Mental Health (NIMH) in the 

United States to conduct a comprehensive three-year study on how HIV affects women, primarily 

those in inner-city areas (Corea, 1992). Having formerly received the largest-ever multirnillion- 

dollar research grant from the NIMH, as well as supportive critical commentary on the research 

design from her peers, Ehrhardt felt confident the proposal would receive a positive review. 



Quite to the contrary, the NIMH reviewers resoundingly rejected the proposal'9. 

Also worth mentioning here is the powerful reaction within the dominant HIV narratives 

toward those who question HIV as the sole cause of AIDS. Perhaps most notable among the 

dissenters is Peter Duesberg, a molecular biologist at the University of California, Berkeley. 

Believing that "AIDS is caused by non infectious agents', for example, social factors, or 

'lifestyle"'(in Watney, 1994, p. 258), Duesberg states, "I have been excommunicated by the 

retrovirus-AIDS community with noninvitations to meetings, noncitations in the literature and 

nonrenewals of my research grants, which is the highest price an experimental scientist can pay 

for his convictions" (quoted in Stine, 2000, p. 42). Duesberg further believes that the drug 

companies have invested so much money in the status quo of AIDS research that they can't afford 

to be proven wrong and thus will continue to silence those who challenge the current research 

paradigms. As noted by Stine (2000), Duesberg has not received any new laboratory grants since 

1987. In an attempt to further discredit dissenters, Duesberg and his supporters have been 

targeted for activities in their personal lives that have little to do with their position regarding 

HIVIAIDS researchz0. 

Suggesting that HIV is not the cause of AIDS has led to passionate responses from 

persons in the medical community. Canada's leading AIDS researcher, Dr. Mark Wainberg, in a 

scathing interview in which he suggests that "those who maintain that HIV does not cause AIDS 

are a criminally responsible public health menace" and should be jailed, suggested that an HIV- 

positive mother, whose children were taken away after her refusal to give them HIV drugs, was 

somehow responsible for their ill health (quoted in KO, 2000, p. 53). Though he maintains, shares 

in, and receives considerable research funds from pharmaceutical companies, Wainberg believes 

this has no influence on his position. 

Like Duesberg, Christine Maggiore, an AIDS activist and organizer of Alive and Well 

AIDS Alternatives, a non-profit organization in Burbank, California, has also taken a very public 

-- - - 

19 See Gena Corea (1992) for an account of the commentary by the NIMH reviewers as to why the research 
proposal was not seen as worthy of funding. Further, Corea's book provides a plethora of examples of the 
ways in which research on women and HIVIAIDS was denied h d i n g  throughout the 1980s and early 
1990s. 
20 Gerald Stein, who authors a yearly series, AIDS update, has been writing about AIDS since 1981. In his 
discussion of Duesberg, Stine also writes of Kary Mullis (Nobel prize winner in chemistry for his invention 
of the polymerase chain reaction) who supports Duesberg's theory. Perhaps to discredit such a notable 
supporter of Duesberg, Stine chose to write that Mullis' publication, Dancing Naked in the Mind Field, 
"covers his disbelief that HIV causes AIDS and, among other things, his passion for hallucinogenic drugs 
and his belief in flying saucers" (Stine 2000:44). Clearly, Stine's objectivity and political agenda need to 
be called into question as to why this information is included and, further, how his (Stine's) opinions have 
contributed to the social construction of certain academics as dissenters. 



position against the biomedical community for their position that HIV is the sole cause of AIDS 

(Maggiore, 1997). Encouraging people to stop taking AIDS medications, Maggiore has the 

support of South African President Thabo Mbeki in the call for more extensive research to be 

conducted regardless of the "5,000 flabbergasted scientists [who] signed a declaration calling the 

laboratory evidence clear-cut, exhaustive, and unambiguous" (France, 2000, p. 47). There is little 

patience within the dominant AIDS discourse for alternate theories such as those discussed above. 

Women, limited visibility, and HIVIAIDS 

In the early 1990s, HIVIAIDS was still being presented as a disease that infected gay 

white men though globally this was not the case at all. Infection rates were growing among IDU, 

babies through transmission from the mother, women who had sex with infected men, women 

who had sex with infected women, those who had received blood products through infusion or 

clotting agents, and those who had become infected in work-related incidents. The knowledge 

existed by the early 1980s that HIV was a virus (like any other virus). It did not discriminate 

based on race, age, or gender but this information was still not being acted upon in a proactive 

way by mainstream institutions. "HIV had been studied primarily as a biological rather than 

social or cultural phenomenon in the United States [and Canada], and as a male virus in female 

bodies" (Goldstein, 1997, p. 1). Gender-biased rhetoric and its subsequent action that constructed 

AIDS as a male virus paved the way for misinformation and marginalization to blanket those 

millions of women who would become infected with HIV. The political nature of the social 

construction of HIV as a male virus is exemplified in tracing the development of AIDS 

surveillance data and the resulting exclusion of women from drug trials. 

The arguments being presented by funding and research agencies that justified the lack of 

resources being put forward for both researching women with HIVIAIDS or including women in 

drug trials were often convoluted and based on inadequate information or on maintaining the 

status quo. On the one hand, the lack of statistical representation of women among those infected 

clearly indicated that, compared to men, women showed less of an incidence of HIV infection. 

By 1990 in Canada, AIDS surveillance reflected "a homosexual predominance, with 76.6 percent 

of the adult AIDS cases reported to date having homosexual or bisexual activity listed as the sole 

factor" (Hankins, 1990, p. 6). When one looks at the CDC AIDS surveillance definition prior to 

1993, "it did not include a single female-specific HIV-related condition. In January 1993, under 

intense pressure from feminist health activists, the surveillance definition finally expanded to 



include cervical cancer, which had gone unrecognized in positive women since 198 1" (Goldstein, 

1997, p. 8). 

Given that AIDS is a syndrome of illnesses that varies from person to person, and 

between genders, it is not surprising that the homosexualization of HIV did not include women's 

gynaecological manifestations of the syndrome in the surveillance definition. Women appeared 

to have a lower incidence of &IDS than men. Not only did this reflect the "male bias in AIDS 

diagnosis" (Larkin, 2000, p. 138), but also once the definition changed to include invasive 

cervical cancer, "the number of reported female AIDS cases in the United States doubled in a 

single year" (Farmer cited in Larkin, 2000, p. 138). There is evidence that cervical cancer, if 

detected early, is highly treatable and need not be life threatening (Goldstein, 1997, p. 8). Sadly, 

we may never know how many HIV-positive women died because of prolonged andlor 

undetected cervical cancer that was not accepted as an opportunistic infection associated with 

AIDS prior to 1993. One is left to question the degree to which the skewed AIDS surveillance 

data, upon which policy was and is developed, has rendered many women's AIDS-related lives 

and deaths invisible. 

With HIV being defined, biomedically, as a terminal illness for which there is no cure, 

one course of action within medical research communities has been to focus on treatments. The 

political economy of AIDS drug research is aimed at maintaining the status quo of gender bias. 

While in North America sexual transmission of HIV between men who have sex with men is the 

most commonly occurring source of infection, this is not the case globally. Heterosexual 

transmission is the dominant mode of infection globally with the direction of infection being 

more commonly from men to women. Given this trajectory of infection one could question the 

efficacy of drug research that has historically ignored women in all stages of its clinical drug 

trials not only in North America but around the globe as well. 

Many of the drugs that have been and are being developed, at great expense, are based on 

male responses to HIVIAIDS and are being prescribed to women without accurate knowledge of 

how they will react. Research reveals that adverse drug reactions are the fourth leading cause of 

death in the United States (Lazarou, Pomeranz, & Corey, 1998 quoted in Corrigan, 2002) and that 

women experience adverse drug reactions more frequently than men (Corrigan, 2002). Prior to 

1993, women were routinely been denied access to participate in the clinical trials of drugs being 

developed to treat HIV. Corrigan (2002) has examined the variety of political and ethical 

positions of many stakeholders, including pharmaceutical companies, physicians, and activists 

regarding women's exclusion and inclusion. The rationale for the exclusion of women from 



clinical trials in the phase one and two stages was based on a number of factors. Critical was the 

potential liability associated with women's offspring being impacted by the drugs if the women 

were pregnant during the drug trial, if the drugs affected the offspring, and if the offspring chose 

to sue at a later date. Further barriers to the inclusion of women included "the concern that 

variations in hormonal status will affect laboratory test results and the possibility that fluctuations 

in the response of surrogate markers in women at various stages of the menstrual cycle, or while 

taking oral contraceptives, might affect inferences about treatment effects" (Hankins, Lapointe, 

Walmsley & the Canadian Women's HIV Study Group, 1998, p. 1364). Biomedically, 

"[w]omen's bodies are conventionally viewed within pharmacology as messy and unstable.. .and 

are referred to as 'sub' or 'special populations"' (Corrigan, 2002, p. 49), and thus were not 

convenient drug trial participants. 

By the mid-1990s, most of the clinical drug trials involving women were aimed at 

reducing the vertical transmission of HIV between mother and child. The goal was the protection 

of the infants regardless of the fact that three-quarters of the babies born to infected women will 

be HIV-negative. At the same time, it is increasingly likely that the mothers will die from AIDS 

complications (Murrain, 1997, p. 66). In 1993, the National Institute for Health (NIH) in the 

United States mandated that diverse populations must be recruited for medical research in 

federally-funded projects, thus the NIH Revitalization Act (1993) was designed to address issues 

of exclusion and invisibility of minority groups and women from clinical trials and medical 

research (Roth & Hogan, 1998). While a politically astute move, the Revitalization Act did little 

to improve the inclusion of women in private-sector clinical trials, though there were minimal 

improvements in federally funded projects. Given that major research was being conducted in the 

United States, these policies had minimal impact on Canadian women and their continued 

invisibility in Canadian AIDS treatment research. For many Canadian women, living with HIV 

meant medical marginalization, gender discrimination, increasing poverty and stigmatization, 

being denied compassionate participation in clinical trials, and accessing services that were 

largely aimed at gay males with HIV. In 1996, the Medical Research Council of Canada stated 

that, "an urgent need exists for studies of the factors that impede or enhance the recruitment of 

women into clinical trials" (Hankins et al., 1998, p. 1360). Using data that resulted from the 

Canadian Women's H N  study in which 413 HIV-infected women were tracked through their 

clinical visits and varying rates of participation in drug trials, Hankins et al. (1998) found that, 

regardless of the call for increased inclusion of women, there werelare still many barriers to their 

drug trial participation. Beyond those listed above, they found that ethnicity, education, and 

geographical location were also factors needing to be addressed. 



The socio-political and biomedical climate within which Alex received her HIV diagnosis 

was one that was driven by public health campaigns promoting AIDS = Death and that resulted in 

her "induction into a league of loathed and fearsome persons" (Elwood, 1999, p. 5). The role of 

the media, as gatekeepers to the rhetoric of AIDS, was one of moralizing and fear mongering. 

Alex knew that the stigma and marginalization she would face because of her HIV infection had 

begun with the first call from SFU Health Services. That she had been infected through unsafe 

sex would be deemed by many to be her own fault. There would be little sympathy for her as she 

attempted to understand the cruel assumptions of those who would judge her as deserving of the 

HIV because she knew about safer sex but was unable to negotiate safely for herself. A disease 

that targeted immoral behaviour had infected her. There would be little interest in personal 

history or personal pain, the die was cast and the judgments would be swift. 

Women, AIDS, safer sex, and sexual abuse 

In discussing women in the first decade of HIVIAIDS, Gena Corea (1992), through her 

poignant writing, develops a thesis based on a growing body of work exploring the link between 

experiences of sexual abuse and an HIV-positive diagnosis, whether the mode of HIV 

transmission or risk activities are listed as sexual or IDU or both. Her book, The Story of Women 

andAIDS: The Invisible Epidemic, reveals that sexual abuse in a woman's early life inhibits her 

ability to negotiate safe sexual encounters for herself. This finding is compounded by society's 

oversimplified and erroneous dichotomization of a woman as either a whore or a Madonna (Hatty 

& Hatty, 1999), while promoting images of a successful woman as sexy and inviting. 

Compounding this are the biomedical communities that ignore women as anything but vectors of 

disease. 

Patton (1 994) illuminates this discussion by suggesting that women were not rendered 

invisible during the first decade of HIV, rather they were divided into "women-who-do-not- 

count-as-women" categories that included non-white women who engaged in 'exotic' sexual 

behaviour, prostitutes, IDU, and women who had sex with IDU. This was set against those who 

'counted' being portrayed as middle-class white women who engaged in 'ordinary' 

(penilelvaginal) heterosexual sex and were led to believe they were not at risk. While these 

women might not be seen as a risk group, once a diagnosis was delivered, many no longer could 

find shelter within their protective middle-class worlds. Ethnicity and status were not always 

guaranteed protection from moral judgments embedded within HIV master narratives. 



The media, as gatekeepers to the rhetoric and marginalized images of women and H N  

infection, served to communicate to the public that infected women werelare a threat not only to 

men but also to the moral fibre of society2'. "This representation has contributed to widespread 

discrimination, with women being positioned as 'dirty, diseased and undeserving"' (Lawless, 
Kippax, & Crawford, 1996, p. 1371). As little research was being done into the areas of multiple 

risk within which many women negotiated sexual relationships, it was easy for society to 

construct HIV-infected women as immoral and deserving of their status, unless they were 

'innocently' infected through transfusion or through 'straight sex'. This construction cannot be 

separated from the encultured patriarchy within which many women have tried to develop a sense 

of self and self-worth. "Even those who recognize the risks cannot always translate this 

awareness into action" (Panos Institute, 1990, p. 19). 

While considerable research has been conducted into the epidemiological and 

immunological aspects of H N  infection, this does not address why safer sex knowledge has not 

been enough to stop the spread of HIV. Also it does not explore the specific and varied 

circumstances in which women are at risk of infection. While power relations are at the core of 

many sexual relationships, women often occupy unequal positions and "do not have the power to 

request safe sexual intercourse" (Brimlow & Ross, 1998, p. 71). It is imperative that we learn to 

listen to women's stories in an attempt to discern the rootedness of women's sexual 

powerlessness and thus better understand the lived experiences of those with HNIAIDS. 

Certainly, with this understanding, one is in a better position to challenge the social constructions 

and stereotyping of the 'kind of women' who become infected with HIV. 

Throughout the years that I have been witnessing Alex's life and hearing her story, I have 

come to re-examine the judgments that I have passed upon her diagnosis. Short of believing she 

deserved it, I had, in the early years, struggled with how she became infected given that she was a 

self-described poster girl for safer sex. At the same time, I was recognizing that I too had 

engaged in risk behaviours. As an anthropologist, I struggled with trying to frame an 

understanding of this woman that I loved becoming infected with a virus that was at the middle of 

a moral controversy. The young and vibrant woman who became infected was so impacted by 

the moralizing society within which she faced the campaign of AIDS = Death that she spent many 

" ~ a t t y  & Hatty (1 999) provide an illuminating account of the spread of syphilis throughout Europe in the 
late 1400s. The disease followed the movement of the armies as the infection spread. Initially all classes 
were affected; however, upper-class men seemed to be hardest-hit. In an effort to reduce the stigma 
attached to syphilis infection, women became the focal point of blame for infecting the men. Little regard 
was given to the idea that, in most cases, men were the transgressors. Men came to be depicted as the 
hapless victims whereas women were deemed responsible for the conditions facing the syphilitic men. 



years dying from AIDS rather than living with HIV. It was very difficult for me to understand 

how she became a social pariah, literally overnight, from engaging in sex with a friend, a not- 

uncommon behaviour that is promoted as normal and healthy and is used to sell films, books, 

products, and political ideology but is also used to convict men and women as immoral and 

deserving of HIV. 

In talking with Alex about the findings between sexual abuse and HIV infection, she 

concurs with Corea's theory (1992). She believes that she was unable to negotiate safe settings 

within which to have an intimate relationship with a man due to many factors that framed her 

sense of self. Alex's experience of being gang raped when she was to be in a protected hospital 

unit, and subsequent abuse by boyfriends who professed to love her, silenced her voice. Her own 

self-image, instilled during her childhood and reinforced through her life experience, contributed 

to her becoming a hurt young woman; one who went on a boat cruise with her buddies in August 

of 1986 and had sex with a friend whom she trusted. 

In listening to the years of Alex's narrative of HIV, I have learned how easy it is to 

dismiss that which makes us uncomfortable, and then create an 'otherness' based on judgment 

and stigma. From the many people I have encountered, including hundreds of students I have 

taught over the years, I have gained insight into how easily we categorize and create groups of 

people that are disposable. I have witnessed how simply we can deflect our own moral or ethical 

responsibility by refusing to critically challenge the social constructions of master narratives that 

threaten not only our sense of humanity but also our ability to think outside of our own narrow 

worldviews. Whether the basis for marginalization is gender, racelethnicity, sexual orientation, 

or some other aspect, it seems that part of the treatment for HIV lay in the ability of individuals to 

question 'objective knowledge' and, as Alex says, "to see HIVIAIDS as a medical and social 

problem and NOT a moral one." 

I have watched the impact of Alex's story on classes of students for many years now. I 

have seen the value of storytelling as a powerful mechanism for challenging stigma and 

marginalization. Evidence of this is the transformation of many young college students who may 

never before thought about how they came to develop their personal knowledge about HIV or the 

'people who get it'. For many, the process of understanding how stigma becomes embedded in 

unquestioned social constructions is an uncomfortable one, especially when the moralizing is 

around intimate sexual behaviour that is not commonly and openly discussed by many in North 

American society. For one to talk about one's own HIVIAIDS means to risk further 

marginalization, alienation, and stigmatization. For one to listen to this talk can bring to the 



surface fear, ignorance, and pain. Through the sharing of stories, however, lives can be healed, 

fears assuaged and understanding reached. 

Healing through stories 

Many people living with the stigma of HIVIAIDS have described themselves as the 

"modern world's equivalent of lepers" (Weitz, 1990, p. 26) and thus have been silenced. With 

the case of HIVIAIDS, many infected people have already been marginalized by sexual 

orientation, gender, IDU, poverty, andlor ethnicity. Their pre-existing lack of agency will likely 

be further compounded by a positive diagnosis. In the early years after Alex's first positive HIV 

test, she withdrew from many people. Her phone would remain unanswered for months at a time, 

she would not return calls, she would not answer her door; she shut down her social world. I 

remember her seclusion becoming increasingly more severe after she left the university. As she 

says, she was waiting to die. The stigma and shame that shrouded her life during these years 

reinforced the silencing of her voice. Of stigma, Arthur Kleinman (1988) suggests that the 

stigmatized individual comes to internalize the societal reactions toward themselves and that they 

come to anticipate the resulting marginalization even before it occurs. The negative self- 

perception that results from stigma begins to shape the ill person's identity (p. 160). Nelson 

(2001) refers to this as infiltrated consciousness; that powerful and controlling acceptance of the 

identity assigned by and supported through oppressive master narratives. 

Alex's narrative during her early years of HIV reflects the internalized negative self- 

perception to which Kleinman and Nelson are referring. With a tempered voice, her chaos story 

was filled with sadness, fear, despair, self-loathing, and hopelessness. While trying to maintain 

self-control in relations with family, she was determined that we would accept her on her terms or 

not see her. I can only speak for myself here in saying that during the times when she would not 

answer the phone or to allow me in to her life for months at a time, I became hurt and felt that she 

was lashing out at me personally. Not understanding the chaos that HIV had inflicted on her, I 

added to this through my own anger, frustration, and judgment of how she was choosing to live 

her life. During the self-destructive times when she was willing herself to die, I went through 

periods where I would shut her out of my life while I tended to my ego, bruised by the 

helplessness that comes with not knowing how to bear witness. 

Kleinman (1988) suggests that the immediate family members of people with stigmatized 

disorders do not shun them (p. 160). HIVIAIDS challenges this concept for many families. 

Weitz' (1 990) research on stigma and AIDS reveals that often family members cease contact with 



the infected person for varying periods. Given that Weitz' research was conducted in the late 

1980s one is left to question whether or not the current state of promoting HIVIAIDS as a 

"chronically manageable illness" would result in different outcomes in familial relationships. I 

know that in my case, the AIDS = Death campaigns of the first two decades of HIV profoundly 

affected me. Seeing my sister as a dying woman became a filter through which my interactions 

with her were influenced. I responded to her in ways that revealed my view of her as, not only 

being terminally ill, but that her end of time was always imminent. 

These chaotic years in Alex's life placed her in a position where she could not voice the 

horror of living with a death sentence hanging over her head, thus she believed herself to have no 

choice but to shut down her world. Arthur Frank (1995) writes of the chaos narrative as an anti- 

narrative. He suggests that for one to engage in the narrative process they must be reflexive and, 

that with chaos being a lived and all-consuming event, there is no time for reflection. While 

Alex's journal entries during the chaotic times in her life challenge Frank's tidy picture of the 

chaos narrative as presenting no time for reflection, her writing was a private affair often 

representing her tenuous hold on life. The chaos narrative holds no place for life to improve, it is 

difficult to listen to, and the anxiety that chaos produces affects both the teller and the listener. 

The loss of control over one's life is critical to this narrative. In Alex's case, HIV, as a chaos- 

defining illness, is ultimately post-modem. The powerlessness of biomedicine (modernity) to 

provide the path to restitution, to bring the illness under control, reinforces the lack of future and 

hope experienced by many people living with HIVIAIDS (PWHA) for "there is no modernist 

category for living a life of overwhelming trouble and suffering" (Frank, 1995, p. 112). The 

public campaign AIDS = Death became like a mantra or a self-fulfilling prophecy for Alex, and 

as a core element of her chaos narrative, helped her to erect a wall around herself that prevented 

her fiom being assisted and comforted by many people in her life. This was further compounded 

by a physician's advice to get her affairs in order, that she might have a couple of years at best. 

Research conducted by Stevens and Doerr (1 997) on the trauma of low-income women 

who are diagnosed as having HIV has revealed that in 55% of the cases, those being informed of 

their seropositivity have reacted with "unrelenting misery, escalated drug use, transmission risks, 

and destabilization of relationships, income, and shelter" (p. 1). The scenario that many women 

who participated in the study revealed was one of unending chaos. Believing themselves to be 

polluted in a way that required seclusion to protect others, expecting death imminently, and 

fearing to infect children and loved ones, many of these women were traumatized in a manner 

that made it difficult to seek help and in certain cases suicide became a viable solution to their 



HIV infection. Conversely, Grove, Kelly & Liu (1997) conducted a study among middle class, 

educated, Anglo women infected with HIV and found that the symbolic capital associated with 

their class and status afforded increased control over disclosure and negative stigma. Problematic 

for many of the women interviewed, however, was obtaining HIV tests. As their physicians 

believed the women did not fit into the socially constructed risk group, the result was many were 

diagnosed late and died much faster. Hiding their diagnosis was crucial for these women for 

many of the same reasons as those identified by the low-income women in Stevens' and Doerr's 

study (1 997). 

Unlike Frank's (1 995) supposition that the chaos narrative has no place for relationships, 

as they can be dangerous, and that the body lacks desire as it becomes unmade through illness, 

one finds a radical departure here when listening to Alex's story of these years. During this 

despairing time for her, she began a relationship with James Keating, married him, and while 

struggling with her personal demons, built a life with him in spite of the self-destructive focus of 

their lives. It is important to note here that the chaos narrative is very much present-oriented and 

linear (Ezzy, 2000). It does not provide a theoretical explanation for future-oriented actions such 

as Alex's marriage to James. The marriage did, to a degree, serve to reduce some of the 

psychological trauma associated with waiting to die and with the loneliness that often 

accompanies HIVIAIDS. Alex become a caregiver and nurturer to James and in doing so took 

time out from her own situation to devote to his healing. Having always been a nurturer, with 

James in her life, Alex was able to restore some semblance of normalcy in an otherwise chaotic 

time. 

In a longitudinal study conducted by Squire (2003) on HIV-infected heterosexual women 

and their romance narratives, she explores "the story of a quest for an ideal heterosexual love 

relationship, characterized by mutuality and transcendence.. .[whose] contents are, superficially at 

least, optimistic and life-affirming" (p. 77). The findings of her study show that among the 

research participants, telling their stories of finding romantic love were very empowering. For 

many of these women, the "desexualizing effects" (ibid, p. 93) of HIV also brought with it, as in 

Alex's story, an expectation that romantic love and sexual relations would no longer be possible. 

When they did appear in women's lives, they presented themselves like quest stories, very similar 

to the quest plot outlined by Frank (1995). Alex found romantic love while in the midst of a very 

traumatic and chaotic period in her life. I believe this is telling in the human need to normalize 

one's life through social relationships. In the quest for agency that has been denied through both 

illness and the social stigma associated with possessing a life-threatening virus, these are 



important events. Transmitting a deadly virus through intimate and romance-laden acts becomes 

a crucial hurdle for many HIV-infected people. 

Squire (2003) also raises a critical point when she discusses the way in which much 

writing about gender politics and HIV, particularly by feminist researchers, neglects women's 

romance narratives. Having witnessed this time, which included wedding plans and being her 

maid of honour, the romance with James became a focal point in Alex seeing her life as being 

worth living, if only to protect and care for James. 

While the stigma and fear associated with HIV was certainly a factor in Alex's seclusion 

from her family, her fierce protection of James also played a role. Many in the family wanted to 

blame James for infecting Alex, as he was an accessible scapegoat for us. Having engaged in 

high-risk activities over a period of years, he had also been a blood transfusion recipient in 1982. 

James fit our stereotype of the HIV-infected IDU. In defining James, we denied him any 

alternative identity than one constructed around blame. While wanting to support my sister's 

choice of husband, I also wrestled with wanting him to leave her so that she might have a 'better' 

life until she died. Without a doubt, it was difficult to watch Alex and James during these self- 

destructive years, but the pain of it could have been eased had I not tried to silence Alex's chaos 

narrative and impose my will the way I saw fit. Frank (1995) writes: 

To deny the chaos story is to deny the person telling the story, and people who 
are being denied cannot be cared for. People whose reality is denied can remain 
recipients of treatments and services, but they cannot be participants in empathic 
relations of care. The chaotic body is disabled with respect to entering relations 
of care.. .it cannot tell enough of its own story to formulate its needs and ask for 
help; often it cannot even accept help when it is offered. (pp. 109-1 10) 

While marriage is a future-oriented activity for many persons, for James and Alex it 

occurred within a worldview that was often locked in the present. Michele Davies (1997) writes 

of the present orientation of many PWHA that resulted, in the early years, from the "uncertainty 

of time and death" (p. 565)  as well as fearful AIDS = Death campaigns. The suffering that Alex 

had witnessed among her friends and within her community was like a continuously looping 

instant replay of the kind of death facing her at some undetermined point in the 'near' future. 

Waiting to die from AIDS created a traumatic temporal situation for Alex and with the inability to 

see a future, she clung precariously to the present. Often living without hopes and dreams of a 

future, without aspirations and possibilities, drove Alex further into the spiralling abyss of self- 

destruction: 



Living in a liminal state with HIV was clearly distorting Alex's present orientation in her 

life. Waiting to die, when death was not coming, presented a traumatic psychological position 

that Alex could not sustain indefinitely. In the beginning, she was led to believe that HIV meant 

that death was imminent and inevitable, but by the late 1980s the HIV = AIDS = Death campaign 

was being challenged by the numbers of long-term survivors (five years or more) that were being 

recorded. Davies (1997) writes of the trauma associated with the "difficulty of sustaining two 

mutually contradictory life orientations or two ways of being" (p. 565). The present orientation 

of waiting to die, not planning for the future for fear of being let down or of wasting time, 

juxtaposed with a glimmer of hope that death might not be as swift or as assured as the master 

narrative of the time had suggested, creates an HIV-positive in-between position in which the 

trauma inflicted is immense (Davies, 1997). The angst created by this position is clearly 

indicated in the poem that opens this chapter written by Alex two years after her infection. 

The chaotic "death-infused environment" (Crossley, 1997, p. 1867) within which Alex 

had been living was not sustainable for the long term. This is evidenced by her willingness to go 

to the Bowen Island women's retreat at the urging of her elderly woman friend. It is here that 

Alex's narrative takes a turn, the chaos begins to lift, and some level of agency is restored to her 

life. Crediting her elderly friend with saving her life is a powerful indicator of a change in 

orientation from present to future, bringing with it the beginnings of self-empowerment and a 

reduction in self-loathing. Alex turned a comer in, once again, seeing value in her own life, that 

she had a life worth living and she had a story worth telling. The elderly woman's willingness to 

bear witness to the chaos of Alex's narrative fulfills what Frank (1995) calls for as a duty-bound 

ethic of listening. Someone who was not afraid of the horror of HIVIAIDS embraced this moral 

imperative. She valued Alex's life enough to know that she was a woman in need of a friend. As 

a result, a chain of events was set in motion in which Alex Keating started living with HIV rather 

than dying from AIDS. 



CHAPTER 111: 
LIVING UNDER WELFARE 

Alex's story 

groundthe topic o f  poverty, especial5 in deafing wi th  %lz//AID.S issues, many of  the 

infectedpeoplk are between 30 and45  when they start getting sickand have to stop woreng 

or have their work in tempted  At that age, you don't have a lifetime o f  workbehindyou, you 

haven't reached 65 with retirement benefits, andyou don't have a Ibt o f  savings to fallback 

on. When  I had to quit work it put me in a position of  serious poverty. 

Igrew up in a w o r e n g - c h s  familry andmy folks alivays owneda business or two, 

usual5 just enough to support theirfami5 andkeep their chiHren busy andwor&ng. Giis 

was okay because it taught me a strong workethic at a veryyoung age andalbwedme to 

grow up knowing I wouHnever want for anything because I couHwork I befieved that was 

how it was going to be for  the rest o f  my life, that I wouHaliuays tie ablk to earn what I 

needed: Not  having the abifity to make an income andbe in controlof that part o f  my life was 

one o f  the hardest things I hadto face, it was a very disempowering thing. I have a father 

who befievedthat f y o u  weren't wor&ng, you were h z y ;  f y o u  were on weyare, you were a 

bum. Giere was no middlk ground: W e  internalke the things we  hear as we  grow up. I 

always befievedmy worth came through my workandmy accomplishments. When  I hadto  

quit workandapproach weyare, it real5 diddiminish my own sense of  seCf-worth. I must say 

that the weyare system set up in such a way that it doesn't do much to encourage seFworth 

anyway. Having to swalbw my p d e  andwalkthrough the door of socialservices was 

tem'blk, especial5 since I knew that I wasn't going in for a couph o f  w e e 6  o f  he&, I was 

going to be on assistance for  an indefinite periodof time. 

l t ie weFare system is not set up to dealwith persons in my position. l t ie  system was 

set up as a short-tern safety net; it was not set up to deaCwith Cong-tern, ongoing, unending 



illness. Many peoph with H I V  are young when they get this disease and are stillyoung when 

they start getting sick Many don't have a lifetime of savings andby the time t h q  endup at 

weyare they usual4 have few, Ifany, remaining resources to fall6ackon. Weyare is set up as 

a system of penahies. G e  whoh goalis to give you assistance for as short a time as necessaty 

andencourage you to get backwor&ng. I f  that encouragement tat@s the form of penalizing 

peoph to get them backwor~ng that is what they do. B e  fact is that the chances ofmy 

heahh improving to where I can go backto worwll-time to support myseyare minimalat 

this point. I am Ibo&ng at being within this system for what remainder I have of my life 

unhss a cure or a treatment is foundthat wiKallbw me to regain my heahh to the point where 

I can, once again, earn enough income to support myse5 

Wa@ng into weyare andaseng for he& was one of the hardest things I have ever 

done. I thinkit was as hardas waling in to that c h i c  and aseng to be testedfor HIrl? W e  

put a lot of emphask on peoph's worth basedon what t h q  do for a living, the e n d o f  income 

they make. fiinkabout it, when youfirst meet someone it general4 goes something fike "Hi) 

what'syour name? What do you do for a fiving?" It is one of thefirst things we askof new 

acquaintances. One's socialstatus is tru4 impacted 6y both occupation andincome. fiere is a 

realstigma attached to being poor. Bere is even a bigger stigma attachedto being on weyare 

orgovernmenta[assistance. 

Within moments offilfing out one appfication form for weyare, I wentfiom being a 

contributing member of society to being a drain on society. For some that may not be a 

d i t c u h  transition but for me it was devastating. Workhadalways been my way of 

normalizing my life after any upset or trauma andit was so after I was diagnosedHIV+. 

Wi th  my going on weyare, that nonnafizing toolwas gone. I hadlbst that phce to hide with 

my HIQ I ako knew that I was now one of 'them, ' the 'tat@rs' of my chilithood t each i s .  I 

f eh  utter shame at that thought and hopehss towards myfirture. It  was fike my life was 

being tat@nfiom me aaover again. I shut down andshut the worlitout. 

I hadappfiedfor basic benefitsfiom weyare, then with a htterfiom my doctor I was 

h6elhdas unemployabh whih I appfiedfor disabifity benefits. Medkaldisabifity status took 

a fitth over a year to be approved: It  tookdoctor's appointment after doctor's appointment 



and between these andthe wepare appointments we wouUsometimes havejiieen 

appointments in thirty days. I understandthat t h q  want you to document your need but, Like 

most things with thegovernment, it wasn't done in the easiest or most eficient waypossi6h. 

I t  tooka great dealof eflort. UnfortunateCy, these types of requirements tendto happen when 

you have the bast amount of energy to do it. Between my health andmy hus6and's heahh, 

trying to get wepare disa6iLity 6enejits became a very long process. 

Having to 6e in aposition where I am supportedthrough socialservices is a 6itterpiLl 

for me. Bere are certain groups of peoph that I speakto where I don't want to get that word 

wefare or socialservices out there. When t h q  askabout my income I comment on the 

disa6ili:ty aspect of it 6ut the wordwefare doesn 't follbw. It's my own pnde and other things 

that I haven't overcome. I have a hardtime admitting that I have togo to wepare for monq. 

I do appreciate everything that t h q  do for me andwithout them we wouUn't 6e a6b to 

survive. I aho have to admit that there is a part of me that is vecy resent&l6ecause the 

income hvelthat I now Live at means that my heahhcare options are Limited I don't have the 

lzqpry  of choosing to do whatever is best for my heahh andtherefore e ~ e n d m y  lifespan. I 

have to make the best choices that I can, basedon what my Limitedincome wiCCallbw. 

Quality of life 

In 1995, there was a study done regarding issues of poverty andwhat have been 

termedcatastrophic illnesses, Lit& muhiph schrosis andHIV2. One of the things that came 

out of this report is that peoph who Live on $10,000.00 a year or hss are recorded to diejive 

times faster than peopb who Live on $10,000.00 a year or more. I have to 6e honest, this 

rnat&s me a Litth 6it angry that my lifespan is most Lit&Cy going to 6e shorter due to my 

ina6iCity to aflordwtiat I need to stay as heahhy as possi6h. 

Going on wefare was a reaLity shzj3 for mefiom knowing that I wouUnever want for 

anything in my Life to knowing that my resources dependedon someone eke's whim andtheir 

22 British Columbia Persons with AIDS Society. (1995). National Catastrophic Disability Program: A 
Proposal to Reform the Canadian Social Security System. This is a draft copy of a working paperlproposal 
that was submitted to the federal government with the objective, "to create a federally administered 
universal program which provides adequate income security and maintains quality of life for persons living 
with diagnosed catastrophic terminal illnesses and permanently disabling conditions" (p. 1). 



moodfor the day. I was no longer in control: I was no bnger independent. 3 s  I sazd6efore, 

weCfare is a system of penallies and  the disa6ifity Genefits are no different. Disabifity 6enefits 

were or&nali designedfor short-term medicalintewention within a system that penalizes 

you $you stay on too bng. B e  @ritirsh Colum6ia Minirstry of ~ o c i a l ~ e r v i c e s  andHousing 

(WS-31)23 ut i l iespenahy in order to encourage you to get out andf indwork6ut  when, due to 

illness, your needfor assistance has no endin sight, the penahies sometimes feeloverwhelining. 

I d s h a r e  a f e w  exampbs ofsome things that have happened; 60th goodand bad; during my 

years on weyare. 

The penalties of welfare 

B e  FinancialJidwor&r (TAW) one gets can make allthe diierence in the worl;i: I f  

youget someone who does theirjob as a jo6 ariddoesn't take it too personal&, doesn't tat&? it 

fit@ it 5 their money you are taeng  out of theirpoc@t, then you are okay. someone who 

a lbws  you to retain your dignity and doesn 't ma& you groveland beg, who 06jectivei 

evaluates your request andgives you an answer, is a good wort+ But  there are workers out 

there who are on realpower trips andyou &ow what t h q  say about a fittliperson with a 

fitth 6it of  power.. . they can wieMit fike a 66ig stick Within  the weyare system the F J W  

has a great dealof power. B i s  is 6ecause in the weyare manual the phrase, "Your w o r b r  

may.. . " is attached to almost every poficy. B i sg ives  the FJWalmost a6solute discretion 

when processing vafidrequests, al'though some try to tellyou t h q  can't he& or that it is not in 

the manual: I f  a request is vafid; the F J W c a n  often authorize it or, $it exceeds their 

discretionary powers, the FJ W can take it to the supewisor, who can authorize almost 

anything. 

I have hadsome excellint FJWs  who have made my life a Cot easier, B y  a good 

worker, I don't mean someone who gives me whatever I want. I n  my opinion, a goodwort&er 

is someone who treats me respectf i l i  andallbws me to retain my dignity when I have to go in 

23 The Ministry of Social Services and Housing has undergone repeated name changes over the years as the 
portfolio shifts thereby reflecting changes and restructuring within the government. Prior to June 2001, 
MSSH was called the Ministry of Social Development and Economic Security. As part of the restructuring 
that was announced in June of 2001, the new Ministry of Human Resources emerged. 



andasuor  assistance; who doesn't treat me fit& I'm hss than human 6ecause I'm on weFare. 

B e  supervisor of the ofice in Vancouver that I dealt with between 1998 andthe spring of 

2001 is someone I respect for the way she approaches herjob. I d c a l l h e r  Toni Ourpath  

hadcrossed in the past when I had been involved with the TAW educating andsensitizing 

workhops, before I became a client at her ofice. In her position as ofice supervisor, she's 

never been a6h to say yes to me on any request or appealI've su6mittedto that ofice, 6ut she 

is stiCCone of the best supervisors I've come across. I've hadto appealandgo to tri6unaltoget 

her decisions overturned; that's just how it goes. She treats me respecthlljr andshe values my 

perspective. N y  encounters with her h f t  me feefing I hadbeen heardandmy perspective was 

treatedcreditiljr, not necessariljr a given when dealing with werare. 

When you are on weyare, you can get a yearljr 6us pass for use in the Lower Nainhnd 

for $54.00. I t  is goodfor any zone, any time of the day. W e  had used this service for a long 

time 6ut then Jim a n d l  were getting sicker. Eve9  time we wouliiget on the 6us, we woulii 

get sickwith the flu or whatever eke. Just riding in that enclbsedenvironment was 

fightening, thinkhow many times people cough, w p e  their noses andmouth, andthen touch 

the handraih. B a t  is a dangerous environment for us; the g e m  anddiseases being spreadin 

thls type of environment are massive. During thls time, we weregoing to the emergency three 

orfour times a month with Jim's 6heding disorder. 1 was having respiratorypro6hms and 

pneumonia pro6hms. For 60th of us, our resistance was lbw. So, I approachedour wort+ 

with doctor's htters to support our request. You have to have a htter30m your doctor for 

anything to do with medicalrequests. a e  doctor's httersadthat due to our deteriorating 

health we both hadto avoidcrowdedpu6lic environments, especialljr pu6fic transportation. 

Our request to werare was to assist us in achieving this. W e  listedthe options we couliisee 

andtheir costs. Bose options were, 1) insun'ng our car, that we already owned at a cost of 

$65.00 a month, or 2) m'ng tq is ,  which wouliicost a great dealmore than the car insurance. 

Our workr  tookour request to her supervisor and they agreed to give us $27 each a month to 

keep our car on the road: B i s  decision allowed~ames a n d l  to retain the health we had: W e  

were aho a6h to get stronger due to avoding crowdedpu6fic environments that had6een the 

cause ofmuch ongoing iCCness. Bti ls agoodexamph ofan FJWdecision having direct h;fe 



anddeath impact on our healih. W e  were fortunate that at th& time our workr  was 

empathetic to our needs. Unfortunateb, that isn't always so. 

How one is assignedan FPW is as follbws. FPW #I01 sees cfients with surnames 

beginning with P, B, I,. FPW #102. . . D, E, E, etc. Every year or so, everyone sh$s down 

one space so you don't tend to have a wor&rfor more than ayear or two. I t  seems to me fike 

we yare is aj?aid that $you get to &ow your worker too wellthey may see you as peoplk not 

clients. So, needlkss to say, we got a new worker andour weyare experience changedagain. 

W e  get a dietary a l l iance  that we have to reappCy for every year. 0ur.January 1998 

cheque anivedin December 1997 andwas short the amount of our dietary allbwance. I 

phonedour new FJWandsaid; "Our cheque is short a n d l  am assuming that our dietary 

allowance has expired: " She lbokedit up on the computer andsaid 'lyes" and that we needed 

"to submit the doctor's form and by the way, what's this transportation allowance of $54.00 

you are getting?" 

I exphinedthe circumstances of this allowance to her andshe said "You're not 

supposedto have this, " she hit dehte key on her computer andit was gone. W e  appealkdthe 

F P W s  actions. W e  fought the lbss of our transportation allowance for over ayear anda h a y  

andwe've nevergotten it back %is new T A W  that we hadnever met in person, just decded 

that we shouun 't have the transportation allowance that another FPW andoffice supervisor 

hadauthorized; so now it is gone. Wow the money for our car insurance comes out of ourfood 

budget. (SeePppendces 3 and4 for a recordof the communication between P l k ~ a n d  the 

FJW regarding the appeali on this issue.) 

I remember an FPW we hadduring the mid1 990s when I was involved with doing 

what are caClkd$nanciaCaidwor&r sensitizing sessions where peoplk with M V  wouugo in 

andtalkwith the workers. W e  woul;Ehol;tseminars andtwo-day workhops. I hadjust 

starteddoing these two or three month  b&e I hadtogo in andsee yet another new wor&r. 

I was telfing her about the workhops a n d l  said "Have you attended one? " Her response 

was, "I have been dealing with you peoplk since the beginning and1 know aCCI needto know. " 



I remember thin/& that she neededit more than anybody. Some of the workers callus '>ou 

peoph" andsome of them treat us fike the average j'oe. 

On a w e r e n t  occasion, but with this same work5 we hadgone into the ofice to 

request assistance for $35.00 to char up an outstanding hydro bill Assistance was refised: 

Gie FAWsuggestedthat since our weddhg rings haddiamonds in them, something she didn't 

thinkwe needed we shouliisellthem andbuyphin goliibands then we couliiuse the monq to 

pay the 6iIl Imagine this, to be tolii to seIIour weddkg rings that we had t a k n  a year of 

smaIIpayments to pay f o ~  the rings that wephcedon each other'sfinger with a vow. I felt 

sickat this suggestion, hter it just made me angty. What angeredme was the suggestion that 

just because we are on wefare we shouliin't have nice things. I am not taI_ing about having 

big houses, 2 BMWcars, anda jewel'hty 6 0 ~ I I o f  precious things. I am taIt@g about our 

wedding rings, items that to me have sacredness. I befieve this T A W S  suggestion was 

inappropriate andit h f t  a badtaste in my mouth. 

Around1996, due to a change in the boundaries that denote which W S Z o f i c e  

services a spectfic area, our ofice changed: W e  were transfen-edto the W S Z o f i e  at 666 

Zastings Street, an address that seemedfike an omen. Giefirst couph ofyears at this ofice 

were not good: ltie ofice was staffedby workrs who were assignedtemporanb, many of 

them for a matter of months, to a location at which most d i n o t  want to work Giis was 

because the Downtown Eastside of Vancouver was servicedat this ofice, albng with the 

neighbourhoodwhere we fivedup at CommerciaIDrive. Vancouver's Downtown Eastside is a 

hardphce,fiIIof sadness due to the rampant poverty, homehssness, drugs, crime, and 

prostitution. Many de-institutionaIkedmentaIheafth patients are foundfiving in this area 

due to Iow income andcheap housing. Some WSZcI ients f iom this neighbourhood6njlB 

sadness andanger with them into their deafings with sociaIservices. 

Giere was a time, short@ after we traqherredto this ofice, that we went to a s u o r  

some additionaIassistance. It  had been an eqensive month for us with a few uneqected 

health-rehtedeqenses. W e  went to see our TAW to asuor  a grocety voucherfor $20.00 to 

he& up get through the h t  weekof the month. I wasn't as_ing for money per se, I was 

as&g for a piece of paper that I couliie@iange for food: Grocety vouchers were a way that a 



FAWcouHgive assistance without having to give cash/cheque, therefore when one was in 

need; vouchers were general5 availhbh, but not ttiis day. 

On ttiis occasion, when we requestedadditionalheCp, something we rare5 ever did; our 

worker made it unnecessa* dificult.  f i e  FAWdemandedttiat we  go bac(,tiome andget a l l  

of our receipts for our eqenditures for the month so that stie cou@jirst, see f w e  tiadtruCy 

spent our m o n q  andwere therefore in needand; second; see f o u r  m o n q  was spent in such a 

manner that stie approvedof: f i is  was not the manner that, to my knowhdge, ttie request for  

a vouctier tiadever been dealt with before. I hadnever tieardof anyone having to produce 

receipts to prove v a f i d e q e n d h r e s  in order to get a voucher. Aha, ttiis was at a time when 

both James a n d 1  were sickandone trip that day to W S H w a s  dificult; t w o  became a 

hardship. I stilldo not &ow what motivatedthisparticulhr TAW to behave ttiis way on 

that day. W h a t  I do know was that we  were out o f  foodandmonq  so I tiadto jump through 

ttie hoops ttie T A W p u t  before me a n d 1  was forcedto phadfor  he&, very demeaning. 

I befieve it was in 1998 when the of ice  at 666Hastings Street changed: Because this 

was a ctialhnging ofice to workin, ttie decision was made to s ta f l i t  with permanent 

emplbyees who chose to be assignedto ttiis location. Our new wort@< I'llcallher Diane, was 

a breath of+esh air. Unfit@ with some other TAWS, our appointment times with Diane 626 

not cause me amjety. I n  the lhte fa l lo f  1999, when James tiadbeen very sic(,andhadlbst 

lhrge amounts of  weight, she assistedus with getting a clbthing allowance for him that was 

the m ~ m u m  allowable of  $200.00. f i is  allowedJames to get a couph of  new pants, shirts, 

andunderclothes, a decent amount of  clothing. W h y  this is important is that Diane 

understoodttie psychologicalefJkct of  wasting (weight loss) andtiow important it was to 

normalize one's body image. Seeing one's seFas healthy is dif iculi  when the clbthing tha t j i t  

t w o  m o n t h  before is now literal5 falfing oflyour body. 

Diane's actions here went bqondthe minimum requiredby tierposition yet stie dzdnot 

exceedher authority. Your TAW is on& supposedto give clbthing allowances when medicaQ 

required; as this one was, but then onCy for the very least amount needed: W h a t  she d d w a s  

wordttie request in such a way as to state ttie ma@mum allowabh was ttie minimum amount 

needed: Just to  clhnfj: Diane didnot give us e@ra allowances of  money on many occasions 



and we ddn 't a s u o r  any unhss tmCy in need: A s  a resuh, we were able to get assistance on 

most occasions when we requested he&. 

Gie most important andlife impacting request for assistance that we made to  Diane 

and the supervisor of  the 666 Sastings office, Toni, was when we decded to move. Between 

theyears of  1999-2000 our fives had6een very difficult. James had6een life-threatening6 

sickon a num6er o f  occasions. I wasgetting sickagain andour worlitwas clbsing in. W e  

were st i l f iving just ofJCommercialDrive in Vancouver, in the same plhce we'd6een since 

1992, 6ut the atmosphere hadchanged: Due to the city's fhdgfing efJorts to clean up the 

Downtown Eastside (gentrification), some of  the drug deahrs hadmovedjkrther up Sastings 

Street into our neigh6ourhood: A crackhouse hadopened&rectCy across the streetfiom our co- 

op, another drug house openedthree 6 h c k  away, andsex trade workrs  were woreng rght in 

our neighbourhood: In  the summer of 1999, a pimp hadbeaten up a prostitute infiont of  the 

chilitren's plhy yardof our co-op, sadstufJ Gien in the lhte summer o f  1999, one 6Cockaway, 

a triph shooting happened: I t  seemedthat two  men were sent in to do a drug hit 6ut went to 

the wrong apartment. Gie man in that apartment tolitthem what suite they wanted: Giese 

two  men went down the hallto another wrong apartment andshot the peopk inside, then 

when having the 6uililing came across a woman andshot her too. Giree peoph shot andnone 

of  them invohedin the drug worlil; aCCwere innocent, who haddone nothing but 6e home. 

Giis was tmCy scary to both James and l .  

Gie fear we f e h  outside our home was exacer6ated 6y our sadness within. Our 

apartment was darkas it wasgroundhvel Gie mice that usedto be the exception were now 

rufing the 6uililing andthe constant mouse droppings were a health hazard: Both James a n d l  

were very unhappy andveryfnghtened: I t  was Eke, I f  t his is as goodas life is going to  get for  

us here then why  do we struggh so hard to stickaround: For me, I was afiaid that the 

jkturehss feefing might turn into a hssening of  JamesJjight to five. Giis was very important, 

as on numerous occasions, the main thing that 6rought James 6aclecFfom the edge o f  death was 

his tenacity, his d t o  go on. I f  he were to see no fight in hisjkture, wouliihe kepfighting 

so hard:? Something had to change. 



*at change came about because of our traveiing to Sah Spring Islhndfor a prayer 

meeting during the Christmas season of 2000. James and1 had tal&dabout wanting to move 

fiom the city for the past ten years but the nght location never inspiredus. Diis trip to Salt 

Spring changedthat. Whilk on the islhndwe began taL&g about possi6Cy moving there and 

by the endof the three-day trip we haddecldedto do it. W e  retumedto Salt Spring in 

January 2001 to ibokinto rentah. Diough we foundnothing we realiedthat we just hadto 

jump in with both feet. W e  returned home andgave s w y  days' notice to our co-op on January 

31stJ we woulitbe moving on the I&st day of March 2001. W e  began ibofing for a home on 

Sah Spring, something wefinal5 foundon March 14th andbegan the process with weyare to 

approve the move. 

Diisprocess began by documenting in a Litter allthe reasons that stayzng in our 

Vancouver apartment was not an acceptabb choice (seeAppend*J). Diat incldedmuch of 

what waspreviousCy eqd~inedabout the ne~hbourhoodandour home. Bis htter aho 

focusedon ourphysical; mental; andspiritualstates. We put in this lktter that zfwe stayed 

where we were that the city woulitfillus; that we woulitdie. I know that to some eQent thzi 

may sound e ~ r e m e  but that was truCy my fear. I knew how much despair and heCpLissness I 

was feefing about my life at the time  and^ felt even more fearandhelrphssness regarding 

James. I was afiaid that he may give upjighting to stay afive and I h e w  z f  he gave up in his 

heart, it was on4 a matter of time untilhis 6 0 4  folibwed Allthis I eqressedin our Litter to 

weCfare. W e  aho got a htterfiom our doctor reinforcing what we were stating about our 

situation andincluded his support for our move to Sah Spring (see Append& 6). f i e  other 

letter we submittedto weCfare to support our request wasfiom our home care workeer, whom I 

willcallSue (see Append* 7). She was a woman who was assigned by the Vancouver 

Department of Health to come into our home once a weekto he& us out. She coulitdo 

personalcare fike bathing, dressing, etc, but for us she main5 didlbgisticalhelrp fit& washing 

down the bathroom andfitchen, vacuuming, andrunning bundry. Sue hadbeen our worker 

for almost fouryears so she hadan important view of our fives. Her htter supportedour 

statements about the unhealthy state of our home, especiali the hazardous mouse droppings 

that she personal5 chaned up wee@. 



PCCthese lktters were given to %Xi'HaCong wi th  our speczjic request for assistance. 

f iat  request was for W S H t o  assist us with a refindatih security deposit for a new rental: 

More importantb, we  reques tedWSHto  pay our moving cost. fiis request was sizeatih so I 

didmy homewor~before submitting it. W h a t  I foundout was that f w e  were a6lk to move 

jive days tiefore the endo f  the month, the moving epense was aCmost h a y o f  what it wouidbe 

at the endof  the month. l l iat  fact, couphdwith our Cuckofjinding a home on S a k  Sp% 

~ s l h n d t h a t  we  couHmave into earCy is what I tiefieve made a big dzfference to our request. 

W e  sutimittedour request to Diane, who t r u b  understoodourposition andwhat w e  

were tlyt'ng to do. Diane supported our position but was unsure $she w o u H  be abh  to he& 

us. She tookour request andsupporting documents to the office supewisor, Toni, who was 

ako  in support of  the changes we were attempting to ma& in our fives. W i t h  many phone 

calk between aKof us andtrue dedication on the parts of  Diane andloni ,  our request was 

approved: I'm not sure how they didit but I do know that their belief in what we were tlytng 

to do made a dzfference to the outcome. lliese t w o  women cared: l l ie humanity on theirpart 

allowedus to make the change to our fives that have t r u b  been a bhssing. Lzfe isgoodover 

here on  ah Spring. W e  stiCC have difficuliies, we stillhave life and death batths, andwe 

once again are negotiating a new W S H  office and have had t w o  F J W s  in the past year, but 

that 's life. lliere willalways tie chaChnges, hurdhs to overcome, disappointments to mourn, 

andsuccesses to celkbrate. 

l l ie  dffference is due to two  WSHempCoyees canizg enough to go the distance. Our 

fives have improved;. we  are happier andmore at  peace. W e  stiCChave heahh strugghs but I 

know our fives have been a n d w l l b e  e ~ e n d e d  by our move to S a h  SpnjzB and the commitment 

of  these two  women whom we  were fortunate enough to have as our FJWandoffice 

supewisor. For Diane a n d l o n i  I am t r u b  gratefil: 

Short5 after our anivacon ~ a l i  Spring I s h n d w e  went in to our new office in Sdney, 

on Vancouver Ishnd; for the purpose of complkting the tran.$er of  our j ih  to this office. At 

this appointment, we were required to show our denttfication and to  have photocopies o f  this 

put into ourjilk. Due to James not having any picture dentzjication we  put forwarda 

request for him to a p p b  for a British Columtiia dent$cation card(BCID) andfor the 



Ministry to pay for it. lTie otherpiece o f  identzfication that we  couUnot provide was a copy 

o f  my socialinsurance card: At our annualreview a coupb years back the worker we hadat 

that time notedthat I d d n o t  have a copy of my socialinsurance cardandduring this office 

vlsit I j i h d o u t  the appfication for a rephcement card: lTie appfication was lkft in the 

possession of  that F J W w i t h  the understandkg that the birth certzficate in my weyarejilk, 

albng with a weyare-issuedcheque to the receivergeneral; wouGf6e attachedto the 

application. B e  weyare office wouliimailthis. JCthougfi I assumed this was done, no social 

insurance cardcame in the mail: B i s  didnot concern me as my cardhadbeen lbst for the 

betterpart of  a decade and  the reciting of  my socialinsurance number (SIW) had been good 

enough in the past. 1 just forgot about it. B a t  is, 1 forgot about it untilthis appointment in 

J p d o f  2001 when this new F J W  askedfor it. I e q h i n e d  to her the circumstances 

concerning the application of  the rephcement cardandthat the application was b f t  wi th  our 

worker at the time for her to mailin. Our new F J W  informed me that the computer was 

telling her that a cheque was issuedto me for  the cardandthat it was my responsibility to 

produce it. I ev lhined that no cheque was issued to me for this cardandcouGfshe check this 

out. Furthermore, anticipating that she wouGfjindout that an error had been made in their 

records, I toliiher I wouliibe happy to appCy for  the replhcement cardandcouliithe Ninistry 

produce a cheque to cover the cost. 

B e  F J W  replied to me by maitat the endof  J p d 2 0 0 1  to say that James' BCIm 

wouGf6e paidfor anda  cheque for that was enclosed but that a cheque for my SIWcard 

wouliinot tie forthcoming as it hadalready been paidfor and  that I needed to sort out the 

situation andproduce the card (seegppendk 8). 1 contacted the Ninistry responsibb for S I W  

cards to inquire into this situation. B e  outcome of  these inquiries was that no cheque for a 

SIWcard was ever receivedand therefore no cardwas sent. I passed this information on to 

our F J W i n  the form o f  a voice mailmessage a n d l  aho Ikt her know I wouliistililbe happy to 

applry for  a card fwevare  wouliipay the fee. I d d n o t  hear back$om her andduring the 

following months James was getting sickand eventuali  ended up in the hospitalin 

Vancouverfor weeks. B e  issue of  the socidinsurance cardwas not on my mind i; forgot 

about it. At the beginning o f  September 2001,I receiveda Iktterfiom our FAwstat ing that I 



was stiCCresponsi66 forproducing this cardandthat $this were not done then our October 

benefits due out on September 26 wouliE6e withhelii: I replied with a Cetter documenting thzi 

issue to thzipoint a n d l  includedthat f t h e  responsibility wasgoing to be put on me again 

that I wouM6e appeafing this decision (see  append^ 9). 

When  I d i h e a r  back$om our FJW, it was in the form o f  a cheque for ten dolhrs 

paya6h to the receivergeneralalbng with the request that a copy of  the cardbe submittedto 

her when it came in. I sent the application andthe cheque away, receivedmy SINcarLi; and 

forwardedit to our worker (see A p p e n d i  10). B e  matter was settbd: B e r e  was a huge 

amount of  stress for me involvedin thziprocess. W e  Livedwith the threat o f  our benefits 

being stoppednot to mention requests being made of  me that I couliinotfir$fia lTiis was and 

is an ongoing pro6Cem in my eperience with weyare. 

Welfare medical benefits and practices 

I n  about 1997, a program calhdScheduh C was imphmentedby W S X  B i s  

program was put into phce as a resuli o f  ongoing requests o f  assistance for  medicalepenses 

andlbbbying 6y organizations that dealwith the disabhdon weyare. Ongoing illness has 

ongoing epenses. B e  ~&ia6ility Benefit @ogram does not meet many o f  our medicalneeds 

andeqenses to this day. For as d z i c u l i  as it can be living on these benefits, it was more 

d z i u l t  before we  won ourScheduh C in 2000. 

B e  illness we  have is very complicatedandt@eping one's heahh andbattling illness zi 

a comph~mat ter  that incurs eqenses bqondthe doctor vziits andsehct prescn$tions that our 

socialservice medicalwillcover. B e  medicalcoverage we  get b o b  something like the 

follmOWZng. W e  are alibwedaccess to generalphysicians for acute care as wellas heahh 

maintenance. W e  are aho coveredfor access to some specialists andsurgeons for  some essential 

care alihough there are many restrictions to this categoty. Certain presc+tions are aho 

coveredthough I must say that I don't a h a y s  see the logic that zi usedin choosing what that 

willbe. Bere  are aho dentalandopticalcomponents to our coverage. For dentalit is a yearb 

m q m u m  allbwa6h of  $500.00 peryearfor non-cosmetic, basic dentalcare. Bere  are many 

restrictions as to what wil landwillnot be coveredandwhat types of  materiah can be bilhd 



for to medical: G e  opticalcoverage is for one pair of rephcement g h s e s  each fouryears. 

Weyare has a set price that they d p a y  for hnses anda separate set price they d p a y  for 

fjames. Gie h t  time Igot ghses, a li'tth more than fouryears ago, the amount weyare 

wouhfpay forfiizmes was $27.00. It  is d t i cu l t  tofrind af;ame for $27.00 that d s t a n d  up 

to fouryears' wearing. Weedhss to say, I've spent a lot of t i m e f i n g  myghses. Ifyou 

require new glhsses before t h t  time is up then you must ma@ a specialrequest in writing 

stating the spec+cs of your situation and then hope that you receive authorization to get new 

ghses. Like most everything to do with weyare, medicallrehtedrequests are a hsson in 

patience, something at which I've gotten quite good 

Atfirst  ghnce the list of medicalcoverage weget may seem comphte anddon't get me 

wrong, I'm gratehlfor this coverage 6ut our medicallrehted evenses go far 6eyond this as 

they do for many $not most peoph li'ving with ilhesses on W~Hdisabil i ' ty .  Because of this 

reality, over the years, many requests for additionalassistance with medicaqheahh rehted 

eqenses were su6mitted denied appeahd denied and taken to tri6unalwhere more often that 

not the vali'd requests were decided in the appli'cants favour. After a num6er of years of this 

pattern being the norm, W S H m a d e  some changes to theirprogram, the resuh of those 

changes were the Scheduh C benefits. Gie basic premise of ~ c h e d u h  C is that persons 

colhcting disa6ili'ty 6ene$tsfjom W S H m a y  apph for additionalmoney to 6e padmonth5 

for approvedmedicallrehtedeqenses. Some of these eqenses for one in ourposition might 6e 

dietary supphments, vitamins, punfied 6otthddrin@ng water, excessive hundry evenses 

(caused 6y diarrfiea, night sweats etc.), medicalrehted transportation costs, etc. To appb for 

Scheduh C a person hadtofillout numerous muhiph-pagedfonns evhining allaspects of 

one's iCCness and the evenses you were as&g asslstance to cover and then you had to show 

how these evenses were direct5 resuhingf?om your illness. A s  wellas the cfient portion of 

the appli'cation, there was aho the portion of the appli'cation that a doctor hadtofillout. 

Giis portion was incredi65 lbng andinvohed a 6amer to getting the formjilhdout proper5 

in itseyas doctors often do not want tofillout simph fonns h t  albne fonns that d r e q u i r e  a 

sign4ficant portion of their time, an hour or more. For these fonns to 6efilhdout the doctors 



a h a y s  6itteda fee, ours was $35.00 perfonn. lZiis 6itfing is not covered by our rnedkatnor is 

it  reimbursabh~om weyare, just another eqense that must comefiom one's scant budget. 

%ie process o f  appCy2ng forSchedub C was made to be very convolutedanddizcuCt. 

%ie Ministry was Cook& for spectfic infomation put together in a spectfic way and Ifit was 

not done so it was a reason to deny the requests. This actual i  became the pattern that seemed 

to be the rub not the exception. How most allrequests f o r S c h e d u  Cprogressedwas as 

fotbws. A person w o u u g e t  a ~ c h e d u b  C appfication @tjiom the Ministry, document and 

gather theirportion of  the appfication as wenas  the doctor'sportion of  the appfication, attach 

any other information that one m&ht feetcouHassist in the Ministry rendering a favourabh 

decision andthen t a k  it attinto the 5VLSSHofJrce to which they are assigned: I befieve that 

the Ministry hadthirty days in which to respondto the initiatappfication. Over 90% of  these 

appfications were denied Once you receivedyour deniatthen you couugo 6ackdown to the 

weFare ofice, pickup an uppealet .  You hadseven days in which to f i l lout  andsubmit the 

appeal: The Ministry hadappro$mateb anotherfourteen days to respondto the appeal: The 

response was most always a denial: The ne* step was to a p p i  for a tribunatto hearyour 

request. This part of  the process c o u H t a k  months but was one's best hope of  getting the 

Scheduh C benefits. H o w  the tribunalwor& Is that the Ministry chooses one person to sit on 

the tri6unal; the appficant a60 gets to choose one person to sit on the tri6unal: a e s e  two  

tribunalmembers choose a thirdperson to join them andthe tribunalpanelis decided: %ie 

ne* step is submitting any addi:tionalpositions or information to the tribunalas one mght  

deem rehvant andthen a date for  the proceed% needs to be set. Often easiersadthan done 

as not o n 8  do the three members of  the panelneedto be present but ako  a Ministry 

representative (often the of ice  supervisor of  the applicant's ofice) as wellas the apphcant 

and  their advocate I f they so choose to engage one. Once a date is set, often a couph m o n t h  

down the road atlone can do is to wait. 

When  the day o f  the tri6unatis at hand; attpartiesgather at  the appointedphce. B e  

tribunalpanel reads through the mass o f  paper worbenerated during this process, then they 

listen to the Ministry representative speakto their reasons why they don 't believe the 

requestedrnoney shouU6e granted: N e e  is the appficant 's advocate and then the appficant 



themsehes, explhining their reasoning why the request shoul;ibe approved: G e  tri6unaCpaneC 

willthen take the time to discuss the matter amongst themsehes, review alldocuments and 

render a decision, which willbe tolit to the parties at that time. I f  the Ministry wins the 

tri6unaCthen the appficant has no recourse. I f  the appficant wins the tribunal-then common 

practice at this time was for the Ministry to appealthis decision to a tribunalreview board: 

process where the decision of the tri6unalis reviewedandeither uphelitor overturned: 

Giis whoh process is long and convoluted: Gie initialappfication was made to 6e 

difficult on purpose, in my opinion, in order to discourage appficants. Due to the fact that in 

orderfor the Scheduh C appfication to resuh in a favoura6h outcome, it neededto 6ejZedout 

in a very speczfic way, the detaih of which are not disclbsedto the appficant. f i e  advocacy 

department of an organization calhdthe British Columbia Persons Wi thgids  Society 

( B C W P )  tookon the taskof assisting members to negotiate the obstach course that this 

process had become. Giis assistance included things fi&fil&g out the appfication forms in 

such a way that they not be retumedtime andagain as hadhappenedto many who tookon 

this taskthemselves. Gie advocates woulitgive tips to the doctors regarding sections which 

must be complkted; they woulitassist with the appeal-papers, the tribunalrequests andfmal-5 

t h g  woulitaccompany the appficant to the tri6unalmeeting in order to speakon their 6ehaLJ 

W e  tookadvantage of the services offeredat B C W P  andhadthem asskt us in all 

steps of this process. Gie on5 unfortunate part was that so many peoph were after their he& 

the wait list to get an appointment to have an advocate he@ was Ibng. In our case, it was 

about a year. Our Schedulk C appfication was~U5dout  in 1998 andit tookuntil-2000 to win 

our tribunal: W e  were some of the h c b  ones; we fivedlbng enough to get afinaldecision 

about our benefits. I know some peoph who d d n o t  fare as weli some peoph who died before 

theirpaper workhadgone through the system. I feelangry that these peoph who hadvalid 

clhims for asshtance were unabh to get the assistance that may not have stopped their death 

but might have made their fives a fitth more comfortabh or even might have given them a 6it 

more time on this earth. Gie needhss suffering andstress caused6y the Scheduh Cprocess 

angers me because, in my opinion, it is a resuk of ourgovernments' efJorts to IboKl& they are 

helrping those in need whih their own unwritten poficies put up road6lbckafter roadblbck 



W i t h  the Scheduh C process it was standardthat aKappGcations were initial4 rejected; t h q  

were appealidanddenier?; then t h q  wouhfgo to tribunalanr?; because the Minist? couhf 

o n 4  controlone thirdof the vote, over 95% of the appficants won their benefits. But  even 

this runaroundwasn't enough for our humane government; they had to appealthe tri6unar.s 

decision, a step that most always resulledin no change to the decision. I t  f eeh  to me fike 

something is wrong here, it haves a 6 d t a s t e  in my mouth. I t  is unfortunate that I'm often 

lift with a sense of disgust andfatigue when once again facedwith negotiating with the 

Minist? 's medicalsystem. I often cannot findlogic in decisions made 6y those who hohf this 

power. Compassion is aho not e d e n t  in many o f  the situations ~ ' v e  facedwith wegare 

medicalwhih struggfing to come up for air in the m d s t  o f  whatever medicalsituation we  were 

in at  the time. G e  naiile part of  me f eeh  that the powers that be couhfn 't understand the 

damage to my heallh that is causedby the way t h q  handh many situations anddecisions or it 

wouhfbe done w e r e n t $ .  G e  tiredpart o f  me 6eGeves that t h q  ~ n o w f i l l w e K t h e  efJect 

that stress has in  shortening my life expectancy. M y  confficting befief andpessimism have 

been shaped by my experiences wi th  this system. 

n u @  the spring andsummer o f  2001, my husbandwas in the hospitaCa6out three 

times. G e  lhst time was for twehe  w e e k .  He was v e v  sickandwe fell we  were going to 

lose him. James has 6een ve7y close to death four orjive times 6efore 6ut he always seemedto 

come 6ack G i s  was another one of those times allhough at the time, we  didn't (now that he 

wasgoing to puKthrough. W h a t  the doctor's thought was wrong was that he had been 

taeng  a medication, Septra, that haddephtedthe portion o f the  white bloodcelh that are 

responsi6h forfighting infection (neutrophih) andas  a resul't, his 6 0 4  hadno a6iCity tojight 

anything. Because o f  this, he neededa medication that wouhfpurge the Septrafiom his 

system so his 6 0 4  wouhf have ajighting chance to get his white ceacount 6ackup. 

X i s  count got so Cow that t h q  decdednot to  keep him in hospital6ecause he couhfget 

dangerous4 sict+om otherpeoph's infections and illnesses so he was sent home. G i s  was 

good because he wanted to go home 6ut they didn't sendalbng the medication he required: He 

was given a prescription even though the hospitalknew it was not covered 6y our medkalphn 

andwe couhf not afJord the drug. He d d n e e d  to take this medication but it was very 



evensive. It  was $100 a p i landi t  was not covered 6y wefare medical: Jim alio hadsores in 

his mouth andthroatji-om his Ibw white ceacount andhe couliin't swallow. In the hospital; 

he hadan anti6iotic that he was taeng to healthe sores anda fidocaine rinse tofieeze his 

throat so he couliteat. Weyare medzcalcovered the fidocaine rinse and the anti6iotic for his 

mouth 6ut it woulitn't cover thepilli he neededto stay afive. I f  he ddn't  get the white count 

probhm solvedhe may have died I t  tookten days to get this medication coveredandin the 

end; it was a vety simph process. I calI2ddoctors who supportedhis needfor the medication. 

It  was constant daibphoning to weyare to say, "He'sgetting sicker a n d l  am aji-adhe's 

dyng. Phase give me some medication." It  was a vety traumatic time a n d l  spent most of it 

trying to be strong for him andthen Ibceng myseyin the bathroom sobbing because I didn't 

know what ehe to do. Final&, weyare got the r&ht phone callfiom the r&ht expert a n d t h g  

agreed to cover it. Unfortunate& this was not the first time we've hadsituations fit@ that. 

In the ear5 1990s, when Yim was in the hospital; he hadprobabb seen a dozen 

doctors because they were ttying to solve a probhm around his bheding disorder. Igot a caK 

one dayfiom weyare after he had 6een in the hospitalfor three weeks saying, "Medicalhas 

contactedus. You have been seeing too many doctors. We thinkyou are doubh doctoring and 

your medicalis cut ofJ " 

I askedthem what t h g  meant. Gig said "You have been seeing twelve doctors, t h g  

are accusing you of dou6h doctoring". What t h g  meant was t h g  befieved that we were going 

to w e r e n t  doctors to get w e r e n t  medications when aKthg  had been prescribing were bags 

of phtehts andimmune system builiiers, things that woulii increase the phteht count, and 

antibiotics. 

I triedto say, %oak my husband is in the hospital; he is vety sickand he needs these 

doctors. " Gig just didn 't want to hear it. Gig d d n o t  phone me andsay, "What's 

happening andwhy are you seeing allthese doctors?" Gig d d n o t  Ibokat Jim's chart andsee 

he has advancedAIDJ. Maybe tie was seeing allttiese doctors for a reason or even beyond 

that, the num6ers that the doctors 6illwith d s h o w  fit is a hospitalor doctor's ofice visit. 

Nobody did this. Gig saw the number of doctors, t h g  saw the name, and t h g  cancelhdour 

medical: In the end it tookmany phone calk and three days to get our medicalreinstated: I t  



w a s  6qondany logic once again. That's why when I say it's a penalty system, it realb is. 

You 're guilty andyou have to prove your innocence in just about anything. 



Alex's scrapbook 

Photograph 10: Wedding party 

Photograph 9: Our weddingU 

My Wedding 

24 Photographs 9 and 10 by permission of the estate of Margaret Cooper. 
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Photograph 11: Brutus and I* 

Photograph 12: Me and the critters 

Photograph 13: My garden 

2 Photographs 1 1,12, and 13 by permission of Laura Cooper. 
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Laura's response 

Alex's relationship with social services is undoubtedly a complicated one, given the 

depth of stigma that she herself associates with receiving welfare. From my earliest memories, 

our father was very vocal in his opinion of those who collected welfare. He believed that there 

was no reason for anyone to receive benefits, and those who did were just taking a free ride on the 

backs of working men and women. He lectured his children on what he believed to be the 

failures of socialism and the problems of a welfare state. While intolerant of alternative political 

views, he had always been a hard worker and demanded the same of his wife and children. He 

encultured his children in the belief that collecting welfare was not only a sign of personal failure, 

it also reflected badly upon the family in general. 

Our mother was a very hard-working woman raised on a homestead in northern 

Saskatchewan. The second oldest of ten children and the oldest girl, she spent the first twenty 

years of her life engaged in domestic and manual labour. Never one to complain about work, she 

always took advantage of opportunities to generate income to assist in supporting her children 

and husband. From taking in borders and foster children, to knitting, sewing, and fixing small 

appliances, our mother's income-generating strategies in the home never seemed to end. 

When Alex was in grade one our mother began working outside of the home, a practice 

that she continued until her retirement. During her years of labour force participation she was 

never in a position to earn a good wage, thus her retirement income was minimal and had to be 

topped up by a welfare supplement. When it came to governmental assistance, our mother was 

much more pragmatic and less judgmental about individuals in need. Regardless, the work ethic 

that was transmitted to us throughout our childhood and teenage years served to reinforce that 

personal failure and shame were synonymous with welfare assistance and poverty. Just as the 

stigma associated with HIVIAIDS needs to be framed as a social construction, so too does 

welfare stigma. 

Certainly within our childhood home, not only was collecting welfare a shameful position 

to be in, but also persons on welfare were constructed as the other and seen as socially useless and 

deviant. We were discouraged from hanging around with kids from families on social assistance 

as they were seen as being bad influences on us children. Having parents that grew up in the 

'dirty thirties', we were weaned on stories of their respective families' perseverance through 

poverty, without going on the dole. Life was constructed as being simply a matter of working 

hard enough because there would always be work to do, for no job was too menial to be tackled. 



The value system embedded in the Protestant Ethic defined the way we were encultured to view 

our worth as labourers/workers and responsible family members. 

A brief history of social assistance in Canada 

Dennis Guest (1997), in his book, The Emergence of Social Security in Canada, suggests 

that the belief system of the Protestant Ethic is rooted in the historical development of social 

services. If a personlfamily exhibits positive traits of hard work and thriftiness they will be able 

to meet their needs. However, "if people are lax, improvident, and foolish, they are punished by 

their inability to obtain the goods and services they need" (Guest, 1997, p.5). In this case, the 

person seeking relief is subjected to stigmatizing and degradation. The institutionalization of this 

value judgment and its role in influencing public policy has been termed "a residual concept of 

social security" (ibid. p 4). 

Historically, the English Poor Laws provide the roots of the response of British settlers in 

Canada during the colonial era toward those living in poverty. The poor were divided into 

unworthy (able-bodied persons) and worthy (educatable children, sick, aged) of relief. Life for 

those deemed unworthy often included the workhouses where conditions were meagre and labour 

was hard (Chappell, 200 1, Turner, 200 1 a, Turner, 200 1 b). While the colonial government saw 

the provinces as being responsible for servicing their own poor populace, there was no uniform 

mechanism in place for administering relief. Characteristic of residual care, in most cases the 

responsibility was relegated to charitable organizations while local government involvement 

remained minimal. 

The residual concept of social security as it was practiced in Canada pre-1940 suggests 

that the individual (usually the head of household) would seek alternative sources of income or 

assistance in times of trouble, whether it was another job, help from family, savings, or a bank 

loan. Public relief was a last resort and was a "demeaning and stigmatizing experience because it 

was widely regarded as clear evidence of personal incompetence and failure" (Guest, 1997, p. 3). 

The associated norms and values became institutionalized and embedded in the structure of 

Canadian society. At the core of this laissez-faire political ideology, reducing government 

involvement in the social assistance needs of the citizenry was deemed desirable. Contradictorily, 

in this same time period, the government was increasingly being called upon to support the 

provinces in terms of health and welfare responsibilities though, "under the law, it did not have 

the power to do so" (Turner, 2001 b, p. 84). 



Throughout the early industrialization of Canada, poverty increased as more and more 

Canadians were left with few options but to work long hours at low-paying and often dangerous 

jobs. The formation of labour unions through the late 1800s and early 1900s provided the 

foundation for organized social movements aimed at improving the conditions facing working 

Canadians. With work-related injuries and deaths increasing, partly in response to dangerous 

mechanized equipment of early industrialization, labour unions in Ontario fought for protection 

and compensation for injured workers. This resulted in the Ontario Workmen's Compensation 

Act of 1914. This act became the forerunner for similar worker compensation plans that were in 

place in all provinces, except Prince Edward Island, by 1920 (Chappell, 2001). 

Throughout the early 1900s, social reform movements continued to plague the federal 

and provincial governments in Canada. With rates of poverty increasing as levels of 

industrialization rose, the women's movement fought for attention to be paid to the deplorable 

conditions facing many women and children throughout the country. Mother's pensions and 

Children's Aid societies were in place by the 1920s throughout most of Canada. Similarly, given 

that many of those suffering in poverty were elderly, the federal and provincial governments 

agreed to a cost-sharing, means test assistance program. In 1927 the Old Age Pension Act was 

passed in Parliament; however, the responsibility for administering it fell to the provinces 

(McGilly, 1998; Turner, 2001b). While inroads were being made to accommodate those living in 

poverty, the role of government in ensuring a minimum of social assistance to all poor people in 

Canada remained non-existent. The rise in unemployment, and its associated health and social 

problems, throughout the dirty thirties began a shift in social services provisions in Canada from a 

policy of residual care to an "institutional concept of welfare" (Guest, 1997, p. 4). 

The institutional concept of welfare is based on the premise that as a society 

industrializes and its populace becomes more centred in urban areas, there are costs upon the 

population that result from the industrialization process: "The society should not allow the costs 

of its progress to fall upon individuals and families, but should protect and compensate people 

who experience more than their fair share of the costs" (ibid. p. 4). In theory, institutionalized 

social services should reduce the stigma associated with welfare as the government takes on 

responsibility for caring for its populace who are uprooted by 'progress'. Guest (1997) suggests 

that: "It dispenses with moralizing about the shortcomings of the person in need and delineates 

instead clearly defined social responsibilities for the universal risks to human welfare that 

characterize life in an industrial society" (p. 5). Guest neglects to add here that persons who have 

been encultured through a socially constructed master narrative that has historically and 



structurally justified and institutionalized moralizing and marginalizing of those in need, often 

conduct the administration of this policy. These persons are widely influenced by the values, 

norms, and possible judgments associated with their class, ethnicity, gender, andlor religion. As a 

result it is unlikely that all representatives of the government will administer its policy in a fair 

and unbiased manner. Furthermore, social assistance in Canada has moved between residual and 

institutional models of care and, thus, as a dynamic and fluid system, it is unlikely that those 

administering policy can change their individual biases to reflect the change in political and 

economic will. The philosophical roots of deserving and undeserving poor cannot be ignored as 

to how profoundly these have permeated Canadian consciousness and resulting public policy. 

The 1940s brought forward an increasing institutionalization of social services in Canada. 

The Unemployment Insurance Act of 1940 was aimed at providing financial assistance to workers 

who, through no fault of their own, had lost their employment (McGilly, 1998). Seen as one of 

the costs of progress in a capitalist market economy, unemployment was to carry no stigma and 

thus benefits were to be awarded, without prejudice, based on work history. Initially shared by 

the provinces and the federal government, unemployment benefits became the sole responsibility 

of the federal government by 1941. 

Influenced by Britain's Beveridge Report of 1942, aimed at dealing with post-war social 

reconstruction and poverty alleviation (Guest, 1997, p. 108), Canada's Marsh Report on Social 

Security was released in 1943 and laid out a social assistance plan that was based on Leonard 

Marsh's concept of social minimum. Marsh, a director of social research at McGill University 

(Turner, 2001b), defined social minimum as: "the realization that in a civilized society, there is a 

certain minimum of conditions without which health, decency, happiness, and a 'chance in life' 

are impossible" (Marsh, 1950 quoted in Chappel, 2001, p. 41). Marsh's report favoured 

government-sponsored social security programs that would ensure the minimum and thus, "reject 

the concepts of laissez-faire and worthy and unworthy poor" (Turner, 2001 b, p. 85). Further 

defining the social minimum, Marsh writes, 

What this minimum should be is a matter of definition. Certainly, however, it 
means the direct elimination of poverty. It raises the level of those families 
whose incomes are inadequate at the present levels or whose family needs are too 
great, to permit proper provision for healthcare or savings against risk of 
disability or unemployment. It prevents penurious old age and the necessity of 
parents becoming dependent on their married children in later life and straining 
the resources of these younger families. (quoted in Guest, 1997, p. 11 1) 



Although a problematic concept is at the root of much debate regarding social services in 

contemporary Canada, the idea of defining a social minimum in the post-World War I1 years 

forced both federal and provincial politicians to consider what level of suffering constituted 

poverty, and to what degree the state retained responsibility for alleviating that condition. In 

1944 the Family Allowance Act was passed through Parliament, and provided a small stipend to 

all Canadian mothers with children under sixteen. This allowance was seen as universal and a 

means test did not have to be undertaken to receive the benefit. Further, in 195 1, the Old Age 

Pension Act was revised in an attempt to remove the stigmatizing means test associated with 

these benefits. The two-pronged system that emerged included the federally administered Old 

Age Security benefit that was a universal payment for which one did not have to prove need. Old 

Age Assistance was means-tested and paid for by both levels of government though administered 

by the provinces (Chappell, 2001). 

In the 1950s, the Blind Persons Act (1 95 1) and the Disabled Persons Act (1954) were 

passed into legislation. Both acts were cost sharing and the recipients were subjected to a means 

test. Rather than reflecting an institutional approach to services, both reflected a residual 

approach, reinforced by the means test. In the case of the Disabled Persons Act, two years after 

its implementation, less that one-seventh of the severely disabled in Canada were eligible for its 

assistance. Guest (1997) suggests that this is a case where "a policy of 'helping those in greatest 

need,' the hallmark of a residual approach, may become a method of severely rationing help 

rather than extending assistance to meet genuine need" (p. 138). 

Complicating the stigma associated with poverty, under which many Canadians lived, 

was the way in which a person's need was measured. This involved ongoing intrusion into one's 

home by welfare agencies mandated to qualitatively assess a person's level of need, including a 

review of both assets and budget. In emphasizing one's inability to be in control of one's own 

life or the lives of dependent family members, needs assessments reinforced shame and public 

humiliation for many. With these mechanisms still in place today, as evidenced by Alex's earlier 

narrative, it is clear that the underlying philosophy of the residual approach to social assistance is 

deeply rooted such that it was never fully displaced during times when an institutional approach 

appeared to take precedence. The discrimination was not only aimed at the able-bodied. Policies 

that led to many disabled in Canada not passing the means test to receive assistance, thus being 

left to suffer in poverty, are still in evidence today in the climate of neo-liberalism. 

Throughout Canada's movement toward becoming a welfare state, the conflict between 

the residual and institutional models of social assistance continued to plague policy development 



and implementation. In 1965, the Canada Pension Plan (CPP) was established to assist families 

with lost income whether it was from death, disability, or retirement. As a fully-indexed income 

security plan, it was mandatory for employed individuals to make contributions to CPP based on 

earned income, though there was a limit to the contribution for high income earners. While CPP 

would be important for many disabled persons in Canada, it would be so only if that person had 

been in a position to earn a contributing wage and then live long enough without disability to 

increase the portion of security payment they would receive once becoming disabled. For many 

disabled persons, CPP provided a minimum benefit that needed to be topped up by provincial 

welfare assistance. 

As Alex suggested earlier in this chapter, many PWHA are young when they become too 

sick to continue working and do not have a lifetime of savings or an ample CPP claim to live on. 

Many are left to go on social assistance; a needs-based, means-tested provincially administered 

system of income support. Alternately, CPP has undergone many revisions since its inception in 

1965 that have reflected political and ideological shifts in the provision of social assistance in 

Canada with varying degrees of impact upon disabled Canadians. Being deemed as worthy poor, 

the cost for many disabled Canadians has been high. These costs include: "extremely high rates 

of unemployment, violence and abuse, illiteracy, poverty, illness, social isolation and 

discrimination" (Bach & Rioux, 1996, p. 3 18). 

From 1967-1 996, the provinces (sans Quebec) received their federal welfare funding 

through the Canada Assistance Plan (CAP). The CAP was mandated to fund 50% of social 

services to the provinces and, based on need only, was intended to reduce the stigma associated 

with the means-tested plans. Regardless of work or residency requirements, the plan was aimed 

at expanding services to those in need in Canada. Alleged to be "one part of a federal plan for the 

'full utilization of human resources and the elimination of poverty"' (Guest, 1997, p. 146), the 

CAP also set up the provision for recipients to appeal decisions made by those administering the 

services. Referred to as "the apex of the creation of a universal welfare state in Canada" (Graham 

& Al-Krenawi, 2001, p. 41 l), CAP was to reflect a standardized and reliable service across the 

country. 

Although a politically astute policy to bring together social assistance programs at both 

the federal and provincial levels, the problems of meeting standardized and non-stigmatized 

treatment of clients of the system were still present. Leaving the administration of all social 

services under the CAP to the provinces meant that the ideological and political influences on the 

administration of the CAP were subjected to constantly changing political and economic factors. 



In many cases, people in need of social assistance were used as fuel for political agendas and 

treated with contempt by both the citizenry and the political leadership, regardless of political 

affiliation. 

The administration of social welfare in its various forms was not seen as a threat to free 

enterprise and the accumulation of capital throughout the 1950s and 1960s. With an expanding 

national economy, and a stratified working class, social welfare seemed relatively secure as long 

as the times of fiscal crisis were minimal and were "resolved without excessive indebtedness" 

(Teeple, 2000, p. 48). It was not until the recession of the 1970s and the subsequent recession of 

1981-82 that "fundamental cracks began to appear in the compromise characterizing the welfare 

state in Canada, with neo-liberals and most professional economists charging that Canadians 

[were] supporting one of the world's most overgoverned and foolishly generous welfare states" 

(Francis, 1991, quoted in Kitchen, 2001, p. 236). Targeting social welfare enabled the corporate 

sector to blame the lack of economic growth and rising inflation on both the government, which 

implemented and serviced the transfer payments, and those Canadian recipients of these services. 

The government addressed the economic shortfalls "by cutting government and welfare services, 

restraining public sector wages, raising taxes, and increasing indebtedness" (Teeple, 2000, p. 49). 

Exacerbated by a political climate that began in the "post-World War I1 era.. ., a period recently 

characterized by the onset of globalism and neo-liberalism" ( Coburn, 2001, p. 46), the belief that 

inequality of condition does not impact equality of opportunity in Canada placed responsibility 

for socio-economic standing solely on the individual. This did not consider the structural 

marginalization facing many Canadians, including the disabled. For this reason, a closer 

examination of social welfare in Canada, in the form of the administration of its health services, 

needs to be conducted. 

Healthcare services 

The administration of healthcare in Canada has undergone an interesting and ever- 

changing history and, like many other federal and provincial policies of social assistance, reflects 

varying degrees of stigmatizing and marginalizing policies and political agendas. During colonial 

times, healthcare was the responsibility of the individual. In the case of disabled persons, while 

seen as deviant, they were considered worthy of receiving charitable assistance in overcrowded 

poorhouses. Though attitudes became more compassionate throughout the 1800s with the 

development of institutions to retrain certain types of disabled persons for entry into society, they 

were met with resistance from the mainstream. Throughout the first half of the 1900s, disabled 



persons were considered as having little to contribute to society and thus were seen as ill or 

diseased. The disabled rights movement that began in the 1960s has been focused on normalizing 

the existence of disabled persons by lobbying for equal access to that which is open to non- 

disabled in society (Chappell, 2000, pp. 32 1-323). While a lofty goal, the reality facing many 

poor, chronically ill, and disabled persons relying on social assistance in Canada paints another 

picture a1 together. 

In 1961, The Royal Commission on Health Services was appointed to review healthcare 

provisions in Canada and make recommendations for the delivery of healthcare across the 

country. According to Guest (1997), the work of the commission brought to the forefront many 

of the arguments that shroud the residual and institutional concepts of social assistance. 

Insurance companies, the Canadian Chamber of Commerce and some representatives of the 

medical profession, the most ardent proponents of a residual model of care, argued that freedom 

of choice and individuality were in jeopardy if a universal and government-administered 

healthcare system was mandated. Conversely, labour unions, farmers' organizations and 

consumer groups, those in favour of institutional care, argued "that a comprehensive health 

service should do more than meet sickness and accident costs: it should be oriented not only 

toward the prevention of illness, but also to the better distribution and organization of medical 

services" (Guest, 1997, p. 149). 

In 1964, the Royal Commission of Health released its recommendations that included a 

national system of medical care insurance, similar to that offered under the Hospital Insurance 

and Diagnostic Services Act of 1958. Medical care insurance was to be operated at the provincial 

level with financial support at the federal level. Unlike the private medical insurance plans which 

served only a small portion of Canadians, the Medical Care Act (1966) was developed as a cost- 

sharing plan to which the federal government required the provinces to follow the following five 

criteria to receive funding: 

1. provincial plans must be administered on a non-profit basis by a 
government agency or an agency designated by, and accountable to, 
government 

2. plans must provide comprehensive coverage for all medically necessary 
services rendered by a physician or surgeon 

3. plans must be universally available to all provincial residents on equal 
terms and conditions; they must cover 90% of the insurable population 
within the first year of operation and 95% within three years 

4. all provincial plans must provide portability of benefits from one 
province to another or continued coverage when the insured resident is 
temporarily absent from his or her home province 



5. insured services must be delivered in a manner 'that does not preclude, 
either directly or indirectly, whether by charges made to insured persons 
or otherwise, reasonable access (Guest, 1997, pp. 150-1 5 1; McGilley, 
1998) 

For the first time in Canada the concept of a social minimum, introduced in the Marsh 

Report of 1943, included universal access to medical services and hospitalization for virtually all 

of the Canadian population. While positive in policy, it took three years before all the provinces 

signed the cost-sharing agreement with the federal government (Guest, 1997), thus delaying its 

implementation until 1968. While it was expected that the cost of delivery of both hospital and 

medical care insurance would be formidable, it far exceeded expectations, as high technology 

expenditures, hospital costs, and physicians7 bills "were consuming the largest portion of the 

healthcare budget" (Taylor, 200 1, p. 423). 

Also problematic with both the Hospital Insurance and Diagnostic Services Act (1958) 

and the Canadian Medical Care Act (1966) was that both pieces of legislation paved the way for 

the administration of cost sharing with the provinces and territories but did not create the systems 

of administration that would guarantee uniform access and delivery throughout Canada. 

Healthcare delivery was focused on medical specialists and hospital intervention, rather than 

prevention through reducing poverty. This created a total medical system that became cost 

prohibitive and virtually impossible to continue as per the philosophy laid down by the Royal 

Commission on Health in their 1964 report. Equal care to all Canadians became subsumed under 

ever-changing federal and provincial political and economic agendas. 

Initially, the provinces were to receive from the federal government, "one-half of the 

national per capita cost multiplied by its enrolled population" (McGilly, 1998, p. 200). The 

incentive was for the provinces to keep their costs below the national average thus ensuring they 

would receive fifty percent or better. Those provinces that had medical care expenditures that 

exceeded half the national average would get less than half of their medical expenses covered by 

the cost-sharing program. Given the link between poverty and ill health, clearly not all Canadians 

were able to receive equal access to medical and hospital services, especially in the poorer 

provinces. The federal contribution to Medicare varied from 41% to 75% throughout the 

provinces (McGilly, 1998, p. 297). While in theory the plan for universal medical and hospital 

coverage appears sound, in practice it was plagued with inequality and abuse. 

In 1977, the Established Programs Financing (EPF) was instituted to free the federal 

government from its costly commitment to paying half the costs of Medicare, and to attempt to 

equalize what the provinces could afford for healthcare. Because of the EPF, the federal 



government began making block grants based on a complex equalization scheme aimed at 

providing a greater portion of transfer payment to poorer provinces. The block grant 

encompassed a cash payment called an equalization grant (not paid to the provinces with 

excessive wealth), tax points, and a residual grant, designed to balance out the payment. 

Reflective of growing neo-liberal philosophy that de-emphasized government involvement, this 

allowed the federal government to reduce its cash payment for programs over which it had no 

administrative control. The EPF mechanism of cost sharing allowed the provinces more control 

in that they did not have to reveal their hospital and medical expenditures to the federal 

government to receive their block grant (Guest, 1997; McGilly, 1998). 

While the federal and provincial administration of healthcare has changed over the years, 

both hospitalization and medical care programs were merged into the Canada Health Act (CHA) 

in 1984. The CHA resulted, in part, from the situation of extra billing that was occurring 

throughout Canada that hampered the universal delivery of Medicare and hospitalization. In 

areas where extra billing was taking place, both doctors and hospitals were charging the patient 

beyond what was covered by the insurance plans. Believed by some to offset the growing cost of 

the delivery of medical services or to justly compensate medical professionals for their services, 

extra billing was also seen by others to have the potential to develop into a two-tiered medical 

system. Low-income and impoverished Canadians were in increasingly marginal positions when 

seeking healthcare where extra billing was the norm. Perhaps most problematic was the way in 

which extra billing undermined the very principles of socialized medicine which were at the core 

of the delivery of social assistance in Canada. It also served to reinforce the stigma associated 

with not being able to 'afford' costly medical services. This is also reflective of individual 

responsibility that is a core principle of neo-liberalism, where each person is accountable for his 

or her own self-interest. Any attempt on the part of government to reward those who do not 

acquire property or wealth to support themselves is seen to reward laziness or incompetence. 

Furthermore, "social policies (including healthcare policies) are totally meaningless for neo- 

liberalists as they are seen as a type of discrimination for those who do not get to benefit from 

them" (McGregor, 2001), primarily the affluent in any society. 

The embeddedness of a neo-liberal political and economic ideology in the dominant 

master narrative in British Columbia can be found in medical care cutbacks. As the federal 

government cuts payments to the province, the provinces are not increasing their contributions to 

cover the reductions. This has been exacerbated by situations where extra-billing practices are 

the norm for many services. Somewhat different from British Columbia Medical, welfare 



medical coverage often does not meet the amount billed by individual service providers, thus 

reducing the availability of practitioners for welfare recipients. As government cutbacks 

continue, more and more practitioners are not accepting welfare medical unless the patient agrees 

to, and can prove, that they can pay the additional charges for basic services before they are 

delivered, while other practitioners will not even consider accepting patients who receive welfare. 

One can argue that evidence of the neo-liberal shift in Canada was indisputable with the 

announcement in 1995 of the Canadian Health and Social Transfer (CHST) to replace the CAP 

and the EPF. Under the CHST, a block transfer payment was established with the provinces that 

would amalgamate federal contributions for income assistance, social services, healthcare, and 

post-secondary education into a lump sum. While amounting to a reduced federal payment to the 

provinces, the trade-off was to remove the conditions under which the provinces should spend the 

transferred funds, beyond not being able to impose residence requirements on the recipients 

(Bach & Rioux, 1996). "Slashing federal cash transfers to the provinces reduced federal health 

spending from 6.18% of total federal spending in 1986 to 4.24% in 1992" (Fisk, 2000, p. 3). 

Continued cutbacks to social welfare in Canada have been justified by neo-liberals as reflective of 

the responsibilities of communities to "protect children and families and buffer them from the 

demands of globalized trade and markets" (Bach & Rioux, 1996, p. 324). The return to a residual 

welfare state once again calls into question conceptual judgments of worthy and unworthy poor 

and disabled. When one considers individual responsibility and self-interest, those who are 

disabled through their own actions (for example by contracting HIV) are viewed as not only a 

drain on the system but are also deemed as unworthy of its assistance. Hence, one finds the 

CHST opening the doorway to increased marginalization of vulnerable sectors of society. 

Collins (1998) has called into question the degree to which the CHST will exacerbate the 

already problematic disbursement of social assistance in Canada. Under CHST, the minimum 

standards of assistance can no longer be monitored federally as a contingent factor of receiving 

the transfer payment. While the CHA maintains a minimum standard of care, though this is also 

questionable, there is no mechanism in place to ensure an equitable share of the CHST goes to 

provincial and territorial welfare programs. 

Broadway (1995) (quoted in Chappell, 2001), and Collins (1998) discuss the potential 

that the CHST has for contravening the Canadian Constitution in that it may not guarantee 

accordance with the principles of horizontal and vertical equity. Horizontal equity requires "that 

Canadians ought to be treated comparably by the fiscal system regardless of the province in 

which they live" (Broadway, 1995, quoted in Chappell, 2001, p. 92). Vertical equity is a 



"principle that the federal government should be concerned with national standards to reduce 

inequalities of income between the wealthiest Canadians and those who are least wealthy, and 

enhance equalities of opportunity for those most disadvantaged" (ibid. p. 92). As social programs 

are cut, in line with neo-liberal economic policies, levels of inequality in Canada will continue to 

rise, though in a fiee market economy, equality of opportunity is deemed a universal principle. 

The constitutional principles of vertical and horizontal equity that are paradigmatically 

fundamental to the welfare state are in direct contravention to neo-liberalism. According to 

McGregor (2001): "Nowhere in neo-liberalism is there a legitimate role for the welfare of the 

people, communities or societies nor for the state except to ensure that government enforces the 

rules and logic of the free market - economic profit, technological progress and growth and 

development" (p. 88). 

Within the global neo-liberal political agenda, the welfare state in Canada, and in other 

nations, has been under constant attack for many years. Continuing reductions in federal support 

for healthcare and social programs, beginning in the 1970s and gaining momentum through the 

1980s and 1990s, has increasingly displaced and further marginalized Canada's poor and 

disabled. Contradictory to the principles of individualism, free market, and decentralization that 

define neo-liberalism (McGregor, 200 l), Medicare in Canada is seen as promoting a not-for- 

profit enterprise. It is argued that Medicare defies fiee and open trade and, as such, promotes 

unfair trade practices in these times of globalization. At the level of individual lives and deaths in 

British Columbia, neo-liberal economic policies are having profound and devastating 

consequences for many disabled and low-income persons. Alex's story of living within the 

constraints of social welfare in British Columbia exemplifies how both HIVIAIDS and welfare 

are socially constructed to encompass historically and politically-institutionalized marginalization 

and stigma such that agencies of the state are permeated with judgment and guided by the politics 

of blame. 

Social assistance and welfare disability in British Columbia 

The early days of Alex being unable to return to work due to complications associated 

with her HIV raises many issues in understanding the life circumstances for one living with the 

constraints of a long-term catastrophic illness for which there is no cure in sight. Clearly, Alex 

states how she defined herself through her work, and the degree to which this value was 

encultured within her childhood home and was reflective of the master narrative. In our family, 

work was more than a means to an end.. .it was how we established our value as members of both 



our home and our community. Losing this ability to work, perhaps for the rest of her life, was a 

very traumatic and marginalizing experience for Alex. This feeling, however, was exacerbated 

when she was faced with entering into a system of welfare that reinforced that she was no longer 

in control of her life. The day-to-day uncertainty of HIV, coupled with the ongoing intrusion of 

welfare agencies, would define her world. 

The meaning behind the loss of work for disabled people is an area of inquiry that sheds 

considerable light on how and why social assistance becomes, for many persons, a system of 

degradation and marginalization (Freedman & Fesko, 1996; McReynolds, 200 1 ; Vachon quoted 

in O'Del, 1993). Often not cognizant of the many losses that persons seeking welfare assistance 

have already faced in their lives, and as Alex's story has revealed, many see those on welfare as 

taking from the system, being too lazy to work, or as a drain on society. Rather than easing day- 

to-day living, welfare in British Columbia guarantees that the disabled person lives below the 

poverty line and has their life open to an 'annual review' to ensure that the disability is still there. 

There is no option but to accede to the review or risk having welfare support immediately cut off. 

(See Appendix 1 1 for a copy of the British Columbia Benefits Eligibility Review annual report 

for 1998 for James and Alex. Note page 3 of the review that lists the areas of their lives open to 

government intrusion.) 

When Alex was forced to give up her paid employment she also gave up the hope for a 

'normal' life, in terms of how she had been encultured to believe normalcy was maintained. 

Research has revealed that, for many PWHA, remaining a part of the paid workforce is 

fundamentally important in how the person associates working with hope for a future, and in 

seeing their life in terms of living with the disease rather than dying from it (McReynolds, 200 1). 

What Alex's story reveals is that many of the FAWs whom she has come into contact with have 

not communicated to her an understanding of the psychosocial factors of living with HIVIAIDS. 

Their treatment of her contributes to her infiltrated consciousness and subsequent loss of agency. 

I am curious of the degree to which the master narrative has influenced the picture that many 

FAWs hold toward the clients whom they are mandated to serve. Over the years I have heard 

Alex tell many stories of traumatic and degrading experiences with welfare and, as evidenced 

above, of the few kind and humanistic individuals that she has also encountered. 

The embedded marginalization and stigma of the welfare system is a multifaceted and 

complex phenomenon. The FAWs who face people asking for assistance must mediate between 

their own bias or attitudes toward those seeking help, the current political and financial agenda 

that they are to enforce, the burnout factor as a result of an ever-increasing client load, and the 



attitudes and/or financial issues of the clients themselves. While the CHST does not provide a 

minimum standard of treatment for administering assistance, there is an ethical responsibility to 

administer the policy of the welfare office without prejudice. 

Alex has been on welfare disability through political and economic changes such that her 

well-being is almost 'held hostage' to current social constructions that define those on welfare. 

This lack of power over her own life was reinforced in 1998 when James and Alex were left with 

no option but to sign a consent form giving MHR the right to access information in any areas of 

their lives deemed relevant to the receipt of their welfare money. Important to note in the 

document that they had to sign is the section that lists the examples of places where MHR might 

need to access information, and that this list was not exhaustive. James and Alex signed over 

their basic right to privacy and protection from the intrusion of the government into many 

elements of their lives, a right that most of us take for granted. (See Appendix 12 for a copy of 

the request for consent and the signed consent form.) 

Reflective of neo-liberal policies, Alex has experienced continued welfare reform that is 

increasing the challenge of meeting daily needs and ensuring a limited quality of life. As the 

definition of 'disabled' is under review by the current provincial Liberal government under the 

leadership of Gordon Campbell, many vulnerable persons, such as Alex, are increasingly finding 

their lives being thrown into turmoil, not knowing whether or not they will be deemed able- 

bodied and cut off of welfare benefits. 

Regardless of the impoverished positions of those in need, neo-liberal economic policies 

target for reduction the socially, politically, and economically unpopular programs, such as social 

assistance, (Chappell, 2001). In June 2001, the Liberal government redesigned the Ministry of 

Social Development and Economic Security. The new Ministry of Human Resources (MHR) 

emerged and "began a redesign of income assistance in British Columbia, including a significant 

shift from a culture of entitlement to a culture of employment and self-sufficiency. It laid the 

groundwork to replace British Columbia Benefits with the British Columbia Employment and 

Assistance program, aimed at helping more British Columbians leave assistance for employment 

and lead independent lives" (Coell, quoted in British Columbia, Ministry of Human Resources 

2001-02, p. 1). 

In the language of the new MHR, the report identified that "Persons with disabilities who 

want to and are able to work are not getting the supports they need to get and maintain 

employment" (ibid. p. 5). While the MHR culture shift is to "employment and self-sufficiency" 



the categories of those needing continuous assistance and supplementary assistance are aimed at 

disabled persons. 

Continuous Assistance will be available to eligible individuals who are not 
expected to gain independence through employment to ensure these individuals 
get the ongoing support they need. This will include persons with severe 
disabilities and those with persistent multiple barriers to employment. 

Supplementary Assistance will provide health assistance to clients with 
disabilities and other eligible clients. Other programs and services include 
emergency social services, childcare subsidies, bus passes, hostels and 
emergency shelters, and user fees for continuing care and for drug and alcohol 
facilities. (ibid. p. 6) 

What the above descriptions fail to provide are the ever-changing criteria that one must 

meet to remain eligible for the assistance, or to address specifically what degree of support will be 

provided. The reality experienced by those receiving continuous and supplementary assistance 

does not necessarily reflect what is quoted above. 

Considered a major change in policy is the 'Employment Strategy for Persons with 

Disabilities '. This reflects a general trend emerging from the 1996 First Ministers' meeting, 

where "persons with disabilities were identified as a priority area of joint policy reform" 

(Disability WebLinks, retrieved July 15, 2001). The resulting focus for the provinces and 

territories was to develop a multilateral framework for employability assistance for people with 

disabilities. Thus, the general trend emerging throughout Canada can be seen in the policy 

changes in British Columbia with regard to the disabled. In British Columbia, the MHR is to 

provide services to prepare disabled persons to either become fully self-sufficient through 

employment or, for those deemed unable to become self-supporting, to engage in volunteer 

activities at the community level (British Columbia, Ministry of Human Resources, 2001, p. 8). 

While in theory this plan seems optimistic, the reality is much different. 

Research has shown that, while many disabled persons in Canada have made significant 

strides in entering the allegedly non-disabled workforce, there is still considerable discrimination 

and marginalization facing them. Many employers are unwilling to make the accommodations 

needed to create an inclusive work environment for disabled people thus causing their workforce 

representation to be low (National Council of Welfare, 1990). In 1994, Alex's employment with 

a women's HIVIAIDS support and resource organization was terminated due to extended illness. 

(See Appendix 13 for a copy of the termination letter to Alex, citing ill health as the reason.) 

Even though the organization was mandated to assist HIV-positive women, she was not offered a 



leave of absence until her health improved. Given the stigma attached to being disabled, in a 

general sense, coupled with the fear and marginalization associated with HIVIAIDS specifically, 

one needs to question what the government's position might be on the intended employability of 

PWHA who have been absent from the workforce for a number of years. 

Another area of significant change is the 'streamlined appeal process' which will come 

into action alongside of the new Employment and Assistance Act and Employment and 

Assistance for Persons with Disabilities Act. Under this process, the appeal Tribunal Committee 

will not resemble the panel that was assembled to hear Alex's Schedule C appeal. Under the new 

ruling, the Appeal Tribunal will be made up of a Chair and Vice Chairs who are appointed by the 

Lieutenant Governor, and regional Appeal Panel members, appointed by the Minister of Human 

~ e s o u r c e s ~ ~ .  Nowhere does the tribunal accommodate advocates for those on welfare. As Alex 

says, "They have found a way to silence us again. I can't believe that the tribunal process does 

not have a voice for the client. That is so sad." 

On January 17,2002, the British Columbia Government announced additional changes to 

the welfare act to be implemented throughout the year. James and Alex received notification on 

March 18,2002, of the changes being implemented on April 1,2002 (see Appendix 14 for the 

changes to the disability benefits for level 2). Critics of these changes, including community- 

based advocacy and lobby groups, have been very vocal about the lack of social justice associated 

with the new "culture of employment and self-sufficiency"27. Under the existing British 

Columbia Benefits, disabled persons are categorized as either Disability Benefit I (DBI) which 

suggests non-permanent status, or Disability Benefit I1 (DBII) suggesting permanent status. In 

the past, DBII, once established, was accepted as permanent in that the individual did not have to 

continue to prove disability, thereby did not have to live with the stress of being cut off or living 

on reduced benefits as a DBI. 

With the implementation of the new Assistance for Persons with Disabilities Act in the 

fall of 2002, the DBII designation is no longer considered permanent. Status will be under review 

26 For additional information on the Government-issued specifics of the Tribunal refer to 
htt~://www.rnhr.nov.bc.ca~tribunal/back~ound.htm 
27 The information and statistics for the following changes have been compiled from the PovNet Legal 
Services Society, and the BC Coalition of People with Disabilities websites. These can be accessed at the 
following addresses. http://povnet.org , http://www.lss.bc.ca , 
and http://bccpd.bc.ca 



and a narrower definition of disabled will be applied28. To qualify for disability benefits a person 

will need to prove that they are directly and significantly restricted in their ability to perform the 

tasks of daily living. Although the clear definition was not revealed when the change was made 

public in 2002, the implications for PWHA can be catastrophic. If a person loses their DBII 

status, their monthly support and shelter cheque will drop from $786 to $607 (if a DBI) or to 

$5 10 per month (if assessed as employable). Couples who are both DBII receive $1,329, which 

will be reduced to $972 if the couple is assessed as DBI. While the government's rationale is that 

it is cheaper to live as a couple than as a single, Alex and James' experience with stretching their 

welfare money suggests otherwise. Additionally, if one loses the DBII status they will lose their 

extended medical, bus pass, access to basic dental, and the exemption allowance of $300 that a 

DBII person may earn per month through volunteer activity. If reduced to a DBI, any extra 

income earned will be deducted dollar for dollar from one's cheque. In Alex's case, if she is 

deemed employable, and cannot find a job on Salt Spring, under the new Act she will have to 

move from the island, as Salt Spring is considered an area of low employment. 

Further complicating the entire process is the uncertainty around reinstatement. If a 

person's disability designation is reduced, they must reapply for a reinstatement at the higher 

level. If, and when, this is approved, they will begin at the bottom without enhanced medical 

coverage or any other additional supplements to their benefits. In the case of Alex and James, 

then, this would mean that the Schedule C money that they fought for years to obtain would be 

gone. Under the new Act, Schedule C section 2.1(1) of the British Columbia Benefits program 

has been abolished. On April 2,2001, MHR announced the new nutritional and medical 

supplement that will likely replace Schedule C. This allows for up to $300 per person, per month. 

Being defined as a nutritional supplement, it does not allow for the wider-ranging health needs 

that were available under Schedule C, thus it is questionable as to what one needs to prove to be 

eligible for the maximum amount (see Appendix 15 for a news release pertaining to supplemental 

benefits). 

After years of being within the welfare system and fighting for benefits over and above 

the basic DBII designation, as of July 2002, Alex and James receive a total of $2,004 per month 

for shelter and support. See Table 1 for their monthly budget. 

28 While there has been considerable critique over the narrowing of the definition of people with disabilities 
by many NGOs in support of disabled persons, the MHR responded, through two Letters to the Editor, to 
the allegations that people would lose their benefits and/or be under the constant threat of having their 
disability designation reviewed. These letters can be viewed at 
http://www.mhr.gov.bc.ca/editor/Min editor DB.pdf and 
http://~~~.mhr.~ov.bc.ca/editor/Cheema-Coe11.pdf 



I Amount I Expenses 

$675.00 

$20.00 

rent for home including hydro 

welfare deduction for previous security deposit 

$100.00 

$60.00 

$90.00 

rent for garage/storage/workshop space attached to home 

car insurance monthly payment 

bank loan payment 

$35.00 

$32.00 

1 $120.00 1 clinic fees, Royal Oak Clinic 

Telus, home phone 

Telus mobility 

$70.00 
- 

$25.00 

Starchoice satellite 

Irnagen internet service 

I laundry costs inc. washldrylsoaplsoftener 

$45.00 

$25.00 

I $100.00 I car, gasloillparking not including repairs 

purified bottled water 

household cleaners, bleach etc. 

I pet food and supplements.. .not including vet costs 

$15.00 

$120.00 

food.. .and all other expenses including entertainment, car repairs, vet 
expenses, presents, clothing, not covered medical user fees, non- 
prescription medications, personal hygiene items and anything else that is 
needed 

household garbage and recycling 

vitamin/mineral/supplements 

I $200400 I Total 

Table 1: 2002 Monthly budget 



As for assets, before the restructuring of British Columbia Benefits, a person on disability 

benefits was allowed to have a vehicle for daily transportation. For a DBII, the value of this was 

not required to be included in the total assets for a couple which are limited at $5,000. Under the 

new Act, the car is included in the allowable assets of $5,000. As of April 1, 2002, if the assets 

exceed the $5,000 limit the cheque can be immediately cut. Earlier in this chapter, Alex wrote of 

her frustration at the FAW who suggested she sell her wedding rings rather than grant the 

additional $35 to help with an outstanding hydro bill. Under the new asset designation, a worker 

could force them to part with these rings, or reduce their assets in some manner, or risk having 

their cheque cut off (see Appendix 14 attachment for a list of the changes to the asset limits for 

Disability Benefits Level 2). 

There is considerable research that examines the poverty which a person living on 

welfare faces. Problematic, however, is the lack of consensus regarding what poverty is, how 

necessities are measured, and whether or not there can be a universal definition of poverty. Given 

that the concept 'poverty line' is a social construction in and of itself, the context within which it 

is being defined must be considered. Furthermore, poverty lines are highly political concepts that 

are often paraded about at election times to garner support either for or against welfare reform. 

Low-income cut-offs (LICO) are a set of measurements published by Statistics Canada that are 

often used by researchers as representative of the poverty line. While Statistics Canada 

emphasizes that LICO and poverty are different measures, they do provide an indication of 

characteristics relative to the poorest income categories in Canada (Fegelli, 1997). Using LICO, 

the National Council on Welfare (2001) has calculated that a single person with a disability who 

was living on welfare in British Columbia in 2001 would have a total welfare income of 52% of 

the poverty linez9. The Canadian Fact Book on Poverty, 2000, suggests that any Canadian family 

spending more than 63.6% of its after-tax income on food, shelter, and clothing, would be living 

in difficult circumstances (p. 1 7)30. Clearly when looking at the monthly budget for Alex and 

James one finds that the 'difficult circumstances' suggested above should read 'impossible 

circumstances'. 

29 The entire report can be obtained at 
httv://ncwcnbes.net/htmdocument/reportelfincOO-0 1 1 - 2 0 0 0 - 0  1 -ENG.htm# Toc273544 1 

30 Accessed at httv://www.ccsd.ca~vubs/2000/fbpov00/chapter2/~df 



Non-basic supplemental benefits 

As of March 3 1,2002, Home Support Services were no longer allowed under MHR and 

one had to apply for the services through the Ministry of Health. If a disabled person was 

receiving home care support it would be cancelled. Prior to moving to Salt Spring Island, Alex 

and James relied on the services of Home Support when they were living in Vancouver. These 

services were vital to their well-being since there were numerous times when neither James nor 

Alex was well enough to cope with daily living requirements. Upon moving to Salt Spring, these 

services were lost. While home support is supposed to be a portable service throughout the 

regions of British Columbia, as stipulated within the Ministry of Health's Continuing Care Policy 

Manual, the reality is often very different. 

During the fall of 200 1, I recall a time when both James and Alex were sick with nausea, 

diarrhea, and vomiting. While Alex had requested home support assistance, she had yet to hear 

back from the coordinator. Alex was too sick to properly care for herself and with James' health 

condition being so severe, any energy Alex had was aimed toward providing minimal care for 

James. As James' health deteriorated, he ended up being put in hospital in Vancouver. While 

they were in the city, I went over to the island to get things ready for James to come home. 

Entering their house almost broke my heart. I could see the aftermath of what they had lived 

through in the weeks that they had been sick without home support assistance. In talking with 

Alex about this she recounted to me the struggle that each moment brought. She wondered if it 

was worth it to keep going as her own health continued to deteriorate. She did not know how she 

would be able to continue to care for James when they were both so very sick at the same time. 

Throughout this time, Alex was continually trying to get some level of home support 

reinstated. After numerous calls to an overworked Ministry of Health home support coordinator 

servicing the Gulf Islands, James was approved for personal assistance for a few hours a week. 

What this meant was that the bathroom could only be cleaned if James would bathe while the 

worker was there and the kitchen could be cleaned only if James was well enough to eat while the 

worker was there. There was no provision for assistance to Alex for housecleaning, cooking, 

laundry or personal care. 

There is a vast amount of research that supports the need for many disabled to remain in 

their homes thereby enabling them to live with dignity and in control of their own lives. The 

continued claw back of home support services by the government is increasingly compromising 

independent living for British Columbia's disabled population. Reassessments of current levels 



of care are constant for disabled people31. The absolute uncertainty under which many disabled 

people live is contributing to increased ill health. There is no lack of data supporting the link 

between increased stress and increased ill health. In the case of HIVIAIDS, elevated stress levels 

are directly associated with weakening the immune system, thus creating a life-threatening 

situation. 

Additional cutbacks, as referred to by Alex earlier, include dental coverage. During the 

late fall of 2001, Dr. ~ u r d ~ e ~ '  of the Oak Tree Women and Family HIV Care Unit in Vancouver 

wrote a letter to the dentist James had seen on Salt Spring providing documentation stating the 

absolute need for his teeth to be pulled out and be replaced with dentures. Given that the 

condition of his teeth had deteriorated substantially in the last ten years because of his HIV, it was 

believed that some of his intestinal problems were related to this. The local dentist concurred 

with the assessment and took on the task of seeking approval through the welfare system. 

Unfortunately, James became very sick, was hospitalized, and the process was put on hold. 

James was released from hospital in Vancouver just before Christmas 2002 and saw the 

local dentist in early January. Upon receiving verification that James' white cell count and 

platelets were up and that his immune system was strong enough for the procedure, the dentist 

started the paperwork process for approval of dentures (see Appendix 16 for a copy of this letter). 

Because James had an ongoing problem with his platelets, he was referred to a dental surgeon to 

have his teeth removed under general anesthetic. The dental surgeon began the approval process 

through welfare for the removal of his teeth in the late spring and James received approval on 

June 28,2002. This approval arrived a few days before the new policy was implemented that 

would not have allowed for the surgery to take place with full coverage, meaning that James and 

Alex would have had to pay the difference over and above $500. Given that James has had 

ongoing problems with getting enough nutrition into his body, it was imperative to his health that 

any barriers to increasing his nutrient intake be removed. With the approval in hand, the dental 

surgery took place on July 10,2002. 

Unbeknownst to Alex and James, the dentist who had begun the process of filing for 

approval for the dentures had left the office at the end of May 2002 without having sent in the 

approval forms. On June 13,2002, a new dentist in the office who took over James' case saw 

him for a pre-surgery check-up. It was at this time that James discovered that his paperwork for 

3 1 For additional information on the impact of Home Support cutbacks refer to 
http://bccpd.bc.ca~commalert/homesprt.html#critical 
32 Dr. David Burdge has formally consented to having his name appear in this dissertation. 



denture approval had not been submitted by the previous dentist, but had lain in his file for 

months. The new dentist faxed the paperwork that day and the office suggested that approval 

could be obtained and the dentures made within four to six weeks. This was of specific concern 

to James and Alex as his being without teeth for months would only exacerbate his already 

nutrient-deficient condition. 

In June 2002, MHR released a new policy for dental coverage which removed any option 

for dentures under the DBII $500 yearly maximum. Additional dental beyond the annual limits 

would no longer be covered unless services were needed to relieve pain33. Given that James' 

dentures were not associated with pain relief, merely with enabling him to obtain adequate 

nutrition from his food to improve his health, they were not covered under the new policy. On 

June 28,2002, the dental office notified Alex of the new policy and that MHR was trying to 

process the backlog of requests. If their request was not approved by 4 p.m. that day it would not 

be approved. This presented a predicament in that James and Alex needed to come up with over 

$2,000 for the dentures and, knowing this would take months to save, were unsure of going ahead 

with the removal of his teeth. The dental surgeon's office gave them until July 8,2002 to decide 

if the pre-approved surgery would go ahead. 

Hearing this, the local dentist assured them that it was necessary for his teeth to come out 

and to not delay the surgery. If they could come up with the lab fee of $700, she would donate 

her time on a day off and she would find a way to have the remaining costs covered. Feeling 

assured that all would be okay, James went ahead with the surgery. 

On July 12,2002, James saw the local dentist for a surgical follow-up, at which time the 

dentist laid out James' and Alex's portion of the cost for the teeth. James had another follow-up 

appointment on July 15,2002. On Sunday evening July 14, the dentist phoned Alex at home to 

tell her that she had been fired. The employer provided the rationale that the dentist was doing 

charity work and that it was not acceptable nor in line with the operating procedures of the clinic. 

What was perceived as unacceptable charity on one hand could mean the difference between life 

and death on the other. James was once again deemed unworthy and undeserving and Alex, as 

his primary advocate, was dealing with unbearable levels of stress that continued to diminish her 

health. 

Another impact of the new policy changes of MHR is the Employment and Assistance for 

Persons with Disabilities Act, implemented in the fall of 2002. As discussed earlier, the 

33 This information was obtained from a Government Fact Sheet that can be accessed at 
http://www.mhr.gov.bc.ca~factsheet/2002/dentalserv.hmt 



narrowing of the definition of disabled, for the purposes of welfare, means that many persons who 

are currently classified as DBII will lose their designation and their benefits. For persons with 

HIVJAIDS, this poses a complicated scenario because of the uncertainty and variability of day-to- 

day health. The current drug combination therapy has, for some infected persons, reduced the 

detectable levels of HIV in the bloodstream, such that, while the drugs remain effective, the 

person may experience a relatively healthy condition. For some, this has allowed either a 

continuation of, or a return to, work. Problematic, however, is that once one has begun a regime 

of highly toxic treatment, one's life is controlled by a pill timer; facing a future that will likely 

never be free of a complex drug regime. Complicating this are the numerous side effects that also 

diminish quality of life over time, and in some cases can be directly debilitating. As the HIV 

becomes resistant to one set of drugs, and the HIV levels in the blood increase, a new regime is 

started in the hopes that health will improve. With the new MHR disability policy, it is likely that 

a person receiving benefits would have them cut off as health improves and they return to work. 

While this is not problematic, in and of itself, when health declines, as it will, the person's 

benefits will not be reinstated at the level before cut-off. Any supplements that they have fought 

for will be lost as they begin with the basic disability benefit, as per the assessment. The 

uncertainty that this poses can have, for some, life and death consequences. 

In 1999, Dr. Burdge suggested to Alex that she should put some serious thought into 

beginning anti-retroviral therapy, as her viral load was increasing and her T cell counts had been 

steadily decreasing. For intervention to be effective, it was stressed that Alex should begin 

treatment as soon as possible. Given that drug treatment often begins with side effects, Alex 

chose to delay the start of the drugs so she could care for James, who was quite sick himself at 

this time. Early in 2002, Alex had agreed to start treatment, and waited for the approval from the 

federal government for the drug regime, which took two months. Once approved, she began on 

the drugs but, after five days, was having an extremely adverse reaction and had to stop the 

regime. While waiting for approval for the next regime to be processed, the new MHR policy 

changes were announced, at which point Alex became afraid of the impact these would have on 

her and James' lives. While the changes were slow in being released by the government, Alex 

believed that the changes would not be good for them. 

Under the new classification, Alex knew that some of the areas that had classified her as 

DBII were being removed. Her experience in dealing with a bureaucracy like welfare reinforced 

the belief that the new definition of disabled as it pertained to HIVIAIDS would be based on 

medical measures such as viral load and T cell counts, not on the day-to-day qualitative 



measurements of health levels of the individual. Alex knew many persons whose counts 

suggested relative health but in reality those persons were not well. Many suffered from extreme 

fatigue and any of a number of illnesses associated with HIV and thus were not employable. She 

felt the full weight of MHR control over her life and health to the point that she made a decision 

to delay taking the AIDS drugs and wait until the full disability definition was made public before 

considering drug therapy again. 

While at first I had difficulty understanding her reasoning because she was becoming 

increasingly weaker and more fatigued and I just wanted her to get better, I eventually came to 

see the complexity of factors and stressors impacting upon her decision. If her health was to 

improve on paper and she be deemed employable, she would lose whatever security had been 

provided by welfare, albeit at a minimal or less than minimal standard. At least on welfare she 

and James were guaranteed food, shelter, basic medical and dental. If deemed employable, she 

would be gone from the home, thus leaving James without home support care as these services 

had been drastically reduced and were to potentially be cut off. Also, based upon whatever work 

she might find, James' welfare support would be threatened based on her potential earning 

capacity. However, due to her own health, and the side effects of the drugs, it was not guaranteed 

that she would be healthy enough to work continuously. There would be no guarantee of steady 

income. With HIVJAIDS, medical costs are continuous and difficult to plan for and, as the 

syndrome changes so fast, she would need to earn a substantial amount of money to cover all 

contingencies on her own. 

What I need to reinforce here is that the new regulations being implemented were making 

Alex afraid of becoming healthy and as she said, "It is like an axe over my head, I'm waiting for 

it to fall. There is a part of me that feels like just stopping the fight and letting it take its course." 

She knows that the anti-retroviral therapy is not a sure thing and that there is no cure in sight. 

Furthermore, hoping for health and hoping for a future is something that she has been unable to 

do since 1986. As she suggests, "If I had any faith that these programs were being done in a 

humane way I wouldn't be so afraid. I know that my best interest is not in their heart. The next 

election is what is most important to them. They don't give a shit. Part of me just wishes that 

those making these decisions would have to experience the implications of their decisions." 

Beggars can't be choosers 

This chapter was extremely difficult for both of us to write. In critically examining the 

influence that MHR has over James' and Alex's lives, she said: "It pops my little bubble of 



illusion. The illusion being that in this aspect of my life I have some control. I created this 

illusion by avoiding welfare at every turn." 

Throughout this chapter we have shared tears and frustrations, anger and hopelessness, at 

the inhumane way in which much of the administration of social assistance occurs in British 

Columbia. In going through the above brief chronology with Alex, of her history with welfare, 

she expressed how tired and depressed it made her to revisit these events. On August 1,2002, the 

day before her 37th birthday, we decided to end this chapter. Both of us had reached a limit of 

the amount of reality we could be immersed in and needed a break. Alex needed to care for 

James and I needed to make a birthday cake. 

Over the years of teaching anthropology and engaging students in discussions of 

structural marginalization, I have encountered many who believe that people on welfare should 

accept what they get without complaint. The 'beggars can't be choosers' line that many of us 

have heard throughout our lives is often applied to those on welfare. This belief is embedded 

within an oppressive master narrative and communicated in a number of ways. Whether through 

the media, or imbedded within institutional structures and policies that administer to welfare 

recipients, or in the rhetoric espoused by political leaders seeking votes, by medical or dental 

practitioners servicing welfare clients, or within the general public at large, there is a deeply- 

rooted belief that those on welfare are deserving of the suffering in their lives. Nowhere is this 

made clearer than in the literature on the relationship between poverty and HIV progression. 

Research has revealed that socio-economic status has a clear impact on the length of time 

a person can survive with HIVIAIDS (Gillies & Tolle, 1996; Hogg, Strathdee, Craib, 

O'Shaughnessy, Montaner & Schecter, 1994; Zierler, Krieger, Tang, Coady, Seigfreid, DeMaria, 

et al., 2000). Those with greater income have a longer life with greater levels of health. Those in 

poverty are sicker and tend to die faster. Given that welfare disability maintains persons below 

the poverty line, Alex has often questioned whether it is part of a larger plan to cut spending by 

hastening the deaths of those with HIVIAIDS due to the way in which their cases are managed. 

As she writes earlier in this chapter, "welfare is based on a system of penalties" and perhaps the 

penalty for contracting HIV is to suffer, not only ill health leading to death, but also 

marginalization on an ongoing basis due to an entrenched societal belief that beggars can't be 

choosers. 

This chapter was written during the spring and summer of 2002; therefore, many of the 

events were unfolding as we were writing, and the reality became like a crushing weight. We had 

little, if any, distance from the events. Many days, we would not be able to work on the 



dissertation as Alex was too exhausted from battling ill health and depression as well as being a 

caregiver to James, who was very sick. While the days would be spent trying to find solutions to 

the seemingly impossible situations they were facing regarding welfare's medical and dental 

decisions, writing this dissertation seemed of minimal importance in the scheme of things. 

Witnessing their daily struggle made me question even more the degree to which the objectivity 

of positivism has contributed to the coldly impersonal forces that are controlling Alex's and 

James' lives and deaths. 

In critiquing a positivist tradition that would maintain that academics are obligated to 

write of another's suffering in an impersonal manner, and that we can remove ourselves from the 

influence of another's pain and write free of bias, I suggest that this writing is exploitative, 

abusive, and self-serving and does not bear witness to another's life as lived. The ethics of 

ethnography in the twenty-first century imply that we need to reposition the voice of the subject 

as central and call into question forces of representation and legitimization, while self-reflexively 

looking at our own power over the written narrative. I believe this cannot be done unless we open 

ourselves up to the weaknesses of both our subjects and ourselves, and in doing so become, as 

Ruth Behar (1996) would suggest, vulnerable observers. I would be remiss, and even dishonest, 

if I asserted that the events, which occurred during the writing of this chapter, did not profoundly 

affect my perceptions and analysis. In raising these difficulties in fieldwork, Behar writes: 

Our methodology, defined by the oxymoron "participant observation," is split at 
the root: act as a participant, but don't forget to keep your eyes open. Lay down 
in the mud in Columbia. Put your arms around Omaira Shnchez. But when the 
grant money runs out, or the summer vacation is over, please stand up, dust 
yourself off, go to your desk, and write down what you saw and heard. Relate it 
to something that you've read by Marx, Weber, Gramsci, or Geertz and you're on 
your way to doing anthropology. (p. 5) 

Behar's quote above suggests that the anthropologist has physical distance from the 

subject of study, and in doing so ends up distancing herself from the emotional aspects of doing 

fieldwork. In the case of this research, Alex and I do not have the physical distance referred to by 

Behar. The emotional distance is perhaps easier for me to obtain than it is for Alex as I am not 

the one living with a terminal illness. Having said this, however, I cannot ignore the pain and 

sorrow that washes over my body in waves when I witness her suffering and empathize with her 

fears. The intimate relationship that has developed between Alex and me throughout this research 

in many ways parallels what Frank (1 995) calls for when listening to those whose narratives we 

record, we must "listen for ourselves. The moment of witness in the story crystallizes a mutuality 

of need, when each is for the other" (Frank, 1995, p. 25). Clearly, Alex and I, as collaborators on 



this project, are recognizing a "mutuality of need" that goes beyond the dissertation itself, and in 

doing so, are each finding voices that have up to now been silenced. 

Throughout this chapter, Alex and I looked at the administration of social welfare in 

Canada and British Columbia that has historically, politically, economically, and medically 

defined the lives of those who are its recipients. We have laid a foundation that challenges the 

rhetoric of the dominant political ideology embedded in the master narrative that suggests that 

welfare recipients, including those who are disabled, are being provided with their basic 

minimum without judgment or prejudice. The "culture of self-sufficiency" referred to by British 

Columbia's Minister of Human Resources, Murray Coell, needs to be critically analyzed as to 

whether it truly reflects an ardent attempt to address the needs of disabled welfare recipients or if 

it is merely political rhetoric aimed at justifjmg spending cuts to programs that service the most 

marginalized populations in British Columbia. If Alex's narrative is seen as 'evidence' of the 

'culture of self-sufficiency' in action it leaves no doubt that we are deeply into a time of residual 

care as opposed to one of institutional support for impoverished and disabled persons. 

In terms of linking this collaborative narrative work to policy and practice, I believe that 

putting a human face on what it means to live with a chronic illness in the times of neo-liberal 

cutbacks is necessary. The British Columbia government's policies for administering welfare for 

those who are disabled reflects the push toward self-sufficiency. The language of policy 

suggests, "we will implement new strategies to support persons with disabilities to move in and 

out of employment, as they are able.. .We want to assist people to have the motivation and the 

skills they need to get a job and lead more fulfilling and independent lives" (see Appendix 14, 

pg. 1). On paper this seems quite reasonable to one who has no experience with chronic illness. 

The reality, as evidenced by the earlier illness narrative, suggests a vast gulf between policy and 

practice. For many disabled persons with HIV/AIDS the qualitative indicators of ill health may 

not reflect more quantitative indices employed by welfare. Alex cogently explores the difference 

between what blood work suggests about a person's HIV and the reality of lived experience. 

Narratives such as Alex's give depth of meaning to living with chronic illness that is not available 

in medicalized reports. Biomedical reports intentionally remove human suffering and 

depersonalize the story, often in the quest to objectify and thus validate the case study. 

Unfortunately, the lack of recognition of the important perspective provided by subjective illness 

narratives is a thread that runs throughout the biomedical master narrative. 

Two very important points are raised in Alex's narrative that merit review here. Firstly, 

her decision to delay anti-retroviral therapy while waiting to see how the British Columbia 



government would define the characteristics leading to the self-sufficiency of disabled, brings to 

the fore the fear of losing the safety net that she had fought so long to be able to provide for her 

family. The practical implications of such policies suggest that they have the potential to be 

stress inducing, thus further compromising one's health. Secondly, Alex's experiences with paid 

employment as an HIV-infected woman also suggest that the potential employers of those with 

H N  need to be educated or sensitized to diminish the stigma and discrimination that accompanies 

the diagnosis. It is not as easy as the policy suggests to find stable and secure employment for 

chronically-ill persons. The necessity for leniency may not be part of the employer's operating 

procedures. Illness narratives that explore the problematics of securing safe employment for 

HIV-infected persons go beyond an understanding employer. The compromised immunity of 

many with H N  suggests that the paid work situation must be one where the employee is granted 

scheduling flexibility, without prejudice. In practical terms, this means that the delicate balance 

must be struck between protecting one's decision whether or not to disclose H N  status coupled 

with a work setting where co-workers are aware of the threat they may pose to one with 

compromised immunity. Whether or not this can be achieved, in a generalized sense, in the 

climate of self-sufficiency and the politics of blame is yet to be seen. While there are 

employment situations where HIV-infected persons are welcome and supported, one cannot 

presume that this is the case overall as evidenced by Alex's narrative. In the vague language of 

the policy changes of MHR (see Appendix 14), the answers Alex requires from the Ministry are 

not forthcoming. From a practical health sense, improving the dialogue between disabled persons 

and government agencies responsible for policy creation is essential to one's overall health. 

Illness narratives may be one mechanism of bridging the gap between policies and their practical 

implications for PWHA or other chronically ill persons. Were this to come about, MHR 

disability benefit changes may actually work toward self-sufficiency rather than create continuing 

levels of unbearable stress for many relying on it for survival. 



CHAPTER 1V: 
MEDICAL CONSTRUCTIONS AND 
IMMORAL MARGINALIZATION 

l ime is perpetualmotion 

Boundby noftrm ruli 

Pace is but its whimsy 

E66 a n d f h w  its tool 

l ime f h w s  in not one direction 

Its' capriciousness eternal- 

Griving on our disillusion 
Its' motives seem infernal 

W e f i n d  oursehes in hie perpli!;ced 

By  the speedthat time can fb 
Or those moments that it creeps along 

l o  revelin our cry 

To me time seems the enemy 
@at grazes on optimism 

Fragmenting my desires anddreams 

Like fight through a prism 

Some see time as m y f i e n d  
Since my illness fies in wait 

But thls inffiction is insidious 
So for me.. . time f i  too h t e  

,%%< ~ e a t i n g ,  August 28, 1987 



Alex's story 

When I do public speahng, most of the medkalandheakh discussions centre on my 

hus6andJames' health andmy care-providing roE. I wouLfguess that is because my rob as 

care-provderfor my fami@ has dominatedmy aduh life. %hi is due in part to the continuous 

andhfe-threatening nature of the ihesses that have plhguedJames for the past fourteen 

years. But more than that it has aho been a seF-&fence mechanh .  Focusing on James and 

his 6atth for life and heahh ena6hdme to not focus on my own heahh issues. I 6eCieve it is a 

common thing for a woman's health issues to 6e put on hoUwhen herfami6 has a need: In  

this way I am no different than others. Where I may df fer f iom some is that my famiCy's 

heahh crisis not on@ h$ many of my needs unaddressed it aha became a conscious way to 

avozdmy own criticalhealth issues. It 's easy to put off 6lbodwor&or a Pap smear when you 

thinkthat your hus6andmight de .  I am not saying that I exaggeratedJames' health 

situation in order to avoidmy own. I &nit needto. Ne faceddeath at hast once f n o t  

twice a yearfor 10 years. B e  cnies were there, I just usedthem as a reason to  avoid certain 

heahh concerns o fmy  own. What  I-findinteresting when Cooeng backis that not on6  &dl 

avodgoing for the tests or treatments that I needed6ut aho I d d n o t  talka6out my own 

health situation in much detailwhen I was doing a pu6ficpresentation. I woulituse a small- 

generalphrase fie '"Ias unwellfor awhihVor "I hadsome cancerpro6hms"6ut I wouLfnft go 

into detail: On occasion, students orparticzpants wouLfaskme a direct question about my 

health. I wouUanswer these questions 6ut wouLfstiCCnot go into much detail: For tfie 

purposes of this dissertation ICve agreedto talkmore about my own heakh situation. W i t h  

this in mindIguess agoodplhce to start wouU6e somewhere 6etween the time 1 was infected 

with HW and when I was dagnosedX~V-positive. 

llie physicalsymptoms were not thejirst effects of HIV I had to 6atth. My 

emotionaland mentalstruggh camejh t .  Once I reahzed I hadmost h&Cy contractedHIq a 

sic&nndhea~$efing grew in the pit o fmy  stomach andstayed therefor months $not years. 

At that time, tfie on5  way I couhfget a handh on that feefing was to go into denial; Denial 

can 6e a very effective coping mechanism as long as you don't allow yourseFto stay there too 



long. I afmost didstay there too Ibng. I t  tookme years to get past this stage of denial: I was 

angry at my s tupdty  in not protecting myseqand~  was fea+f that I was dyng. Over the 

ne@ coup& of years, watchingfnenh ofmine getting sickanddying e~acerbatedmy fear. It 

seemedto drive me deeper into that phce of @nore it it's not true. " 

It was during this time that I hadmyfirst scare with cancer. In 1987 a smaKfump 

about the size of apea hadcome up on my outer right calf: B z i  lit& lump became redand 

sore, which lkdme to see my doctor. B i s  generafpractitioner ( G q  decided1 neededa biopsy 

anddidso that day in her ofice. f ie  biopsy was sent away to the h6 anda coup15 of week 

lizter I was contactedfor an appointment at the Cancer Controf_aBency of British Cofumbia 

(CUBC). I hadan initiulappointment with one ofthephysicians there at which time they 

tolitme there's apossibility of cancercel%j?om that growth and1 was scheduI5dto come back 

for surgery. Many of the details of this time penbdare hazy. I don't remember aflthe 

specifics; I am just I53 with the generalsense of what transpired: I know I was admittedto 

the CCA@C for surgery andthat I was there for a few days. B e  rebase form I was required 

to sign prior to surgery stated that I wasgiving the surgeon permission to remove as much 

tissuejiom the sde of my I5g as he deemednecessary. When I woke up after this surgery and 

was a6b to see the incziion I was shocked: fiis affstartedover tiny lirmp the size o f  apea but 

what I was lkft with was a *inch- Long scar. B e  surgeon hadfeft it necessaty to remove the 

tissue)om an area *inches long andfour inches wide andright down to the bone. I don It 

recaffthe actuafdiagnosis regarding the tissue t h q  removed: I know there was no fohw-up 

requiredother than caring for the incision. 

During alfthzi I was stiflin my state of denialandnever informedthe doctors at the 

C U B c  that I believed1 was HIV-positive. ~oot@ng backat this I feefashamed I am aware 

that medicalpersonnefuse universafprecautions in order to protect themsefves andtheir 

patients. I am a60 aware that rnedi~af~ersonnelreguhr~ come in contact with peoph who 

are undiagnosedbut are infectedwith HI%! B a t  tieing what it zi, 1 stifffeefshame. Ibe had 

to forgive myselffor this as I$e come to realize that I was not yet ready to put my fears into 

words. To do thzi woul;imat&e it real: 



N y  decision to be testedfor HW was not initiateddue to iKheaCth; it was because I 

desireda more intimate rehtionship with james, the man I was then dating. James was XI?'- 

positive a n d l  knew in my heart that I was XIV-positive. I fell a needto confirm the status 

of my dzagnosis before James and1 wentfirther in our rehtionship. lliis was vety important 

to me as I knew an HIVdzagnosis afterJames and1 hadbeen together lbnger wouliibe 

something he wouliiblhme himselffoor. I couliinot a l h  this; I knew he didnot infect me. 

ltiis is what motivatedme to breakthrough this barrier of fear I carriedfor the 

previous three years. I was testedat the Simon Fraser University health unit, the unfortunate 

detaifi of which have been discussedpreviousb. ltie circumstances of this testing resultedin 

my not seeing a doctorfor a few years, even though I hadbegun eqeriencing symptoms of my 

HIT? 

How the KWbegan to manfest itsegin my body was with fevers andnight sweats. 

I aho began eqenencing headaches that w o u l i i h t  for days andmy fatigue kvelstarted to 

grow. When ~ f i n a l b  f eh  it was time to address my health issues I went to a new doctor. It  

woul;ihave been sometime in '91 or '92. Gisphysician gave me a compkte physicalthat 

includednew bloodtests for H I V a n d a  Pap smear. N y  MV test once again came back 

positive a n d l  was a60 diagnosedwith hepatitis C. My Pap smear results came backwith 

abnormalcellgrowth, a situation, the doctor assuredme, was nothing to wony about as many 

women have a6normalcellgrowth results. I t  seemed this doctor was unaware of the 

connection between cervicalcancer a n d H W  in women. l t i e  assurances regarding my (2i2p 

results were the o n 4  encouraging dialbgue Igot f iom him. 

He proceedidto eqlhin his version of the facts of my life to me. S a t  I ddn't  real4 

have one to Ibot$onvard to. I was toliito eqect this disease of x Z V  to progress rap* and 

that life eqectancy was a few short years, maybe as Citth as two. I was alio toliithat I 

shouliiconsidir mysega nonse~ualbeing, which was the o n 4  responsibk thing to do. llie fact 

that I was marriedandmonogamous ddn't  seem to register with this doctor. It  was like aKhe 

couliisee was the stereotype of a 'promiscuous woman', my rea fity dzdnot seem to ma@ an 

impression on him. In  retrospect what Ifindinteresting is that he never real4 talkjgdabout 

the hepatitis C. Hepatitis C is afio considered a tenninaland at that time, untreatabfe illizess, 



yet this doctordidfitth more than teame my diagnosis. It was fike the M'l/ bfindedhim to 

everything eke. Sad5 I woulifjkdthis was a threadthat woulitrun through much of my 

medical&ture as wellas my husband'... 

During ttie same time period1 began to experience recurrent respiratory probbms, 

chronic bronchitis, as wellas bouts of pneumonia. Each time one of these illnesses occurred 

they Ltedlonger andmy fatigue Cmelincreased: I began to f ind l  was una6b to recover 

f ili ,  lime came for me to have another Pap smear done. l f i e  resuhsj?om this were aho 

abnormal: ltiis h d t o  my seeing a gynecologist who petfomeda colrposcopy. l t i e  resul'tsf;fom 

this procedure showedpossibh cancer celh so a cone biopsy surgery was petformed lZie doctor 

responsibb for this askdfor  no follow-up other than&rther Pap smears. fiere was no 

cowelbtion made between the cervicalcancer andHIV by this doctor either. But why shoulif 

he because femab-speczfic AIDS-defming illnesses hadnot yet been addressed 6 mainstream 

medicaC l f ie  on4,UDS-defining illnesses that appearedin ttie definitions had6een basedon 

mab su6jects. 

,U?hougfi by this time I hadwithdrawnj?om school; I was stillwor@ng. 2 s  the 

periods of illheahti increased;&@lifing my workresponsibifities became more h f i c u k .  I 

never reali seemedto get my feet backunder me after that surgety, minor though it was. It 

eventual& got to where I was off sickmore often than I was at work ,ffCthough I was a good 

emplbyee who wor@dhard it wasgetting to where 1 was unabb to guarantee my presence 

*om day to day. lfiis causedme great shame andsadness as my ability to do an efJtcient and 

hardday's workhadaliuays been a matter of pride for me. I rememberfeefing that this job 

was my Lt finkwith a nonnalhfe. Knowing I wouUhave to quit, at least for a whih, was 

the beginning of a serious downhillsfide, emotionalb andphysicali. Quitting this job 

requiredmy approaching weCfdre for assistance that compounded my feefings of worttil'essness 

andshame. l f i e  combination of my fear of the We of cancer, of hepatitis, as we&as my ill 

heakh andbeing on weqare, allcontn6utedto my shame andsadness. Wot having the outside 

contact workprovzdedaddedto the shutting down of my worK 

For the betterpart of ayear I didnot see any doctors. 1 kept my contact with my 

farnib to a minimum, turnedoff my tebphone, didn't rep5 to the answering machine andsaw 



nofiends. J s  my worlitshut down, my depression andhopehssness increased mowing 

what my death might Cook fib exacer6ated the fear that I was dying andit wasn't pretty. I 

d d n  't want to be there. I didn't want to 6e in my own s@n, in my own hfe, so I 6egan to Cook 

fora way to not be present. I f  I wasgoing to die 1 wantedit to be fast andpainhss. Where 

this search hdme was to try to shut down my mindandfeeiings with drugs and $this 

happened to hasten my death, so be it. It's not that I wantedto die or commit suicde, I 

didn't. 1 thinkit was that I 6elieved1 was dying aheady  and^ was afiaidof what that death 

woulitbe, how lbng it woulitbe draggedout. @I coulitnumb some of the pain I was feeling 

or shorten how lbng I Lngeredon, that was OK with me. 

Clkarb my thin&g was a Ettlk ofJ@her. Jhhouah I da66hdwith pot, akoholand 

such when I was younger andwoulitparty with myfiends, this was dzfferent. I went 

straQht to one of the hardest drugs there is, the one guaranteedto aKowyour mindsome 

downtime. 1 startedusing heroin. Jtjirst I woulituse it once in a while. But my desire to 

shut down drew me backmore often. Before I knew it I no Ibngerfelt 1 hada choice. 

Jlthough using this d q  continuedto aChw me periods of nothingness, my use was no lbnger 

motivated by desire but by need: When 1 didn't use, Igot sick G a t  1 foundmyseCfusing this 

d w  h f t  me absoluteljr ashamed I f  I thought I wantedto k e p  the worlitat bay 6efore, my 

desire was twice as strong now. I wantedno606y to see me in my weakness andshame. I 

became a prkoner of my own sickness of spirit as wellas 6ody. 1 continuedto use heroin for a 

couph ofyears but aroundthe time I went to the women's retreat I foundan addtction doctor 

who was a6h t o  he& me start down my roadto recovery. I willstmggh with this addiction 

for the rest of my hfe, even $1 never use again. fiat's the nature of this addiction. Short@ 

after the time I went on the woman's retreat, I again came in contact with the medical 

profession. I hadfoundan infectious disease doctor I woulit&ep untilthe present day. 

In 1994, Oaklree C h i c  Women a n d ~ a m i b  Care ~acil i ty  openedits doors. It  was 

thejirst of its &din western Canada andwas a 6reath of9esh air. It was basedon a femalk 

modelof heahhcare defivery, not on a malk model: fiis clinic not on4 hadinfectious disease 

doctors but pediatric infectious disease doctors, nurses, dietitians, pharmacists, a socialwor&r 

and chihfcare when mom wasgetting medicaCattention. coupCe of years after they opened 



their doors, agynecologist joinedtheir stafJ f l i s  clinic was Locatedin a hospitalso then were 

h6 andx-ray facilities on site. In the reception area they ofler hot andcoliibeverages and 

macb. It was a e n d o f  one-stop shop in HIV-rebtedheahhcare for women andtheir 

families. 

On4 once before hadl  seen an infectious disease doctor and that was at some point 

right after my KWdiagnosis was recon$rmed: G i s  was a lkss-than-successfiLCinteraction 

that Cedme to beheve infectious disease doctors hadnothing to offer me. %iisjirst infectious 

disease doctor was considered one of North-America 's best in hisjiel;?; that being the study 

and research of %lV/AIDS. My appointment with him h t e d a l l o f  15 minutes during which 

time he toouew, ifany, notes andaskedvery few questions about me or my heahti. He tolii 

me about mV/PI@S and oflered me treatment in the form of the drug JZI: When I 

informedhim that I fiadno desire to tat&? this drug, he informedme he hadnothing more to 

ofler me a n d l  shouliicome backwhen I was prepared to start drug therapy. Needlkss to say, I 

didn't go backto this doctor. But at this new clinic it was different. 

B e  approach at this women's HIV  clinic is to focus on the whoh person. A n  average 

appointment with your doctor is schedulkdfor 45 minutes but they 'CCgive you more time $ 

needed: @r. DavidBurdge, my infectious disease doctor at this chic, has done more than just 

try to get me to take ddrugs. I have very strong feefings about XWmedications, which have 

not on4 been influenced by my readings but aho by what I observedof those aroundme who 

were taeng these pilk 

Ear4 on in the battlk against %I% it was standardprocedure for an WV-positive 

person to taf@ on5 one drug at a time (monotherapy) andin massive doses. Doses were 4, 6, or 

8 times as much as t h q  wouU6e today. In the md-  to he-1980s I watcheda muCtitude of 

fiends down fiandfih of KWmeds  in hopes of a reprieve. What most of them got was 

serious4 toqfiedby those handfih of poisonouspellkts which I beheve tiastenedmany deaths. 

Almost aaof the peoplk I knew who were fiving with 3QVin the mid-to h e - 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  who were 

on the high-dosage monotherapy, are deadandhave been for many years. For me this is 

powerfklevidence of the toxjcity of these d q s  andthe fact I dzdn't want them. 



Fortunate6 D a d w a s  a doctor who saw more than just pilk as a way to tkal 

someone. PCthough he ddeqress  his befi+that I woulitbenejit~om 3UVdrug therapy he 

also agreedwitfi me that $1 befiewedthese drugs woulit&Kme, then they most fib5 wouLi 

be harmfil: Me aho made it pe7JectCy char he was wilfing to he@ me stay heakhy in whatever 

way I chose. %is was a great reCiefto me, a doctor who was not trying to push pilh down my 

throat. 3 doctor who was wilfing to listen to my perspectives andideas andgive them merit, 

not just dirmiss them. Me is one of the few doctors I have ever come across who seems to 

believe that the indkidualis the evert and the doctor is there to offer advice andsupport 

whatever deakion the patient ma@. It's not that he isn't char in what he woulitfi& you to 

do; he does so in a Arect but gentle way. It is rare that ICve come across a doctor who was sure 

enough $who he is andwhut he hadto offer that he didn't always needto be right or obeyed: 

D a d s  abifity t o  say, '!I don't know" made a huge impression on me andopenedthe door to my 

trusting him, a decision I have never regretted: Since 1 was unw'lfing to try SIV medicatiom 

at that time, there was very fitth DavidcouLiprescribe to improve my health. I was wilfing 

to  t a b  some prophyhctic medcatiom so these were prescribed: I began tafiing Septra (which 

I toouor a short time) to prevent pneumocystis cariniipneumonia (Pcq and,%$bvire to 

prevent the zoster sons (colitsores). I aho incorporatedmukivitamins, G injections, rest, a 

better diet anda reduction ofstress to my healthcare regime. Geyondthat, what D a d  

offeredme was a monitoring $my health situation andsomeone who woulitliten andcare. 

In my opinion, that was as important as any medical advice or treatment I couLi6e given. 

Since this women's H~Vcf in ic  ddno t  yet have agynaecolbgist on staff I hadto go 

elsewhere for this care. I had been phguedfor many years by pain in my pelvic/abdominal 

region. Phhougfi I hadeqressed this to a number of doctors over theyears, it was always 

dirmksedas simp6 yemalk problkms. ' Having grown up with that as an eqhnation for most 

of my gynaecolbgicalproblkms I hadbanzedto five with this e n d o f  pain as normal: What I 

final6 came to realize in my hte  20s was that pain is not a normalstate. What I befieve Ikd 

to this revehtion was that the eqhnation for my pain hadbeen shtftedfom being a yemal;! 

thing" to being an 'WIV thing. " 



I remember seeing this one mah gynaecolbgist sometime in 1994/1995 because of the 

abdominafpain I was having. 'Tliis doctor hadme in the stirmps andwas examining me 

internany. He was so rough with me that I was crying. ?he toliime to stop exaggerating. P t  

one point I criedout in pain so budthat my husband~ames heardmej?orn the waiting room 

andcame running in. When James entered the examining room the doctor demandedhe leave. 

FortunateCy for me, James, seeing what wasgoing on andthe pain that I was in, 6undhdme 

up on the spot andwaledme out of there. Later, in my generalpractitioner's ofice I was 

a6h to see the htter thisgynaecolbgist wrote as f o l h - u p .  In this htter he referredto me as 

"that poor unfortunate womanrland 'b victim of my own imagination. " Since this doctor coulii 

not$nda reason for my pain he stoopedto using derogatoryphrases andcallkg me a 

hypochondriac. I couliin 't believe it. His inability to say '!I don 't know" hadbeen turned 

aroundandput onto me. Once again Ifell  dimissect; degradedandinvafidated: I stillhadno 

a m e r s .  

When I saw the new gynaecobgzit at thzi chic, it was thejirst time I have everseen 

one who was knowledgea6le on KWpositive women's gynaecolbgualneedi. She examinedme 

andran a Pap smear, which once again came 6acka6nonnal: G e  dzzerence this time was that 

this doctor was aware that cewicalcancer was consideredan opportunistic infection in women 

with XWandshe  was concerned: I was referredto the Women's Heahh Centre where a 

coCposcopy was performed: f ie  resuhs ofthis were that cancer ceib were foundin my cervical 

tissue anda cervicaf6iopsy was again necessary. Gisfizghtenedme tem'6lj. Cancer is such a 

h h t e n i n g  word Many of the women in my family andmy mother's family have hadcancer 

pro6hms. My fear of this b p t  me awayfiom thz3gynaecologist for the betterpart of two 

years. ,Nithough I wouliigo to the women's KWcLnic to see Davzdor with James when he 

wouliEsee David I didnot want to see the gynaecobgist. I 6efieve it was that I was afiaid 

andd?dnot feel1 coulitdealwith a serious cancer&agnosz3 on top of everything eke, so I 

chose denialagain. 

During this timefinding reasons why I couliin't proceedwith the necessary treatments 

was easy. James was very sicka number of times during this period: He had a 6heding 

disorder, ~hopathic firom6ocytopenia, (IT@ which couliinot seem to 6e brought unnder 



control: Every few week  we foundourseCves at the emergency room with him 66edingfrom 

his nose, mouth, rectum or somewhere. Or eke it was that his lungs hadfillidwith 6lbodand 

he couUn 't breathe. I remem6er thejirst time his hngsjilhdwith 6lbodit tookthem a coupli! 

of days to realize what was happening. ~n i t ia lb  aKthey knew was that the X-rays showeda 

huge mass in his lungs. We spent two days befieving his lungs werefillof l(S, a cancer 

associatedwith XI* Once the doctors were a6h to ascertain it was not cancer but blood; he 

spent a couph of week  in the hospitalreceiving plhtehts andallbwing the bloodto be 

reabsor6edandwas discharged During these couph of years James aho hadmu hiph systemic 

infections that tookhim to the brinkof death andrequiredfiom one to three month stays in 

hospital: Wi th  everything that wasgoing on it was easy to be in denialof my own heakh 

probhms. Eventualb, with David's genth prodding and my husband~ames ' eqressed concern 

I dideventual& make another appointment with this gynaecolbgist andhave her booksu~gery. 

f i e  surgery was done at University of British CoCurn6ia (UBC) hospitalanddzdn't require my 

stayng overnight. Plittiough no cancer-relhtedfollbw-up was deemednecessa7y, this 

gynaecolbgist made it char she intended to &ep an eye on me. 

G i e  pain I hadcomplhinedabout foryears was stirlpresent. On those occasions when 

I wouliisee this new gynaeco&ist I wouliEtellher about it but she couliineverfznda cause. 

Eventual& she scheduhdme at UBC hospitaffor a hparoscopy. f i e  resuks of this were that 

a smalllump was foundon the outside of one ovary that neededremoval: I kept putting the 

doctor off as I was ternjiedof the possi6iCity o f  cancer once again but eventuaKy I agreed; so 

another surgery was schedubd 13iis time I was to be at UGC hospitalfor a week I was li!$ 

with ajive-inch scarjust above my pelvic bone. B e y  were a6b to remove this smaalump and 

not tiam my ovary, for which I wasgratefil: G i e  patholbgy ofthisgrowth was benign. I had 

once again been Cut@ 

?fie one thing I tnedto avozdthrough allmy years of fiving with XTq up until2002, 

was getting blbodwork I did not want to know my immune system counts and1 hdno t  fike 

how I was sometimes treatedwhih getting 61boddrawn. Between the ear& 1990s and2002, 

Ipro6a64 hd6lbodwor~done haga dozen times. Iguess this was another one of my forms 

ofdenial6ut for me it was easier not to know my counts andface the discrimination. l f ie 



discrimination I am taleng about isf iom the medicalstaff involvein drawing the 6loodand 

the treatment I wouidreceive as a resuh of my having injection drug user (IDU) on my 

medicalchart. Many of them didnot care that I was no lbnger using drugs or why iy I d  

startedusing, t h q  just saw a disposabh drug adhct and6ehavedaccordzngCy. Gese  medical 

personnelwouidusuali assume that I got H W f i o m  sharing needles and wouliioften seem 

disbefieving when I correctedthem. For some reason I often seemed to get the phhbotom~it 

who befievedthat $you hadinjecteddmgs then getting blbodwouliinot botheryou, even I f  

t h q  hadto stickyou four orfive times to get the blood: I remember one time t e l h g  this Ihb 

technician that she was hurting me and1  willneverforget her answer, she said; 'Stop 

complhining, you shouliibe used to thh. " 

B e  Ihckof regardfor my weK6eing that I fel t f iom many of these medicalpeoph h f t  

me sadandashamedthat they felt t h k  was the treatment I deserved: A s  poody as some 

me&calpersonnelhave treatedme does not compare to  the treatment that James has received: 

Ne too has a history of  IDU andahhough it is not always necessary for medicalpersonnelto 

know this fact, James is very honest about it andinfonns them. He does not want to holii 

bacljany information that may assist in diagnosis or treatment, even $the resuft of h k  

dklosing couid be substandard or down right abusive care. Afthough some peopl;! mayfind it 

hardto befieve, the fact is that there are many in the medicalcommunity who behave as 

though peopE with  a dmg use history are ta&g up valuablk space and resources that a more 

deserving person shouidbe accessing. %ere have been muft'tiph occasions that $it weren't for 

the force&lintervention on James' behay by a spec$c doctor, certain health concerns woulii 

have been l;!B uncaredfor, to the detriment ofhis heafth orpossible death. fiis is no 

exaggeration. 

Gese  discriminations have been happeningfiom the beginning of  our heafth struggb 

and have continuedright up unti lames'  h t  hospitalstay two  years ago. Fortunatei not all  

medikalpersonnelare judgmentalor ignorant. A l l o f  us have aspects about ourperson or our 

hlstory, which couliibe judgedby others, these judgments shouliinot dictate the care we 

receivefiom our medicalsystem. Unfortunateb, peoplk often kt their bias dictate their 



actions. Anthat  I can do in these instances is refise to accept the action anddemandbetter 

care, even zfthat means lbd$ng a comphint or requesting a change ofmedicalpersonnel: 

l l ie  other q e c t  that @pt meflfom having reguhr blbodworkdone was that every 

time I didhave 6lbod&awn for h 6  work my counts wouliihave dropped Ahhough the 

immune system of peoph living with MIV can go up anddown, mine never &d Each time I 

woulithave blboddrawn my immune system woulii be h e r .  I woulitbe more afi-adand 

woulitavoidmy neQ b lbodwor~or  months oryears at a time. ~ ' m  sure this isfrustrating for 

my doctors, especial5 Davzd; because forperiods during this time I wouUaho avoidhim. But 

he was great. Me nevergot down on me for the choices I made. Xe woul; i s imp~pic~upj iom 

wherever we were andmove forward For this I was gratefirfsince I know that had he chosen 

to berate me I wouUhave stayedaway. But that was not David's way. He wouliteqwess his 

desire for more consistent blbodworkbut he wouUaho listen to my reason for not wanting 

blbodworkdone andhe seemedto understand 

llirough allthis time my fatbue hvelincreasedandthe night sweats became more 

common andintense. I wouliErun low-grade fevers that woul; iht  week$ at a time and 

headaches were almost a dai5 occurrence. My respiratory pro6hm.s continuedto increase in 

intensity andflfequency and 1 began to feel nm down. %en the AI)S-rehtedillness, 

penpheralneuropathy (nerve damage in the e~remities), began to phgue me. It startedfairlry 

milit5 with my hands orfeet going to sleep andfeeling numb for no apparent reason. Initial5 

this wouHlhst for a few minutes. A$er a whilk the numbness wouUstay for hours but 

wouliieventualb go away. 

llie ne* phase of this iCCness was that Igot some militpain in my feet andfingers and 

t h g  wouUoften feelco@ fit@ my circuhtion was poor. S i s  pain woulitcome andgo 6ut my 

hands andfeet always fell cool: I began to feelveryfi2ghtenedasperipheralneuropathy can 

advance to the point where one lbses the use of one's arms andlkgs. For me this thought was 

devastating as the ability to use my hands is a big part of my weLl6eing. Also, the thought of 
being unable to walkwas bgond my comprehension. But my peripheralneuropathy, for a lbng 

time, d d n o t  seem to advance. llirough the use ofsome pain refieving medication andmuch 

frustration I livedwith it. 



What I have foundfnrstrating during my time fiving with N W i s  that most of my 

doctors act like I shouliie3~7ect to feel,!?& crap. ltig wouliisay things like "you have XW 

what do you eqect?" It  seemedfik every ailmentfiom a headache to an ingrown toenailwa 

being bhmedon my m'l? Yes my advancing K W h a s  always been responsibh for much of m. 

illness but not for ali: I t  seemedli'k I was expected to just accept the deterioration of my 

6 0 4 .  I felt the emphasis was directedawayfiom those things a person who evects a long hj 

m@t focus on. 

For e~ampb, I've been plhguedwith reoccurring staph infections in my 6 0 4  since 

about 1993. For about &or seven years it was quite severe. I wouliihave infections erupt 

fhm under my s@n for no apparent reason, some of these infections h t e d u p  to three years. A 

have scars allover my 6 0 4  ranging in sizeji-om 1/4 inch to 1 1/2 inches across. 17ie worst 

affectedareas were my hgs, arms, andhands. P t  one point a number of my fingers became 

infectedat the same time, the ringfingers of each handseem to be affectedthe worst. For 

more than two years I hadconstant4 weeping sores on thesefingers that requiredmy hands to 

be bandaged: P t  one point it got so badthat I hadto have a drain tube put into the [nuckb 

joints of each of these two$ngers that stayedin phce fora few week. During this time I 

was going to the hospital emergency room daib to receive intravenous anti6iotics, as the oral 

antibiotics hadnot seemedto he@. I was aLo consuming major doses of ibuprofen sometimes 

as much as 3000 milfigrams a day. Having these infections on my body where t h q  couliibe 

coveredwas badenough 6ut having them in phin view on my hands aflectedme greatb. I 

hadto wear bandages on my hands for so lbng that I forgot what it was &e without them. I 

also fell great shame over this. It was as ZfI was the infection. I felt a part of me was so 

putridit waspushing its way to the su$ace foraKto see. I know this may soundsili to some 

but Iguess it was just a continuation of the condemnation andpunidiment I infCictedupon 

myseFandfellfiom others resukingfiom the st&ma of W'l? 

Due to the bandages andthe pain in my hands I was unabh at times to ta& proper 

care of my personalneeds. During a stretch when I was spendkg a lbt of time sickin bedmy 

cat Samantha wouliisbep with me. Unfortunate4 sheiefelt the needto shep aroundmy head 

andon occa5on kneadat my hail, which at thh  time came halfiay down my back Dunng 



this time I was unablk to proper6 brush my hair each day andthe result was that a smallknot 

formedat the backofmy head: Over the course of the n e ~  few wee@, with my ina6iCity to 

properb holitanduse a brush this knot grew. I seemedunabh to a s u o r  he& with this. Even 

though at this time I hada home care worker coming into my house once a weekto he& clkan, 

I couliin't askher to he& with this, I fel't so ashamedandsaddened 6y the fact that I coulit 

not take care of my own most basic needs that I allbwedthis knot to get out of control: 

Eventual6 I hadto cut out this tanglk which meant removing a brge chunkof hair about two 

feet long, as the knot was against my scalrp. I don It know f i t  was pride, ego orjust plhin fear 

6ut I know it Eft me defeated: In my defeat I couliinot b t  anyone in. 

Qils hadalways been my way andto some degree, stillis today. When things wouGf 

get tough and1 was struggCing I wouliishut peopE out. I ddn't want anyone to see me $I 

wasn't together. Still to this day very few peopb see me when I am unweli: It's interesting 

how so many peoplk are always saying to me 3ou 're Iboeng so wel l  or "it's hard to b e h e  

you're ill! What I rare5 hear is 'jou Cooksice! fiat's because peopb almost never see me 

when I am sick I guess it's one of the few things I can controlin my worlitwhere so much of 

my controlhas been tat&. So manypeoph don't understandthis, including some members of 

my own fami4 andothers who have been present when I am pubCic4 speaeng anddiscuss this 

topic. Naybe for some you have to five it to understand: 

Backto myjingers, when t h q  didjinali   heal^ was Eft with a lhrge amount of scar 

tissue andhardenedprotein, especial4 in my ringfingers. fits hardenedprotein resul'tedin 

the ringfinger of my right handbeing unabE to bendat the top joint and both ringfingers 

having difficulty with other bending movements. Pho, due to this hard-enedprotein, my ring 

size on these twofingers has gonefrom size 6 1/4 to a size 9 andmy hands in generallbok 

beaten up. In discussing this with m a d h e  suggested1 see a p h t i c  surgeon regarding the 

joints of my ring$ngers andreferredme to one who speciafized in hands. Qiis doctor hadan 

initialappointment with me andtolitme to come backwhen my infections hadbeen gone for 

one year. When this year hadpassedl retumedto see this surgeon, by this time he seemed 

unwi'cling to do the surgery. Hisposition was that I hadso many otherconcenzsgoing on that 

my hands shoulitbe the lkast of them. I t  was li'keMng thefingers of the dyinB woman was 



fivolous. Weedhss to say my fingers have never 6eenherl; I am stillb$ with scarredup 

misshapen fingers. 

Some of the otherprobl;!ms I have with my eGremities are arthritis andjoint 

deterioration. These problems began about the same time as the penpfieralneuropathy. lliese 

ailments have continuedto worsen overyears to the point where some of my joints seemfiozen 

andare immova6E. This causes my joints to seize which Is very painficlandinteferes with my 

abifity to walkor use my fingers. ~t aho seems that the ibuprofen I had takn  in the past had 

inte$eredwith my 604's abihy to healthe s&n infections, so these anti-infhmmatory me& 

are not avaihblk to me forpain refief: I have therefore h d t o  move to a stronger nanotic- 

basedpain rekever, which 1 try to use as fitth as possi6E. Fortunate6 I have not found these 

narcotic-basedpain me&cations to 6e a pro6Em for me. If t h q  were to become a pro6bm I 

wouU6e in troubh as I wouUno lbnger be abh to take them andwouU6e without pain 

refit$ I aho now have poor circuhtion in my eGremities that exacerbates the numbness and 

coMfeekng Iget as a resuh of the neuropathy. 

During the htterpart of the 1990s my husbandJames was very sickmore often than 

not. He was spending$-om 4 to 8 month a year in the hospital (7Ziere are many times we 

were not sure f h e  wouUbe having the hospitafafive. (7Ziis again made it easy for me to not 

focus on my own heahh situation. Andby this time I trulry d d n o t  want to focus on my own 

heahh situation because I was getting scaredagain. 3 s  I Mstatedearfier my CD 4 count 

(immune system hel;per cell$) had been on a steady decfine andwas now getting dangerous@ 

Ibw. In the past I hadalways befievedttiat focusing too much on the numbers was dangerous. 

I know so many peopl;! that, as the numbers dechnerl; their bef i f  in their heahh decfined: Ibe 

always b e h e d t h a t  one can willthemselves to 6e sicker Ifthey trulry beheve that3 what wiCC 

happen. I thinkthis position was in part behindmy desire to not have 6loodwor~drawn too 

often. I aho befieve that when it comes to the numbers, the 8 count (suppressor ceh) is 

more important. It  seems those peoph who five with K W f o r  many years andstayed 

relhtiveb healthy have high 0 8 counts. Even f t h e  heker ceKcounts are low, high 

suppressor cell3 counts seemedto keep opportunistic infections at 6ay. Eady on my 0 4 count 

was dropping rapid5 but my OD 8 count was decreasing very slow@ 



By  the endof the 1990s my CD 8 count hadaho 6egun to drop rapid4 andthis 

jkyhtenedme. %ty fatigue tiadbecome eGreme. N o  matter how mucfi I slipt I dufnot feel 

rested; a n d 1  was sheping a Cot. B y  now, not having a headache hadbecome a 6Lssing that 

d d n o t  happen often. M y  night sweats were so severe I w o u a  at times, have to change the 

bedsheets in the middle of the night. %en I startedwrapping myseyin a fhnnelsheet to 

absorb the n@it sweats so I couliidrspose of the sheet halfway through tfie right andcrawf 

bac&into a rehtiveb dry bed I seemedto be constant& battfing bronchitis with the odddose 

of  pneumonia thrown in. I seemedto have constant ear infections andbecause of these, was 

always on antibiotics. These antibiotics were hardon my intestinaltract andcaused 

diarrhoea, so I was alivays afllicted 6y this. I seemed to feela generalsense of unwellness, 

something I couun 't define. 

W i t h  allof thisgoing on ~ a v d o n c e  again began tal&ng to me about starting ATV 

medication around1999. He saidthat since fie knew it wouliimost fikb tat&? me a lbng time 

toget to thephce where I couliitat&? these pilk, he wasgoing to start tfie discussion now. He 

toliime he hadgreat concern for myficture heahh $things continuedthe way they were going. 

W e  ako discussed how much time I hadto make this choice before my immune system got so 

low it woulii be very dif icult  to turn around. He &new how I f e h  about H I V  meds. He 

knew that I beliewedthey were poison andhe acknow6edgedthat yes, they were very to*. 

W e  discussedthe issue of quality vs. quantity a n d l  wouliihave to decde f-I felt I couMstiff 

have a quafity hfe wh ih  taeng these medications. I assundfiim I wouliigive the mattersome 

thought that m@ht tat&? me a whih, something he seemedto expect. 

Over the n e e  couplk of years James continuedwith his hfe-and-death batths a n d 1  

continued to get sic&. Our worU once again seemedto be getting smalhr and more&lTof 

fear. 3 s  the ne~h6ourhoodsurrounding the co-op in  which we Civedgrew more violknt, our 

windows 6ecame barredandcoveredwith drapery that almost never opened: Our home seemed 

to becomegloomy anddark I believe aflthese factors contributedto the growing depression 

andsense of hopehssness that had begun creeping in again. %ie h t  time James was in 

hospitalwhih we were stillliving in Vancouver was a very h i c u h  time for us both. He had 

t o f g h t  so hardto stay alive that I wasgrate&lhe was able to holiion to a strong spirituafity 



in the core of his being. I believe this is what gave him the courage to eventual@ make the 

choice to live. I remem6er him sayng, "If this is what my life is going to be) ahays  in hospital 

andso sick I don't know $1 want it. " It was l i k  our fives were closing in on us. We were 

both beginning t o  faainto a depression that I wasn't sure either of  us couhfget out of: Our 

fives seem to be comprisedof one heahh c?isis to the nea  with fitth breathing room in 

between. When one crisis wouhfpass I wouMf;ndmyse~$lli!dwWIth the ariqjety of 

anticipation of the nea. 

James hadeqressedto me that he ddno t  want to spendany more time in hospital 

andthat the nea  time he went down he may choose to just lkt God t a k  him. Jhhough this 

6rok my heart, I hadto accept whatever decision he wouliimak. W e  hadtalkednumerous 

times over the years about quality of life andquaGty of death. I hadalways been afirm 

believer in the position that a person has the @ht to  choose to end his/her own life when the 

quality has reachedthe point that is unacceptabli! to them. I still befieve this but it is easier to 

6eGve it than to participate in it. I knew I wouMdo whatever I couliito he@ himfindthat 

desire t o  stay aroundbut I a60 knew f h e  chose to &e I wouliido what I couMto mafie it alf 

r@ht andto he@ him. 

Jndthen things tooka turn. W e  movedout of the city to apeace$landvibrant fittlk 

ishnd: Within days of our move I saw a change begin t o  take phce in James. T e  seemed to 

have a spark& backin his q e s  anda lif"ing of his spirit. Xe was focusedon creating a life for 

us andwas abli! to hugh again. J s  this transformation happenedfor him, I too was a6h to 

hugh again. Within week  of moving to Sali Spring he toMme this was the clbsest he had 

felt to home since he lkf" Wewfoundhndmore than twenty years before. Maybe this waspart 

ofthe healing for him. 

Interesting@ enough) about *months aafter we moved to the ishnd he again became 

very sickwith a muhitude of systemic infections that seem determinedto t a k  his life. But 

sudden@ he wasn't ready to go. Xe was once again in hospitalin Vancouver but this time he 

was sayzng, '7 have too much Life to five) andI'm not ready to die yet. " Xe wwasprobabCy the 

clbsest he hadever been to dyngfi-om th& illlness with hospitallassigneddoctors who just 

wantedto discharge him andsendhim home without solving theproblkms he was having. 



Another one of those situations where the doctor in charge of his case attributedaKhzi 

ailments to the progression of his HIVandfel't James shouujust go home andaccept it. In 

other words, go home to die! lZiis was not acceptabh to James. 

lZie twelve week he was in this hospitalwere probab5 his most diflcul't hospitalstay 

ever as it seemed he hadtofght  for every bit ofcare he eventual5 received: Al'though he had 

some reallbw times emotional@ he was abb to focus on the phns for his h+ backat home. By 

the endof these 12 weeks, he haddecidedto follow cilavid!s adiice andstart ta& S'IV 

medication. I hadsuch strong feefings about these drugs, I didwhat I coul;tto stay out of his 

decision. My feefings were so mkedabout hzk choice. On one hand1 wasgratefilthat he was 

choosing to five, on the other I was a9atdof what the toxicity of these drugs couUdo to him. 

FortunateCy he tohratedthese medications ve7y well When tie startedthis treatment his CD 

4 count was 4, counts in a nonnalfiealihy indivrdualrun between 500 andl500. Since he had 

waitedso long to start (1 7years since his infections with WZ') andhadaEowedhis immune 

system toget so lbw, it tooka whih for the tumaroundto begin. But eventual5 it didandhis 

body's systems began toget stronger. S e  didhave to be in hospitalonce more in the faCl2001. 

S e  was there for about twenty days but was rebaseda couph of days before Christmas. Since 

then he has not been in the hospital: ltiis isproba66y the lbngest hospitaL3ee time webe had 

in 10 years. 

A s  James' healih improved1 hadto re-evahate my own healih situation. When James 

a n d l  mamedIpromisedhim he wouliEnever be albne again; I needidto keep this promtse. 

he was going to continue getting stronger then I needidto get stronger as welL @y faLC2001 

my 4 count was down around100 andmy 8 count was in the three hundreds. I was 

not in a healihy way. A s  2002 began I hadan appointment with Davidat which time I lit 

him know I was wiIfing to start 3llVmed.i. lZie ne@ step war to decide which medications to 

tat& 3 s  Davidwas aware that I hadstrong feefings about ta&g WV me& a regime that 

incorporated the hast number of p i h  andthe fewest dosages per day wouU6e best. Wi th  this 

in mind he suggested the drug Irizivir, a singb pill that contained three me&cations. Gese 

areQZ?: 31C, andAbacavir. I t h i n ~ D a v d w a s  aware that getting me to agree to this choice 

might be a chalhnge as it containedthe drug JZ?: the one drug to which I hadthe strongest 



feefings of disdain. But, I trust @avidandhe assuredme that the dosage at which thti drug 

woulii6e administeredto me woulitbe relittiveb safe, or at hast no more hannfilthan any 

other HIZ/ drug. 

IZieA6acavir was known to have a possibh sde efJect of causing an itchy rash for 

some peopk In about 4% of the peoph, Abacavil liadmore severe reaction; they wouliirun 

fevers and their throats woulitclbse ma&g 6reathing &@cult. I was tolit this happened in 

such a smallpercentage the chances were minimarit wouliiaffect me this way. ~f I ddnotice 

an itchy rash I couliiuse an antihistamine to aliviate the symptom, which ofcen take two 

wee& to begin andshouliigo away by slji wee&. 

'7liis sin& pili regime on@ had to 6e t a k n  two times a day. lliIliis twice a day dosing 

of certain XWmedkations was a vast improvement over how it usedto be. In  the past 

persons may have tiudto take medications up to s k  times a day on exacting scheduhs. Being 

a6h to take your me& on& two times a day, aaCthough on just as exacting a scheduh, made 

XIV medications accessi6h to more peoplk. By that I mean ifyou are not going to take every 

pillat ewct@ the same time every singh day, then you may as wellnot start them. Adherence 

to the compficatedpillregimes was one of the 6iggest 6arriers to these medkations work& as 

they were designed to. So, I agreed to start this medication. 

l l i e  pick amvedvia courier in md-Narch of 2002; it tookme untilthe beginning of 

Apdbefore I coulitbring myse@oput them in my mouth. Ih&g them feL? fike a defeat to 

me. I startedthese p i l i  on a F d a y .  On Nonday, James and1 decided to go for a walkto the 

6each. W e  h d 6 e e n  wal&ng for hss thanfrve minutes when I 6egan to feelnauseous. N y  

604 startedfeefing hot andmy s e n  was redand burning. I then 6egan to sneeze 

continuous@, wtiere I couM6areiget a breath in 6etween. We@ I startedto vomit 6ut my 

sneezing continuedso I h d a  very &@cult time breathing andnot cho&g. I was reaii 

frightened: W e  were so clbse to home 6ut I coulitn't move. I startedto feelweakandcouliino 

lbngerstandso I foundmyse~@ng at the sde of the roadwith my face on the coolgrass 

t7ying to get control: Once the vomiting hadsu6sidedand the sneezing hadslbweddown I 

6ecame more aware of my surroun&ngs. llie Cookon James'face made my heart hurt. He was 

so afiaidandddn't know what to do to he,@ me, as there was very Gttb that coulittie done. 



So he 6 2 6 t h  one thing he couliido, he sat down andcomfo7-redme. I must have 6een there for 

forty minutes until1 was strong enough to standup. 

G e  wal-backto our home, which shouldhave taken no more than four orjive 

minutes, tookabout haFan hour. I wouliitake two or three steps andhave to stop. To me it 

seemedcke hours. By the time wegot home I was having troubh breathing, my Cps hadgone 

numb and3 was brea&ng out in a rash. I calbd the pharmacist porn the woman's HlVcfinic 

at the emergenq phone number I had been given in case something li:& this happened: She 

was great. She was a6h to calm me down andhadme tat&? a spectfic type of antihistamine. I 

was tohito give i t  a hayhour andcallthem backbut z f ~ g o t  worse togo to the hospital: 

FortunateCy the antihistamine easedthe symptoms a n d l  fellaslep. When I d d n o t  callthe 

pharmacist back she calbdme. I was ashep but James assuredher I was somewhat better. 

She wantedto be sure that I wouldnot take even one more dose of the KWmedtha t  had 

caused this reaction, to do so could be li+ threatening. Wi th  3 bacavir, getting the mildrash 

reaction is nothing to wony about 6ut lfyou are one of the few who have the more severe 

reaction then you can never tat&? another dose of this drug. Ib do so coulii@Clyou. 10 be sure, 

I hadno intention of taeng this again. Someonejiom the Women'sHWclinic caledevery 

day for two or three days just to checkon me, t h i ~  1 appreciated: 

G i s  experience made me wonder $1 was wrong in decidng to start X l V d m g  

therapy. When I went backto see Davida f ew  weeks Gzter he was woniedthat the aLbrgic 

reaction might make me decide not to try a different dmg. On that note he was not far ofJ 

base. I was hesitant to try again. Grough our discussion I decdedto give i t  one more try and 

a new dmg regime was phnned: Gisplhn consistedof the three drugs Wevirapine, 31C and 

@4T, allin separate pillform. I woul;ionCy have to take one of each pilltwo times a day, 9am 

andgpm. Jkhough it was a simpb regime it was exacting, the piLChas to be taken at the same 

time every day for as long as you take them. 

It  tooka couph of week  for the new pi& to anive, which wasjust5ne with me. A s  

it was it tookme untilgugust to 6uil;iup the courage to begin ta&ng the newpilii. It's not 

that I was afi-adof another albrgic reaction, I wasn't. I was apaidof starting pills that I 

wouldmost Cf&eb have to t a b  for the rest ofmy y e .  3 s  I sadbefore, thesepi l i fek  fib a 



defeat to me. I was also woniedabout the t o ~ c i t y ,  ht 's face it, they are poison. I have now 

been taeng this combination of  d q s  for more than ayear and have very few sde  effectsfiom 

them. B e  slde eflects I do have, though not life threatening, t h q  are debilitating. B e  D41 

has increasedthe neuropathy a hundredfolif M y  neuropathy now goes up 60th hgs  to m d -  

cayand to  just below the elbow in my a m .  M y  handigo num6from just holiting a book to 

the point where I can't holitit any more. I a60 get pain, which is some times thro66ing and 

some times shooting,fiom myfingers to just above my wrists andmy hands almost always feel 

c o u  

W i t h  my feet it is much worse. M y  feet andlbwer hgs have a constant tingfing 

sensation that wiii turn into totalnum6ness on a reguhr 6&. When myfeet and/or bgsgo 

num6, waleng is difficult. I also get shooting pain through my feet andinto my h e r  hgs 

that can 6e so severe that it maces me jumpfiom the pain. Bere  is ageneral; militerpain in 

my feet at  aatimes andfor the past seven or eight months is have been totany num6 in my toes, 

though this has now spread to the ballareas of  my feet as well  ,%!io, for the past seven or 

eight months I have hada sensation lit&? there are pe66Ces under andbetween my toes and 

under the balk of  my feet; this sensation nevergoes away. Wa leng  can 6e difficufi at times 

a n d 1  can 6e a 6it unsteady as well  I t  can aho be verypainfi l to step on the smalbst thing 

fiom an e h e  of  a carpet to an apple stem, it seems at times the smalbr the item I step on the 

more it hurts. Last& my feet, like my hands, always feelcoliteven though $someone was to 

touch them they feela normalwarm temperature. 

Since I hada militerfonn of  neuropathyfiom my WV6$0re I startedthe D4T, just 

stopping thls d w  woul;fhe(p wi th  some but not allof  the symptoms. Bis k not the option I 

have yet chosen. I f  I were to  stop the D41 i t  woulithave to be rephcedwith another drug. 

XIVGt&e any other virus mutates andthe chances for mutation increase the more you change 

medications or f you  miss doses. Nutating HIVscares me. I believe one of the reasons why 

my M V m a y  have progressedso s h w b  for so many years is that I was infectedso ling ago, 

6efore too many drugs had been introduced into the poolof the virus. I believe that the more 

the virus mutates the more viruhnt it can become. ,'Wiough I have been tolitt here is no proof 

of this, the fact is that some strains of HIVare  more viruhnt than others. When ho&g at 



otherdisease organisms out there fike tuberculosis or the flu, they seem to  be mutating to  more 

viruknt strains allthe time. Why  shoulit the XIV virus be any weren t?  Gere is aha a 

strain of H I V  out there today which is resistant to the drug JZZTat the time peoph get 

infectedwith it. sure sign the vimspoof-is changing in ways that willnegative5 impact 

those being infected: JZlso, a new dmg willhave its own side effects to contendwith andI'm 

not sure I want togo there until1 sort out the ones I've got. 

What I am doing for the neuropathy is I've become part o f  a doubh bfindstudy ofthe 

dmg L-Jcetycanzitine. Even though it 's a 50/50 chance I may not get the dmg, it !s worth it 

to me. L-JZcetycanzitine is a dmg that many peopl;! I know who have sufleredjiom 

neuropathy have usedwith great success in refieving their symptoms. I t  is also a vety 

eqensive dmg that I wouUhave a hardtime afiording e v e 9  month. G e  cost woulit6e about 

$120.00 a month for the minimum neediddose. I f  this study can prove that there is benefit it 

may go a lbng way towards getting L-Acetycamitine as a Phamacare-coveredmedication. I 

have been with the study for three months now and1 feelno benefit. I feelit is fi&Cy I am on 

the plhcebo, as I know in my gut L-JZcetycarnitine woulitk& me. I l oo~orward to  the time 

when my s~mont t i s '  commitment to the study is up so I can try what I know to be L- 

Jcetycarnitine andsee tf things get better. I hope that it does since the neuropathy getting 

even worse couhfresult in my stopping the HWrneds; my fear of not being abh to walkor use 

my hands is strong. 

I behve the seCf-esteem and body image I carriedphyedapart in the choices I made 

years ago that h d t o  my XIV infection. To those aroundme I always seemedso se@.ssured 

but inside I was the fat fittlegirlwho was so a f a d o f  being unlbvedthat she wouUn't aska 

man to wear a condom to save her life forfear he might have her. Piese seCf-heU6efit$s affect 

how we see oursehes and how we present oursehes to the worliiaround us. Gough HIV is 

transmittedthrough a number of 6 0 4  fluds, not af-[of which are sex-rehe4 it is c o d e r e d a  

sexual5 transmitteddisease. Living with H I V  has its own challenges when it comes to 

6uiliEzng a heahhy sey-esteem andpositive 6 0 4  image. For me, not having a ve7y strong sense 

of segesteern when I was infectedmade it a greater challenge tojindmysegafter infection. I 

was always a girlwho can iede~ra  weight on my body and as I became an aduh this did not 



change. l f i e  fact that I carried this wezght in a welLproportionedway made it OK r am 

gratefirlthat for the past f e w  years of my life I have been a6h to say that I trub Like who I 

am andfeelgoodabout the way I loole, Sure there are things I wouliiL& to change about my 

person but 1 am content with where I'm at. I must be honest though that h t e b  I've hadsome 

thingsgoing on that are causing me a bit of  awiety. For the past eight or nine years my 

weight has always been very stab& changing byjive or sljCpounds at most. 

Between midJune andmid-August of  2003 my 6 0 4  weight dropped33 lbs although I 

was not doing anything to encourage this. B i s  was OK with me as I have always been 

overweight anda fewpounds oflmade me feelhealthier. From September into Becember I 

seemedto stabilize at this new weight. But this does not seem to be so. I'm not sure how 

much more weight I may have lost but I'm lbsing 6 0 4  mass. James has been evressing 

concern over the past month about my continuing to lbse welght but I ddn' t  th ink1  hadlbst 

any. B e n  a couph w e e k  ago he toliime where he was noticing the changes in my 6 0 4 .  I 

s n u c k o i t o  my bedroom where I f oundmyse~s tandkg  infront of  the mirror. A s  I lbobdat  

my body I coulitsee the changes he was taleng about andddn' t  understandwhy I coulitn't 

see it before. l f ie  lbwerpart of  my buttock andthe innerpart of my upper thighs seem to 

have reduced: I've also noticedthat my breasts are going. I began to feelafraidandso very 

sad I've seen what W V a n d t h e  diierent drugs can do to aperson's 6 0 4 .  Body mass comes 

offwhere you don't want it to andon where you don't want it to, a lose/lose situation. I 

coulitagain see that part of me who was so unsure of her body. I have become so afraufthat 

I continue to lbse weight andmass the way I am that my 6 0 4  wiK6ecome unattractive to me. 

I fear the eflect this might have on my seFesteem. 

SeFesteem is afrqil;!  thing for most o f  us. I know that mine is. B i s  weight lbss is 

a h  maeng the progression o f  my illness very real You can mat@ the numbers of your blood 

workseem negfigibh as they are o n 5  numbers but when it's loo@ng backat youfrom your 

mirror it's hardto ignore. A s  of  now the doctor has not come up wi th  any concrete reason as 

to why I am dropping thzi weight 6ut he is beping an q e  on it. I too am keeping an eye on it. 

For the past f e w  w e e k  1 seem to have spent more time infiont of the mirror looeng at my 

6 0 4  than I have in the past year. G i s  might be part of why  I am so afraid but I can't seem 



to  stop Ibo&ng andspecuhting as to what ~ E h a p p e n  ne*. f i e  o n 6  thing I know for sure 

is that I have t o j i nda  way to be 0 K w i t h  whatever t h e f i t w e  holiis for me. I am very l u c b  

as I have a husbandwho lbves me as I am a n d t h i n k  is am beauttfilno matter what happens 

to my body. For this I am tru6 grate&[ I just need to see myseFthrough his eyes. 

Tliroughout this dissertation James has been spoti_en about a gna t  deal Jhhough he is 

a big part of  this story, Laura's andmy words about him portray a very fimitedview of his 

life. W i t h  this in mindJames was a s h d i f h e  wantedto speavor  himsegin the dissertation. 

Xe agreedand his writing is what follbws. 

James' story 

My name i s  James Richard Keating. I was born i n  Burien, 

Newfoundland i n  1962. I grew up on the  Avalon Peninsula i n  and around 

the  S t .  Mary's area. I n  1964, one bro ther  d ied  i n  a house f i r e .  By 
the  t ime I was 3 o r  4, my younger bro ther  and I were pu t  i n t o  f o s t e r  

homes.   embers o f  t he  f a m i l y  adopted my two remaining bro thers .  
Between the  age o f  3 and 16 years o l d  I was moved around between seven 
d i f f e r e n t  f o s t e r  homes, as we l l  as some shor t  s tays i n  C h r i s t i a n  

orphanages. I had no contact  w i t h  my mother o r  f a t h e r  dur ing  these 

years. 

when I was 16 I ran away from a f o s t e r  home t o  go t o  ~ a l i f a x  t o  
t r y  t o  f i n d  my mother as I had been t o l d  t h a t  I might f i n d  her there .  

I found her e a s i l y  i n  the  phone book and a r r i v e d  on her door. she 
seemed pleased t o  see me. A f t e r  I had been the re  two o r  th ree weeks I 

was t o l d  I would have t o  pay r e n t  and my p o r t i o n  o f  the  b i l l s  i n  order  

t o  s tay .  s ince I had a grade 9 education, no job  s k i l l s ,  no l i f e  
s k i l l s ,  and no money I had t o  leave her  home. I went t o  l i v e  a t  t he  

Sa lva t ion  Army and stayed the re  several months. once I d i d  f i n d  some 

employment I d i d n ' t  go back t o  my mother's house, as I d i d n ' t  r e a l l y  
f e e l  welcome there.  I stayed i n  H a l i f a x  about a year working odd jobs 
bu t  th ings  weren' t  going r e a l l y  w e l l  f o r  me. so I got  a job w i t h  a 
t r a v e l i n g  ca rn i va l  show and worked f o r  them u n t i l  we g o t  t o  Leamington, 
Ontar io.  There I g o t  a job  a t  an onion and tomato farm and worked f o r  
the  season. Then I moved t o  ~ r i t i s h  Columbia i n  the  f a l l  o f  1979. 

when I g o t  t o  ~ r i t i  sh col umbia I d i d n ' t  know anyone and d i d n ' t  
have a j ob  so I found myself  l i v i n g  on the  s t r e e t  f o r  the  f i  r s t  couple 
months. Then I met a f r i e n d  from New Brunswick whom I shared an 

apartment w i t h .  I began working i n  restaurants and bars and cont inued 



doing t h i s  work o f f  and on f o r  a number o f  years. I also  d i d  
occasional work a t  a vancouver west ~ n d  youth centre f o r  several years. 

Between 1979 and the  mid-1980s I would f i n d  myself w i t h  a j ob  and an 
apartment and sometimes wi thout  a j ob  and on the  s t r e e t .  I never 

r e a l l y  had anything steady. 

BY 1981, my mother moved t o  vancouver. I contacted her bu t  found 
the re  was no room f o r  me i n  her l i f e  o r  i n  her home. Around t h i s  t ime 

I s t a r t e d  using hard drugs and became addicted very  q u i c k l y .  ~t the  

beginning I used the  drugs t o  numb the  g u i l t  and pa in  associated w i t h  
what I had t o  do t o  surv ive  on the  s t r e e t .  I l i v e d  i n  the  Downtown 

~ a s t s i d e  o f  vancouver f o r  many years o f  my add ic t ion .  The use o f  drugs 
l e f t  me f e e l i n g  l o n e l y  and l o s t .  I d i d  not  f e e l  l i k e  I was worth 

anything, no t  worthy t o  get  ahead o r  l i v e  a good l i f e .  

I found ou t  I was i n f e c t e d  w i t h  H I V  i n  March 1984.  his was no t  
a shock as many o f  my acquaintances had d ied  from t h i s  new t h r e a t  t o  
our a l ready r i s k y  behaviours. I had become addicted t o  hero in  i n  the  

e a r l y  p a r t  o f  1981 and by the  t ime H I V  s t a r t e d  t o  show i t s  e f f e c t  on my 

group o f  f r i ends ,  my r i s k y  behaviours had most l i k e l y  a l ready l e d  t o  my 
i n f e c t i o n .  I d i d  have a blood t rans fus ion  i n  1982 t h a t  could a1 so have 

i n f e c t e d  me w i t h  HIV. I don' t  know which. 

when I f i r s t  go t  diagnosed I was t o l d  t h a t  I would most l i k e l y  
d i e  w i t h i n  s i x  months because I was an IDU and l i v i n g  on the  s t r e e t .  I 
f e l t  l i k e  I wanted t o  commit su i c ide  but  as a Roman c a t h o l i c  i t  wasn't  

an op t ion  f o r  me. I spent the  next few years i n  a daze, doing drugs 
and f e e l i n g  worthless. I had a few re la t i onsh ips  but  none t h a t  seemed 

t o  l a s t  long.  I n  1986 ~ l l y  and I met through a common f r i e n d  and would 

cross paths on occasion f o r  the  next  couple years. I n  1988 we met f o r  
a d r i n k  and went on our f i r s t  date. we dated several t imes over the  

next  year and, by summer o f  1989 ~ l l y  and I were l i v i n g  together .  I n  
February 1990 we were married. we knew t h a t  both o f  us were HIV+ and 
we decided t o  share our l i v e s  together .  

our l i v e s  together  have not  been easy. There have been many 
issues t o  overcome along the  way. I was HIV+ and hooked on hero in .  I 
thought the  he ro in  would a l l e v i a t e  some o f  my fear.  La ter  i n  my l i f e  I 
found out  t h i s  was not  any way t o  l i v e  and over the  next  few years 
the re  were l o t s  o f  ups and downs. The add ic t i on  was very  hard on my 

self-esteem and I found i t  hard t o  be mot ivated t o  change my l i f e  f o r  

the  b e t t e r .  Our l i v e s  as they were could no t  have been easy on ~ l l y .  

L i f e  was unse t t l ed  and we moved around f o r  a few years.   hen we 
s e t t l e d  i n t o  the  co-op near Commercial   rive where we l i v e d  f o r  n ine  
years. Even though our l i v i n g  s i t u a t i o n  had s e t t l e d  down, l i f e  became 



a r o l l e r  coaster as I began t o  get  very s i ck .  I was i n  and out  o f  
h o s p i t a l  many t imes each year fo r  s tays t h a t  ranged from weeks t o  
months. Th is  went on f o r  the  b e t t e r  p a r t  o f  a decade and my t imes o f  

wel lness were an unexpected g i f t .  

I n  t h e  summer o f  1998 my s i s t e r - i n - l a w  Laura was going t o  a 

sp i  r i t u a l  ceremony i n  South ~ a k o t a  and she i n v i t e d  ~ l l y  and I t o  go 

along. I d i d n ' t  want t o  go but  ~ l l y  d id .  ~t took some convincing but  
I f i n a l l y  agreed t o  go and support Laura. BY he lp ing  out  around the  
camp and g e t t i n g  t o  t a l k  t o  some o f  the  e lders  and the  community who 

were the re  I began t o  r e a l i z e  t h a t  something was miss ing i n  my own 

l i f e .  For many years my l i f e  had been a haze o f  HIV, death and 

add ic t i on .  I d i d  n o t  f e e l  l i k e  I was l i v i n g ,  b u t  j u s t  e x i s t i n g  u n t i l  
death came. 

MY nephew Jesse was a l so  a t  t h i s  ceremony and he suggested I go 

t o  a s p i r i t u a l  meeting w i t h  him. The way o f  prayer I found a t  t h i s  
meeting was f o r e i g n  t o  me as I was brought up c a t h o l i c .  I n  the  

c a t h o l i c  r e l i g i o n  t h a t  I knew, I d i d  n o t  f i n d  much forgiveness o r  

abso lu t ion  f o r  the  choices I had made i n  my l i f e .    his l e d  me t o  
be l i eve  t h a t  I was unforg ivab le  and t h a t  h e l l  and purgatory awaited me 
a t  my death. I went t o  t h i s  meeting and I found a way o f  prayer t h a t  
showed me I was f o r g i v a b l e  and t h a t  I had t o  f o r g i v e  myself .  I a lso  
came t o  be l i eve  t h a t  i f  1 d i d  no t  f i n d  a way t o  begin l i v i n g  and 

en joy ing  l i f e  I would no t  make i t  many more years. Through t h i s  
process I came t o  understand t h a t  1 was a person o f  value, no t  on l y  t o  
those around me bu t  a l s o  most impor tan t l y  t o  myself .  

over the  next  two and a h a l f  years I spent more t ime around 
ceremony and made f r i e n d s  who shared these same b e l i e f s .  This made me 

more aware o f  my l i f e  as i t  was, and my l i f e  as I wanted i t  t o  be. For 

one o f  the  f i r s t  t imes ever 1 began t o  f e e l  I was worthy t o  be happy 
and t o  have a good l i f e .  Even though I was s t i l l  q u i t e  ill and going 

i n t o  h o s p i t a l  f requen t l y  dur ing  t h i  s  t ime my growing s p i  r i t u a l  i t y  
allowed me t o  focus on something more than dying. ~t al lowed me t o  

l ook  forward and see l i f e .  

For years we had t a l k e d  about moving away from t h e  c i t y  bu t  never 

found a p lace we connected t o  and t h a t  f e l t  r i g h t .  On New Year's Eve 
2000 we went t o  S a l t  sp r ing  f o r  a s p i r i t u a l  meeting. One o f  our 
f r i e n d s  casua l ly  sa id  we should t h i n k  about moving t o  S a l t  spr ing .  

~ e f o r e  the  weekend was up A l l y  and I had decided t h a t  i t  would be a 

good move f o r  us. ~t j u s t  f e l t  r i g h t .  we went back t o  Vancouver and 
gave two months n o t i c e  t h a t  we were moving. 



some people have asked, why S a l t  Spring? Because on S a l t  Spring 
i t  i s  the  c loses t  I have f e l t  t o  my home o f  ~ewfoundland s ince I l e f t  

there  i n  the  l a t e  70s. What i s  f a m i l i a r  t o  home i s  t h a t  i t  i s  a small 
rock surrounded by water and c l i f f s .  ~t i s  a small community t h a t  i s  a 

community. The v io lence of the  c i t y  i s n ' t  here and t h a t  i s  re f lec ted 
i n  t h e  warm and t r u s t i n g  nature o f  those I have met here. That i s  

r e f l e c t e d  i n  our community newspaper t h a t  has a crime sec t ion  of one 
paragraph a week. Maybe two paragraphs i n  the  summer. what I have 

found here i s  a p lace o f  peace and t r a n q u i l i t y .  A p lace where I can 

heal some o f  t he  damage I have done t o  my body and soul over the  years. 
over here I have not  on l y  been able t o  stay away from drugs bu t  I have 

l o s t  t he  des i re  t o  cu t  myself o f f  from the  wor ld by us ing drugs. 

we l i v e  on the  same amount o f  income as we d i d  i n  the  c i t y .  we 

are  a l s o  able t o  have in-home he lp  as we d i d  i n  vancouver, bu t  our 
l i v i n g  expenses are subs tan t ia l  1y more over here. The qua1 i t y  o f  l i f e  
t h a t  we get  fo r  our d o l l a r  i s  s u b s t a n t i a l l y  more rewarding. ~t i s  

worth the  investment i n  my l i f e .  

MY f i r s t  year l i v i n g  here was d i f f i c u l t  as I was s t i l l  very s i c k  
and spent a l o t  o f  t ime i n  the  h o s p i t a l .  A t  one p o i n t  dur ing  t h a t  year 

I dropped 60 pounds i n  two months and ended up i n  h o s p i t a l  i n  Vancouver 
f o r  several weeks. I f e l t  l i k e  a bone rack. The doctor  who was 

overseeing my case a t  t he  h o s p i t a l  t o l d  me i t  was HIV wast ing disease. 
He sa id  t h a t  I should stop tak ing  up needed space i n  the  hosp i ta l  and 

go home and accept I was dying. Th is  was unacceptable as I f i n a l l y  had 
a desi r e  t o  l i v e  w i t h  my HIv no t  t o  be dying from my H I V .  I was no t  

ready t o  d ie .  so 1 fought t h i s  doctor  and he was fo rced t o  run t e s t s  
and f i n d  ou t  what was wrong. ~t turned ou t  i t  was a water-borne 
pa ras i te  and easy t o  t r e a t .  A f t e r  f i v e  days o f  a n t i b i o t i c s  the  
d iar rhea stopped and my body stopped l o s i n g  weight and began t o  
absorbed n u t r i t i o n  again. This a1 lowed me t o  begin ga in ing  back my 

body weight . 
The year before I was s i c k  w i t h  t h i s  i n t e s t i n a l  pa ras i te  I was i n  

S t  Paul ' s Hosp i ta l  w i t h  mu1 t i p l e  systemic i n f e c t i o n s  and was gravely 
ill. ~t t h a t  t ime David Burdge, my in fec t i ous  disease doctor ,  
convinced me t h a t  i t  was t ime t o  s t a r t  t a k i n g  the  HIV drugs t h a t  I had 
s a i d  I would never take.  My cD4 count was a t  4 and my whi te  blood 
counts were so low they were non-existent .  ~t t h i s  t ime my body was so 

s i c k  t h a t  death was a r e a l  p o s s i b i l i t y ,  so I made the dec is ion  t o  
l i s t e n  t o  David 's  advice and s t a r t  t a k i n g  the  drugs. 

I had been t a k i n g  the  HIV drugs f o r  almost a year and was 
beginning t o  respond t o  them when I was i n f e c t e d  w i t h  the  i n t e s t i n a l  



paras i te .  Once t h e  p a r a s i t e  was under c o n t r o l  t he  drugs were ab le  t o  
cont inue t h e i r  work a t  s t rengthening my immune system and lower ing  my 

v i r a l  load.  MY weight came back t o  normal and I s t a r t e d  p u t t i n g  on 

muscle mass. 

what helped me ge t  s t ronger was t o  begin b u i l d i n g  a garden a t  our 

home and p l a n t i n g  i t .  I spent much t ime a t  t h e  beach watching t h e  

eagles and p lay ing  w i t h  my dog Marl ey . Since I smoke mari juana, I 

decided t o  grow a couple o f  p l a n t s  f o r  mysel f .    his i n s p i  red  a greater  
l o v e  o f  gardening. A f r i e n d  on s a l t  s p r i n g  t o l d  me about t h e  

government's l e g a l  mari juana f o r  medical use program.   his i n t e r e s t e d  

me and I decided t o  apply f o r  a l i c e n s e  t o  possess and grow my own pot .  

A l l y  and I were granted l i censes  by t h e  fede ra l  government and have 
h e l d  those permi ts  f o r  t h e  pas t  two years. Th i s  has taken away t h e  

f e a r  o f  g e t t i n g  busted f o r  possessing o r  growing i l l e g a l  po t  t h a t  I use 
f o r  medical reasons. 

l u s t  over two years ago we moved t o  our  present  address. we now 
l i v e  on s i x  acres t h a t  we share w i t h  our  l and lo rd .  we have a smal l  

house w i t h  wood stove, an at tached workshop and a l a r g e  25"  x 35" 
garden space. our l a n d l o r d  has a l s o  signed t h e  papers necessary t o  

make our growing mari juana on her p roper ty  l e g a l .  I am very  g r a t e f u l  

t o  her  f o r  making i t  poss ib le  f o r  me t o  grow mari juana l e g a l l y  s ince  a 
proper ty  owner's s ignature  i s necessary t o  ge t  a 1 i cense. 

The fac t  t h a t  we now have a l a r g e  garden a l lows us t o  grow a l l  
s o r t s  o f  vegetables and f l owers .  There i s  no th ing  l i k e  c a r i n g l y  

tend ing  t h i s  garden a l l  season then s i t t i n g  t o  ea t  t h i s  food I have 

grown w i t h  my own hands. My garden requ i res  a g rea t  deal o f  t ime  and 
phys ica l  work t o  prepare and mainta in.  Th i s  has helped me rega in  my 

phys ica l  s t reng th  and has a l so  helped me t o  menta l l y  f i n d  a sense of 
peace and t r a n q u i l i t y .  I have a tendency t o  be very  f a s t  about t h ings  

when I ' m  f e e l i n g  w e l l .  Gardening food and mari juana helps me t o  slow 
down. 

MY s p i r i t  has a l s o  cont inued t o  ge t  s t ronger because o f  t h e  

animals i n  my l i f e .  Marley has been a t  my s ide  f o r  11 years and has 

been ab le  t o  g i ve  me what I need when I need i t .  Happy t o  walk when I 

want t o  walk and content  t o  s leep when I need t o  sleep, h i s  gen t l e ,  
goofy, l o v i n g  nature has seen me through much and i s  a b i g  c o n t r i b u t o r  

t o  my present hea l th .  I now have a new puppy t h a t  i s  a year o l d  and 

and l augh te r  i n t o  my home. who has brought much l i f e  

vo lun teer ing  a t  t h e  

l e y ,  ~ r i t i  sh ~ o l u m b i a  

th ree  years.   he fr 

Lang 

1 a s t  

Annual Kwantlen F i  r s t  Nat ion  POW WOW i n  F o r t  

i s  important  t o  me. I have done t h i s  f o r  t h e  
iends ~ ' v e  made and t h e  respect  I ' v e  go t ten  



from t h i s  involvement i s  something I ' m  g r a t e f u l  f o r .  ~ ' v e  a l so  been 
invo lved w i t h  a l o c a l  A IDS support group here and have volunteered t o  
he lp  w i t h  t h e  a c t i v i t i e s  t h a t  t h i s  group has undertaken. Th is  
vo lunteer  work and my ongoing p a r t i c i p a t i o n  i n  sp i  r i t u a l  ceremonies 

have g iven me a greater  sense o f  we l l -be ing and se l f -wor th .  These 
th ings  have l e d  me on a path  o f  wanting t o  become a valuable person i n  
my community . 

Today my phys ica l  h e a l t h  i s  good. I am able t o  g e t  i n  f o u r  o r  

f i v e  good hours o f  phys ica l  a c t i v i t y  a day, f o u r  o r  f i v e  t imes a week. 
Th is  i s  amazing consider ing my hea l th  two years ago. My CD4 count i s  
now a t  230 and my v i r a l  l oad  i s  undetectable. MY ITP i s  under c o n t r o l  
s ince my p l  ate1 e t  count i s almost normal . I have no t  been i n  t h e  
h o s p i t a l  f o r  more than two years. 

Th is  i s  what s a l t  sp r ing  and the  personal changes I ' v e  made have 
done f o r  me. They have opened my eyes and l e t  me see there  i s  a l i f e  

a f t e r  HIV. I have l i v e d  w i t h  t h i s  i l l n e s s  f o r  a t  l e a s t  twenty years 
and t h i s  i s  what I ' v e  learned. Th is  disease can k i l l  you long  before 
i t  f i n a l l y  does. I t  a lso  has t h e  a b i l i t y  t o  b r i n g  ou t  your very best .  
The l a s t  f o u r  years are my proof .  I moved away from an unhealthy way 
o f  l i f e  t o  a p lace o f  peace and hea l th .  MY personal hea l th  fo l lowed 
and my wor ld has opened up and i s  becoming more complete. I can now 
see a f u t u r e .  

I would l i k e  t o  acknowledge my w i fe ;  she has been by my s ide  f o r  
t h e  l a s t  16  years. ~ l l y  was the re  from the  s t a r t ,  she found o u t  e a r l y  
what she was i n  f o r  and has been my rock. AS t h e  years have passed, my 
r e l a t i o n s h i p  w i t h  t h e  r e s t  o f  her  f a m i l y  has evolved. I am sure t h a t  
t he  knowledge o f  our  i l l n e s s  and poss ib le  l o s s  o f  a s i s t e r  and a f a m i l y  
member could no t  have been easy t o  accept. Through our l o v e  we are 
both s o l d i e r i n g  on. I am thank fu l  f o r  t he  s t rength  I have go t ten  from 
~ l l y  and her  f a m i l y .  

AS I continue t o  heal I w i l l  make every e f f o r t  t o  share the  
lessons I ' v e  learned w i t h  those who want t o  1 i  sten. I t h i n k  t h i s  

d i s s e r t a t i o n  i s  a way f o r  me t o  g i ve  back t o  those who have s t rugg led 
w i t h  HIV and cont inue t o  s t rugg le  i n  overcoming t h i s  pandemic. I, l i k e  
many, wish f o r  a cure and I am going t o  f i g h t  t o  l i v e  u n t i l  t h a t  t ime. 

~ a r l y  i n  my l i f e  I l i v e d  through the  school o f  hard knocks. 
Born, abandoned, i n s t i t u t i o n a l i z e d ,  bounced around, discarded, and 

alone. My adulthood was dazed, confused, bewildered, long ing,  found, 
embraced, loved and f i n a l l y ,  once again, a l i v e .  



Photograph 14: James Keating, Vancouver, 198e 

34 Photograph by permission of Alex Keating. 



Alex's scrapbook 

C a r  you/ 

Photograph 15: It's all legal nowU 

Photograph 16: See how our garden grows 

35 Photographs 15 and 16 by permission of Laura Cooper. 



Laura's response 

Biomedicine has shaped the way in which most North Americans have come to 

understand H N .  From its earliest perception as a gay plague, to its present metamorphosis as a 

manageable chronic terminal illness, the shifting sands upon which societies have come to know 

HIV provides a good metaphor for its master narratives. Of further interest is the ease with which 

the master narratives change fiom a North American context to a global one. While portrayed as 

a global pandemic that has infected more than 40 million men, women, and children worldwide, 

HTV in North America is still a highly-stigmatized disease that is associated with risk groups and 

not risk behaviours. Given that a 'cure' is not likely in the present tense, the ability of 

biomedicine to overcome HIVIAJDS is minimal. Thus, rather than HIVIAIDS becoming a 

success story for biomedicine, it continues to mystify the scientific community and outwit 

researchers, regardless of the economic benefit of pharmaceutical companies. To this end, blame 

is often placed upon individuals who contract HIV, thus lessening the responsibility upon the 

scientific community to effectively 'cure' the virus. The stigma of blame that is attached to 

contracting HZV also becomes embedded within the dominant narrative. As Sontag writes: "It 

seems that societies need to have one illness which becomes identified with evil, and attaches 

blame to its 'victims', but it is hard to be obsessed with more than one" (1988, p. 16). 

Critical interpretive medical anthropology (CIMA) provides adequate theoretical 

frameworks from which to address HIV as a social construction that reflects political, economic, 

religious, moral, ethnic, geographic, media-centered, and gendered influences. It allows for one 

to trace the creation of the master narratives of communicable diseases and how causality and 

blame are assigned. To examine biomedicine as a socio-cultural construction, the historical roots 

of anthropological theorizing of the role between health/illness and culture will be brought to the 

fore. In doing so, the emergence of anthropologically-informed master narratives in which 

biomedicine is dominant and other forms of healing are homogenized under the labels of folk 

wisdom, or magico-religious practice will be explored. Once this foundation is laid, it then 

becomes possible to apply CIh4A to examine the embeddedness of biomedicine within master 

narratives and juxtapose Alex's story against this to reveal how her life is constrained and 

enhanced through biomedicine. Also it will give voice to the struggle that she has undergone to 

counter the marginalizing and alienating stigma of having HIV. 



Historical trends in anthropology's understanding of biomedicine 

Byron Good (1 994) provides a thorough overview of the history of anthropology's 

interest in medicine with a focus on the emergence of biomedicine as a dominant mode of 

practice within the Western world. In terms of a master narrative, biomedicine has achieved a 

critical position as expert knowledge that often usurps other forms of knowledge and healing 

practice. As a result, non-biomedical healing knowledge is often diminished in terms of 

acceptability and availability to ill persons. Support within the wider social and political body for 

alternative medicine is often compromised. As Good (1994) deconstructs the culture of 

biomedicine, he challenges the commonly held belief that disease is of the scientific domain and 

therefore is taken to be a 'natural fact'. Further, Good writes that, "it takes a strong act of 

consciousness to denaturalize disease and contemplate it as a cultural domain" (p. 2). 

Anthropology's role in medicine, as evidenced by historical analysis, has shifted over the 

years from tacit, unquestioning acceptance of biomedicine as factual and universal and thus 

maintaining the characteristics of a master narrative to the contemporary critical analysis of 

biomedicine as another form of ethnomedicine; culture bound and specific. 

Critical discussion regarding the historical positioning of biomedicine as a multi-faceted 

cultural system is fundamental for providing a foundation fiom which to challenge the 'fact' that 

disease is "paradigmatically biological" (Good, 1994, p. 2). Given its current near-global 

hegemony, biomedicine constructs both disease and the "diseased person", thus lending itself to 

critical anthropological analysis and understanding. 

The advent of the scientific revolution from the fifteenth century onward opened the 

doorway for a radical shift in the perception of the human condition. The method of scientific 

inquiry rested upon two key assumptions or rules: "empiricism (scientific questions are answered 

through scientific research) and objectivity (research must be replicable and controlled for bias)" 

(Baer, Singer & Susser, 1997, p. 33). "Philosopher-mathematician RenC Descartes (1 596- 

1650). ..most clearly formulated the ideas that are the immediate precursors of contemporary 

biomedical conceptions about the human organism" (Lock & Scheper-Hughes, 1996, p. 47). 

Descartes perceived the rational mind as that of a higher order, capable of an objective evaluation 

of nature, while the body was of nature and ultimately knowable by the rational mind. The 

separation of rational mind from the body created the core elements of Cartesian dualism with the 

body being viewed as analogous to a machine (Hatty & Hatty, 1999, p. 3). The dichotomous 

structure of human existence did not accommodate recognition of spirit or soul as fundamental 

elements of personhood, and like a machine, the body was ultimately and objectively knowable. 



In the quest for professionalism, objectivity and positivism in science became 

cornerstones for the scientific method. By employing Descartes' reductionism as a method of 

inquiry, the human body (machine) was reduced to its smallest possible unit of analysis to the 

point that one objectively-derived phenomenon could be explained by another objectively derived 

phenomenon. Replacing religious explanations with the 'higher order' of objective 'truth' put 

into motion the domination of man (scientist) over medieval cosmology (belief) (Cooper, 1993). 

Cartesian influences permeated biomedicine such that physical reductionism became one 

of its central tenets (Hahn & Kleinman, 1983, quoted in Rhodes, 1996, p. 167). While it is 

suggested that "this perception of the body remained inherent in philosophical, scientific, and 

medical discourses until the latter part of the twentieth century" (Hatty & Hatty, 1993, p. 3), my 

research into HIVIAIDS has revealed an ongoing presence of physical reductionism within 

biomedicine into the twenty-first century. While Alex's narrative does reveal that there is a 

movement within HIV/AIDS care toward a more holistic model of health promotion, there is still 

a predominance of physiological reductionism within biomedicine. 

Consideration of a critical medical anthropological perspective on the philosophical and 

methodological roots of biomedicine requires that one engage in an analysis of the influence of 

Western (capitalist) economic and political systems. With a goal of the scientific revolution 

being to provide empirical evidence (fact) to counter the stranglehold on the production of 

knowledge held by the church and religious clergy (medieval cosmology), the link between 

sixteenth century European capitalism and contemporary biomedicine cannot be overlooked. 

According to Baer, Singer & Susser, (1997) "biomedicine as an outgrowth of this development 

provided an ideological rationale by downplaying the roles that political, economic, and social 

conditions played in the production of disease" (p. 209). Deeply imbedded in the belief system of 

the scientific method was the concept that axiomatic conclusions could be discovered about 

natural phenomenon. This served to highlight the primacy of scientifically derived knowledge 

from other forms of knowing. Concomitant with this "discovery" was the application of 

Darwin's principles of natural selection to the adaptation of human groups. 

The resulting evolutionary theory, hand in hand with biomedicine, created socio-cultural, 

political, and economic systems that profoundly impacted the colonial world. Many academics of 

the day held to the discriminatory beliefs embedded in evolutionary theories, while advancing 

their medical theories on disease and the rationale for hierarchy of races. James Hunt, physician 

and founder of the Anthropological Society of London (1 862) supported polygenicism in that he 

believed that not only were "races of men distinct and permanently unequal," but also that the 



"intellectual inferiority of the Negroes could only be hurnanizcd and civilized by Europeans" 

(quoted in Singer & Baer, 1995, p. 16). Interestingly, Hunt is also cited in the journal, The 

Anthropological Review, which was set up by polygenists to promote their views (ibid, p. 16). 

Though Hunt had a minimal direct effect on medical anthropology, it is important to note the 

socio-cultural context within which anthropology as a discipline was growing. The burgeoning 

reliance on positivism reflects the ahistorical and uncritical perspective from which many 

academics viewed the 'accomplishments' of Western society. 

The Eurocentrism and racism that was embedded in much academic theorizing of the late 

1800s is exemplified by examining the work of Hunt's nephew, W.H.R. Rivers, who studied 

ethnomedicine during the Torres Strait expedition of 1898. His resulting theory on indigenous 

medicine separated Western practices from all other expressions of healing and medicine 

undertaken by indigenous peoples. In doing so, he set a standard for grouping non-Western 

medical systems as ultimately homogenous and in the domain of magico-religious practice. 

Western medicine, by contrast, was perceived as natural, scientific, and "categorically different 

from all other pretenders to the title of medicine" (Singer & Baer, 1995, p. 7). Rivers created a 

conceptual model detailing three worldviews: magical, religious, and naturalistic, followed by 

corresponding beliefs about disease and the resulting practices or behaviours for treating disease. 

Though conceptually a very important model for envisaging cross-cultural understanding about 

disease, Rivers acknowledged that only magical and religious worldviews were associated with 

culture thus the naturalistic worldview was not considered when analyzing "native medicine." 

The naturalistic view presented phenomenon as subjected to natural laws, and these were 

associated with the West. He does acknowledge evidence of "empirical, and ostensibly 

naturalistic, curing practices" among native groups but chose not to regard these as such, 

preferring to remain within the magical or religious domains of explanation for "primitive" 

peoples (Wellin, 1977, pp. 49-50). 

Good (1 994) calls for us to "denaturalize disease" and nowhere is this more necessary 

than when conducting historical analysis of the spread of colonialism around the globe. The 

process of diffusing people, culture, and technology from Europe to the colonies led to the global 

spread of allopathic medicine. Anthropologists played an important role during these years for 

they provided ethnographic knowledge of native populations that facilitated colonial expansion. 

Good (1994) refers to the historical merging of medicine and religion as part of the colonial 

process in the "new world." In this sense, Christian-based religious systems became "tools" of 

the colonizing forces. If the scientific revolution effected the separation of church (belief) and 



science (knowledge) it was colonial expansion of the 1800s that brought them together to serve 

the political, economic, and socio-cultural needs of Britain. 

Baer, Singer & Susser (1997) provide an interesting discussion of the emergence of 

biomedicine as a global system by referring to its application to the diseases that were both 

caused by and threatened colonial expansion. Medical personnel, including medical missionaries, 

accompanied merchant marines and settler populations to the New World, while establishing 

medical outposts in indigenous communities. While Baer writes of the suppression of indigenous 

healing systems by treating indigenous diseases with biomedicine, he fails to adequately address 

the direction of transmission of diseases from the explorers, missionaries, and colonists to 

indigenous populations. Many of these diseases were airborne and outside of the realm of 

indigenous healing strategies. The widespread death of indigenous populations threatened the 

survival of the colonies (Baer, 1997) but perhaps not so much due to the fear of colonists 

contracting indigenous diseases. Rather, the rapid decline in sources of cheap labour to extract 

resources for shipment to the "motherland" must also be considered in the face of supporting 

evidence. Public health missions were synonymous with the spread of western-based economic, 

political, and religious ideological systems. Many colonists believed it was their responsibility to 

bring civilization to undeveloped nations and to improve the standard of life in the colonies. Seen 

as the White Man's burden, this practice was adopted and practiced without question. 

Jared Diamond (1997), in his book, Guns, Germs, and Steel, recounts how disease was 

one of the most powefil  weapons in the arsenal utilized against the colonies. In many cases 

diseases were transmitted by missionaries whose work involved carrying both medicine and 

religion to the indigenous peoples in an attempt to "convince the natives to give up false beliefs 

and take on a set of beliefs that [would] produce new life and ultimate salvation" (Good, 1994, 

p. 7). Indigenous healing systems were rendered useless by the powerful air-born sicknesses of 

which the people had no cultural explanation. In many areas entire populations succumbed to 

disease. 

The role of smallpox in facilitating the colonial take over of Native lands and resources 

from indigenous peoples in British Columbia provides an excellent example of Good's suggestion 

that one must 'denaturalize' disease and see it as a cultural domain to fully and critically 

understand the complexity of biomedicine. Along the Fraser River in British Columbia, two- 

thirds of the indigenous population died from contact-related smallpox in the 1800s, regardless of 

the knowledge of immunization against this disease that was held by the colonizing forces. With 



a weakened native population, colonial encroachment into non-ceded indigenous lands was 

simplified (Carlson, 1996). 

Patrick Tiemey (2000), in his book, Darkness in El Dorado, provides a contemporary 

example of the alleged genocide of indigenous peoples in South America by anthropologists, 

social science researchers, medical researchers, missionaries and journalists in an attempt to 

achieve academic fame, conduct biomedical studies, convert, and acquire resources. Though 

Tierney's work is highly controversial and under close scrutiny by the American Anthropological 

Association, he alleges that many of the people who brought sickness to the Amazon basin during 

the past 50 years knowingly risked the lives of indigenous peoples in the quest for medical 

knowledge, or to test medical and social scientific theories. The rationalist belief in 'common 

good' as opposed to individual right to life, does not merely result in collateral damage in the 

quest for cure, rather it is rooted in racism and ethnocentrism common to many Westem-based 

research paradigms within biomedicine and in some areas of anthropology. 

Physical reductionism is a powerful concept that must be deconstructed to enable the 

researcher to look at understanding the diseased body not as a natural target of invaluable 

biomedical processes, but rather as a construction, by humans, that is influenced by social, 

political, gendered, economic, religious, and scientific factors. "Biomedicine.. .objectifies the 

patient and the disease, constituting both decontextualized and asocial objects of the medical 

gaze. Disease is thus entified and treated as a dimension of human biology rather than as socially 

produced misery or human suffering" (Good & Good, 1993, p. 82). 

In discussing the early history of the social context of anthropology and medicine, Singer 

& Baer (1995) make an important connection between Britain and America (p. 18). Samuel 

Morton, a polygenist, founded the American School of Anthropology. Like Hunt in Britain, both 

men were physicians who espoused an anthropology based on racial determinism. Though the 

relativists were mounting a campaign to counter the racial determinism of the evolutionists, "the 

micro level focus, however much an advance in some regards, failed to fully confront and 

eliminate earlier tendencies" (p. 18). 

While the positivist school was advancing and making inroads in medicine, politics, and 

economic systems, in both the Western world and in the colonies, the evolutionary and ahistorical 

perspective being promoted was not without notice or criticism. From a public health perspective 

in Europe, the industrial revolution was creating massive upheavals in all sectors of life such that 

poorer classes of peoples were doomed to lives of misery and suffering. Similarly, in the 



colonies, indigenous lifeways were being eroded, and the international traffic in human beings 

was increasing. 

Rudolf Virchow, a German physician and clinical pathologist, became intensely 

interested in the causes of epidemics in the 1840s, after documenting a typhus outbreak in Upper 

Silesia in 1848. The minority Polish population was dying by the thousands, much of their 

demise being complicated by famine and poverty. Virchow looked beyond naturalistic 

explanations of this epidemic to a more complex explanation that included social and political 

factors (Singer & Baer, 1995). His work, "in addition to demonstrating the social etiology of 

compromised health, including powerlessness, insist[ed] on the understanding of contradictory 

social forces that obstruct reform" (Taylor & Rieger, 1985 quoted in Morsey, 1996, p. 26). 

Though surprisingly absent fiom Good's (1 994) discussion on the history of illness 

representations in medical anthropology, Virchow has been credited with formalizing the 

relationship between medicine and anthropology by helping to develop the "first anthropological 

society in Berlin" (von Mering, 1970 quoted in Baer, Singer & Susser, 1997, p. 15). Further, 

Virchow has been linked to the famous quote, "Medicine is a social science and politics is 

nothing more than medicine in larger scale" (quoted in Singer & Baer, 1995, p. 20). He also 

wrote that "once medicine is established as anthropology, and once the interests of the privileged 

no longer determine the course of public events, should physicians become supporters rather than 

opponents of the existing social structure" (quoted in ibid, p. 20). Unfortunately, Virchow's 

recognition of the political nature of biomedicine did not infiltrate dominant anthropological 

theory for many years though many of his ideas are as applicable today as they were when he was 

alive. 

Virchow makes an interesting point about the relationship between physicians and social 

structure. In the context of HIVIAIDS research, onc must acknowledge the privileged 

relationship between many research and clinical physicians, and the powerfid pharmaceutical 

companies that often fund AIDS research. Similarly, the controversy over the discovery of the 

H N  retrovirus, between Gallo and Montagnier (Maggiore, 1997; Schilts, l987), is a telling 

reminder that the 'alleged' objectivity of the scientific method is a powerful socio-cultural 

construction. The very foundations of biomedicine arc both political and economic and have a 

profound impact on how illness and disease are represented within master narratives. 

While Virchow called for a critical political economy perspective in medicine and 

anthropology, he also influenced Franz Boas through their affiliation with the Berlin Ethnological 

Museum in the 1880s (Baer, Singer & Susser, 1997, p. 15). Both men were committed to 



"scholarship and the scholar's social responsibility" (Singer & Baer, 1995, p. 21), though Boas 

did not integrate the political economy perspective of Virchow into his theory and methodology. 

Committed as he was, however, to spreading his critical perspective on racist evolutionary 

thinking, Boas impacted many anthropologists who followed in his stead. 

Forrest Clements and Erwin Ackerknecht, researching disease among non-Western 

peoples in the first half of the twentieth century, were both influenced by the theoretical school of 

Franz Boas. Clements utilized a "culture trait" approach to "classify disease-causation concepts 

among primitive peoples" (Wellin, 1977, p. 50). Attempting to record the worldwide distribution 

of traits, he also sought to record relative time frames and the path of spread in each trait's 

diffusion. Clements believed that behaviour related to sickness and healing were important parts 

of culture, thus, made "effort[s] to reconstruct the paraphernalia of healers" (Rube1 & Hass, 1996, 

p. 1 14). Clements concluded in his 1932 monograph, Primitive Concepts of Disease, that "a 

society can be characterized by the disease cause most prominently reported for it" (ibid, p. 114). 

In critiquing Clements' classification system, Wellin (1977) makes mention that years 

earlier Benjamin Sapir had raised the question, "How [are we to] inject a chronology into this 

confusing mass of purely descriptive fact?" (Sapir, 1916, quoted in Wellin 1977, p. 51). By 

laying out the conceptual and methodological problems and weaknesses of "charting spatial 

distribution of traits and in making out temporal inferences from them" (Wellin, 1977, p. 5 l), 

Sapir provided Clements with a framework for improving or altering his methodology. It is 

noteworthy that Clements did not adhere to Sapir's concerns. 

Good ( I  994) adds an important dimension to the critique of Clements' trait classification 

system. Refemng to Rivers, Clements, and Ackerknecht as writers in the empiricist tradition, he 

notes their use of "embarrassing evolutionary language" (p. 29), and that they ranked illness 

representation "according to a hierarchy of increasing rationality" (ibid, p. 29). As an outgrowth 

of earlier evolutionary theory, the medical knowledge of non-western peoples was seen as a "kind 

of proto-science elaborated in primitive theories of disease causation, primitive surgical practices, 

and primitive knowledge of pharmacological properties of plants and minerals" (ibid, p. 29). 

While Clements' attempt at large-scale classification has been noted (Wellin, 1977, p. 5 I), it has 

also been suggested that he, Rivers and Ackerknecht "unwittingly contributed to biomedical 

hegemony by bracketing biomedicine off from ethnomedicine. They accepted biomedicine at 

face value, not as a subject for social science" (Baer, Singer & Susser, 1997, p. 15). 

Though primarily an 'armchair' anthropologist among non-western people, Ackerknecht 

is noted as having shaped medical anthropology as a "modern sub field of the discipline" (Wellin, 



1977, p. 5 l), and is seen by Clements as "the 'father' of medical anthropology" (quoted in Singer 

& Baer, 1995, p. 23). Widely influenced by the Boasnian tradition of Ruth Benedict, 

Ackerknecht believed that indigenous healing practices could only be understood within the 

cultural context of which they are a part. He "sought to develop a systematic cultural relativist 

and functionalist interpretation of what he termed 'primitive medicine"' (Baer, Singer & Susser, 

1997, p. 15). The work of Ackerknecht, while in the empiricist tradition (according to Good, 

1994), clearly sought to adopt ideological concepts from the relativist school. 

In tracing the 'history' of medical anthropology, the different genres of study and 

intellectual interest cannot be clearly demarcated. The theories and methodologies that have 

emerged in the past 120 years are best understood as complex networks of influences and 

perspectives and not necessarily lending themselves to one-dimensional definitions. Good's 

presentation of Ackerknecht as being empiricist and Benedict as being relativist is a clear 

example of this. Ackerknecht's 'embarrassing' language and system of classification, while 

empiricist by Good's definition, clearly did not define the totality of his work. Though 

Ackerknecht, refers to himself as being widely influenced by a Boasian tradition, of 

Ackerknecht's influence, Wellin (1 977) writes: 

By focusing on the importance of the culture whole in shaping the society's 
medical elements, directing attention to the patterning of medical belief and 
behaviour, and by emphasizing the functional interrelationships among the parts 
of the medical pattern between the latter and the total culture, his orientation 
stimulated the development of medical anthropological inquiry within the 
mainstreams of social-cultural anthropology of the 1940s and the early 1950s 
( P  52). 

In discussing the influence of relativism in medical anthropology in the earlier part of the 

twentieth century, Good (1994) suggests that while relativism provided the main alternative to 

empiricism, the majority of relativist theory and research was being conducted in psychiatry and 

not in medical areas (p. 31). Ruth Benedict, a psychological anthropologist and student of Franz 

Boas, called for a culturally relative view of illness. She challenged the universalizing of 

naturalistic explanations of disease. Benedict attempted to trace patterns of behaviour within a 

culture such that one could know the culturally determined (bound) manifestation of psychiatric 

illness (Benedict, 1934). While Benedict has had a profound influence on anthropology in 

general, the culture-bound nature of her psychological theories has created gross 

overgeneralizations. These have led to homogenizing populations, particularly with her 

development of the national character concept. 



Much of her work was being conducted in the years around World War 11. The influence 

of the global political and economic relations on Western academia during this time must be 

critically examined. Benedict's patterning of personality as reflective of a national character was 

politically appropriate for the times in that it alleges to allow one to know the other as a complex 

of culture-bound traits and behaviours, including culturally-rooted illnesses and psychoses. Her 

ethnographic analysis of Japanese national character, The Chrysanthemum and the Sword, was 

particularly important given United States - Japan relations during World War 11. The Office of 

War Information commissioned this ethnographic analysis in 1944 (Benedict, 1946). While 

Benedict did not go to Japan to conduct her study, she did interview many Japanese who were 

living in the United States, some of whom were living in relocation and internment camps. A 

groundbreaking study in its day, Benedict's research was to provide a relativistic overview of 

"how your enemy looks at life through his own eyes" (1946, p. 5). The relativism that guided 

Benedict's research was intended to counter bias and open a window into the world of the other. 

In terms of Benedict's contribution to medical anthropology, her focus on the role of relativism ir 

denaturalizing illness cannot be understated. The role of relativism however also tended to ignore 

political and economic factors that influence illness and disease. 

While there are many theoretical movements impacting the development of medical 

anthropology, Hahn and Kleinman (1983, cited in Hahn, 1993), have suggested that the central 

theories can be best understood on a continuum. They would place environmental/evolutionary 

theories at one end, cultural theories at the other and interactionist theories as the merging point in 

the middle. While I find continuums too simplistic to accurately portray the complex field of 

discourse that exists in medical anthropology, the opposition between evolutionist theories and 

cultural theories needs revisiting. 

In reformulating the early history of medical anthropology, one clearly benefits fiom 

placing the theoretical changes, in part, as responses to the socio-cultural milieu in which they 

were developed. Evolutionism promoted racism, classism, sexism, and other forms of 

ethnocentrism. It became thc justification for much of the colonizing and genocidal policies on 

behalf of the 'mother' land. Compounded as this was by the unparalleled human suffering 

resulting from industrialization and emerging capitalism, the relativists found much fuel to fire 

their theoretical work. Benedict, as well as other proponents of the American School of 

Anthropology, found fertile soil for their theorizing among those academics who recognized the 

inherent flaws of the ahistorical nature of evolutionary theories. As a reactionary practice, 

cultural relativism often neglected the macro political and economic processes that clearly impact 



both culture and individuals at the micro level. Furthermore, in the years after World War I1 and 

with the emerging Cold War, criticism was being generated among many who recognized the 

need to factor in global political and economic processes as primary sources of influence on 

cultural phenomenon. Adding to the complexity of the academic field was the growing reliance 

on biologically-based theories, particularly the influence of environmental factors on the 

occurrence and dispersion of disease. 

Medical ecology 

Environmental and ecological theories in medical anthropology developed in an 

evolutionary sense, though not necessarily with the unilineal constraints of the nineteenth century 

evolutionists. The influence of the American cultural school caused much theorizing in the 

medical arena to focus primarily on cultural factors to the relative exclusion of environmental and 

ecological ones. In response to this, as much as from the effort to return anthropology to the 

scientific side of social sciences, environmental and ecological theorists attempted to merge the 

biological with the socio-cultural. Wellin (1977) refers to the "root source of the ecological 

orientation [as] essentially a 'scientific revolution'. ..in evolutionary biology that erupted along a 

broad front of biological disciplines during the 1940s and laid the necessary theoretical 

foundations for dealing with human evolution and adaptation as the complex interaction of 

cultural and biological factors under given environmental conditions" @. 54). Adding to this, 

Alexander Alland (1970, quoted in Hahn 1995), a key figure in medical ecology, posited an 

interrelationship between environmental and medical factors in any society. Regardless of its 

complexity, this was critical in understanding a society's adaptive strategy. By bringing 

biological and environmental variables to the forefront of analysis, medical ecology presents itself 

as holistic and multidisciplinary in that it takes a systems approach while drawing on relevant 

theoretical concepts from many fields of analysis (McElroy 1996). 

From a global environmental perspective, the ecology school clearly reflects the 

influence of technological innovations in the 1960s and 1970s to more comprehensively measure 

human-induced global change. The first satellite images of 'spaceship earth' in the 1960s, as well 

as later images of development-related environmental degradation, provided fuel for theoretical 

critique on the finite potential of growth. Taken from the realm of being seen as a natural result 

of the evolution of 'mankind', the limits to growth theorists looked to the cultural and 

environmental consequences of the global spread of Westernization. Medical ecology was a 



'natural' outgrowth of this movement, as disease, once again, came to be seen as primarily 

biological, albeit with recognition of the confluence of social and cultural conditions. 

Brown, Inhorn & Smith, (1996), in the essay, Disease, Ecology, and Human Behavior, 

responds to Hahn's (1995) allegations of apolitical theorizing in medical ecology by noting the 

merging of cultural and political ecology. While acknowledging the validity of the criticism, 

Brown, et al. (1996) suggest, "it is important to note here that adding the dimension of political 

ecology to rnicrosociological studies reveals the 'unnatural history' of many diseases" (p. 188). 

Relying on 'evolution' as a key concept, medical ecologists remind us that they envisage the 

evolution of disease, as opposed to illness, resulting from the process of change over time. Using 

the Darwinian concept of natural selection as the primary driving force for evolutionary change, 

Brown et al., (1996) see disease as a crucial factor in evolution for its links to mortality. They 

suggest that disease shapes "both human biology and culture" (p. 191). The resulting ecological 

view rests upon the foundation that ethnomedical systems are developed as, primarily, rational 

responses to adaptive strategies. 

Good (1 994) suggests that ecological and rationalist theories, in conjunction, support an 

empiricist paradigm in medical anthropology that views human adaptive responses to disease as 

processes of natural selection and common sense. "The very common sense quality of this 

paradigm hints at its role in reproducing conventional knowledge about the role in the individual 

in society" (p. 41). Central to Good's perspective on ecological theories is his argument that by 

seeing disease as primarily biological and illness behaviour as being driven by adaptive instincts, 

the role of folk beliefs are diminished in the overall analysis of medical systems (p. 44). 

A second main argument raised by Good (1994) pertains to the "analytic primacy given 

to individual choice and the implication that illness representations and ethnomedical systems are 

ultimately derived from the rational, instrumental activities of individuals" (p. 46). The belief 

that scientifically-derived theories, such as medical ecology, are using a value-neutral framework 

for analysis does present the potential for non-critical and biased theorizing regardless of the 

complexity of the society or medical system under study. One is left to question the assertions by 

Brown, et al. (1996), that merging medical and political ecological theories can adequately 

enhance accurate representation. Also important here is the basic premise that individuals always 

act in a rational manner intended to increase reproductive fitness, a key element in the process of 

natural selection. 

The ecological paradigm does provide important elements for improving on the critical 

perspective from which to understand illness and disease representations. Inhorn and Brown 



(1997) have clearly shown the value of an expanded ecological medical anthropology in the 

research of infectious diseases. They suggest that infectious diseases play primary roles as agents 

of selection and that human action influences the distribution of infectious disease. The origins of 

the suffering induced by infectious diseases must be "analyzed from both micro- and macro- 

sociological perspectives, including the political-economic one" (pp. 53-54). This can clearly be 

seen in the global AIDS pandemic. While drugs do exist that may prolong life in those infected 

with HIV, they are not readily available to many impoverished and infected persons living in 

Africa, or other developing nations around the world. HIV as an agent of natural selection may 

have more to do with politics, classism, and racism rather than any naturally occurring 

phenomena. 

The reintroduction of sociological concepts to medical analysis serves to create a greater 

potential for a holistic analysis, though not from a value-neutral perspective, as has often been 

suggested. Secondly, an ecological approach does raise awareness of the complex, heterogeneous 

relationships between humans, both individuals and groups, and their environment. This 

relationship is complicated, however, by a myriad of influential cultural, political, economic, and 

spiritual forces. 

Inborn and Brown (1997) remain committed to a biomedical characterization of 

infectious disease at the epidemiological level, and while they do acknowledge the main 

criticisms by the critical medical anthropological school (CMA), remain steadfast in their belief 

that "applied medical anthropologists must be equipped to work within the biomedical paradigm 

if they hope to be effective in improving infectious disease control programs or healthcare 

delivery" (p. 54). 

CMA: The political economy of medical anthropology (PEMA)~~  

As with any form of discourse that provides central concepts from which interested 

parties can formulate their research ideas, PEMA provides a theoretical foundation that results in 

a diverse body of scholarship. Gaines (1990), in his critique of CMA, has identified what he 

refers to as its five variants. They are: 1) Marxist political economies; 2) cultural critique of 

medicine school; 3) dependency theorists; 4) Gramscian school and hegemony; and 5) the critical 

36 The use of both PEMA and CMA appear throughout the readings; however, CMA is the more recent of 
the two labels. Baer (1997) explains that CMA, as a label, was questioned by Morsy (1989) who prefers 
PEMA. Baer suggests that CMA and PEMA are virtually identical. It is questionable as to whether or not 
there is a discemable difference between the two, reflecting a paradigm shift, or if it is a matter of 
convention. 1 will be using the terms interchangeably. 



theorists (Gaines, 1990, quoted Baer 1997, p. 1566). Whilc Baer (1997) carefully exposes the 

wcaknesses of Gaines' classificatory system by citing the work of researchers that falls into more 

than one of the listed categories, it remains clear that CMA does not provide a simple analytic 

strategy from which to engage praxis. Regardless of theoretical complexity (or perhaps because 

of it), the central emphasis to this orientation is analyzing power and powerlessness as they 

function at multiple levels for people living with HIV. 

In understanding the historical antecedents to PEMA, Morsy (1996) notes the influence 

of Virchow in Germany in the nineteenth century, among others, who called for attention to the 

link between poverty, social suffering, and disease. Rather than seeing disease as solely 

biological, or inherently cultural, PEMA suggests, "the relevance of culture is not restricted to 

ethnomedical conceptions, it extends to issues of power, control, resistance, and defiance 

surrounding health, sickness, and healing" (Morsy, 1996, p. 23). The connection between class 

inequality and human suffering that compelled Marx to theorize on the inequalities of capitalism 

is inherent in the explicit political agenda of CMA (see Hahn 1995, p. 74). 

The influence of Marxism in rooting PEMA in "the historicity of conception" (Singer & 

Baer, 1995, p. 59) must not be understated. As dialectic, this tradition seeks to "controvert claims 

of scientific objectivity and ethical neutrality by explicitly acknowledging that both anthropology 

and medical knowledge are socially informed products of particular historical and cultural 

contexts" (Morsy, 1996, p. 25). This argument forms a core from which CMA develops its 

analytical framework for re-examining the "guiding conceptions that have shaped the nature of 

understanding in medical anthropology" (Singer & Baer, 1995, p. 60) and their links to master 

narratives. 

In reacting to the ecological school, CMA makes explicit the lack of attention to the role 

of power relationships in sickness and healing studies. The criticism suggests that "human 

populations do not interact directly with their environments; rather, populations are organized by 

societal rules, backed by consensus andlor force, which differentially allocate control over 

material hazards and material resources" (Hahn, 1995, pp. 71-72). CMA, then, takes sickness and 

disease from the apolitical and ahistorical realm of natural selection and adaptive strategy, and 

reconceptualizes it in the analytic framework of historical, political, and economic factors acting 

upon individuals and groups within a society. In this context CMA lends itself to a critique of 

biomedicine as a product of historically emergent Western capitalism rather than as a paradigm of 

objectively-derived truth aimed at universalistic explanations of scientific phenomena. Singer & 

Baer (1 995) add a further dimension to illuminating the hegemonic positioning of biomedicine in 



relation to anthropology by recognizing that the key ideas that gave birth to medical anthropology 

were widely influenced by biomedicinc. Given that biomedicine is a politically and economically 

powerful medical system, it undoubtedly represents the values and beliefs of the dominant class, 

those who control access to medical resources (Singer & Baer, 1995). 

As has been shown previously in this chapter, earlier anthropological perspectives 

studying illness and healing have fallen prey to a separation of biomedicine from all other arenas 

of healing, labelled in a rather homogenizing manner as ethnomedicine. As a reaction to the 

apolitical nature of these theories, CMA does hold biomedicine, as a social construction, as one of 

its primary focal points. Given the hegemonic position of global capitalism, the absolute 

authority vested in biomcdicine within a capitalist system, the functioning inequalities within the 

institution of biomedicine, and the often-uncriticized link between pharmaceutical companies and 

"objective laboratory research," it seems logical that political economy as a theoretical 

perspective would emerge to challenge the more conventional theories of disease. 

Gaines (1 991) has expressed the concern that some CMA researchers have focused too 

intently on capitalism as an explanatory factor in disease to the exclusion of biological and 

ecological factors (cited in Baer 1997). In response to this allegation, Baer (1997) cites 

numerous examples of CMA utilizing environmental concepts in its search for the causes of 

diseasc and further posits, "Human health is affected by an environment which is the product of 

the dialectical interaction of natural and socio-cultural forces" @. 1567). Epidemics of infectious 

diseases have plagued humanity for hundreds of years and that these epidemics have biological 

and environmental components is not necessarily being called into question or discounted within 

CMA. The focal points for analysis are the complexity of forces, both social and biological, that 

impact upon the unequal progression or regression of epidemic diseases among a population. 

Within this analytical framework, then, one finds biomedical rationale for epidemic disease as 

limited in their explanatory potential, though reflective of dominant Western master narratives. 

As this dissertation is exploring the socio-cultural construction of HIVIAIDS and its 

impact upon one woman's life experience, the political economy of this epidemic must not be 

ignored. Looking at the history of AIDS in North America, one finds a diseasc that is poorly 

defined within biomedicine. Paul Farmer (1992) is an anthropologist and medical doctor who was 

writing on AIDS in Haiti and among Haitians living in the US in the 1980s. He exposed the 

necessity of factoring in racism, political and economic ideology, moralizing, belief, faith, and 

biomedicine to obtain a more clear understanding of HIVIAIDS in any community or country. 

The marginalizing he identified was derived mainly from master narratives disguised as common 



sense knowledge about AIDS and was supported by the biomedical community, including public 

health officials, to all who would listen. It fueled a carefully orchestrated 'blame the victim' 

scenario aimed at Haitians. Targeted as a 'risk group', Haitians were fired from jobs, evicted 

from housing, harassed, and encouraged to leave the United States for fear that being Haitian 

meant having AIDS. 

Farmer (1 992) carefully lays out a complex analysis that exposes the likelihood that the 

direction of disease was not from Haiti to the United States but visa versa. Poverty and 

unemployment led Haitian men and women to sex trade zones in their home country that serviced 

sex tourists from the United States and other countries. Economic impoverishment in Haiti, due 

to foreign-owned development initiatives, left many Haitians with little choice but to immigrate 

to the United States in search of employment. Some of those who emigrated arrived with 

HIVIAIDS, became sick and, in many cases, died. The master narrative emerged to fuel public 

hysteria, in part, by poor science on the part of some members of the biomedical community, and 

by an uninformed and overzealous media. Farmer's study resulted from his extensive medical 

work in a small, relocated Haitian community. He merged a critical medical anthropology with a 

critical interpretive anthropology to arrive at a comprehensive understanding of how 

macrostructural political, economic, and biomedical processes collectively constructed the risk 

group 'Haitian', and how those infected organized their own lives around personal beliefs and 

meanings attached to their HIVIAIDS status. 

In terms of levels of analysis, CMA is well suited for deconstructing the complexity of 

political and economic factors surrounding this global pandemic. AIDS exists at multiple levels: 

global, national, regional, local, and individual; thus, understanding the complex flow of 

influence between these levels is essential to understanding AIDS. While epidemiological 

evidence strongly suggests that HIV causes AIDS, there is a minimal likelihood that the 

biomedical research community will discover a cure in the near future. With over 40 million HIV 

infections to date, AIDS will continue to be a central feature in many peoples' lives and deaths 

around the globe. Governments, private and public sector researchers, drug companies, global 

organizations, non-governmental organizations, educational institutions, and community-based 

health organizations are but a few of the institutions in the international community that have a 

vested interest in HIVIAIDS. 

In attempting to gain an understanding of the political economy of HIVIAIDS, Wolf 

suggests it is "the changing product of an ongoing compromise between socially opposed and 

continuously contending forces (e.g., classes, genders, ethnic groups, sexual orientation groups) 



rather than the imposition of powerful upon the powerless or a mystical achievement of human 

complementarity across social groups" (quoted in Singer, 1998, p. 23). It cannot be stated 

strongly enough that AIDS is political, at virtually all levels. From the earliest days of AIDS, 

multiple voices have been competing for position, including those of 'authority' and those in 

resistance to authority. The interplay between hegemonic and counter-hegemonic forces in this 

pandemic bears strong evidence to the desire of infected persons to wrest control over their lives 

back from the often dehumanizing and impersonal bureaucratic political and biomedical 

institutions that are determined to control both their living and dying. 

Alex Keating's life, before AIDS, was political. Fiercely independent, she supported 

those causes that appealed to her sense of fairness and justice. After her HIV diagnosis, her life 

spiralled down a path of powerlessness. Being female in the mid-1980s, when the majority of 

community support organizations in Vancouver were oriented to homosexual and bisexual males 

and not heterosexual women, complicated her situation. The majority of biomedical research and 

drug testing was still aimed at understanding HIVIAIDS through the opportunistic infections 

common among infected men. In her narrative she speaks of gaining her 'life' back through 

becoming political. By learning the language of biomedicine, she was able to communicate with 

biomedical practitioners in a manner that left many uncomfortable. She opted out of AZT, a 

move that she believes saved her life but cost her the care of one of the leading AIDS doctors in 

Canada when she refused his offer of AZT. Later Alex determined that all of this doctor's 

patients that she knew about were taking AZT. One is left to question the efficacy of a treatment 

regime that is contingent upon one drug, one drug company, and a life-threatened client load. 

Alex often wonders what threat she posed to this medical authority by questioning the efficacy of 

AZT. Lock and Kaufert (1998) suggest that individuals who "challenge institutionalized power 

bases can be perceived as a serious threat" @. 6). Treichler (1 989) adds to this discussion by 

suggesting that: 

To challenge biomedical authority - whose meanings are parts of powerful and 
deeply entrenched social and historical codes - has required considerable tenacity 
and courage from people dependant in the AIDS crisis upon science and 
medicine for protection, care, and the possibility of a cure. These contestations 
provide the model for a broader social analysis which moves away from AIDS as 
a lifestyle issue.. .and requires us to acknowledge and examine the multiple ways 
in which our social constructions guide our visions of material reality. (p. 35) 

In discussing CMA, Good (1994) suggests that it "forcefully poses the question of when 

illness representations are actually misrepresentations which serve the interests of those in power, 

be they colonial powers, elites within a society, dominant economic arrangements, the medical 



profession, or empowered men" (p. 57). In applying this to Alex's experience with HIVIAIDS, 

as a socio-cultural construction, her social body has been medicalized in a way that defines her as 

a dying woman, though her biomedical relationship with death changes as the definition of 

HIVIAIDS grows to encompass more 'opportunistic' infections. Interestingly, though Alex has 

had common colds throughout her entire life, she no longer gets a simple common cold; rather it 

becomes medicalized as potentially another AIDS-defining opportunistic infection. Virtually 

every illness she encounters is filtered through her HIVIAIDS status to the point that, within a 

biomedical frame of reference, she becomes HIVIAIDS not Alex Keating, an HIV-positive 

woman. The language and culture of biomedical institutions and government welfare agencies 

demand that she be subservient and grateful for the expertise and assistance of these powerful and 

impersonal bureaucracies. 

Critical interpretive medical anthropology (CIMA): Contextualizing the illness 
story 

In discussing illness representations, Good (1 994) has chosen an interpretive approach 

that is informed by critical theory to address "the difficulty of joining political economy and 

interpretive perspectives, of integrating historical and global perspectives with rich cultural 

analysis in our ethnographic writing" (p. 63). Preceding CIMA, the emergence of an interpretive 

perspective in anthropology is traced to Arthur Kleinman's work in the late 1970s (Good, 1994). 

Kleinman's writing is oriented to a meaning-centred approach that grants primacy to the illness 

narratives of individuals and those in close contact with them. Kleinrnan (1988), in differentiating 

between illness and disease, writes, "I mean to conjure up the innately human experience of 

symptoms and suffering. Illness refers to how the sick person and the members of the family or 

wider social network perceive, live with, and respond to symptoms and disability" (p. 3). 

Conversely, disease is the taxonomic category through which the practitioner has filtered the 

individual's illness characteristics, coupled with other biomedical indicators of "an alteration in 

biological structure" (p. 5). Kleinman defines sickness as "the understanding of a disorder in its 

generic sense across a population in relation to macrosocial (economic, political, institutional) 

forces" (p. 6). 

In imbedding the illness narrative into the larger understanding of one's relationship to 

their health, one is encouraged to place symptomatic explanations within a complex network of 

social relations and cultural understandings. Attempting to regain a more holistic understanding 

of illness, disease, and sickness, interpretive theorists have challenged the influence of Cartesian 

reductionism on biomedical understanding and definition of the body (Kleinman, 1988; Lock & 



Scheper-Hughes, 1996). The "nonnative conceptions of the body in relation to the self and the 

world" are integral to how one perceives illness and the meaning attached to symptoms of 

sickness (Kleinman, 1988, p. 12). Calling for a more comprehensive network of understanding of 

the body in relation to illness, many have analyzed the construction of the body within the 

language of biomedicine, seeing the body as a multi-faceted, dynamic political agent. 

The analysis of the body as a cultural construct is central to Lock and Scheper -Hughes' 

(1996) discussion of CIMA. They theorize that understanding the complexity of the body is 

conversant with three levels of analysis: the individual body; the social body; and the body 

politic. The individual body encompasses the "lived experience of the body-self'; the social body 

"refers to the representational uses of the body as a natural symbol with which to think about 

nature, society, and culture"; and the body politic "refers to the regulation, surveillance, and 

control of bodies (individual and collective) in reproduction, and sexuality, work, leisure, and 

sickness" (p. 45). 

Good & Good (1 993) have explored the social construction of the medicalized body as a 

critical starting point in a student's education at Harvard Medical School. Beginning with an 

analysis of how the anatomical body is presented and following through the application of 

symptoms to a narrowly defined physiological diagnosis, they trace "the experience of learning 

medicine" (p. 90). By dissecting the body (cadaver) to an anatomical structure, the students are 

taught to see the body as hosting a medical problem needing a medical resolution. The process of 

"objectively" reconstructing the body, anatomically, is a very important step in developing the 

medical gaze (Good, 1994). 

Good & Good (1 993) continue to examine the language of medical school. They engage 

in a very compelling discussion as they make clear how the language opens up a new world to the 

student doctor. She learns to collect patient narrative explanations of symptoms, but reduces 

those symptoms to a few lines on a medical chart, devoid of the meaning that the ill person 

attaches to the symptoms. Learning to write and speak in medical school "authorizes the medical 

student as it constructs the patient" (Good 1994, p. 77). A patient's own illness narrative is often 

seen as a subjective, non-expert, emotional perspective on the medical condition; therefore, it 

does not warrant entry into the medical chart. Furthermore, Good reveals how the patient is 

constructed by the order of questions asked, and that the student doctor is evaluated based on the 

written report. In this sense the person becomes reformulated as a patient for treatment (p. 77). 

The process of medicalization "inevitably entails a missed identification between the individual 

and the social bodies and a tendency to transform the social into the biological" (Lock & Scheper- 



Hughes 1996, p. 48). Alex's narrative exemplifies this when she writes of telling a doctor about 

her persistent pelvic and abdominal pain and having him reply, "What do you expect, you have 

HIV." Alex's subjective illness experience is denied value in its own right and is reduced to the 

biological diagnosis of HIV. 

Lock & Kaufert (1998) raise an interesting and pertinent point regarding the medicalized 

body. Using Foucault's concept that biopower creates a "domain of expertise, constitutes its own 

objects of analysis to which it then responds" they suggest that, "bodily states are labelled by 

experts as diseases; certain behaviours are defined as deviant, unnatural, immoral, opening up the 

way for systematic and legitimized attempts of medicalization of both body and behaviour" (p. 7). 

Clearly, the indoctrination in medical school (Good, 1994; Good & Good, 1993) prepares the 

student doctor to work within the domain of biopower, a critical component within the master 

narratives of biomedicine and capitalism (Foucault quoted in Rabinow, 1984, p. 263). 

Alex Keating's story provides an interesting opportunity to look at these ideas in an 

applied context. The medical chart of her husband James shows his former injection drug use. 

He has a bleeding disorder, called ITP, which requires the transfusion of clotting agents when his 

platelet count falls too low. There was a time in the mid-1990s when James was having difficulty 

finding a haematologist who would order the requisite transfusions on a regular basis. During 

this time, blood and blood product were in short supply due to the "tainted blood problems" and 

the crisis at the Red Cross in ~ a n a d a ' ~ .  After trying multiple ways to get a haematologist to order 

the necessary treatment for her husband, Alex took him to the emergency room and refused to 

leave until he was treated. At some point during the night, a sympathetic nurse spoke with Alex 

and told her that the real problem in getting the treatment was influenced by his history of 

injection drug use and was complicated by the HIV and hepatitis C. Within the clinical narrative, 

James was seen as a terminally ill man and being held morally responsible for his medical 

condition (Good, 1994, p. 83). The consulting haematologist allegedly did not want to "waste an 

expensive treatment on a dying addict." 

The medical construction and subsequent treatment of both Alex and James Keating as 

diseased bodies have been at the core of their relationship with the biomedical community since 

37 Throughout the 1980s and into the early 1990s the Canadian blood supply, administered by the Canadian 
Red Cross, was seriously infected with both HIV and hepatitis C. As a result of many persons being 
infected after receiving blood products, the RCMP convened a task force to examine evidence and lay 
charges of criminal negligence and common nuisance against the Canadian Red Cross, directors and former 
chiefs of the Canadian Red Cross, and a pharmaceutical company. Those charged were cited for failing to 
properly screen blood donors, failing to properly test blood and warn the public about the risks associated 
with various blood products (CBC News Online Staff, 2002). 



their respective HIV diagnoses. While they have worked very hard to assemble a biomedical and 

complementary healthcare team to meet their health needs in a holistic manner, they still struggle 

to ensure humanistic treatment within many biomedical institutions. Alex is very pragmatic 

about her and her husband's biomedical needs and will do what ever it takes, including meeting 

the indignities of being defined biomedically as a diseased person, to ensure that these needs are 

met. This life and death struggle is an identity-constituting element of their relationship with the 

biomedical communities (Kaufert 1998), as exemplified by James' need for transfusions to 

combat low platelets, for without these he would eventually bleed to death. 

Foucault (in Rabinow, 1984) refers to the subjectification of the individual as one of three 

modes of objectification in his analysis of the politicization of the relations between body and 

social institutions. In the process of becoming a subject, the person remains active in self- 

formation. Linking this concept to both Nelson's (2001) ideas of restoration of agency and 

Frank's (1 995) theoretical discussion of illness stories as healing mechanisms, Foucault's 

subjectification mode "entail[s] a process of self-understanding.. .mediated by an external 

authority" (in Rabinow, 1984, p. 11) through which self-understanding is achieved. To move 

beyond the chaos of chronic illness, the deprivation of opportunity, and the loss of power that 

results from the surveillance of the political body that is congruent with HlV, subjectification 

addresses the nexus of power that remains with the individual and that is fundamental in building 

towards a counterstory. 

Resistance to the hegemonic control by biomedical and economic institutions upon which 

Alex and James rely is central to Alex's illness narrative. Abu-Lughod's (1990) suggestion that 

"where there is resistance, there is power" (p. 42) clearly reorients the relationship with 

hegemonic sources of power that enables one to see resistance not only as a form of power in and 

of itself, but as a possible avenue for the restoration of agency. Alex has often commented that it 

is the very struggle with doctors and welfare workers that keeps her going. Furthermore, as a 

guest lecturer in university classrooms, and a sensitization workshop facilitator for doctors and 

welfare workers, telling her story allows her to confront the medicalization of her 'body' that 

attempts to define her as a powerless woman with a catastrophic terminal illness. Of fundamental 

importance here is that she can recognize the external sources of power that seek to constrain and 

define her life, and work both within and outside of these institutional settings to retain some 

semblance of personal power. 

Alex has been able to assemble a biomedical care team that was willing to accept her 

earlier decision not to take any powerful and toxic AIDS drugs, yet still provide prophylactic 



treatment as needed. I believe this exemplifies the power that Alex herself possesses in decision- 

making about her health and thus reflects her agency. Also, her current care team's acceptance of 

her resistance calls into question the over-generalizing tendency to group all medical practitioners 

as cogs in the wheel of hegemonic medical institutions. As Lock & Kaufert (1 998) suggest, 

"biomedical knowledge is complex, often not standardized, and always open to contestation from 

both within the profession and outside" (p. 16). 

Applying the analytic categories of CIMA to Alex's experience with HIVIAIDS is usefkl 

for portraying the complexity of factors that collectively, though not equally or consistently, 

influence the socio-cultural construction of her as a diseased body. The categories allow for the 

meaning she assigns to her living and dying to exist on a level separate from the medicalizing 

definition of the biomedical community, yet facilitate an understanding of the influences between 

the different bodies. Important to note, however, is that while the generalized definition of these 

categories provides the reference for analysis, the complexity of factors that contribute to 

understanding the "three bodies" of Alex Keating are constantly shifting. 

As Alex describes her life 'in the beginning', she believed herself as closer to death, 

though the biomedical indicators of HNIAIDS showed minimal progression of the virus. Her 

individual body was dying. The consciousness of her social body was infiltrated by the stigma of 

the dominant narrative; thus, went into hiding. Her political body was powerless over those 

controlling forces that marginalized her very existence. Eighteen years later, with a consistently 

high viral load, and having experienced numerous AIDS-defining illnesses, she describes herself 

as more alive than ever. 

Ethnographic illness narratives 

Arthur Kleinman's intention in the 1970s was to bring forward illness narratives as a 

means of studying the "subjective experience of illness" (Ezzy, 2000, p. 605), and to look at the 

multiple influences that shape the telling of the story. Profoundly impacted in the 1960s through 

his experiences with critically ill persons while in medical school, Kleinman learned the 

"difference between the patient's experience of illness and the doctor's attention to disease" 

(1988, p. xii). Learning to talk with ill persons about their illness and to witness their experience 

became a foundation for much of Kleinman's writing on the value of narrative as a healing 

strategy. 

The hnction of these narratives for healthcare providers is equally important. They act as 

a vehicle to mediate between the personal experiences of suffering and pain and the external 



world of socio-cultural interpretation and treatment of both the ill person and their story. 

Narratives become "an essential resource in the struggle to bring experience to conscious 

awareness" (Ochs & Capps, 1996, p. 23) and in so doing, have a direct link to one's agency. 

They provide the willing listener, especially those in healthcare provider roles, with a "window 

on the ways illness can permeate lives and relationships and on the way the experience affects 

thinking and decision making" (McLellan, 1997, p. 16 19). 

When a person becomes ill this happens within socio-cultural and familial contexts such 

that there are many influences on how an individual may be impacted by their biomedical 

diagnosis and their personal relationships, among other variables. Nelson (2001) refers to 

biomedicine's control over one's disease experience as part of the master narrative through which 

ill persons become constrained and their personal and contextual experience becomes subsumed. 

Research conducted among fourth-year medical students' first-person narratives of stories of 

those infected with HIV have revealed that the ill person's story is often reconstructed in the 

transmission (Marshall & O'Keefe, 1995); thus, may reflect "the way in which individual 

meanings are externalized, objectified, and projected onto a socially and morally salient 

other" (p. 75). 

Marshall & O'Keefe's (1995) research involved fourth-year medical students listening to 

a PWA tell his story of infection and illness. The students were then asked to write a short 

account of the story and the subsequent group interview as if they were the HIV-infected speaker. 

The findings showed that the reconstructions were filtered through the subjective understandings 

of the students and the culturally constructed meanings that define HIV within the master 

narrative. Fear and shame were common themes that ran through the students' stories. The 

students were encouraged throughout the assignment to discuss their narratives with each other 

and in so doing, to voice their vulnerabilities regarding the meanings they assigned to HIV. 

Evident throughout the exercise was the interpretive dissonance between the original PWA 

narrative and those of the students. Without a doubt, the medical students' versions actively 

recreated the identity and experience of the patient and in many cases were more telling of the 

perspective of the student doctor that that of the patient. Recognition of the interplay between 

patient construction of their illness experience and that of healthcare providers is essential in 

understanding how the lived experience of illness does not happen in social isolation. 

Marshall & O'Keefe (1995) suggest that narrative exercises, such as the one discussed 

above, that can provide opportunities to "transform fear into compassion will be crucial in 

alleviating student anxiety about working with patients infected with the AIDS virus" (p. 75). 



The practical implications for illness narratives to influence medical policy are made obvious 

through the above-discussed research. Learning how to engage the illness narrative as a dynamic 

interpretive act between subjective communicative partners rather than reconstructing the patient 

in objective biomedical language will undoubtedly improve the agency of the ill person. In a 

practical sense the patient, rather than being undone by the biomedical reconstruction of their 

illness experience, may find they are able to become active participants in their own healthcare 

narratives. Given the exacting nature of anti-retroviral drug regimes, compliancy in taking the , 

drugs is often a problematic issue in treatment and care. Healthcare practitioners who see their 

patients as valuable communicative partners in building a care plan that gives voice to the 

patient's experience may witness a greater degree of compliancy than those who objectify and 

deny agency to the patient. Paying attention to how meaning is articulated by the teller and the 

listener(s) of illness narratives forces all communicative parties involved to address the subjective 

nature of how meaning is constructed. What it means for an HIV-infected person to live in fear 

of their virus is different from the fear of HIV that may guide an HIV-negative healthcare 

provider. Recognition of the heterogeneity of ways that experience is endowed with meaning is 

essential in developing an appropriate healthcare policy that works with HIV-infected persons 

rather than for them. 

Kleinrnan's writing on the value of subjective narrative experiences as a viable healing 

strategy can be linked directly to Nelson's assertions regarding the narrative repair of identities 

damaged by dominant disease discourse. Providing a space for illness stories to be told, ethically 

witnessing one's illness experience, and reflexively exploring the researcher's role in this have 

laid a foundation within anthropology to critically examine the complex contexts within which 

people experience chronic andlor serious illness, cope with disability and death, and aim to 

restore agency and identity that a biomedically-defined disease diagnosis often takes away. 

Alex's story: Illness narrative as an interpretive process 

Early in Alex's illness story she writes of the isolation, fear and loss of agency that is 

associated with illness in general and with HIV specifically. Her story traverses two decades of 

HIV, first, among other factors, as an advocate for safer sex and then as an HIV-positive woman 

and caregiver of an HIV-infected husband. In recounting her experiences from the early years of 

her infection to the present, one can see a shift in the telling, from the story of a frightened, 

ashamed, and dying young woman, to a much older and more philosophical person living with 

HIV. While this may seem a moot point, I intend here for the reader to realize how significant it 



is for Alex to recognize that she has lived long enough to 'get older'. It is in the shifting of her 

storyline that the seeds are sown for the counterstory to emerge. 

Over the course of her adult life, Alex's illness narrative has changed to reflect a 

coherence that she "uses to interpret the past, act in the present, and plan for the future" (Ezzy, 

1998, p. 177). While multiple plot lines are constantly merging in her story, they are reflective of 

the intersection of the socio-cultural discourses, biomedical constructions, and personal 

interpretations and lived experiences with HIV. As Hawkins (1993) maintains, illness narratives 

allow insight into experiential aspects of illness that the biomedical model ignores. Throughout 

the telling, one gains a sense that her story is about the struggle to find a sense of self-hood that is 

denied by the very institutions upon which she and James rely (Sakalys, 2000). In the struggle to 

reclaim her unique experience with HIV, which is often subsumed under the homogeneous 

moralizing of fear-laden master narratives, the words of her story acquire an emancipatory quality 

(Frank, 1991). This is clearly laid out in the way she writes of hiding her HIV status during a 

1987 medical procedure at the Cancer Control Agency of British Columbia, and of her 

subsequent shame and guilt surrounding the denial. That she can reflexively write of this event, 

including the associated negative feelings, and come to the place of self-forgiveness, has not only 

helped restore her agency and self-hood but has also provided the reader with a clue as to how she 

could both forgive and empathize with the friend who she believes infected her the previous year. 

In the opening of this chapter, Alex writes of how her role as caregiver for her husband 

has not only dominated her adult life, but has also provided a diversion from focusing on her own 

health issues. While Alex has recognized that this delay in self-care reflects denial and avoidance 

of her own health status, it is also characteristic of women's traditional caregiving behaviour 

(Bunting, 2001; Stein, Crystal, Cunningham, Ananthanarayanan, Andersen, & Turner, et al., 

2000), and thus can be seen as a normalizing activity in many ways. The policy implications of 

women's care-giving narratives can be seen as a guide for medical practitioners to develop health 

plans that consider a woman's determination of her priorities and where she places her own health 

needs in relation to those of her family. Clearly, Alex's caregiving role was of primary 

importance and often meant that her heath needs went unattended to. For a medical practitioner 

who does not understand the complex caregiving role of many HIV-infected women, they may 

misinterpret a women's reticence toward her own health as reflectivc of her being an 

irresponsible and unruly or problematic patient. 

In the mid-1980~~ as discussed earlier, Alex's chaotic life with HIV was spiralling out of 

control, as increasingly her agency was being denied by the varied contingencies of an HIV 



diagnosis. Meeting James, obtaining an HIV seropositive diagnosis, getting married, and 

stepping into a care-giving role, became key elements in both her narrative and her self-identity. 

It revealed not only how HIV had come to take over both of their lives, but also how she 

navigated her way through the chaos. Even throughout the years of her self-destructive behaviour 

and use of injection drugs in an attempt to bring an end to her suffering, Alex always ensured that 

James' needs were met. This plot is interwoven through her narrative and is not to be 

understated. 

In listening to Alex, the subjective caregiver story is one that is both burdensome and 

sorrowful, yet is also replicated in the stories of many couples, of all sexual orientations, where 

terminal illness is a lens through which the relationship is filtered (Wrubel & Folkman, 1997). 

Many of these stories become a testament to qualities of love and commitment that one often 

finds normalized within many mainstream romance narratives. Filtered through the stigma 

associated with HIV, the master narrative does not give voice to what it means to love another to 

the point that one would willingly give up her own health to help her partner. This story line is 

old and enduring. Associating it to many persons living with HIV, regardless of sexual 

orientation, needs to be addressed within interpretive analysis. These narratives exist as more 

than gender-biased quest plots (Squire, 2003). A point of critical discussion here is to recognize 

that in the subjective experience of caregiving, including that based on love, there are many 

positive factors that are often overlooked in a researcher's haste to reinforce the marginalizing 

nature of such a stigmatized illness (Wrubel & Folkman, 1997). As an outsider attempting to be a 

caregiver to my sister, I have come to understand how and why Alex tenaciously hangs on to her 

role as protector and caregiver to James when her own health is so clearly compromised. What I 

have at times neglected to see is that in the desire to ensure that James receives the requisite care; 

Alex has found a reason to live with HIV. 

An interesting example that represents this happened a couple of years ago in the story of 

her experiences with anti-retroviral drug therapy. From the time of her diagnosis until the spring 

of 2002, Alex spoke on numerous occasions of how she would not become involved with AIDS 

drugs as she knew of their toxic side effects and of the lifelong reliance on them once started. 

James' health improvement, subsequent to his beginning an anti-retroviral therapy, began for the 

first time throughout their mamage, periods where Alex was noticeably sicker than her husband. 

Clearly as James' HIV levels receded and his immune system became stronger, his focus on life 

was considerably more oriented towards the future. Where Alex had done most of the caregiving 

in the past, James was now providing similar services for her. The shift in their roles was 



something that often came up in conversations between James and myself. Throughout this time, 

Alex had difficulty giving up her control over caregiving within the home though many times her 

health left her few options but to accept the role reversal. 

During the summer of 2002 when Alex was consistently ill and not sure of whether or not 

to begin taking the drugs, James expressed the fear to me that she might become sick and die at a 

time when he was beginning to feel that there might be a future, however contingent, for him to 

look forward to. Not wanting to go forward without his wife, but not wanting to influence her 

decision about the AIDS drugs, placed James in a precarious position. Alex's desire to ensure her 

husband would never be alone again provided the impetus for her to begin drug therapy. Whether 

or not this will prolong her life is unknown though both James and Alex have begun to talk in 

future-oriented terms. Though somewhat tentative, the orientation toward the future is something 

that was seldom present in their narratives prior to taking the drug therapy. 

HIV, life, and the clinic 

Throughout the years that Alex has been living with HIV, finding appropriate medical 

care that does not usurp her agency has been a recurring theme in her narrative. The very nature 

of HIVIAIDS, particularly with the current treatment regimes, requires that one maintain an 

ongoing and closely monitored relationship with biomedical care teams. Alex's experience of 

watching her friends struggle to find appropriate healthcare, her own diagnosis story, and the fear 

associated with HIV seroposivity, are factors that impacted her delay in seeking medical care. 

Not an uncommon response among many who suspect they may be infected, Alex clearly 

articulates a number of factors that have led to this. 

As discussed earlier in the dissertation, the homosexualization of HIV, coupled with the 

moralizing about the 'kind of women who get it7, provided the most significant barriers to her 

seeking medical care. Alex's story tells of how she knew that the manner in which she was 

informed of her HIV diagnosis was just a harbinger of what was to come and that control over her 

own life would diminish with the diagnosis. In a study conducted by Raveis, Siege1 & Gorey 

(1 998) of HIV-infected women and their delay in seeking care, a number of factors were 

identified. In addition to those listed above, competing role demands of those women who were 

caring for an infected partner or child, denial of the reality of their status (including not informing 

physicians), needing to get to a place of readiness to accept the reality of HIV, seeing HIV as a 

death sentence, fear of dying, and being singled out and subsequently ostracized were the primary 



reasons listed. In Alex's narrative, each of these bamers have played a role in her own 

relationship with the medical community at various points over many years. 

Additionally, the excessive use of drugs and alcohol, after diagnosis, was also identified 

not only as a barrier to medical care but also as a way to deal with the fear associated with HIV. 

Throughout the period after Alex's diagnosis, the stigma of IDU made it difficult for her to seek 

out medical care, as her shame was compounded beyond that associated with HIV. The 

infiltrated consciousness that she experienced deprived her of the opportunity to seek out 

appropriate medical care as is, allegedly, the right of every Canadian. As Alex has often 

mentioned, "When you have IDU on your medical chart, no matter how far in the past it is, it 

really impacts the kind of care you receive." For many years Alex struggled to put in place a care 

team that would validate her own knowledge of how her life with HIV would best be served by 

biomedical intervention and, in doing so, listen to how Alex wanted her life with HIV to proceed. 

Unfortunately, many medical practitioners, seeing the IDU designation on Alex's and James' 

medical charts, found the moral justification to deny them respect and thus agency. 

When the Oak Tree Clinic opened its doors in Vancouver in 1994, both Alex and James 

were able to become patients there. After years of being marginalized by the biomedical 

community, Alex finally found a place where she felt she was being treated as both a valuable 

human being and as a necessary member of her care team. Her doctor's willingness to reinforce 

Alex's agency is clearly reflective of a recent trend in some HIVIAIDS medical care options. 

With anti-retroviral drug regimes being so exacting and physiologically demanding, they extract 

an immense toll on patients, often resulting in a high degree of attrition and non-adherence 

(Roberts & Mann, 2003). 

In 1995, Meredith & Delaney (1997) conducted a study among HIV-seropositive women 

attending a newly opened health clinic in St. Louis, Missouri. This clinic had a similar mandate 

to that at Oak Tree Clinic in Vancouver, British Columbia. The clinic was set up to provide 

comprehensive care and researchers were employed to survey willing patients regarding how the 

clinic could best meet their needs. The findings of the study identified the following: women 

wanted positive, supportive, non-judgmental, and personal relationships with healthcare workers; 

of healthcare practices, the respondents wanted honesty from doctors who would be truthful and 

take the time to fully answer questions; improved education and coping strategies; a place where 

care would be delivered in a positive manner regardless of the terminal nature of HIV; and a 

greater sense of control or involvement in their HIV care plan. 



Throughout Alex's story of her interactions with the medical community prior to 1994, 

one is continually confronted with examples of her being marginalized, being silenced, and being 

treated as a dying woman. This is reflective of both the master narrative of HIV and of the 

privileged position accorded medical doctors. The research abounds with case study examples of 

the ways in which HIV devastates those infected and, in Alex's experience, much of this had 

taken place in clinics, hospitals, and doctor's offices. With medical management of HIV being 

deemed crucial in maintaining its social construction as a chronically manageable terminal illness, 

some areas of the biomedical community have sought ways to improve delivery of healthcare. 

Clinics such as Oak Tree are being set up as a result. Based on female-centred models of 

healthcare delivery, they are essential to "improve the health status of women, remove bamers to 

healthcare, and honour women's role in society" (Hills & Mullett, 2002, p. 95). The care model 

includes a place for women's narrative experiences of HIV to be given voice and for women to be 

active participants in the construction of both the meaning and experience of living with HIV. 

While the care received at Oak Tree Clinic has made a considerable difference in Alex's 

and James' lives, they still must access other medical services that are based on a more traditional 

medical model. Often these services are reflective of biomedical marginalization reflected in 

oppressive master narratives. Though I have heard stories for years from James and Alex about 

the derogatory care they have received from persons in the medical community, I often thought 

they were being overly sensitive or perhaps too demanding, that is until I witnessed the abuse in 

action. Whether this was reflective of HIV-related marginalization, of the stigma associated with 

IDU, in response to Alex's vast knowledge of HIV treatment options, or from economic pressure 

of an overburdened healthcare system, the ability of some healthcare professionals to discount 

and discredit James and Alex is a very real and often-occurring phenomenon. In this third decade 

of HIV, the biomedical community, in general, still has considerable room for improvement in its 

treatment of PWHA. It is here that illness narratives, as counterstories, can provide a missing 

element in the improved delivery of healthcare for PWHA. 



CHAPTER V: 
ADVOCACY AND ACTIVISM: 

BUILDING A COUNTERSTORY 

..,,raph 17: Sculpted by Alex Keating, Spring 2 0 0 2 ~ ~  

38 Photograph by permission of Jesse Cooper. 



Alex's story 

I movedto Vancouverji-om Cranbrook British Columbia in the htterpart of 1983. 

When I movedto the city I k?zew three peopk One of these was a man I haddone theatre 

with in the town of ~ranbrookwfiere Igrew up. I hadmade arrangements to share an 

apartment with two g i h  I hadmet whiL writing my hairdressing ficense at Camosun Coliige 

in Nanaimo, British Coliumbia, so I hadaphce to Give when I arrivedin the city. B i s  fiving 

arrangement h t e d a l l o f 3 0  days as they drove me crazy. A t  the end of that month I moved 

into a smallbachelbr apartment just of f  CommercialDrive andfounda job at the downtown 

Hyatt Regency Hotelhair salbn. Within a couph of month of this move I contactedmy 

fkendfiom Cranbrook He andI got together for a drinkafew days hter at a downtown bar 

calbdBe Castb fib. I knew a coupb of the men with whom I'ddone theatre in Cranbrook 

were gay 6ut this was thejirst time I hadever been to agay bar. 

I remember having an absoluteljr wonderjbltime. %rough him I made many new 

fiends who were part of the gay community. I began to hang out andparty with these peoplk 

to the point where allmy social activity involvedthese newfitends. I became very clbse with 

a few people, rehtionships that htedforyears. f continueddoing hairfor a fiving ahhough 

after e@ht months at the Hyatt Regency salbn ~'dhadenough ofwhat I saw as a pretentious 

atmosphere so I changedemployment to a more yout ti-orientedsalbn. 

In  mid1985 I aho got a Saturday night job worbng coat checkat the hottest gay 

weekend dance club going at that time. 17ie bar was callkdJohn Barliys. Biere were three 

floors to this bar, the top was a seating area, the middb was a dance flbor andthe bottom was 

the bather bar. I workedin the coat check which was Ibcatedin the bather bar where aKthe 

bather a n d S m  [sadomasochism] guys hung out. I hada great time woreng down there. I 

woul;idress in s e o  Lathers andparty with the boys, it was a wiliiand eye-opening time for 

me. I met many casualanda few clbsefiends through this job. 

I aho becamefiends with a woman who was very active in the gay community 

akhough she herselfwas not gay. She was a sociali andpofiticaay active woman who opened 

my eyes to the broaderpicture of the coming epidemic o f - A l ~ S .  ,Nih~&h I was aware that 



this neiv iClkess was being tal=edabout with concern among myfiends, it d d n o t  seem to be 

something of imminent importance. None of myfizends to  this point were disclbsing that they 

were infectedwith this iClness so there was distance. Ajier I met her I was eqosedto a few 

peoplk who were wilfing to admit they were infectedwith %W I became aware of the 

eqectations these infonnedpeopli. hadregarding the potentiuCspreading of this illness andof 

the treatment persons with XW were receiving. What  I was harning seemedvery wrong and 

createda sense of outrage in me. 

lirlirough her I foundsomething I couMdo to help. I began distributing condoms, lube, 

safe sex handouts, andsafe sexpins. Ptfrrst  the pins were just your basic safety pin to signtfj, 

'$safe sex1' but hter  they hadslbgans on them such as 'bn me not in me." I wouliiheL@ distribute 

them at john @arliys on Saturday and on Friday, rounds of the gay bars wouM6e made by 

myseyor a group of us dropping these o#andpartying with our f inds .  I began doing this 

because Ifeft  a needto do something about this 'WVthing"that  was aflecting andk$li:ng my 

fiends. N y  purpose wouMl;tter be f i e  lhd by circumstances that struc fieven clbser to home. 

Ear4 in 1986,I appfiedforandgot a job with the Expo Corporation as a manager of 

the Canadiuna retail outlet on the WO grounds. When the training for the QO job began I 

decided to  quit my hairdressing job. I had been doing hair since 1981 and 1 wanted to do 

something hierent .  I couhfalwaysgo backto it. Just before Expo 86 began, I aho got a 

part time job at Penny's restaurant in the West Endof  Vancouver. I h d w a n t e d t o  

workthere for a lbng time, as it was a hot spot ofthe soczidscene of thegay community. I 

knew a few peoph who workdthere andwantedto workin t h e f i n  d stimuhting 

environment that it was. I hadaho moved to a new home at the beginning of that year when 

I Larned my activistfiend was moving out of her apartment and her roommate was Iboeng 

for a rephcernent. I knew her roommate casuafi so we decdedto move in togetherfor one 

month to see rfit wouhfwork It  d i a n d w e  continuedto be roommates for more than three 

years. M y  roommate aho worbd  at DoKd Penny's as a sh$t manager andfor us, being co- 

worters androommates seemedto workvery well 

In  September of I986 I was o#eredafiLCl time position at the restaurant. Knowing 

that Expo wasgoing to be overin li:tth more than a month andthat I was ma&nggreat 



money in tips, I tookthe ofJer and-quit q o .  I aLo stoppedwor&ng at John Barhys except 

for a few specidevents when I woulitwor&in costume as a c&arette girl: A s  1986 began 

more of the peoph I knew were disclosing that they were infected with S I V  anda few peoph 

I considered clbsejkends died of AlD.9, it seemed to be everywhere. llien a man I knew who 

livedupstairsf;fom us was diagnosedwith XI'l/. He was diagnosedon a Tuesday anddieda 

week lliursday. Nine days, that iat aClhe had after his diagnosis. Sudden& it aK became very 

real: 

lliroughout this time I wouliEon occasion go out dropping ofJcondoms andlube at the 

bars 6ut not as often as Gefore. I was involvedin getting the safe sexmessage out in other 

ways. Often this tookthe shape of behind ttie scenes Ibgistica6hel;p for events or campa$ps 

being staged: It was in August of lY86 that I went to Seattlk to ceh6rate my 2Ist birthday on 

the Tach Tourist Boat Cruise. It  was a great party weekend that endidin my not practicing 

safe sex and most l&& becoming infectedwith HI2/. l l i e  time I hadspent in the gay 

community haddone wonders for my seq-esteem. I h d f o u n d a  way to have safe rehtionships 

with men that were not sexualin nature. I hadfinal@ come to believe that I was a pretty, 

intelligent, &a6le, andjimny woman. Wi th  allthis I stillhdloneLness andinsecurity iflsl.de 

that woulitnot h t  me phce a high enough value on "me" to protect myseCf: It  tookme years to  

reafize that seFesteem was the missing component to ttie safe sex message that stiflseems to 

6e missing today. 

About si?C months after this boat cruise when the man I hadbeen intimate with &ed; 

I stoppedtiandng out condoms in 6ars. I didcontinue to he@ with phnning events and 

jimctions, as my roommate was often invohedin putting them on. N y  personaldenial 

regarding HIV began at this time. 

!My life went on fir&? this untilhtel988 at which time my roommate decdedto have 

so that my mother who was coming to Vancouvercouliimove in. I haddatedmy tiusband 

James a few times the year before andas 1989 began our dating was moreji-equent. I was 

attend% D o u g h  Col%.ge andappbng to SFU to attendthe faLTsemester as a mature 

student. I thinkit was summer when my mom mavedout andj'ames movedin. We movedto 

SFU in October 1989 and l  was testedat the fieaftti c h i c  that Decem6er. James and l  



maniedin February 1990 andmovedout of SFU that Apnlinto a shabby apartment on 

Welwyn St. in Vancouver. 

It was in this apartment that my worlifbegan to close in on me. I was living, $you 

coulifcallit that, in a state of hopebssness. lZiis befief was refbctedin my home by the cliutter 

amfhckof  care present there. I was not on5 ashamedof myseyforhaving this illness, I aljo 

became ashamedof my home andthe way I hadbegun to five my hfe through starting to use 

heroin. By now I was out of school; hadstoppedwo&ing andwas facing weyare; more 

shame. Jllthese factors resultedin my not inviting my familjr to visit and l  hadmade it very 

clear unannouncedvkits were not wekome. I also felt a certain rejection of my husband 

James on the part of my famib. I tookthe position that I f  they rejectedhim then I rejected 

them. Diis e~acerbatedthe dGtance. W e  fivedon Weliuyn St. for chse to two years. 

Spring of 1992 we movedto ~unzaby,  just down the streetj?om where my mother 

Cived: My worllfopenedup a Cittlk more here but not much. B e  d y  use, that began whib 

we were hving on Welivyn St., by this time, hadbecome a serious probbm. Farnib was rare5 

invitedover but on occasion I woullfgo visit them. James andmy mother became clbser during 

thls time andhe woullfvisit her often. I thinkthe shame of what my worllfhadbecome made 

me want to controlwhat peopli! saw. It  was in Fehary  of 1993 that I attendedthe women5 

retreat on Bowen Ishndandmy life began to open up. I hadmade contact with an addiction 

doctor aroundthls time andmy life lbng struggli! of battfing my ad2i'ctions hadbegun. J t  the 

retreat I made a commitment to volunteer my time with the women's organization that had 

put on the retreat. During that retreat I came to reaiize I hadsomething togive regarding this 

illness. I aljo realiedthat there was much I coullfgetj?om being involved I thinkmy drive 

anddetennination to e#ect change came as a result of my everiences with 60th the medical 

andweqare systems. 

When I began volunteering with this women's organization it hada6out 30 members 

incluuding the haya dozen women who hadorganizedthejkt retreat. lfils wor(,aho put me 

in contact with the otJier,UDS organizations in Vancouver, most ofwhich were lbcatedin 

the Pacif icA~)S Resource Centre (PAW). J h o  Ibcatedwithin P A W  wereAI)S 

Vancouver flZ/), the P A W  Library, AIDS Vancouver FoodGank andPoli  oZ Esters (a 



phce that gave away usedclbthing and house wares). S e r e  was aho a Lounge area for 

members anda smo&ng room for those who indube in that habit as I unfortunateCy do. 

was a new facility that M j u s t  come together theyear before. Prior to P'w, 1 
C B ~ !  andAICL)S Vancouver were located in separate lbcations and the women 's 

oqanization war a etchen tablk operation, so this new location was wonderfiiful i t  allowed 1 
for easier access to these organizations for their members andit afio allowed the i n d i d u a l  

organizations to Getter utilize their+nding. By evaluating the services each organization had 

to offer they were a6E to make some changes andnot dupficate seruices, thereby utifizing their 

money more effectivelry. From day one of my volunteen'ng I was answering phones, giving 

information, doing rt$errafi, counselling peers, andadvocating for women. fiere was no time 

for training. Being such a srnaLLorganization with one pademployee anda few volunteers, 

there were many tasks to be done. 

I was one of theftrst womenj?om the retreat to volunteer with the group andas such 

was much needed he@. %y volunteering started within a weekor so of the retreat. fig 

increasedtheirpaidstaff to two 6y hiring a woman who hadattendedthc retreat. She was 

hiredto workas an ofice msirtant, someone to be in this new ofice space during the 

dvertisedhours of operation. She was not comfortabb doing peer counselfing andadvocacy. 

She was on4 comfortablk keeping the ofice running andrefemng the women to someone eke 

forpeer counselfing/dvocacy he@. Furthermore she was choosing to remain anonymous 

regarding herstatus. VoCunteers were needed to do this work I seemedto tat&? to advocacy 

andcounselfing fit&? I haddone it allmy life. I was a goodlistener, empathetic and 

compassionate. I hadmore Cegdl; mekcal; socialpoficy, andweyare poficy information in my 

brain than I realizedundl banzedfast. I was abE to nav&ate in andnegotiate with the 

medicalandweyare systems using theirjargon andpoficies to counter theirpositions, which 

were often incorrect or unenlightened: 2 s  an advocate this allbwed me to approach the 

powers that beUon a more levelphyingfielii: For these andmany more reasons I was an 

excellint advocate. Finding a sense of accomplishment andfiCftlment doing this workbdme 

ito be in the @ce reguhrly. 



I don't remember the exact order in which mypu6Lc workbegan andprogressed 6ut I 

&do my best to document it. By 1993 there was agrowing movement to bring the women 

a n d m V  issue to the foregroundof the pubfic, medical andpofiticaCarenas. f i e  growing 

pubfic awareness increasedthe number of inquiries by the media regarding the speczfics of how 

MV was w e r e n t  for women. Due to these inquiries, effort was made to acquire input from 

alithe XW-positive women we hadaccess to andwith that input a document was created 

that wouMlhy out the basics of women's reali'ty in fiving with XW It was no more than a 

coupl;! of mon th  aafter I began to voiunteer that Iparticipatedin an WVconference as a 

speaker on a panel that addressedwomen's issues. 

fiis panelconsistedof doctors, frontfine workers o f  AIDS organizations, andmysey 

with a personaltestimonialof my eqerience. I remember that as I sat on the stage andbegan 

to teathe story of my journey I became very emotional: fiis was thefirst time I stoodup in 

public andspok to  strangers about my m'l? At one point during my story there were tears 

running down my face andas I Ibokedto the audience andsaw their tears, I couMsee that I 

hdtouchedthem. fiis was very powegWfor me as I didnot feeljildgment comingj?om 

them, I feh empathy. N y  ne* public eqosure was through the media. B e  Wreporter who 

handhdthe medicalstories for his station came to the women 'sgroup a n d l  was interviewed 

regarding the services that we offeredat this organization. I was aljo abl;! to discuss some of 

the speczfic issues that affect women with ?iW I'm not sure f t h e  fact that I was a woman 

Civing with HIVwaspart of the story but I thinkit was. 

During myjirst year I began to get involved in their speakers/education program. 

Many requests were made for women to speaJjinpu6fic settings. Due to the very few number 

of women involvedin this organization who were wi l l tg  togo pubfic about theirMVstatus, 

the demandoutweighedour abifity. 7lie document we hadproducedwhich spectf2edwoman- 

spec+ &sues became an important resource we sent to these organizations when we were 

una6b to senda woman representative in person. I aljo participatedin )?IDS 101 andsafe 

sex education sessions in h ~ h  schooh andjunior high schooh. ~t seemedlbgicaCandnecessary 

for me to give this information out to these young people at a time when many o f  them were 

beginning to make choices regarding their sewaipractices. 



Putting a face to this illness was of major importance, that human face seemedto tiek 

breakdown barriers andchalhnge preconceived notions. this education andpublic 

appearance workwas important. By doing these activities I was helrping to effect change, not 

onGy in peoph's sexmlpractices 6ut aho in the pu6Cu face of HIV that wouliiinfluence the 

socialandpofiticalcfimate. I hadaho taken on the rob of resource person andwas responsi6h 

for researching andproducing user-fiend4 information sheets regarding women-spec& 

issues. Even more important to my own personalheafing was the one-on-one counsellkg and 

advocacy I was doing for otherMW-positive women. To 6e a6.k to offer to these women 

something I d d n  Y have foryears, someone who couliitruljr understand the fear, sadness, and 

shame was powe+lb heafing for allinvolbed 

Advocating for these women was aho very empowering for me. I came to understand 

the 'Irystem"very wellwhether it was medcal; governmental; or societal: l l i 6  understandkg 

andmy own a6ifity to 6e logicalandconcise in presenting arguments on these women's beha& 

allbwedrne to 6e succes@lin most of my advocacy endeavours. Woreng with these women 

6ecame very cathartic for me andheCpedin thefinding of my own power andseg-esteem again. 

I aho participated with theA'l/spea&r's 6ureau. Itieir speakr's 6ureau received 

many requests for schoolpresentations as weKas facifitating educationalworkshops for the 

weyare department, medicalpersonnelandhome support workers. P V a h o  hada women and 

P I ) S  department that workedclose4 w' th  the women's group. firough P q  I 6ecame 

invohedwith some very interestingprojects. I thinkone of the more interesting and 

chalhnging was the FAWeducating andsensitizing work~tiop. lliis was a two-day 

workshop facifitatedby t he~Veduca t ion  department where weyare TinancialAidWorkers 

(TAW) were educatedin the reafity of Gving with HTV on a disa6iLty income andsensitized 

to the needs their cfients may present. 

f i e  hope was that this workshop wouLiproduce more empathetic TAWS andmore 

compassionate treatment towards those fiving on weyare with W2! G e  morning of day two 

ofthis workhop was when persons fiving wi th  SIV on weyare disa6ifity wouliipresent their 

perspective to  the T g W s .  G i s  was the aspect in which I was invohedduring my 

participation in a couph of these work$hops. I wouliihave f i e d t o  participate in this project 



on more occasions but that was not always possibb. I had become involvedin many projects 

and activities and was oj3en busy. 

Some of the other interesting projects that Iparticipatedin withgcllwere the medical 

personne l and home suppovt workrs education sessions. l f i e  home support wor&rs education 

sessions were a 4 hr. evening c h s  during which we taught the basics ofAIci)S 101 as wellas 

universalprecautions to those afready woreng in th is j ieu  For me the most important 

message to pass on to these worbrs was that, unhss they were exchanging 6ody~uid.s with 

their cfients, their clients were no n i k t o  them. ?liq in fact were a greater riskto their cfient 's 

health through the illness t h g  themsehes carriedand by not adhering to universalprecautions 

than their cfients woul;tbe to them. A s  for ttie medicalpersonnel; in th6  instance t h 9  were 

U@C nursing students. l f i e  format for these education sessions was ttiat someonej?om the 

,Weducation department wouhfconduct the information andsensitizing c h s  anda @TI(! 

wouLiprovlde personaltestimonialcomponent; this was my rob. 

Ear4 in the summer of 1993 a notice was receivedat tfie women'sgroupj?om the 

GlobalNetworkof Persons Living with 3iIVPID.S (@VP+) announcing their upcoming 

conference in September '93. lliis conference was to t a b  phce inJcapuko, Mexico andwas 

eqected to be a huge gathering of W P s j ? o m  around the w o r u  I wanted to go. %ty desire 

to attend the G W  + conference was eqressedto ttie group of women, 60th volitnteerand 

p a d s t a s  since most decisions in ourgroup were made 6y consensus at ttiat time. I was toM 

to mat&? some inquiries regarding expenses andrequirements andget backto them. Wi th  thts 

information I was ablk to make a convincing argument as to why I shouhfattend Permission 

wasgiven for me to attendrepresenting the group and the f indkg approvedto sendme there. 

lfiree otherpeople I knew were alio attending this conference. One was a man who 

was sewing on tfie @W! boardofdirectors, the other a man who wokedin the advocaq 

department of B C W P .  l l i e  thirdwas a woman I knew through the women'sgroup andwho 

was going to Medco as a representative of the Canadian AIDS Society. l f i e  @@%!A 

advocate and l  were goodfiends and he became my travefing buddy. lliis was myfirst trip to 

another country (besides the UnitedStates)  and^ was very excited I was alio somewhat 

concemedas I wouMbe requiredto changephnes in Los,%zgelks andenten'ng the United 



States $you have W V i s  illkgal: When the Security/Customspeoplk in Losi2ngehs were 

questioning me, I omittedthe fact that I was attendkg this conference as a participant. I 

toliithem I was attendkg as a presenter who workedin P I D s  education. G a t  was a fie. 1 

was not attend% as a presenter but as a participant. B i s  fie m d e  me feelfike a criminaLand 

Iguess in their qes, by virtue ofmy bhod; I was. G i s  barrier overcome, I continuedon to 

Meq'co. 

InterestingCy enough, I met a manfiom Botswana on myfirst day in PcapuLio who 

eqerienceddiscrimination when changing phnes in Texas on his way to this conference. 

When he wasgoing through security he was as&dttie purpose of his trip andhe was honest 

and toliithem he was going to participate in a conference forpeoph fiving with WV/PI@S. 

He was askdz fhe  hadAIDS andhe anmeredyes. Xe toliime he was unaware of the 

possibh repercussions of anmenng the HWquestion honest5 whih in the Unitedstates. 

Once his W V s t a t u s  was in the open this man was taken out of Gne to a private room and 

airport administrators were cafid to deal with the situation. 

Xe was fieliiin this room awayfiom allotherpassengers and his travefing companions 

whih the powers that be decidedzfthq weregoing to alhw him to continue on to the 

conference or make him return home. T h q  ako hadhis Luggage removedj?om the phne and 

brought to the room where he was being hel;i: Once the luggage arrivedit was immediate5 

wrapped in p h t i c  andsealkdwith tape as though it was contagious. This man missed his 

connecting fL$t to M e ~ c o  as the decision of what to do with him was being made. 

Eventualii fie was given permission to continue on to the conference but the discrimination 

ddn 't stop. 

He was &pt isohtedfrom aKotherpassengers in this room untilit was time to board 

his new fCight. JKthe otherpassengers were boardedandthen tie was escortedto his seat that 

was at the backof the phne where he was &pt separatej7om evetyone eke. He was toliito 

stay in his seat andnot wander in the phne. I t  was as though he was a criminalor a waleng 

contagion. His luggage was boarded but &pt sealedin pht ic .  It seemed they wanted to 

protect the generalpopuhtion 's liuggagefiom his. G i s  man toliime that he felt absolute 

humifiation by the way he was treatedby the airfine staflandthe way he was lookedat 6y the 



otherpassengers. I know he was concernedabout what treatment to eqec t  when he went 

home. I know listening to him teame his s t 0 9  made megratefilthat 1 hadliedto the airport 

authorities. 

Unfortunate5 this wouliinot be the h t  discrimination incdent I woul;ibe tolii 

about or obsewe during my time in Acapull'o. llie conference was thought provoeng. lliere 

were more than 600 W A S  attendingf?om aroundthe wo& ll ie plena9 sessions and 

workhops w e n  interesting andstimulhtedmy desire for change. I harnedso much. l l i e  

opportunity to networkwith other W A S ,  who were doing the same workas I, was 

empowering. Some of the socialandpoCiticaCconfCicts I obsewedwerefightening but 

understandabh. lliese werepeoplk who werefighting for their hves. At this conference we  

were abh to speakdirect5 to those who afJect worliipoli'tics on theAIDS issue. Leadi'ng 

researchers, authors and2.tbrliiHeahh Organization representatives were some o f t  he peoph 

we hadaccess to during this conference. I met some inspiring peoph, somej+om absolute5 

impovenihedcountries that were a6h to do so much with so litth. I h f t  that conference and  

that count9 knowing how l u c b  I was, how l u c b  aKof us Canadians are. I also Ceft with a 

strongerdetermination to make things better. When  I returnedhome I jumpedbackin with 

60th feet. 

I am aho a mem6er o f  @I@%!! a n d A 1 ~ 3  Vancouver @Z) andhave been since 1990 

and1991 respective&. Once I began volunteering with the women'sgroup andwas regulhr5 

aroundthe ofices I became more active5 involvedwith these two organizations. Since 

I was doing advocacy work1  began interacting regulhrGy with those at the advocacy 

department of B C W A .  fils ofleredme an excelint opportunity to h a m  as the advocates at 

B W A  are excelhnt andknow the 'kystem"weK llirough myf iends  then Igainedmuch 

information about the weyare department andhow it firnctioned: lliese felhw advocates a60 

gave me a copy of the wefare policies manualthat the FAWs base their decisions on. lliis 

gave me an advantage in my deahgs  with the weyare department, being abCe to quote their 

own poli'cies to them when maeng an argument of assitance andbeing abh to show them 

under which poli'cies this FAWcouliiofier assistance I f  they chose to. 



Sometime in ear5 1994 1 was approached by the Boardof the @C*I/2/A society and 

asked $1 wouUconsider complkting the two-year term of a boardmember who had to resign 

due to heaCth reasons. I t  was eqwessedthat t h q  speczfrca9 wanteda woman tofrlTthis 

position in order to have their boardmore reflkctive of the changing demographic of those 

infectedwith HI'1/. I agnedandbecame a member of the Boardof@irectors, a commitment 

that was forjust more than a year. 

I continued to workin 60th the ofice and the pu6fic domain. I continued to 

participate in a mukitude of projects with these diflerent organizations. By mid1993 the 

women's group hadgrown and had hiredan executive director. 3 s  a$lLtime volunteer I had 

been involved in the hiring process. I 6eCieve it was in the fallof 1994 that I was approached 

to participate in the Physician Education e q e c t ,  a joint project 6etween the women'sgroup 

andAV women's bureau. Si this project worbd  was that a doctor who speciafized in %IV 

andits manzfestation in  women anda woman who was Civing with HWwouliico-present to 

the doctors who came to the worbhops. llie specialist wouliipresent the medkalaspect and 

the woman wouLfpnsent thepersonafaspect of the reafities of K?Z? ltiisproject was ve7y 

success.+landweClreceived and cont inuedf  a year or so. During this time I participatedas 

presenter on four occasions. I was unable to participate more often as my hie had become busy 

with other invohernents. 

One uneqectedside eflect of this participation was that I was contactedby a woman 

I knew who worbdat  the British Columbia Centre for WcelCence. She was someone I knew 

casual5 who was aware of the work1 hadbeen doing. llie reason she contactedme was that 

she wanted me to fb to a smallcommunity up the coast, with herseyandan MV specialist, to 

participate in a workhop much like the physician education program. I was very honoured 6y 

this request. She couliihave as&danybodj~ but she ddn't, she askedme. 

A n  AIDS awareness event was phnned to take phce in Cranbrooh British Columbia. 

lliis was the brainchiliiof my skter Leih Cooper that came about as a resuh of her sense of 
helcphssness in coming to terms with my ilhess. She decdedat some point theyear before that 

she wanted to put on an iZI )S  awareness event in Cran6rookon W o r l i i A ~ ) S  Day, December 

1, 1994. She contactedme about thisphn andtourne her ideas for it. I said1 woulii 



participate andgave her the names of peoph she may want to contact anda few ideas I had: 

B e  rest she didwith herplitnning committee. 

P t  the end of November I travelhd to Cran6roouor a weekandparticipatedin a 

num6er of activities. lZiese includedrado interviews, education sessions at East Kootenay 

Community collige, education sessions at the junior high schooh, andculminating with the 

AIDS awarenessgalit on the evening of Decem6er Is. She managed to fine up known 

entertainersfrom out-of-town to volunteer their time and tahnt. She aho arrangedfor a Ibcal 

television station to record the event and then to plhy it at a litter date to their community. 

B e  money that was raisedj-iom these events stayed in their community. I was and am very 

proudof herfor what she did: Going backto my hometown was chalhnging andsomewhat 

fizghtening. I t  was aho very cathartic and1 hfc there with a sense of pride. 

a t  some point in eady 1995 I was askedto participate in a pilbt project being@nded 

6y the Canadian 3ID.S Society (i). Bis was callid f i e  Xational Women a n d H ~ V  moject 

and I was askedto participate as the Bn'tish ~olum6ia representative. Zliis project had 

startedtwo monthsprior to my 6ecoming involved: Why  I was approachedat this time was 

the person who was representing @ntZSh ColiLmGiu, afizendof mine, wasgoing to have to quit 

the project. Her duties to the boardof directors of i were taeng up too much of her time 

andshe was no Ibnger a6h to@@ participate in this project. I was a fittl'e overwhelmed 6y 

the prospect of woreng on a nationalproject but I accepted: 

B e  premise of thispilbt project was as follows. One womanfiom ~dmonton  AQerta 

was hiredas the organizet; herjo6 was to assist the representatives andset up meetings and 

travel: She wouliiaho 6e responsi6li for writing thejinalreport. One woman was chosen 

from each of the provinces of Canada to represent their region. AKthe women involvedin this 

project were infectedwith H W  lZiisgroup wouliiget togetherfour times during the year and 

in between meetings the representatives wouliimake contact andgather informationj-iom 

positive women in theirprovince. 

By the time I came onto the project, thejirst meeting, in Toronto, h d a k e d y  

happened: Myjirst meeting was in Nontreala6out one month after I joined the project. 



Gese  meetings tended to h t  four days wi th  vely Lt thf iee  time; they tiredme. a e  Montreal 

meeting provedto be diflerent than any other. @presentatives of women speczficaI)S 

senice organizationsfiom across Canada hadbeen brought together in Montrealto network 

with each other at the same time the women of  the nationalwomen andWVproject  were 

meeting. On the thirdday of  our meetings in Montreal; these twogroups were brought 

together to strateglie andnetwork 

Wha t  I founddisturbing was that as the meetingprogresseri; many of t h e s e a r m  

service organization representatives began to seem threatened by the nationalwomen a n d W V  

project. I couhf not understand why our simpb wanting to  speauor oursehes was so 

threatening. fiese,U>S service organizations workedfiom the mandate o f  empowerment for 

their members, so, why did they feelso threatenedwhen we became empowered? Qluring this 

day tempers seem toget hot andwords were misunderstood: A t  the endof the day Cittl;? 

consensus was reachedanda f e w  of  these olganizations reficsedto support f i e  National 

Woman andWVProject .  Wha t  I foundparticuhdy disquieting was that it seemedthat the 

most vocalopposition camefiom some of  the ,fiIDS service organization directors. I lift that 

day feeling s a d a n d c o n z e d  by what I hadwitnessed 

&?er the Ne*co conference, this was my ne* most senbus experience of  the negative 

politics involvedin the QIDSfielii: f i e  women involved in  the National Women and317V 

eoject  spent much of the fourth day woreng through the residue of  the thirdday. I 

personal5 lbst respect for a number of  peoph through that process andbegan to  question the 

commitments of i n d i d u a l i  at certain women's organizations to honour theirgroup's mandate. 

G e  residue of this experience has stayedwith me to this day andI'm sure has colouredmy 

opinion of certain situations. f i e f ina l two  meetings of  this project were hehfin H a l i f q a n d  

Vancouver. G e  information gatheredduring the course o f  this project was compihdinto a 

document andpresentedto the Canadian A I D S  society. 

fiis project was a success and the first of its Grid: I t  was the first project to focus on 

women's issues on a nationallevelandit was thefirst nationalproject to be directedand 

workedon by WV-posit ive women onCy. fiere are aho failures with this project. W e  fa ibd  

toget the support o f  allthe women's,fiI>S organizations we  triedto networkwith. a e r e  



was something about the autonomy the members of the nationalwomen's project demanded 

that seemedthreatening to somepeoph. It  was fik we were seen as trying to take theirpower 

away so they fought backby chiming their ownership of the womenJ1)S arena. I am proud 

of my participation on this project. I am proud I was part $a group of positive women who 

demanded their voice andpower stay with them andddso  in the face of some powe+l 

opposition. 

A t  the same time that I was involvedin the FationalWomen andWVProject, I was 

stilTvolunteering with allthe organizations at home. I hdsome very limitedinvoli)ement 

wit ti G C W J  prison outreach program. My invohement was, on a few occasions, 

participation in an outreach panelat a localprison. a e s e  presentations were focusedtowards 

prisoners andtheirfamifies. 3 group of ufi-om WJ w ~ ~ l i i t e a ~ ~ r  stories then make 

ourselves avaihble for one-on-one dicussions with the prisoners and/or theirfami4 members, 

I hadugreat dealof interest in pursuing more involvement in this project but the business of 
my Life anda decline of my health inte$ered: 

When my commitment was up with G C W J  Goardof Birectors I d d n o t  run for the 

position again. ltie politics of the bzlszness of AIDS was ta&g its toll I found1 no longer 

hadan interest in participating in any aspect cfJI>S service work that was ingrainedwith 

pofitics andpofiticdpower struggles. I know that just taling about the topic o fgI@S is 

pofiticalin itselJ that 's not what I'm rgerring to. What ~ ' m  referring to are the pofitical 

power struggbs that happen w i t h i n J ~ ) S  sewice organizations, between two different J IDJ  

service organizations and between these organizations and the government. 

ZXe fact that&n&ng f o r  projects was insuficient was a hrge part of the 

probhm. It  seemedto me that zfthe govemment coul;ikeep the dizerentJ~@S organizations 

fghting each otherfor a smallbit of thefundkg pie then the groups woul;in1t come together 

tojight the govemment for more money. Giis seemedto worvor  a while but eventual4 we 

aaseemed to smarten up andpoolour lobbying resources andaim them at ourgovernment. 

Funding t o J I ) S  organizations was increasedbut it stilldidn't meet the need: I t  ddmake it 

better though. llie inter-agencyfzghting was on4 a part of the pofitics I didn 't want in my 

Life any more. 



fiere was alio the stmggh between gay andstraight. It was Gke the gay men's 

community began feefing invisi6b as the women's community became vocal: I remembergay 

cofliagues stating their resentment at the attention the women were getting. Some were angry 

as they were beginning to feetinvisibb as women's issues 6egan coming to the ta6b. I 

remember one man sayzng that the gay men hadstarted the AIDS he@ scene and that if it 
weren't for them we women wouMhave nothing andthat the focus shouM6e theirs andthat 

we shouM6utt out. In a way he was dght. %ie gay community was the one who began 

addressing the AIDS issue on agrass roots bvel: I am trubgratefil to them for thls as they 

createdaplhce where I was a6b to  get some support Ibng before women got oganizedaround 

thls issue. I alio do empathize with those who fell that they were inv~kibh once the women 

began to organize andget attention of their situation. What I founddizcufi is the sense 

that it hadto 6e one group or the other, that there wasn 't enough room at the tabb for all 

aflfictedwith thls illness. Jndtet's bejian& I too wzihedthat women couM6utt out o f t f i e  

issue. I wishedthat there were no ianess a#ecting us for which we hadto$ght for that piece 

of the pie. Unfortunate5 that wasn't the case andour sibnce was @i%g us. So we fought. 

W e  fought to 6e seen, to 6e heard to be counted; to be a h e .  

%ie other aspect of this that I founddisturbing was between the WV-positive and 

the non-infectedpeopb invohedin the AIDS movement. It began to seem thatpeoph who 

were not infectedwith XW heMthe positions of power within many organizations. I aho 

watchedthem hoMon to that power with 60th hands. I t  was Gt@ some of these peopb fell 

threatened 6y mV-infectedpeopb wanting to represent themsehes. I saw some very 

disempowering actions comingjiom those who were hiredto he@ empower. ?fils turnedme 

off I did not want to be part of this stmggb anymore. I found it was all I couMdo to 

struggb through my own fife the best I couU I didn't needany eGra stuffon myplhte. 

Some time in 1994 I h d a  faffing out with certain peopb who made up part of the 

power structure o f t  he women !s group (see Append* 13). I'm sure some of my present opinions 

of what transpiredwere cobured by the circumstances surrounding the nationalwomen's 

project and the way I 6eGeve that project was dkrespected: Mostb my opinion of what 

transpiredwas refCective of how I 6efieve certain individuah actedin a manner that was not 



consistent with their organization's statedposition. I 6efieve ttie actions of  these peoplk were 

diametrical$ opposed to the mandate of the organization t h q  representedandupon which 

these organizations base theirfiLndng requests andpubfic persona. Plthough I 6eGaedat 

that time, andstindo, that certain actions t a b n  6y these individuals on 6ehayof their 

organization viohtedthe actuaiity andthe spirit of their mandate, I chose not to  pursue it 

eitherpofiticalb or lkgalb. G i s  6eing the case, I have decdedit wouliEnot 6e fair or right of 

me to go into spec$cs of wtiat transpiredandpoint fingers. What I woul;ifi& to do is 

comment on something that 1fiddistur6ing. 

It  can be d i i c u h  for peopb fiving with WV to frndemployment; this is for a num6er 

of reasons. ,fin i n d d u a f s  heahh can get in the way of being abh to attendworkeight hours 

a day, five days a week Tlie potentialfor inconsistency of one's heahh andthe suddenness 

with which that heahh can change can mat&?$@lfing emplbyment commitments h f i cuh .  

Gere are very fewjob situations in which disclosing one's W V s t a t u s  wouliEbe considered 

absoluteljr necessary. In circumstances that the nature of the emplbyment is such that the risk 

of WVtransmission is an actuaCpossi6i&y, 1 wouliEthinkone might want to consider 

whether t h q  shoulitbe in this emplbyment and f s o  shouUinfonn their emplbyer. 

Circumstances of emplbyment where there is no inherent riskof WV transmission can still 

pose a pro6lkm for those infectedwith WZ? Nany emplbyers are just not w i l i  to tat@ on 

an emplbyee who discloses they have XI%! Gis may 6e for many reasonsfrom ignorance-based 

fear to concern of losing cfienteh due to the stigma of WZ? 

In my opinion, an WV-positive person's inability to guarantee ongoing good heahti 

wouU6e the bz&est Gamer to long-term emplbyment but this rare@ seems to be the stated 

reason why peopE are not hired With  that s a d  many peoph who five with W V h a v e  the 

abifity to hohfdown emplbyment, evenfiLlLtime emplbyment. For those whomfirlitime 

emplbyment is not realistic, part-time workwoulit6e an option. But even this can be hardto 

ftnd fyour status is known. Choosing to not dische yourX7Vstatus to an employer is not 

on@ an option, 6ut a60 a @tit, as lbng as it is not a job that, 6y its nature, is hiBh nilZfor 

MVtransmtssion. Unfortunate4 for many who choose to k e p  theirX7Vstatusprivate, 

some emplbyers require a physicalexamination 6y a doctor to 6e efigibh for ttie medkaf6enefits 



they offer. Biis can Eadto thirstatus being discovered. Sere  have been many situations 

where employers havefindan employee because theyfindout they have m'I? %ey don't 

come out r&ht andfire them for having that woulitbe discrimination. Bieyfindother 

reasons to let them go. 

Bie other aspect of this employment thing that concerns me is the number of M V -  

positive peoph who are not employed by AIDS service organizations. What Gndof message is 

being sent to the outside worlitwhen few of the employees of grass roots,U)S organizations 

are KW+? It is my opinion that these organizations shoulitset an eypmph to the rest of 

society by theiractions, not just their words. M V +  peoph are often offeredvolunteer 

positions or contract work6ut notfittltime emplbyment. %ere are the exceptions andsome 

organizations are better than others when it comes to the ratio of K?V-infectedandnot m V -  

infectedemployees. But those who ofJer equalemplbyment access are rare. 

A$er this falling out, I stopped my regulhr in ofice volunteering at the women 's group 

but d d o n  occasion continue to speakpubficCy at their request. When it woulitbe arrangedfor 

me to speak I wouMnot state I was there as a representative of an organization. I wouM 

state I was representing myseqas a positive woman. I aho continuedspea&g with the 

AIDS Vancouver speakrs' bureau andparticipating with the B C W P  society. What seemed 

to happen was that I startedbeing contacteddrectb to request my speaeng services. I was 

asbd to  speakto some intro anthropology chses  at Kwanthn University Colhge (WC), 

which I did: I was a&o askedto speakto some sociolbgy andfiberaleducation chses  there. 

Biere was a student who hadlistenedto me speakat one of these clhsses andshe toliihersister 

about me. Her sister was a nursing student who contactedme aseng $1 wouLfpresent to her 

chis aspart of her chsproject. S e  instructor of this nursing c h s  contactedme to come 

6ackthe fol'lbwing year andspeakto her students again. 

Biere was another student who had heard me speakin one of these chses  who was 

invohedwith a youth organization, %is organization was having a weekendretreat. Sq 

askdme to come andpresent an afternoon workhop onAIDS 101 andsafe seq I accepted 

andwe hada good time that afternoon. I always foundthat miying humour in with my 

message was the best way to get it across. 



At s o w  point, I think '96 or ' 9 6 1  was a s & f t o  arrange for a panelfor each of ttk 

Kwantlkn University Cofige campuses for t h r  muCticdturim anddiersity month. 1 took 

this on a d w a s  a61k to organize an interesting addiberse panelof presenters anda varied 

assortment ofliterature as hattcibuts. Z?iispanelcomistedof a man who wo$edat a nee& 

e@iunge, a young a6o?iginalwmn, a youth organization rqnesentative, andmyseg I 

6efieve t h e  who asbdme to organize this were hqqy with th outcome. My speaking to 

chses  in t h  anthrvpolbay, sociolbay, andl~erdeducation dkpartments at KUC continue 

untifpresent dry, I h v e  aho ribne presentations at Simon Frmer University and(Dough 

C o h e .  

Photograph 18: HIVIAIDS panel discussion 
Kwantlen University College, 1 9 9 6 ~  

By ear5 1997 my h a h h  M&fti tedto the point wliere my volunteer actiuitzix M t o  

6e h h d  %is was part5 due to the stress invoCvedin tlie 6uss'tt~~s ofJI(DS andpart5 due 

to t h e g m d p r o g r ~ ~ s i o n  of my mQ My fatbue andttk stress were defmite factors in my 

getting iMadstaying in: On occasion I w o u h f ~ ~ r e q u e s t s  6y a women's group o r J V  to 

pu6&5 spe(ke,andl w o u H f d l r e q t s  of organizatwns direct5 to speakpu6&5,6ut that 

was a6out it. Jfier 1 s toppedwl~ntee~ng my ad'vocacy wo<didnot end; it just tookon a 

more personaldirection. 

M y  hus6andwas wry sukandconstant(y inwlwdwith  a medudsystem t h t  was 

ofien &ss than empathetic. W e  were aho &kg on weyare andregu&zr(y stnggCing with that 

power structure. M y  s w h  as an advocate came in h d y  6ut m e  cliaClkngd I foundit 

39 Photograph by permission of Frances Chaing. 



interesting that when I calhda government or me&calorganization on behaFof another 

person I wouLftie Cistenedto andtreatedwith a certain amount of respect. When I wouH 

call to discuss my own situation I was ofcen dkmissed I have always foundandcontinue to 

f ind this veryjhstrating. W h y  was I respectedwhen discussing someone eke but disrespected 

when discussing my own famib? G e  ugh  doubh standardrears its headagain. Having been 

treatedas a peer by medicaCprofessionaG andgovernment personnel I can assure you there !s a 

double standardwhen you're approaching them as a cfient. 

phhough we as a society anda medkalsystem have come a long way since the31D.5 

epidemicfirst came on the scene, some things have not changed f i e  pessimist in me doubts 

t h q  wllever change and the optimist is hopefil: N y  deckion to become active5 invohedin 

thePI>S movement andthen to go publu about my situation hadmubiplk motives. Yes, I 

wantedto efJect change. I wantedto make a hdzfference. But for me it was aho about lbsing 

my shame, retaining my pn'de, and my abikty to tiofif my headup andsay, ' G i s  is me, take it 

or have it." llie workI've done has hekedfacifitate this. 

Nost aspects of my activity in theAID.5'fiLihave been positive but there are those 

that were not. Being public opened me up to discrimination. pfcer having my face and name 

on the andeleven o 'clock news broadcasts I receivedsome obscene phone cat%. W e  alio had 

to move out of our home on Welwyn Street sooner than eqectedbecause the property manager 

andher abusive son who fiveddownstairsfrom us foundout about us having 3iIq ahhough 

not through the news. I'm not sure how t f i q  foundout but the resufis were threatened 

viohnce, insubs, andintimidation. $0 we founda newplhce to five andmovedaway. f i e  

discrimination from this lhndlbrdwas not the on5  discrimination we (ve faced 

My husbandJames a n d l  have faceddiscrimination from medicalpersonnel; as 

discussedearker. From weFare, there have been a few incidents of discrimination relating to 

ourWVstatus.  Most of this discninination has been relhtedto our having a history of drug 

use, for which we present6 accessfinds to pay for ongoing dmg treatment/counselfing; 

however, some of it coulitsimplry befiom being poor. B e  fact that my pubficity h d t o  

discrimination plhyeda minor rob in my decision to stop doing the interviews. %e main 

reason I stoppedspeaeng to the media was that I just wantedto t a k  my life andmypnbacy 



back Being pubfic infiont of a room of 30 students or a couple of hundredconference 

partic@ants is very dijj5erentfiorn being on the st?C o 'clocknews. In those situations I can do 

pubfic speaeng andstill be anonymous. G i s  is the route I chose for a number ofyears. But to 

be fair I d d n ~  on5 ma& the choice to stay out of the media because of anonymity. I aha 

made this choice because other matters hadtat& precedence in my hfe such as my husbands ill 

healih andmy own healih challenges. 

(When I movedto Salt Spring I s h n d ~  became involvedwith the Southern Gu&Isl;lnd 

AIDS Support Group who joengb calhdourselves GIGI or the GuFIshnd @ern& 

~mmunologists. My husbandand1 have been attendkg their suppoe meetings since we 

movedhere three years ago. B i s  past autumn ourgroup decided we wanted to da a big AIDS 

awareness campaign for WorlitarDS Day. W e  decdedwe wantedto have anA1n.S walkon 

December ISt  as wellas some other ideas for entertainment andjimdraising that we &ked 

around: W e  aho decidedthat we wantedto put an invitation out to members of our 

community who were doing workin the j ie l i to fJ~DS whether Ibcalb or intematwnalb. 

Our hope was to challenge the community to particzj7ate so we put an adin the paper 

aseng those members of the community to come togetherfor a meeting. 3 few members of our 

group volunteeredto take on attending this meeting, which hadan excelint turnout. Bese 

ideas tookon a life of their own as thisgroup of community members volunteeredtheir time 

andingenuity to turning this into a weeklong event. 

B e  weekhading up to worEAIDS day began when 7,000 crosses were phnted in 

Peace Parklocatedin the centre of the town. There were redcrosses fonnedinto the shape of 

the redribbon surroundedby the white crosses. These 7,000 crosses were representative of the 

7,000people who die d a i l y f i o r n g ~ , ~  wor l ; tde ,  that 'sjive per minute. It was a very 

powe+lae piece. During the weekhading up to W O ~ E J I G S  day there were events that 

tookphce eve? day or evening. lfiese includedAIDS education sessions, documentatyjilms, 

Ibcaldances, a n d l o  members of our community volunteering to five Cike they hadAIDS for a 

week W e  ahoput out redribbon boxes to colhct donations andas an awareness campaign. 

A h  were put in the paper regarding the events phnnedJor that weekandwe hada lot of 

coverage of the art piece made of crosses. 



There was alio a reporter who wantedto do a story about the realities of living with 

%Win the Southern GuvIshnds. Some members of our support group spoke with him and 

were includedin his artich, but on4 anonymous6y. I was approachedby a member of our 

support group who knew that I hadprevious4 been pubfic about my HI'Vstatus andwas 

ast@dzfI wouldconsder spea&ng to this reporter without benefrt of anonymity. I d d t e l l  

him I wouldhave to thinkabout thls overnz$t but callidthem backthe neQ day to say I 

wouUdo it. G e  man who interviewedme andwrote the artich usedmy words in an 

honourable way, tie ddno t  change the conteG of what I saidandfor that ~'mgratefil: ~t 

can be dangerous spea@ng with the media. %ey have great power as they can change your 

words by what they emptiasize andhow t h q  put them together. 

When I was ast@dto do this interview I hadto reevaluate how I fect about having my 

name publiclry l inkdwith HWonce again. A s  I saidearlier, you can be in the chsroom and 

stillretain your anonymity. For that matter in a city the size of Vancouveryou can be on the 

s&o tlbcknews andstill be fair5 anonymous. But on an ishndof 10,000 peopli it's hardto 

be anonymous once you have taken a public position. I hadto consider this and1 hadto 

discuss this with my husband; as it wouhfalio impact him. Fortunate& he eqressed that I 

shoulddo what I chose, that he didnot mind$I went pubfic here on Sah Spring. I was very 

carefilnot to speakabout James in thls newspaper article as dkclosing his HIVstatus is his 

business, especial5 here at home. I know that James prefers not everybody knowing he is 

fiving wit h Hl'l? 

In the dissertation I do speakabout James and his personalbusiness but on5 to a 

point. During my years of pu bfic spea&ng I most always spokefiom a personafperspective 

andJames was a big part of that. I befiewe he consented to this because my speaeng in the 

forums I didrare5 haddirect impact on his liye. On those occasions when the pubfic &d 

invade the private he tookit in stride. In that this dissertation zk taken in partjiom 

transcripts of some of my presentations, it seemednecessary that James be a part. He was 

agreeable to this. I have alivays triedto stay within the boundaries James has chosen andhe 

trusts me to honour his wishes. Gere are areas of James' life that he does not want for public 

consumption and1 respect that as I too have chosen to keep parts of  me for me. 



Alex's scrapbook 

NO MORE HUM WINE4 PIGS 

STOP 

THAT KIL 

L IKE 
THESE 
WHO NEEDS 

NOW! D e a d  Fr 

N@ll G O L D E N  G A T C  

Photograph 19: Alex collected these stickers at various national and international 
AIDS conferences in the 1990sM 

TOXIC 
Toxic by inhalation, in 
contact with skin and if 
swallowed. Tar el or- 
gan(, : Blood lone mar- 
row. l/ you f e d  unwell, 
~ t e k  medical advice 
(show the label where 
possible). Wear suitable 

I..- -I-.'.,..- 

SIGMA 
3'-AZIDO-3'- DEOXY- 
THYMIDINE 
[An; Azidothvmidine) (30516-874 . . 
Desiccate C,,H,,N,O, FW 267.2 

Store at less Purity F= I . ~ w ~ ( o I ~  88% mre (HPLC) mty.  NO^ lor 
than O'C drr& houmholl or other rrss. 

ACTUAL COPY OF AN AZT LABEL 
This label har  appeared on bottles containing as little as 25 milligrams, 

a small fraction (1120-1150) of a patient's daily prescribed dose.1 

Photograph 20: AZT label" 

" Permission for use granted by ACT UP, New York. 
41 Source: Maggiore, 1997, p. 14. Caption footnote cites the Physician's Desk Reference, 1994, p. 324. 



Laura's response 

Alex's narrative of her activism and advocacy work, both before and after her HIV 

diagnosis, is reflective of a complexity of personal and public factors. In her quest for a safe and 

supportive living environment, as discussed earlier, she moved into the West End of Vancouver 

as a straight woman in the city's gay community. Through her work and living situation, she 

became sensitised to the ways in which HIVIAIDS devastated her community of friends. Rather 

than falling prey to socially-acceptable stigmatising and moralizing about those who got it, Alex 

chose to take a stand against this as her good friends were becoming sick and dying from, as she 

puts it, 'a horrible death'. Bearing witness to the lives and the debilitating deaths from AIDS put 

Alex in a position of advocacy long before her own suspected infection. 

In this early AIDS advocacy work, Alex benefited from the way in which the gay 

community was able to mobilize in response to HIV. In Vancouver, as in other major centres 

with established gay communities across Canada, were support groups of persons who had 

collectively fought for the right to live their lives in an open and free community of their 

choosing. In Vancouver's West End, one could find a community in which a gay person could 

live in relative safety from those who found a gay lifestyle immoral. The West End had a degree 

of institutional completeness, much like that which existed in many of the city's ethnic 

communities. This meant that when HIV hit the community, there were already political and 

social structures in place that could be utilized in the struggle against HIVIAIDS. As an 

individual supportive of her ailing gay friends, I would argue that Alex's early advocacy work 

endowed her with symbolic capital that years later she would draw on in an effort to build her 

own counterstory. 

Nelson (2001) writes of the way in which oppressive master narratives influence the 

identity development of sub-populations. She explores how abusive power relations result from 

"material, political, and institutional arrangements and practices" that influence peoples' thoughts 

and actions (p. 107). With the development of a successful counterstory, the weaknesses in the 

master narrative can be found and dismantled to the benefit and identity repair of those oppressed. 

While altering a master narrative is no easy feat, a successful counterstory must be able to do so, 

at least in the area where the oppression is rooted. The counterstory must be able to create a shift 

in the master narrative such that the moral redefinition of the oppressed person(s) becomes 

accepted. In doing so, the marginalized person's access to opportunity can be restored; thus, 

identity and agency can be repaired. The "narrative acts of insubordination" (ibid. p. 8) that fuel 



the counterstory are at the core of AIDS activism and create the vehicle through which oppression 

is challenged. 

The homosexualization of HIV, within the master narrative, was constructed as a 

'natural' fit. It created a group that was presented as morally deficient and thus to blame for their 

circumstances. In this case it was HIV transmission. Supported by political and religious leaders, 

sensationalized by the media, and promoted within the biomedical circles, the oppression aimed 

at the gay community and their supporters bore the characteristics argued by Nelson (2001) that 

constitute the power base of oppressive master narratives. Exploitation, marginalization, 

powerlessness, cultural imperialism, and violence were used to create an 'us and them' scenario 

that many believed would provide protection from the scourge of this allegedly morally- 

discerning plague. Unfortunately, the narrative would ignore the biomedical reality that "our 

ability to pass viruses connects us across space and time, across race, religion, and social class" 

(Shapiro, 2002, p. 2 198). It would ultimately be the efforts of the growing AIDS consciousness 

and resulting activism, coupled with the rising death toll, which would reflect a more appropriate 

reality about who could get HIV. This began the process of exposing weaknesses in the master 

narrative to which the counterstory could assert itself. 

By living within a gay community, Alex was subjected to the direct and indirect impact 

of wide-scale oppression against those persons who made up her intimate circle of friends. The 

sadness and helplessness of having so many dear friends die such tragic deaths ignited a fire in 

Alex that enabled her to choose activism and advocacy to help keep her community safe. It also 

enabled her to believe that those who were dying from AIDS were not suffering in vain. Aware 

of the social constructions around the kind of people who got it, Alex chose to focus her public 

behaviour on promoting safer sex within her community, while her private actions revolved 

around caring for and supporting her dying friends. 

Alex's initial foray into AIDS work resulted from her support of the gay community, 

though her own suspected infection brought an end to her advocacy work for a number of years. 

While denial is a common response to suspected HIV infection, as discussed earlier, the reasons 

are as varied as are those who become infected. Alex had witnessed extreme stigma, 

marginalization, and violence directed toward the homogenized 'risk group' of gay men, and 

believed that, regardless of mode of transmission or gender, much of this would come to define 

and constrict her public world once she was diagnosed. The use of risk group, though a viable 

epidemiological category, was used to stereotype and marginalize "people already seen as outside 

the moral and economic parameters of the general population" (Grover, 1987, p. 7). In 1987, one 



year after Alex became infected and during the time when women with HIV were invisible, the 

United States senate declined finding for AIDS education among gay men. This decision was 

based on moral judgments targeted against this risk group, regardless that they comprised the 

highest rates of HIV infection to date (Grover, 1987). Clearly, the AIDS education projects that 

existed at the grassroots within many gay communities across North America needed stronger 

platforms from which to challenge the oppressive master narrative. These narratives were not 

only being aimed, once again, at gay lifestyles, but were also contributing to fear-based behaviour 

and ignorance that were costing many people their lives, regardless of sexual orientation. The 

resistance movements were necessitated by the damage brought about as much by the socio- 

cultural constructions of HIVIAIDS as from the rising infection and death rates. These resistance 

movements were key sources of power from within which many infected persons could use their 

own experience of marginalization and stigma to challenge the moralizing of the master narrative 

and thus begin to repair damaged identities and restore agency. By targeting the immorality of 

the master narratives for complicity in the growing HIV epidemic, the narrative insubordination 

(Nelson, 2001) of the counterstory was launched. 

Resistance and power 

Though not a homogenous narrative, the story that evolved to counter the misinformation 

that made up the dominant AIDS discourse in the 1980s developed primarily within gay 

communities for a number of key reasons, not the least of which was an effort to save the lives of 

many gay men. The political coordination necessary in the post-Stonewall days4* (Padgug & 

Oppenheimer, 1992) that resulted from the fight for gay liberation and human rights in the 1960s 

and 1970s created an organizational structure which could be used as a vehicle for 

communication of the key ideas. People were dying and the dominant narrative accommodated 

and explained their deaths as inevitable due to lifestyle choices and immoral behaviour. The 

inhumanity of this blame-the-victim narrative provided the impetus for many activists to 

challenge the morally degrading representations around those who were infected. Nelson (2001) 

suggests these resistance strategies are necessary elements in freeing moral agency (p. 150). 

Repeatedly, the gay lifestyle was attacked, to the detriment of accurate information about HIV 

transmission making its way into the public consciousness. The ability to 'other' the gay 

~ - 

42 On June 27, 1969, police in New York City raided a Greenwich Village gay bar. Patrons of the 
Stonewall Inn fought back, sparking the beginning of three days of rioting againstthe hostility and 
punishment inflicted by mainstream society. The Stonewall riots are believed to have laid down a 
foundation for the gay rights movement that followed. (Milestones in the gay rights movement, 
http://www.infovlease.corn/ipa~AO 194028.html) 



community is clearly reflective of the way master narratives construct the identity of a I 
marginalized group. The counterstory that had been mounted by the gay community in the 1960s 

and 1970s, in the quest for legitimacy and liberation, was a successful one. According to Nelson 

(200 I), however, the onset of HIVIAIDS in the 1980s disrupted this carefully constructed, though 

vulnerable, identity . 1 
Throughout the 1980s, increasingly more people from diverse backgrounds were 

contracting HIV, becoming sick, and dying. The reality of the changing face of AIDS was not 

making its way into the public consciousness, while the death toll rose at an alarming rate. In the 

spring of 1987, Larry Kramer, an activist who was instrumental in the 198 1 creation of the Gay 

Men's Health Crisis in New York, called for those who were affected by HIV to mount a more 

focused attack on the powerful forces that were controlling the lives and deaths of infected 

persons. The resulting formation of ACT UP (AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power) "was devoted 

to direct action to end the AIDS crisis" (Harrington, 1997, p. 275). Circulating leaflets, ACT UP 

suggested they would, "Hold the government publicly accountable for the genocide it has 

perpetrated on [the gay] community and others" and they "believed the government failed to act 

swiftly and effectively against AIDS because it was seen as a disease of expendable minorities: 

gay men, IV drug users, and people of colour" (Corea, 1992, p. 80). In an effort to do this, ACT 

UP, as well as other organizations, focused "on social and institutional reforms, such as 

encouraging increased government funding for prevention and treatment efforts, through public 

demonstrations as well as private deliberative interactions with government and industry 

representatives" (Brashers, et al., 2002, p. 114). In the area of treatment activism, ACT UP 

forged new ground by learning the language of their adversaries and mobilizing on many fronts to 

gain as much ground as possible (Harrington, 1997). 

As counterstories, the treatment activism of ACT UP, and other resistance organizations, 

mounted challenges against politicians who withheld funding for education and research and who 

supported the discriminatory policies aimed at HIV-infected persons. This activism also targeted 

the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for its inappropriate policies on drug 

regulation and testing, the AIDS Clinical Trial Group (ACTG) in general for its exclusionary 

practices, and the biomedical community through the National Institute of Health (NIH). The 

successes and failures of the various campaigns throughout the 1980s were multifaceted. The 

counterstories being developed were changing the face of HIVIAIDS, at least in the area of 

education, as many gay men were hearing the message of safer sex. Though gay men still had 

one of the highest infection ratios at the time, the numbers were declining. Being able to protest 



in the language of the oppressor gave ACT UP a powerful, though disquieting, edge over the 

agencies and individuals upon which it focused its attack. Still, however, infected women 

remained relatively invisible and those with IDU continued to be marginalized. Furthermore, the 

'ga"' lobby of ACT UP tended to represent a primarily white, middle-classed group of men. The 

more complex identities and divisions brought about by classism, sexism, and racism would 

continue to plague AIDS activism. Reflective of the heterogeneity of PWHA, the political 

struggles within AIDS activism clearly suggest that sharing a terminal illness may not be an 

adequate common ground to overcome the different needs and perspectives of those trying to 

restore the sense of self and health denied by the stigma associated with HIV. 

In 1987, the women's caucus of ACT UP formed and began to challenge the invisibility 

of women in drug trials and to question the CDC surveillance data that ignored gynaecological 

manifestations of HIV leading to an AIDS diagnosis. Furthermore, the caucus sought to expose 

the fallacy of research that presented women as merely vectors of disease transmission to men or 

as vessels of vertical transmission to child during pregnancy, and to call into question the 

treatment of HIV-infected female sex trade workers, women of colour, and injection drug users. 

By 1990, women's activism was only having marginal impact on improving the inclusion of 

women in the ACTG (Laurence & Weinhouse, 1994), of getting the attention of politicians to 

support women's treatment concerns and to set aside money for women's AIDS support groups. 

Lobbying for welfare reforms for HIV-infected mothers and their children became crucial 

because many women could not access disability support and additional assistance for their 

children without CDC recognition of the many HN-related manifestations of sickness (Corea, 

1992). Regardless of the mode of infection, these persons often suffered stigmatization and 

blame as being somehow responsible for their own infection. 

In order to build an effective resistance, some activist groups implemented the politics of 

embarrassment as one of the weapons in the challenge against the dominant narratives of HIV. 

Many activist organizations used graphic sexual imagery and messages to gamer attention and 

support to their cause. Rooted in ACT UP, the slogans Silence = Death and Greed = Death were 

used to expose the alleged weaknesses of the public health campaigns that communicated 

misinformation, and drug companies that were pursuing profits before people. 

In terms of a master narrative, the AIDS = Death message was often used to justify the 

lack of attention to HIV-infected persons as their progression toward death was inevitable. This 

narrative also acted as identity constituting and alienating to those who were infected. In Alex's 

life, the realization that she had a stigmatized terminal illness was never far from her 



consciousness and was reaffirmed in the media, at doctor's offices, and among her family and 

friends. She saw herself as a dying woman. This belief infiltrated her consciousness and drove 

her into hiding as she faced a number of identity challenges associated with such a stigrnatised 

and feared illness (Brashers et al., 2002; Ciambrone, 2001; Ezzy, 2000). This barrier was one 

that many who engaged in activism work had first to overcome in the quest for a restoration of 

personal and moral agency. 

The widespread nature of H N  has led to a heterogeneous group of activists; some 

infected some not, each with their own personal and public issues needing to be mediated in the 

movement toward collective activism. The diversity of agendas has created situations that often 

pitted activists against each other, as separate interest groups used a variety of methods while 

vying for social, political, and biomedical attention to infected persons. Further compounding the 

hurdles facing AIDS activists is the terminal nature of HIV that has cost the movement many key 

members. What was becoming a reality by the 1990s was that HIV was not going to be easily 

brought under control by drug treatments and that at the end of the first decade of AIDS the death 

toll was still rising. 

Activism, identity, and agency 

Interestingly, AIDS activism has required of its members degrees of knowledge that were 

previously common only within expert domains of virology and immunology: "The need to 

engage in debates with experts has led activists to educate themselves about virology, 

pharmacology, and othcr pertinent scientific skills; develop social skills; and practice these slulls 

through social action" (Brashers, et al., 2002, p. 17). In an effort to challenge master narratives of 

biomedicine, some activists were burdened with exposing the weaknesses in the "objective 

representation of the diseased body" (Good, 1994, p. 116) that was the basis for health, social, 

and political decisions impacting the lives of infected persons. In many ways the HIVIAIDS 

counterstories are of the domain of critical medical interpretive anthropology as they expose the 

political, economic, and social factors that have challenged biomedicine's objective constructions 

while presenting the narrative meanings assigned by individuals to their own illness cxperiences. 

In doing so, the dominant biomedical response to HIV has been exposed as being racist, classist, 

and sexist, thus a challenge to the possibility of objective representations of diseased bodies. 

Examples of this can be found in the early 1990s when a group of treatment activists discovered 

the misappropriation of grant money that was to have been directed toward treatment research 

and development, or in other cases where drug companies have falsified the results of drug tests 



in favour of their product, regardless of the health cost to infected persons, or in the well- 

publicized political struggles between the co-discoverers of HIV (see Corea, 1992; Harrington, 

1997; Laurence & Weinhouse, 1994; Schilts, 1987). 

The counterstories that have emerged as a result of AIDS activism were fundamental in 

influencing the trajectory of research, including the 1993 changes to the CDC surveillance 

definition of the complexity of diseases that constitute AIDS. It was at this time that the CDC, on 

the urging of activists, supportive medical persons, and grassroots organizations, as well as from 

the documented deaths of women from immune suppression and resulting diseases, included 

some gynaecological manifestations of HIV in their definition. With the new definition, the 

statistics of female AIDS deaths increased substantially, enough so that women could no longer 

be seen merely as vessels of transmission to men or children. They too were being infected and 

dying in great numbers. As was discussed in chapter one, the pernicious plot that renders women 

with HIV invisible, even in the face of evidence to the contrary, has remained embedded in the 

master narrative to this day, albeit to varying degrees. The counterstories of women with 

HIV/AIDS are as necessary today as they were twenty years ago. 

Alex's activism as an HIV-infected woman 

When Alex re-entered the activist arena in the early 1990s it was largely due to the 

powerful influence of the women's retreat on Bowen Island. As she said, she met, in person for 

the first time, other women who also were infected with HIV. Regardless of the mode of 

transmission, they did not fit the stereotype of the kind of women who got it. Throughout the 

weekend, the damaging narratives that had earlier infiltrated her consciousness about HIV- 

infected women were exposed. She heard narratives that resembled her own, found empathy and 

understanding among the participants as they shared their experiences, dreams, fears, rages, and 

hopes, and found a fertile environment in which to explore her own story. It was in hearing these 

stories, and in finding connections to her own life experiences, that she was able to find common 

threads. This opened the door to collective activism. 

Kleinman (1988) suggests that, "To understand how symptoms and illnesses have 

meaning, therefore, we must understand normative conceptions of the body in relation to the self 

and world" (p. 13). Among the women at the retreat the lived experience of stigma, racism, 

classism, and gender discrimination, which was embedded in the master narrative, made up the 

shared normative conceptions of their bodies in relation to the world. Regardless of mode of 

infection, the illness narratives of the participants reflected the common experience of 



powerlessness, isolation, and a pariah status that silenced them in the outside world. Through 

sharing their stories they were able to give voices to suffering and recognize the myths that made 

up much of the normative contemporary story of women with AIDS. Thc ethic of listening 

(Frank, 1995) that was employed by both positive and negative women at the retreat set the stage 

for Alex to enter a healing journey through the telling and sharing of women's stories. 

Ciambrone (2003) suggests that formal and informal support groups provide settings 

within which HIV-infected women can develop relationships. By sharing each other's stories, 

they can begin to repair identities damaged by HIV and adjust to the consequences of their illness. 

As Ciambrone (2003) suggests, they also find positive aspects of their lives with HIV. The 

organization of women that sponsored the retreat became a primary women's support 

organization in Vancouver. Alex's membership in this organization provided resources, 

employment, friends, and a normative environment within which to further explore her public 

story of HIV. She had a considerable body of personal experience, appropriate research skills, 

and a tenacious personality that made her an attractive public figure to represent women with 

HIV. Using this symbolic capital, she became one of the spokespersons for women's HIV 

stories. As a married, heterosexual woman, Alex challenged many stereotypes. 

Early on in her association with the women's group, public knowledge of Alex's status 

brought forward consequences that were threatening to her personal safety. After a landlord 

found out they were infected, Alex and James were threatened and given until the following 

morning to relocate. An unfortunate, though not surprising reaction, Alex and James were 

confronted once again with the ramifications of an oppressive master narrative. Rendering many 

peoples' lives with HIV unworthy it reinforced the fear of contagion as one of its identity 

constitution elements. The difference, this time, was that Alex's membership and activities in 

various HIVIAIDS support organizations provided supportive connections that resulted in 

relatively secure housing for the couple. This lasted until they relocated on Salt Spring Island a 

number of years later. 

Alex's work as a research/resource person required that she learn the language of the 

biomedical community that was necessary to advocate for women's rights. As with other 

activists, Alex developed research skills, knowledge of conventional and alternative or 

experimental treatments, physiological understanding of women's gynaecological manifestations 

of HIV, and strategies that would enhance an activist position and develop self-advocacy values. 

Through the BCPWA sensitisation workshops, Alex spoke about the impact of economic and 

biomedical marginalization associated with a disabling illness. She presented to those very 



individuals that were in positions of power over her financial and medical life. During the times 

when some welfare workers were reinforcing the hegemony of the oppressive master narrative to 

clients with HIVIAIDS, Alex was able to use her position to present an alternate narrative. This 

one was aimed at exposing the weaknesses of the normative beliefs, values and behaviours 

embedded in oppressive master narratives. Though not always successful at breaking through the 

barriers of stigma, the sensitisation workshops enabled Alex's voice to be heard as representative 

of lived experience with HIV. Bringing a human face to the economic suffering of many with 

HIV, in a controlled setting, presented a reality that welfare workers could, if they chose, utilize 

in the workplace. In advocating for a better life for all PWHA, Alex was reinforcing her own 

worth and identity as a morally deserving person and building or restoring her agency through her 

counterstory. 

Brashers, et al. (2000), suggest that the personal and intellectual skills acquired through 

activism work situate positive persons to be better able to negotiate their treatment 

concerns/needs, to be able to navigate paternalistic medical institutions, and to have more 

productive dialogues with the experts controlling the flow of information. These skills can 

provide the tools to act on personal experiences in a way that reflects a symbolic capital, to wit, 

the development of agency and a new personal identity. Rather than dying from a stigrnatised 

illness, within a few weeks of the retreat, Alex became a valued source of support for other 

infected women. The skills and experiences that she acquired volunteering and working for 

AIDS Vancouver and the BCPWA Society positioned her to advocate for both herself and her 

husband, and to realize that through advocacy and activism, the oppression of the master narrative 

could be challenged. The downside of her public AIDS work reflected the political problems 

inherent in AIDS activism throughout North America. Tt was, ultimately, this stress that drove 

her away from the collective activism of formal HIVIAIDS organizations. 

The politics of AIDS activism 

While there are many positive attributes associated with collective activism (Brashers 

et al., 2002; Ciambrone, 2003) that are crucial in building a successful counterstory, there are also 

many attributes of a less-positive nature that warrant further examination. Nelson's (2001) 

assertion that a successful counterstory must not, itself, become an agent of oppression seems 

plausible in theory, but in practice, when applied to collective AIDS activism, presents some 

difficulties. 



The heterogeneity of those infected with HIV creates disparate groups of people whose 

lives are touched in different ways by their infection. For many infectcd persons HIV leads to 

oppression of agency, though it might be only one of a multitude of oppressive agents in their 

lives. Brent Stockdill (2003) in his book, Activism Against AIDS, discusses the way in which 

multiple oppressions impact collective HIVIAIDS activism. He suggests that oppressive 

hegemonic consciousness (inherent in mastei narratives) often coexists alongside oppositional 

consciousness and, when they infiltrate social movements, can reinforce inequality: "When a 

group expresses one form of oppositional consciousness while simultaneously espousing 

hegemonic consciousness, partial consciousness exists. Examples include sexism and 

homophobia in antiracist struggles and racism and classism in feminist struggles" (ibid, p. 3 1). 

The existence of partial oppositional consciousness and the power it has to reinforce inequality in 

AIDS activism consciousness reflects the hegemonic nature of master narratives. As discussed 

earlier, master narratives, whether or not they are oppressive, are imbued with values, norms, and 

ways of behaving that are deeply embedded in one's socio-cultural learning. The hegemony of 

these narratives suggests that many persons pass moral judgments that have been normalized 

within their worldview without thought to the implications on those being targeted. 

When applied to AIDS activism, partial oppositional consciousness can be found at many 

levels, rendering certain groups silent. Within many AIDS organizations, infected women were 

seen as taking attention away from gay men when the focus was shifted to using available 

resources for women's issues. In the case of IDU, many were marginalized due to the stigma 

associated with drug dependency in general that is part of the hegemonic stigma embedded in the 

master narrative. Further marginalized within AIDS activism were imprisoned populations. 

Though many imprisoned HIV-positive women did begin to organize and fight for their rights, it 

often occurred without overt support from mainstream activists (Corea, 1992). Also, heterosexual 

men have often found themselves marginalized or silenced within men's support groups. Alex's 

husband, James, has spoken of how support groups for men often are more representative of 

issues specific to gay men; thus, intentionally or unintentionally, marginalize straight men. 

Throughout Alex's narrative of collective AIDS activism, she recounts many positive 

examples in her experiences of the ways in which groups of individuals worked together, 

negotiated meanings, intents, and common goals. Where her narrative takes a more critical tone 

she reflects on the way the political struggles she experienced served to diminish the positive 

nature of the work, at least for her. The experiences she recounts of the political struggles at the 

Mexico conference, within the National Women and HIV Project, and at the women's group 



reflect the partial oppositional consciousness discussed earlier. The complex intersections of 

multiple marginalizing elements, of which HIV may be only one, bring a complicated scenario 

forward which can undoubtedly create stress for those involved. The link between stress and 

immune suppression, at least in Alex's case, eventually made collective activism untenable and 

unhealthy. Clearly one can find a link with Nelson's assertions regarding counterstories that 

oppress. However, Alex's ability to reflect on the combination of factors both internal and 

external that influenced her decision to quit collective activism has been instrumental in her 

ability to build her individual counterstory and, in doing so, continue to restore her identity and 

moral agency. 

Alex's story of her experience with collective activism reveals the complex nature of 

developing oppositional consciousness when the activist's goal is aimed at life and death issues. 

Because the nature of AIDS activism is to build a successful counterstory to combat oppression, 

the core elements of this are political. The apparent ease with which hegemonic consciousness 

invades oppositional activism is reflective of the heterogeneity of PWHA, the desperate 

circumstances facing those whose quality of life and death are often contingent upon the success 

of their counterstories, and the various influences of HIV-negative activists. Thus, I argue that in 

the twenty-plus years of AIDS activism and counterstories, there have been changes at varying 

levels within master narratives that have resulted in restored agency and repaired identity for 

many infected persons. Whether focused on public health, biomedicine, community and familial 

relations, or religious moralizing, collective activism has had its share of successes. In Alex's 

case, the collective activism provided her with the symbolic capital to negotiate the strengths and 

weaknesses of the oppressive HIVIAIDS master narratives, and to act against them on 

intellectual, political, medical, and emotional levels. Embedded within this same collective 

activism were marginalizing forces and political struggles that influenced her health and impacted 

her sense of agency and identity. Importantly, the activism work provided Alex with a degree of 

narrative repair and restored agency such that she was able to recognize that she needed to leave 

this work, although she continued to advocate for change on an individual basis. Therefore, while 

there are oppressive agents within the heterogeneous HIVIAIDS counterstory, I suggest that it 

still can be seen as successful in many ways contrary to Nelson's (2001) assertion that a 

successful counterstory never oppresses those it represents. 



Independent advocacy, activism, and the counterstory 

Shortly after Alex left the women's group, I recall she underwent a period of prolonged 

depression. During this time Alex was not well medically, emotionally or spiritually. The toll of 

HIV on both herself and James was unmistakeable, and struggling with the circumstances around 

the termination was exacerbating the situation. Though she continued to work for BCPWA and 

AV on specific projects where a positive woman's representation was requested, this work 

lessened as she dealt with the realities of compromised health. By the end of 1996 Alex had 

pretty much ceased any collective activism but continued to advocate for both herself and James. 

The advocacy skills and personal experiences that she had acquired over the previous years had 

given her insight into the areas of medical and welfare systems that continued to marginalize the 

couple. Doubly stigmatised due to their HIV and IDU status, regardless of the fact that they were 

under drug treatment and no longer using heroin, meant that Alex would continue to be met with 

disdain by many medical professionals and FAWs. Having taken up the struggle to be treated 

fairly and equitably by the institutions that controlled her life meant that Alex would continue to 

challenge the weight of moralizing stigma. Alex earlier juxtaposed the respectful way she was 

received when representing a support organization against the marginalization she faced when 

advocating for her own or James' health concerns. It is useful to question why the knowledge she 

possessed was often seen as threatening. The articulate woman arguing for improved treatment 

and care did not fit comfortably into the marginalizing identity of an HIV-infected former IDU, 

regardless of the fact that IDU was not her mode of infection. The very nature of Alex's injection 

drug use resulted, in part, from the infiltrated consciousness and damaged identity that 

accompanied her HIV diagnosis. However, to many representatives of those agencies that were 

controlling Alex's life, the timing of her spiralling into heroin addiction was not taken into 

account. She merely became for many another stereotyped statistic of those who deserved what 

they got. 

As an educator, I have long recognized the value to social science students of hearing 

first-person narratives to which students can apply theories or through which they can develop 

critical thinking skills. Teaching at a university college in a community whose public school 

board voted against condom machines and Planned Parenthood programs in the high schools in 

the 1990s provided me with the impetus to expand AIDS awareness on campus. Around 1996, 

with the support of some colleagues, we contacted Alex to have her set up three AIDS panel 

discussions at Kwantlen University College, as she discussed earlier. Using narrative as well as 

other communication and education strategies, the panels appeared to have a profound impact on 



the students who attended. Through these, Alex became known to some of my colleagues in the 

social sciences and she began speaking in the sociology, anthropology, and nursing departments. 

In the seven years that Alex has been telling her story to students, she has developed her personal 

narrative in a manner that challenges the stereotyping and stigma associated with HIV, welfare, 

and injection drug use. 

Interviews conducted with two of my colleagues that have had Alex talk in their classes 

for six and four years respectively have yielded some interesting observations of Alex's 
43 counterstory . In her presentations to students of social policy, the instructor suggested that the 

greatest value Alex provides is giving a human face to the impact of social stratification where 

persons on disability live below the poverty line. In presenting her budget the students have an 

opportunity to see the precariousness of trying to get by on social assistance. Of further 

importance, the instructor found that Alex's story of her encultured work values was important 

for the students to hear, as many simply believed that those on welfare were just too lazy to work. 

My other colleague spoke of the value of Alex's institutional analysis of medical and welfare 

systems, from a micro perspective, and how these systems work and don't work. Of further 

importance was the powerful perspective of Alex's self-awareness and self-development that is 

evident when she talks of living with a chronic terminal illness. Living with HIV and not dying 

with HIV was an important idea for many of the students to hear. It challenged the identity- 

constituting features of H N  as a death sentence. Also discussed was the importance of Alex's 

perspective on the difference between the biomedical determination of sickness and health and 

her own conceptions of health. Alex's more holistic approach to health revealed the way in 

which the biomedical model can further stigmatize persons it deems to be sick. 

When assessing student reactions to Alex as an HIV-infected woman, it was suggested 

that the articulate manner in which the narrative is presented, and the way in which Alex accepts 

responsibility for engaging in unprotected sex, is a powerful element of her story. One colleague 

felt that it was particularly important that Alex's story causes people to care about her when she 

talks, so much so that many students follow up with the instructor throughout the term asking 

after Alex's health. This was identified as being significant in its reflection of the value system 

and educational philosophy of my colleague: that of openness, empathy, and equality. 

As both colleagues have a history with Alex, I asked them about how her story had 

changed over the years, if at all. Both voiced the opinion that Alex had become more organized 

43 In December of 2003, I conducted semi-structured interviews with two colleagues. See Appendix 17 for 
a copy of the interview schedule. 



in the delivery of her narrative. As one said, "she began to connect the dots between welfare 

issues, stigma issues, hospital issues and such, and in doing so became more confident as a 

speaker, confident in her self and in her role.. .The theme of development is self identity. Each 

time she came back there were new experiences that she could draw on and I found that 

interesting to watch." My other colleague suggested that: "in terms of presentation to the 

students, she is a pro.. .she can be going through hell personally but she does not let on. I would 

pick up bits and pieces about Jim being ill and in hospital or some othe; issue but it would not 

influence her presentation to the students." Their observations are in sync with my own of 

witnessing the 'maturing' of Alex's narrative. I believe this was due, in part, to the narrative 

becoming a vehicle through which Alex could counter the moralizing stigma associated with HIV 

and IDU. Through telling the story Alex is able to answer questions, draw the links between the 

social constructions of HIVIAIDS and stigma, poverty, and marginalization. Furthermore, she is 

able to juxtapose this against her personal history of hard work and activism and in doing so 

provide evidence to students that not only exposes the weaknesses of oppressive master 

narratives, but often causes students to critically explore how they have come to view PWHA. In 

addition to this, Alex possesses a vast knowledge of HIV prevention and AIDS care which she is 

able to share with the students. 

I asked my colleagues about the strengths and weaknesses of Alex's narrative as an 

educational tool. The only weakness identified was that it was "hard to test in a specific way, a 

typical concern of students, 'is this going to be on the exam'. This is also a strength because it is 

so different from the standard educational formula that people will remember this ten years from 

now." The strengths identified coalesced around the following: the way the narrative worked to 

challenge a variety of stereotypes including the linearity of HIV progression toward death; that 

one did not have to be a passive recipient of healthcare; that it was all right to challenge the norm 

that the doctor knows best; that an HJV diagnosis means asexuality and aloneness; that one can 

question the beliefs about the type of people who can be infected; and that one can confront the 

stigma associated with welfare. 

The final question my colleagues addressed was whether or not Alex's story worked as a 

counterstory. One responded, "Her story is powerful and personal, and in terms of challenging 

the master narrative I think it does because the master narrative is impersonal." It is the 

impersonal nature of oppressive master narratives that enable them to damage identities and deny 

agency. Clearly, not putting a human face to the suffering brought on by the social construction 

of HIV makes the oppressive master narratives all the more powefil.  When Arthur Frank (1995) 



calls for us to witness suffering, perhaps it is in the context of personalizing and humanizing 

individual illness experiences; thus, challenging the way in which the politics of blame is applied 

within master narratives. 

In the classroom, Alex is able to break down the barriers that have stigrnatised her as 

deserving of her HIV and as a drain on the welfare system. Students are confi-onted with a 

sensitive, articulate, stubborn, political, and intelligent former IDU who engaged in risk activities 

when she was a 2 1 -year-old college student and contracted HIV. For many, the parallels to their 

own behaviours or worldviews are evident and Alex is no longer a stigmatised immoral other. As 

an educational tool, every student who connects with Alex's story, on whatever level, may at 

some point think about the human costs of the suffering associated with the stigma attached to 

HIVIAIDS. It seems that counterstories, such as Alex's, challenge the master narrative through 

the individuals who listen and are willing to critically question how they have come to construct 

persons with HIV. 

HIV, activism, and family support 

Over the years since Alex was diagnosed, our family has undergone a range of reactions 

and responses. These are reflective of the complexity of factors that result from the emotions, 

fears, and thc unknowing that accompanies HIV. Our family's reactions have been very 

heterogeneous and they also are constantly undergoing processes of change. Earlier in this 

chapter, Alex discussed the AIDS benefit that our sister Liela produced in 1994. Upon my 

request in March 2004, Liela emailed me her story of this time in her life. With Liela7s 

permission, I have chosen to end this chapter with her email. 1 believe it speaks for itself in 

providing another interesting dimension to Alex's story. 

Dear Laura, 

I hope I am writing what you are looking for. Mom told us in the spring of 1990 that Ally 

was HIV positive. Considering what we had been through in the past few years, it was a pretty 

devastating blow to all of us. So anyway, we all dealt with it in our own ways. Life went on but 

Alex, ~ o u i s e ~ ~  as I always knew her, was never far from my mind. Often when I would think of 

her, I would wonder if she was doing the same things as I, laughing at the same things as I or sad 

and scared all the time. I had many long conversations with her in the few years since we had 

known. In that time, she and Jimmy fell in love and got married. He was also HIV positive and I 

44 Alex was given the birth name of Louise Alexandria. In the 1980s, after moving out on her own, she 
began using Alex rather than Louise. 



can remember the profound feeling of sadness the day she walked down the aisle. Given away 

by our mother, it must have been unbelievable for Mom to think that, most likely, she would 

outlive her own daughter. When they exchanged their wedding vows, it was a strange mixture of 

joy and grief, one I hope to never feel again. 

On Dec Ist, 1993,l happened to be watching BCTV Evening news and saw Louise being 

interviewed because she had been speaking at a World AIDS Day function. She spoke with such 

honesty about her disease; I was almost transformed that night. I remember going to bed that 

night and all 1 could think of was how much I wanted to make a statement in a small rural 

community such as Cranbrook, British Columbia. It was all about information, understanding and 

compassion. It was like she said, "When you grow up in a small town, you never think it will 

happen to you." She was so right; I believed that Cranbrook and other small communities 

needed a wakeup call before more kids from small towns think they can conquer the world. 

The next morning, I spoke to a good friend at work, whose judgment I value, and told him 

of my plan. At that time the plan was to have "something" in Cranbrook on December 1, 1994 to 

heighten the awareness, or lack thereof, of the issues surrounding HIVIAIDS. I felt compelled to 

do something the instant I saw Louise being interviewed on TV the night before. In my mind, it 

was almost a tribute to her and the way she lives her life, with courage, and the drive to educate. 

That night, I phoned her and told her of my plan. By that time it had a chance to start to formulate 

in my brain. I knew I wanted to do some sort of show where she could bring her message to 

Cranbrook. I remember promising her that 1 would do this. I asked her to speak at it, whatever 

"it" was going to be, and then lay awake half the night trying to figure out both what I was going to 

do and how I was going to do it. I had 363 days left to figure it out. It now seems like a lifetime 

ago, but it was probably one of the busiest years of my life. Right away I got talking to as many 

people as I could that I thought would want to be involved. As soon as Christmas was over, I 

really got on the bandwagon and got to work. By then, I knew exactly what I wanted to do; have 

a wonderful "event" at the 600 seat theatre in Cranbrook, have excellent entertainment, great 

speakers and Louise as the Keynote speaker. Since it was all about her and a tribute to the way 

she lived her life, I felt it was essential to have her share her message with us. Brent Carver, who 

was a Cranbrook native and had just won a Tony for "Kiss of the Spider Woman", agreed to come 

as well as Valdy and Shari Ulrich. From the cast of "Ain't Misbehavin"' at the Arts Club Theater in 

Vancouver, Sibel Thrasher, Dennis Simpson, and Marcus Mosely agreed to perform at the 

benefit. As speakers, besides Louise, were Rev Neil Gray and Minister of Parliament Svend 

Robinson. To top off the night, the Master of Ceremonies (MC) was Bill Munroe, the well known 

MC of Starry Nights AlDS Benefit in Vancouver. I owe Bill a huge debt of gratitude because his 

endorsement for the show, and willingness to MC, opened many doors when it came to finding 

entertainers. All of this was done out the goodness of everyone's heart, and for all the right 

reasons. My sister Laura became involved right from the start. She helped me get out all the 



promotion packages in the beginning and found all the technicians I would need for the show at 

the end. She managed to convince them to come to Cranbrook from Vancouver and then donate 

their talent as well. Laura was a constant support as well as a good sounding board for my ideas. 

We kept in close touch throughout the year and I relied on her for staying in touch with Louise. I 

don't know if I could have done it without her support. There were many hurdles along the way, 

right up until the night of the show. From finding funding, to a bomb scare that would have 

evacuated the theatre before we ever opened the curtain. Every guest who entertained, every 

sponsor I spoke to, every person who worked endlessly on making this show a success has a 

special story in my heart. It would take volumes to tell them all. Mostly because they gave so 

completely of their talent and time to come to this little city in the southeast part of our province to 

help me see this vision through to the end. It took on such a momentum. The whole experience 

was unbelievable, I think, because the people of this city and those who came from out of town 

were so ready to accept the message the "Benefit" brought. It became much bigger than my 

sister just coming to town to talk at something that had no shape yet. At the end of the day, it 

was a "sell out", a wonderful success financially. But most of all, a success because the people 

of Cranbrook embraced, not only Louise, but the vital message she and others brought to our 

town. The legacy lives on, 10 years later. That's how I know my plan worked. Ws probably one 

of the top five things I'm most proud of. It was worth every minute. 

I hope this is sort of what you're looking for, if not please let me know. I can drink some 

more wine and take another stab at it! Love ya, Liela 

-- 

Photograph 21: Liela and Margaret Cooper, AIDS 
GALA, Cranbrook, B.C., December 1,1994 '' 

45 Photograph by permission of Paul Kavanaugh. 



CHAPTER VI: 
CONCLUSION 

Photograph 22: Laura, James, & Alex in Yellowstone National Park, Summer 1999'6 

In conducting this dissertation research, I set out with three objectives in mind. The first 

was to examine the way in which the social constructions of HIV/AIDS are communicated 

through oppressive master narratives. Using the analytical model of the three bodies and critical 

interpretive medical anthropology, I examined the complex interface of political, religious, 

economic, medical, social, and academic institutions in the creation of oppressive HIVIAIDS 

identities. The second objective was to examine the emergence of HIV/AIDS counterstories that 

are intended to restore agency and repair identities damaged by oppressive master narratives. 

Collaborating with my sister Alex Keating and using her life story as the foundational narrative, 

we examined her lived experiences with HIV. The tension between the identityconstituting 

marginalization that resulted from the oppressive master narrative, and Alex's resistance to this 

produce a successful counterstory. The third objective was to engage in collaborative research 

with my sister and in doing so address the ethical, methodological, and reflexive factors that arose 

from this. 

Photograph by permission of Jesse Cooper. 



Master narratives 

Throughout the dissertation I have argued that the narratives that make up the dominant 

accounts of HIV, and those who get it, draw their evidence from multiple institutions, each with 

varying degrees of political, economic, and social influence. Certain religious institutions whose 

dogmas contribute to a marginalized identity construction for infected persons also inform this 

narrative. It is the precise combination of identity-constituting criteria, contributed by a 

heterogeneity of forces, which has created such a profoundly powerful and damaging social status 

associated to many with HIV. 

Alex's narrative gives examples of how hegemonic HIV master narratives deny agency 

and damage identity. Institutional marginalization for Alex began with the phone call about her 

HIV test results. It could be argued that the extraordinary fear of HIV within the medical 

community at large resulted in her diagnosis delivery being profoundly different from that of 

other communicable blood-borne diseases or other terminal illnesses. The stock characters and 

plot templates that are part of master narratives influence the social definition of those who get it 

and the expected behaviour associated with the social role (Nelson, 152). 

The stock character of the promiscuous woman unable to control her sexual self (the 

whore), or that of the morally deviant IDU, serves a 'blame-the-victim7 scenario where one is 

seen as deserving of her sickness. Further compounding this are plot templates that portray HIV- 

infected persons as morally corrupt, socially dangerous, and incapable of taking responsibility for 

their own and others' safety. They are defined as a threat to the common good; thus, denying 

basic human rights becomes justified. A good example of this can be found in Alex's narrative of 

James being refused treatment at a local emergency room in Burnaby because, as the receptionist 

said, "We don't treat your kind here. Go to St. Paul's, they treat your kind." This person was 

responding to James needing emergency services to cauterize an uncontrollable nosebleed, and 

Alex and James willingly informing the receptionist about his HIV status. 

While Alex's narrative provides many examples similar to the one above, these 

occurrences continue to impact her and James7 lives. Those who act toward Alex and James as if 

they are damaged moral agents or contagion-spreading entities can find support for their actions 

within the diversity of oppressive master narratives. Nelson (2001) refers to these as organic 

ensembles that contribute to the complexity of master narratives. The worldviews that result 

assimilate opposition and shape reality for members of society. Whether worldviews are positive 

and life enhancing or oppressive and life degrading, they are undoubtedly complex phenomena. 

They provide the schemas for how one's world should operate in a comprehensive way. Thus, 



for the emergency room staff that refuses help to HIV-infected persons, or the physician who 

won't give platelet transfusions to a "dying addict," or the welfare worker who "knows 

everything about you people there is to know," or to the landlord who threatens violence in order 

to evict his HIV-infected tenants, their worldview supports their actions. Had these been isolated 

incidents, one might entertain more psychologically-reductionist explanations. As examples of 

such marginalization are often occurring throughout Alex's narrative as well as those of many 

PWHA, one needs to look to systemic forces that construct infected persons as righteously and 

justifiably marginalized. Within the narrative, risk groups are constructed; the HIV-infected 

individual becomes absorbed into the pariah-designated group. Being blamed for his or her own 

circumstances is justified through constructing the PHWA as capable of inflicting both moral and 

physical harm upon society. The person is seen as a serious threat within the worldview of the 

oppressive HIV master narrative and any degrading actions or behaviour directed at them is often 

sympathetically "understood." 

Nelson (2001) refers to epistemic rigging within master narratives that can stop 

opposition before it starts. They do this by hiding "the forces that subjugate or marginalize 

certain groups of people so that nothing objectionable appears to be going on" (p. 162). In 

portraying homosexual men as morally deprived, and in finding religious support for this 

designation, the oppressive ideas take on a natural and truth-like tone. For those who believe, 

unquestioningly, that homosexuality is against God's law, it is not much of a stretch to rationalize 

that HIV is God's retribution; hence, the victim is responsible, naturally, for his own sickness. 

Similarly with IDU, the master narrative is epistemically rigged to naturally present this group as 

morally deprived and dangerous persons, deserving of what they get. These ideas are so deeply 

rooted within the organic assemblage of institutions that make up the knowledge base of master 

narratives that they appear, naturally, as truth-constituting ideas. The rationalized support for the 

homosexualization of HIV within the biomedical community is evident with these beliefs being 

so widespread as to silence HIV-infected women's voices. 

The Madonnalwhore dichotomy that is rooted in master narratives can be seen as a form 

of epistemic rigging that draws its 'evidence7 from a patriarchal version of history. Women have 

continuously been written of as the source of sexual infection to men and have been punished for 

sexual promiscuities with little regard for them as more than immoral creatures. Whether it was 

the syphilis outbreaks in fifteenth-century Europe, or HIV in the 1980s and 1990s, women have 

been constructed as vectors of disease to men and children. This designation rationalizes the lack 

of attention to women as victims of the disease themselves. Within the HIV master narratives, 



the patriarchal nature of biomedicine naturally constructs HIV as a male disease in women's 

bodies, thereby justifying the lack of attention to gynaecological manifestations of HIV in 

women. While master narratives contain strengths that allow them to construct identities that 

marginalize and alienate those who are members of the group being targeted, they also contain 

inherent weaknesses that counterstories can capitalize on to restore identity and agency. 

Nelson (200 1) defines these weaknesses as resulting from the heterogeneous nature of 

master narratives. They are made up of collections of ideas, beliefs, values, versions of history, 

ethnocentrisms, political and religious influences, cultural aspects, gendered perspectives and, as 

such, are not as uniformly constructed as they might first appear. The tensions that result fiom 

this assemblage of characteristics can provide a vulnerable point of entry for a counterstory to 

assert itself. The master narrative, whose plot templates of women as vectors of disease, and HIV 

as a gay disease, has been shown to be a false representation of reality. The differences between 

these plot templates and the reality of HIV, as a non-discerning virus, is an example of the 

tensions that exist. Master narratives, which set out to construct an identity of the marginalized 

group that can be proven as inaccurate, reveal an internal inconsistency that a counterstory can 

challenge. Women's stories, like Alex's, have contributed to the body of knowledge that 

constantly challenges their subordinate position. These stories broaden one's understanding of 

the complex reality facing many positive women, thereby exposing weaknesses in the master 

narrative. 

Another point of challenge is the construction of biomedicine as expert knowledge aimed 

at reducing suffering through treatment and its continuing search for a cure. The multiple failures 

of drug treatment research to be conducted without gender bias or political and economic 

influence has been taken up by advocacy agencies as fundamental in building their counterstories. 

Narratives of living with H N  can be powerful sources of disconfirming evidence and Alex's 

story contains a considerable amount of such. Nelson (2001) asserts that "no oppressive master 

narrative can absorb all disconfirming evidence-there is simply too much of it" (p. 166). 

Counterstories 

A successful counterstory must aid the individual in repairing damaged identity and 

restoring agency and in doing so must have the attention of the subgroup that it alleges to 

represent. Furthermore, it must also gain some degree of acceptance within the dominant group 

making it possible to dislodge the deeply rooted constructions toward the subjugated group. In 



the case of HIV counterstories in general and of Alex's narrative in particular, these have 

challenged master narratives on a number of different levels. 

In an attempt to develop a counterstory that can be recognized as morally worthy of 

attention, Alex's credibility was established. Through her narrative of collective and individual 

activism and advocacy, she created an identity that garnered respect from individuals who are 

representative of the hegemonic institutions of the master narrative but are not necessarily 

supportive of its homogenizing nature. Dr. David Burdge is an example of a biomedical 

physician and infectious disease expert who respectfully positions Alex as the content expert for 

her own life and healthcare plan. Treating Alex as a fully developed cognitive and moral agent, 

he diverges from the master narrative. There are a growing number of medical care providers, 

such as Dr. Burdge, and clinical care models, such as that at Oak Tree, that have undoubtedly 

been influenced by counterstories that expose the deplorable and morally-corrupt manner in 

which many PWHA have been constructed and treated. Valuable to policy analysts, Alex's story 

and its insights into relations with Dr. Burdge and of how Oak Tree has changed her life should 

be examined. PWHA stories of what works and what doesn't work lay out potential frameworks 

for more inclusive clinical care health and wellness policies. Reframing an ill person as the 

content expert in their own illness trajectory and allowing the meaning that they attach to their 

pain, suffering, and determination of wellness and illness to be heard is a powerful mechanism of 

restoring some of the agency that an exclusive biomedical narrative denies. 

Further validating the credibility of Alex's counterstory are the sensitisation workshops 

with physicians and welfare workers. These involved persons who were typically representative 

of hegemonic and identity-constituting institutions participating in workshops to learn how to 

better serve PWHA. Alex's narrative was deemed as representative, to a degree, of issues facing 

HN-positive women. Other PWHA narratives and theoretical examinations also support her 

story. The need for workshops of this kind is evidenced throughout this dissertation. As with 

Marshall and O'Keefe's (1995) research among fourth-year medical students discussed in chapter 

4, learning to hear what ill people are saying without misinterpreting their narrative can have 

profound policy implications for healthcare providers for PWHA. 

Alex's story poses very important questions for both healthcare personnel and FAWs. 

Why does her story lose credibility when she is representing herself or her husband (self- 

advocating) and gain credibility when representing another non-related PWHA? The double 

standard of treatment h'as occurred repeatedly over the years. Like medical marginalization, this 

form of discrimination by FAWs occurs too frequently to be explained away by personality 



conflict, individual misunderstanding, or some other psychologically-reductionist position. The 

structural forces that either do not challenge such discrimination, or outright embrace or 

communicate it, can be deconstructed through narrative. As has been shown, such 

marginalization has a direct impact on quality of life and in constituting the other, can have dire 

consequences. Mapping out power relations in the manner in which we have done, and providing 

supporting documentation of this in the appendices, provides more depth of understanding into 

how master narratives attempt to absorb opposition. The bureaucratic structure of social services 

for disabled persons is not a user-friendly institution for those it is mandated to serve. Rather, it 

is largely, as Alex says, a "system of penalties." As 1 have discussed in chapter 3, the current 

British Columbia provincial culture of self-sufficiency for administering to disabled on welfare is 

creating more angst among ill persons than it is alleviating. Narratives of what it means to live 

with chronic terminal illness in these times of neo-liberalism must be heard. Having the 

narratives available to the public at large can enable and inform those advocating for change. 

The interviews with my colleagues, to whose students Alex has lectured, provide 

additional evidence of the credibility of Alex's counterstory. After Alex's presentations many 

students are left questioning the foundations upon which they have come to understand how 

PWHA or those on welfare are socially constructed. Having an opportunity to place Alex's 

narrative against what they have been encultured to believe is true often reveals a dissonance that 

opens the doorway for further understanding of how the 'other' is narratively constructed. Some 

students, who initially fear Alex as representative of the pariah status associated to many PWHA, 

come to realize that they pose a greater threat to a person with compromised immunity. Many 

students have expressed to me over the years that this was one of the most profound identity- 

changing pieces of information they have received from hearing Alex speak. Although not fodder 

for educational policy development, these students' insights speak to the area of human rights and 

moral agency for HIV-infected persons. Deconstructing the myth of the other, in whatever form, 

can only have positive outcomes for all involved. 

While the success of Alex's narrative as a counterstory can be found in the many ways 

that it contests the application of the master narrative to both herself as an individual and to the 

subgroup that her story represents, one must not overlook the heterogeneity of HIV counterstories 

that have, in the past, marginalized persons they seek to represent. Though Nelson (2001) asserts 

that successful counterstories do not oppress those for whom they speak, I have shown that the 

heterogeneity of the HIV counterstories challenges this idea. While Nelson's assertions appear 

logical on paper, in theory the complex ways in which the master narratives have constructed 



dichotomised categories of those who deserve it and those who are innocent victims belies the 

simple application of her idea. The moral degradation of those who get HIV, coupled with the 

terminal nature of HIVIAIDS, the various modes of infection and their associated stigmas, mean 

that multiple counterstories have been developed. In a generalized sense, they have attacked the 

trajectory of treatment and research, the construction of surveillance data, and the stigma 

associated with HIV-related poverty and thus have had policy implications. 

Through these counterstories, changes have come about within various biomedically, 

economically, and politically hegemonic institutions that have had a resulting shift within the 

generalized HIV master narrative. In a specific sense, however, there have been segments of the 

HIV-infected population who have not benefited from certain counterstories that are not 

representative of their HIV experience. A clear example of this can be found within the 

counterstory of ACT UP in the early 1980s that was more reflective of middle-class white gay 

men than women, or other ethnic groups of homosexual persons, or IDU. Clearly, however, the 

treatment activism of ACT UP created changes within the HIV master narrative from which many 

with HIV could benefit. Also, ACT UP itself changed due to the counterstories of those whom it 

did not represent. Thus, in measuring the success or failure of HIV counterstories, it is imperative 

to first explore the many levels upon which counterstories, as heterogeneous entities, can exist. 

Alex's narrative provides cogent examples of collective activism being both a vehicle for 

her to restore moral agency while serving, on another level, as an oppressive agent in and of 

itself. The political nature of collective activism, coupled with the diverse body of terminally and 

chronically ill persons it alleges to represent, has within in it the seeds of discord. Deconstructing 

the power relations within activism agencies, as we have done in chapter 5, can enable a more 

efficient and appropriate level of support and care for PWHA. There are many levels of meaning 

attached to why persons choose to work for social change. It is nahe to assume that all persons 

define and operationalize the mandate of an organization in the same way. Systems of 

communication that underlie the day-to-day operations of collective advocacy groups need to be 

understood as to how they can have direct impact on those they claim to represent. Alex's 

narrative of the politics of collective activism contains relevant information for those, both HIV 

negative and positive, who are intent on providing a better level of service to PWHA. 

At the same time, collective activism also enabled Alex to reconstruct her self-identity 

thus enabling her to advocate for both herself and James after her collective activism ended. 

Alex's narrative counterstory results from the culmination of her life experiences to date. Over 

the years of encountering oppressive agents, or witnessing others' oppression, Alex developed 



symbolic capital that she could draw on to legitimise her agency as morally and cognitively 

developed. While living her counterstory is an ongoing process, she strives to remain as fiercely 

in control of her life as the illness and its associated marginalizations will allow. 

Collaboration 

The decision to conduct this research resulted from a desire to complete my doctoral 

work in an area that I was passionate about and that I felt had an applied relevance in the 

classroom. While I spent the first four years of my doctoral program preparing to conduct 

research in the West Indies, 1 was continually thwarted in my efforts to return there to complete a 

year in the field. Whether it was family responsibilities or work commitments, I was not going to 

get there before running out of time in the doctoral program. At the same time, as an educator, I 

was watching Alex's public presentations impact the students and faculty she was presenting to 

while her private life continued to be a struggle for appropriate healthcare and reasonable support 

from welfare. 1 approached Alex with the idea of doing research together, of collaborating on my 

doctoral dissertation and after some thought and discussion, she agreed. 

The collaboration involved Alex and me laying out the thematic areas to be covered. We 

had a body of audio and videotapes of Alex's public work spanning 12 years. I was to extract the 

story from these tapes, Alex then would edit it, 1 would write my own sections, while continuing 

to talk and just live our lives as sisters. When I introduced the idea of collaboration to her, 1 

intended to use this method to address authority and voice in the ethnographic text. 1 had heard 

Alex telling her story on numerous occasions and had watched countless hours of her lectures on 

video and listened to audiotapes. 1 believed these tapes would become the key source of data. 

Thus, 1 would compile her words, as excerpted from the tapes by me and edited by her; these 

would stand on their own. This appeared a solid methodology, as we would actively work 

together to construct the particular stories being told. 

Within the first three chapters of writing, I recognized that Alex's story, as 1 envisioned 

it, resulted not just from my personal observations of her lectures and from viewing the tapes but 

also from a lifetime of knowing each other as sisters and friends. When I examined the influence 

of this on the research I thought about the different stories that were simultaneously being 

developed in this work. For example, the tapes of Alex's lectures clearly presented elements of 

her life experiences with HIV. They were also thematically and theoretically influenced by the 

expectations of the faculty she was presenting for or the venue she was speaking in. Critical 

discussions of welfare stigma or medical marginalization filled the tapes as Alex spoke about 



whatever was requested. The events in her and James' lives in terms of medical issues, among 

other influencing activities, also impacted the particular narrative. What I did not realize until I 

tried to draw a storyline from the tapes was that Alex spoke very little about personal medical 

issues or about her collective activism and advocacy work. Much of her medical story revolved 

around James' caregiving and of his medical issues. The taped narratives presented a series of 

whole stories on their own; however, being sisters gave us both depths of knowledge about the 

other that was not reflected in the tapes. I saw different dimensions that I wanted her to voice. 

While Alex addresses this herself in chapter 4, my realization that the story was not going 

to come solely from the tapes required that Alex and I rethink collaboration. I could not seem to 

separate my knowledge of Alex acquired as an anthropological fieldworker from the more 

intimate knowledge that I had from knowing her for all of her life. Also, I had to revisit how 

much my intimate knowledge influenced the story I wanted to present in the dissertation and 

whether or not this was ethically appropriate. To request additional narrative from Alex, so that 

her story took on a shape that I wanted it to have, meant increasing her vulnerability through 

greater personal intrusion. Furthermore, this also meant an increasing workload for her that was 

not a part of what she had agreed to. 

The initial plan for me to pull her story from the tapes required Alex's editorial 

collaboration to complete her sections, as well as earlier input into how each chapter should 

proceed. Her collaboration, in terms of time commitment, was to be minimized in as many ways 

as possible so as to not place undue stress upon her health. Also, with me doing the initial work 

of getting the storyline down, the dissertation work could carry on, for the most part, at a pace set 

by her. 

By the summer of 2002 when we were working our way through the welfare chapter, we 

both realized that there was more required of Alex than I had planned in the beginning. The 

welfare issues that surfaced while she was editing the document that I had prepared needed to be 

addressed in a more thorough way so she began to dig through years of communication with 

welfare and to sort through her journals for additional information. The time and emotional toll 

of this task were evident and upon completion of the welfare chapter, Alex and I needed a break. 

My requests of her as a collaborative partner had increased throughout the spring and summer of 

2002 and as she dug deeper into her own experiences she was confronted with reliving many 

painhl experiences again and again. As both a researcher and sister I reaffirmed to Alex that we 

could stop the work if necessary. Looking back, and knowing my sister, there was no way that 

she would pull back from this project if she were capable of finishing it. Regardless of the fact 



that I assured her that she could quit at any time, it was more likely that I was guaranteed a 

completed work. Having said this, I tried to ensure, though not always successfully, that Alex's 

needs came before academic constraints. 

Methodologically, the research was designed so that Alex would not be pressured to 

commit to the time constraints posed by the university. We took breaks when necessary and for 

as long as was required. Also, my doctoral committee accepted that the dissertation would be 

completed on Alex's time, not theirs. Though I tried to honour what it meant to give up control 

over the time commitments surrounding the dissertation, I would be remiss if I did not say that it 

was not always easy and that I was not always successful. Having said this, Alex was still 

influenced by my desire to complete by the summer of 2004 and worked diligently, when her 

health permitted, to achieve this goal. Alex and I have talked about the workload and its effect 

upon her health. Though she speaks of these in the next chapter, Dr. Burdge monitored Alex's 

health throughout and continually checked in with her as to whether or not she was well enough 

to continue with the dissertation. Throughout a roller coaster ride of hospitalizations, sicknesses, 

adverse drug reactions, and of fighting for appropriate healthcare for herself and James, Alex has 

stuck with this project. Had we not been related and had Alex not desired to see me complete my 

PhD, it is unlikely that she would have allowed her story to be told in this format, as the price for 

her participation, whether emotional, medical, or physical, has at times been steep. 

As an anthropologist, I tried to envision the contingencies that would impact Alex's 

participation and to ameliorate, if I could, their effects on her. At the same time, I was 

encouraging her to go deeper into her experience for the sake of this project. As her sister, I 

believe I was able to entice and cajole her story at times when she might have otherwise have 

pulled back. My ability to do this resulted in no small part from the dynamic of us being sisters. 

As with many long-term communicative partners, we have been able to exert subtle and not so 

subtle manipulations of the other in effort to get what we want. I would be dishonest if I did not 

recognize that this communication tactic influenced the dissertation research. Whether or not I 

may have crossed ethical boundaries is for Alex to decide. 

Throughout 2003 and into January 2004, Alex narrated her story of medical issues and of 

her experiences of advocacy and activism, what have become chapters 4 and 5 ,  as this 

information was not on the tapes. When she agreed to provide information additional to what was 

on the tapes, we discussed various methods of enabling her to narrate her story with what we 

thought would be the least amount of effort on her part. She eventually selected voice recognition 

software so that she could work on her own time, without undue influence from me. While I do 



recognize that these chapters did require considerable effort from Alex, the story that emerged 

was not first filtered through my narrative lens. For me, this was a turning point in the 

collaborative process. Though we did communicate about her story, these chapters reflect the 

least amount of influence from me. 

When it came time to put all segments of the dissertation together for the first time, Alex 

and I met for four days and cut, pasted, and negotiated our way through the document. It was 

important for me to explore the many ways this story could be told while keeping Alex's voice 

central through collaboration and ensuring the doctoral demands for academic scholarship and 

integrity were addressed. These days, like the project itself, were a process of continuing to learn 

to ethically listen to each other and to be able to hear and give space for discord to exist. It also 

meant giving voice to each other's lived experiences, no matter how personally painful or how 

much we entertained our own contrasting or contradictory versions of reality. Embracing the 

discord, albeit with difficulty at times, was elemental to our really understanding what it meant 

just to listen to each other without judgment. 

In my envisioning what collaboration meant, I saw that she was giving me her story while 

I was putting it into a format that would continue to educate and impact people's lives whether or 

not Alex was still alive. In this way, I believed that we were both equally benefiting from the 

dissertation, as her story would serve as a continuation of her public activism as well as a 

testament to her life as lived. In hearing her speak of how she would not have done this if it were 

not so I could complete my PhD, I felt at first as though I had taken advantage of her illness story 

to further my academic career. I also came to the realization that among the many things that 

collaborative research represented for me, it did not mean the same things to her. Alex's 

suggestion that she had done this not for herself but for me was necessary, but difficult, for me to 

hear. 

Margery Wolf (1992) writes that power is associated with ethnographic research, even 

when one tries to conduct research in a non-exploitative manner. In reflexively examining the 

dimensions of power and its expressions throughout this collaborative process, there were times 

when Alex's needs and or requests altered the method. In positioning Alex as having full 

editorial control over her story, and of her having the final word, unedited, we attempted to ensure 

her representation throughout the entire research process. While this is likely the only way this 

collaborative effort could have been conducted, I believe it does not diminish the value of the 

diverse collaborative methodologies employed throughout. 



This collaboration was about the negotiation of shifting voice and authority; of multiple 

stories intersecting; and of stories being created and recreated as the process itself alters the 

dynamics of the telling. It is also about accepting responsibility for the myriad of ways that we 

tease the narrative from each other and about examining the way in which power is mediated 

between all parties involved. This experimental ethnographic process made it possible for Alex 

and me to comc to know each other in ways that would not have occurred had we not engaged in 

this research. 

Alex wrote the letter that follows in response to the above section on collaboration. This 

section was presented as a paper at A Symposium on Culture Community & Well being: 

Community CoIIaboration & Research Ethics held at Kwantlen University College in Surrey, 

British Columbia, on March 1, 2004. Alex and I had hoped that she would be well enough to co- 

present but as she was unable, she emailed me her comments to be read along with my paper. 

Dear Laura, 

I have readthe pages that rehte to yourpresentation. I thinkit  is quite goodand 

don't have a Ibt o f  comments to make. G e  fau things I do want to comment on are as 

follbws. 

I do not feelyou crossedethicaCboundaries in doing this research. Yes, you didpush at 

times for certain things to be includedthat I was not phnning on putting in andthere were 

times you wantedthings in phces I didn't feelthey belonged: A s  hardas you woulitpush for 

what you wanted I woulitpush just as hardfor what I wanted: fiere were times when we 

woulit6utt heads so intent4 that w e  wouliEhave to be away3om each otherfor a while. 

W i t h  that said when we  woulitcome backtogether we  were a6h to talkabout these issues. 

Sometimes I woulitget what I wantedandsometimesyou woulifget what you wanted: l f w e  

came to  a phce where it felt a K q h t  for me to include these spectfic items I did: When  I felt 

strong4 that the issue we were discussing was something I didn't want to share or to taCk 

about in the way you envisionedit, then I woulitstay true to myseFon these occasions. When  

this woulit happen you honoured myfinaldecisions anddidn't evose areas of my life 1 

wantedto keep private. By doing t h h  I feelyou stayedwithin ethicalboundaries andCetJs be 

honest, the dissertation is betterfor the cfialhnging andnegotiating. Gough  I befieve this 

process was necessary to achieve tfiefinaloutcome, it was not easy. 



ZJie other area I want to comment on is my reasons for doing this research andthe 

beneftt we willget out of it. Yes, I dzddo this foryou. I didthis so you coulitcomplete your 

H i .  It  is very important to me that you complete this andare able to do so whih  writing 

about a topic you feelpassionate about. M y  desire to have youfinish was a selfish one a n d l  

am happy I was abL to he& you do this. Phhough my reason for doing this project wasn't so 

that I coulithave a piece of me behindin writing, that is what has happened. I 6eheve that 

every time 1 speakpubficb I have 63 a part of myseybehindwith those I have touchedor 

hekedandof that I am proud. Now with this dissertation a piece of me willgo on forever. 

Jndwho knows, maybe some one wilijindsomething in these pages that will speakto their 

heart or their mind Maybe someone willma& better choices for themselves or not feelso 

alone. I f  this is the case, then the workthat I've spent more that a decade doing willgo on 

whether I am here to  do it in person or not. f iat  is a blessing andfor this I thankyou. 

A&, February 25, 2004 

The following discussion on self-reflexivity is in response to a request by the examining 

committee to address their belief that my presence is barely reflected in the dissertation. I 

unsuccessfully argued that this was an intentional methodological element and believed that I had 

provided theoretical rationale for keeping my voice to a minimum. While I am uncomfortable 

engaging in more self-reflexive discussion, I agreed to do so. 

My initial doctoral work began in 1994 in the general area of environmental 

anthropology. I began with the intention of spending a year in the West Indies looking at 

entrepreneurial subsistence strategies among low-income women working in tourist areas in 

Trinidad and Tobago. After completing my course work, my 15-year-old son and I travelled to 

the West Indies looking for a suitable location from which to conduct ethnographic fieldwork. 

After three months we returned to Canada and I settled back into my full-time teaching job while 

attempting to find a way to afford taking a year of leave to complete my doctoral research. 

Between 1994 and 1997 there were a number of issues that occurred in my personal life 

that made me question whether or not the PhD was worth the effort. In 1995 I was hospitalized 

with a tumour that required a long period of convalescence; thus, I took medical leave from both 

my job and my studies. The next year my mother became ill with cancer and died within two 



months of her diagnosis. During this time I again took leavc from my doctoral studies. After 

returning from the West Indies in 1997,I was informed that I would need to teach an additional 

three years before leave would be granted from my job, at a reduced rate of pay, that would 

facilitate my fieldwork. As a long-time single parent and student, I did not have any savings to 

rely on while in the field, and needed adequate money to support both myself and my son so, 

feeling deflated, I just stopped the doctoral process. It seemed that there were constant 

roadblocks in my life that were keeping me in Canada and away from completing the PhD. 

Throughout this time, Alex and James were dealing with serious health issues and this also 

impacted my desire to not leave the country for extended periods of time. 

In the spring of 2000, Dr. Marilyn Gates, then my senior supervisor, called me asking 

what I intended to do with my PhD as 1 already had 6 years in the program and my time would 

run out in two years. I told her that I was going to quit, that I had had enough of struggling to 

keep up with my family and work commitments and that the PhD was exacting just too high a 

price. She responded by encouraging me to rethink my decision even if it meant changing the 

topic to one that would fit more easily with my other responsibilities. She also assured me that 

she would support the change even if it meant that she would no longer be in a senior supervisory 

position. At this point, I began to consider that the work Alex and I were doing around stigma 

and marginalization might make a suitable research topic. As discussed earlier, Alex and I started 

a dialogue about the possibilities for collaborative research and eventually negotiated our way to 

a statement of research intent that appealed to Dr. Parin Dossa, who agreed to come on as senior 

supervisor. After applying to the Chair of Graduate Studies within the Sociology/Anthropology 

Department at SFU for a change of topic and focus, it was agreed that I would redo two courses 

before moving on to the comprehensive exams. 

Both Dr. Dossa and Dr. Gates supported, unequivocally, my intention for Alex to have 

full access to the committee, the opportunity to comment on how her words were being used by 

me as well as on the committee's reactions to our work. 1 cannot stress how important it was that 

if this project were to move forward, Alex be treated as a collaborator rather than an object of 

research. This belief stemmed from years of witnessing how marginalization had damaged her 

self-esteem. I was determined that if this story were to be told, it would take place on her terms 

and in her voice, as much as possible. I believed then, as I do now, that there was no need for me 

to objectify my sister or her narrative for the sake of retaining my position of academic authority. 

Having said this, sharing power in a collaborative manner was more easily said than done. 



In hindsight, one of the factors that I overlooked in the research design was the role that 

would be played by James. Though Alex and I do discuss this in the following chapter, there are 

some comments I believe are relevant at this point. Throughout their marriage Alex had often 

acted as a buffer between James and our family. I began to notice that throughout the research 

process, I was increasingly being drawn into James' life, in a manner unlike in the years before 

our collaboration began. I was finding that often I would ask James a question and more often 

than not Alex would answer for him. While this was a long-standing communicative pattern, it 

increasingly got in the way of the relationship of trust that was developing between James and 

me. This was a touchy area for the three of us to explore, for as protective as I felt toward Alex, 

she felt even more protective toward James. I needed to assure her that I would not hurt or take 

advantage of him. Once we were able to engage in the dialogue about who was speaking for 

James, it became obvious that both she and I needed to take a step back and let James speak for 

himself. Given that I was so forthright in assuring that Alex's voice be heard here, I was humbled 

by how my actions were silencing James' voice. This caused a shift in communications that led 

to James beginning to share some parts of his personal story with me, something that likely would 

not have happened otherwise. This also opened the door for James and me to begin to really get 

to know each other without Alex as the filter. Once this began, I was able to more fully 

understand the context of Alex's life as James' wife and the degree to which this influenced her 

decision-making processes in relation to her life with HIV, her relationship with me, and her work 

on this dissertation. What also became apparent to me is that the two-way collaborative project I 

plotted out with Alex really became, at times, a three-way collaboration. I believe that my 

committee recognized this before I did, for it was at their request that I approached James for him 

to include some of his story in the dissertation. 

The dispersion of power within the collaborative methodology impacted my life at times 

in a manner that took me quite by surprise. There were a few occasions throughout the years of 

conducting this work where I felt powerless and vulnerable. I realized that I had not designed this 

research to address the helplessness that comes from witnessing a loved one struggle with HIV. 

In this respect, I too had a story to tell that my sister and brother-in-law's HIV had silenced. 

After all, I was not the one with a catastrophic terminal illness, nor was I living under the 

marginalizing forces of welfare disability, so why was it necessary that my personal voice be 

heard? This caused me to look at the way I had developed the methodological foundations for 

mediating power, yet had neglected to address these in relation to my role as Alex's sister and 

James' sister-in-law. While these feelings were shame inducing, they also presented an 

opportunity for me to think about the complexities of power-sharing both within families that are 



irnpactcd by HIV as well as within collaborative rescarch and writing. At the end of the day, my 

little sister and her husband still have HIV and, regardless of how much I love them or how much 

I analyze marginalizing within master narratives, thesc will not do one damned thing to extend 

their lives. Havjng said this, the exploration of family dynamics within HIV narratives is the 

topic for another time and place and so will not be taken up here. 

The role of reflexive writing in narrative ethnographies such as this one presents an 

interesting dilemma. While I accept that Alex, James and I each have influenced the production 

of knowledge within this dissertation, I maintain that my presence needs to stay in the 

background, at least for the intent and purpose of this particular document. Throughout the 

dissertation, I do engage in reflexive writing where my position impacts the discussion being 

undertaken though I have chosen to dispersc my story throughout the various chapters rather than 

focus it on one area. 



CHAPTER VII: 
A CONVERSATION WITH MY SISTER 

Photograph 23: Laura and Alex, Sashtoon, Saskatchewan, Summer 1967~' 

)lk iliis project began *th two stor*s: my stay, your story andthen an &a for a 

third Whenyoufnst a&dme a6out this I ugreed; yet I went horn a f i r  ugreeing 

andthoughtl "what have Igotten mysefinto?" I thint&6seqwnt conversations 

we hdalhwedme to f e e l n m  comfatn61 a6out what you proposed Ym ahyed 

some of my fears @promises that you made me. 

47 Photograph by permission of the estate of Margaret Cooper. 
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Laura: 

a b ~  

Laura: 

Laura: 

Theory 

Laura: 

at% 

Laura: 

a&: 

What were your fears? What were my promises? 

Well.. 1 think the main fear was that I woulit be evosedmore than 1 had chosen to 

be, that more woulit 6e asked of me than I was abk or wilfing to give, I had a fear 

about how we woulitnegotiate through some ofthe stuffthat was boundto come up 

for us. What you promzkedme was that you wouliihonour those areas that I 

a6soluteCy deemedprivate, for things in that g r q  area, we wouliinegotiate. I wouM 

havefmalsay to the content in my portions. Ifever I were unabh to go on due to 

heahh or whatever, we woulitworktht out. Brough these conversations my fears 

about how we wouliinegotiate the stuffwere eased: 

What stuff! 

Inte7personalrelhtionships, the stuffyoufindin any fami8 closet. 

Should we discuss the research by looking at the theory, methods and ethical aspects, 

though I know the ethics and interpersonal issues are interspersed throughout the entire 

process? 

What are your thoughts on the theoretical models that we have applied to your 

narrative, specifically the way that a master narrative is constructed? 

Before we began this process I hadnever heardthe phrase master narrative, but I 

certain& knew it eqited: I hadesqeriencedwhat it was 6ut I ddn't know what it 

was calhd: I thought it was simp5 oppression. 3 s  I began to understandwhat a 

master narrative is andhow itfinctions, it made sense. 

Do you think learning about the formal concept, master narrative, influenced how you 

told your story here? 

Not a Lot. I t  might have encouragedme to ma@ certain connections or to evandon 

connections I might have made in the past, but as for how 1 toliimy stoly, it zk 

pretty much the way I wouliihave toliEit 6efore I leameda6out master narratives. 

1 thinkwhat the master narrative theoly d d w a s  provide me an academic 

ji-amework$or the reafities I have been eaperiencing. 



Laura: 

A k  

Laura: 

a h  

When I asked a colleague, in whose class you had spoken, how your narrative has 

changed over the years, he replied, "a part of the theme is development of self-identity, 

each time she came back there were new experiences she could draw on. I found that 

interesting to watch. She wasn't the same person each time she came back so the talk 

wasn't the same." My other colleague said, "In terms of her presentation she is a pro. 

She can be going through hell personally but she does not let on.. .I would pick up bits 

and pieces that, you know, Jim is ill and in hospital but it did not seem to influence her 

presentation to students." 

I do understandthat at times being in the chaos can be overwhelining. I alio know 

there have been times of chaos where I tiuve been a6li to put it aside, put on my 

masti, andgive my presentation. For me chaotic times might include things fike 

when James is in hospitalandl am being toGfhe is dying a n d t h q  are refusing to  

treat his ailments. B e y  are focusing on his demise yet my gut telh me that z f t h q  

wouliftreat him he wouGfget better. %at for me is chaos,jighting toget him that 

treatment. A n d t o  t ty andunderstandwhy he is not seen as valuabli enough for 

them tofight for him too. lZiings fie hospitalpofig where they begin your 

dischurge plhnning the minute you w a K i n  the door. Nedkaltreatment 6e- damned 

when t h q  t ty  to sendyou home before they even begin to ma@ you better because 

t h q  want your bedfor anotherpatient. Or werare mehcalpoliq where t h q  will 

authorize payment of  mehcations that are not necessaly but willdeny authorization 

for the medkine that wiKstop youfiom dying. I n  situations &e this the abili'ty to 

trust my own instinct as to what I know i s  right, regardhss o fwhat  I am being toLi 

by practitioners, is the foundation of  my own healihcare andmy advocacy position 

to James' heahticare. 

A. Frank writes of the plots of chaos, restitution and quest. He suggests that when 

someone's illness narrative is embedded in chaos that they are incapable of reflexively 

looking at their life and using this reflexive experience to alter the chaotic state. How 

do you reconcile this with the interview comments I just mentioned? 

f i e  chaos couGf6e consuming but it was never the totafity of my life at any given 

point except the time just before I went on the retreat. J t  that time I was una6b to 



come to terms with my 3fl'l/, with using heroin, andwith the chaos that was my life. 

Iguessgoing to the retreat was the beginning ofthe quest. I don't agree that when 

you 're in the m d d i  of the chaosyou can't be refixjve. I thinkmy joumafi are a 

prime ewmph because in them it is just not pou* out the circumstances o f  the 

chaos, but talfjng through my own solutions. Even in the most chaotic times there 

were life-afinning elkments that heljednonnalie it: my maniage, my spiritual 

quest, my animali, my gardens, my art. Ifie acquGition of animali is a prime 

examph of this because they are a longtime commitment. Sammy, our cat, tiadtieen 

with us 14 years but was put to shep a few week  ago due to illness, Marby, our 

dog, 12years. W i  we have a nine-month-oliipup, Brutus, so Iguess we'lltie 

stic@ng arounda ittlk longer. 

Laura: While chaos is a cultural construction, it is also impacted by individual experiences and 

skills. We learned very powerful survival skills as children, how to live in stressful 

situations and to land on our feet. Do you think this influenced how you handle the 

stress of living with HIV? 

Ethical and methodological negotiations 

Laura: Let's talk about how your participation in the dissertation research and of the 

collaborative method we employed. Was the workload what you expected it to be? 

A& More, it was more. More time consuming, it was more everything. 

Laura: Okay. What did you think it would be? 

)Ilk% I thought that I wouliin't have to active6 write some of my own sections that I 

couliiteait to you andyou wouliiwrite it or ta@ itfuom the tapes andvideos. 

What tiecame obvious once we got in to it war there were areas of the st09 that 

were  absolute^ missingfuom my presentations. Even though you ddprovidi me 

with a &tation machine so I couliijllin the gaps andyou coul;itranscnbe it, I 

d i d n 1 t f ; 4  utiize it. llie solution that we came up with was voice recognition 

software, which resufied in me sitting at the computer teling it my stoly. Where 



this became more workis that I hadto mat&? what I wrote cohesive andreada6h. 

Putting a story into words on paper is dizerent than oral i  telling your story. lZiis 

was a shzft for me, not to mention the probhms inherent in voice recognition 

software. 

Laura: Will you expand on the problems with the voice recognition software? 

)I&: I t  was a study in fistration. Even though I &d the software training many times 

to try to improve its recognition of my voice, it wouUregul2ri type words or 

sentences that I d?d not say. I spent a lot of time saying "scratch that" to erase the 

errors. Those times when it wouUseem to be woreng wel l1  wouliireadbactjover 

what was written andjindthe oddest wordorphrase in the middh ofaparagraph. 

I t  was a bit f istrating but aKin aa i t  was a bhssing as I was a6b to dictate and 

correct faster than I am a6h to typej+om scratch. 

Laura: When you were writing your story first-hand, rather than working from my 

construction, were you satisfied with the end result? 

,f4& Yes. I thinkit workedwell I t  was very goodfor me to sit down andlookat areas 

of my Life I hadnot e:aminedforyears. Not evetything endedup in the research but 

I thinkit  endedup weKroundedandr@ictive of my life. 

Laura: Did you go back to your journals during this writing? If so, what kind of insights did 

these give you? Did they shift your perspective? 

,f4lkq Yes I didgo to the journah. What  they gave me was a view of the moments as they 

occurred: In  some cases they remindedme of fact or situations I hadforgotten 

about. Other times, they allowedme to feelthe pain of the moment allover again. 

Laura: In reflection, did you ever see the event from an entirely different light or perspective, 

given the distance and life changes that you have gone through? 

)I& The most signrficant examphs of the journah alhwing me to go backinto the 

moment were the times when james was very sickandwe were aj7adhe wasgoing 

to die. %e entries in my journalwoul;ibe made in the mzddl of the nbht  when 

james was asbep andallmy fearwas at the suface. In  reading through these 



entries, I was again aware of how many nights I sat up watching him shep and 

fearing his death. I t  waspainfil: I t  aho alhwedme to see how far we have come 

and h j  me feefing grate&[ that Life is di#erent now. A s  for perspective, the 

joumah allbwedme to see that my perspective of certain events was vely narrow, 

+om inside the trauma. I n  retrospect, lguess it coul;tn't have 6een any other way 

for me; I was fiving in that moment andmy joumah were my outht. fiis is 6ecause 

I wouUdo my best to hide my true fearfiom James. I 6efieve that f h e  saw how 

t rub j iyh tenedI  was that it wouU6e more d i f i cuh  for him. 

Laura: While working on the welfare chapter, did going through your files, letters, and 

communications stir anything for you that you want to mention here? 

Jl.ix f ia t  chapter was hard When we were wn'ting ttie weyare chapter it was during a n  

those changes the government was impfimenting and myfiture seemed vety unsure. 

I felt angty at the lunacy of it aKandof how ourgovernment approaches itspeoplk. 

Aha of how d*osa6h peopE in my position are to ttie powers that 6e. I t  aho made 

me aware that the struggh I was having with the government was the norm andhad 

6een going on allalong. In a way it made it 6etter 6ecause it gave me some 

perspectiveji-om h o e n g  at the history. A s  you know, things settlkddown with 

weyare, then more d i icuh ies  came up. fiey stillcome andgo and1  am re3 

knowing that that d 6 e  my Life as long as I am on gcwemmentalassistance. I t  

does not change. 

Laura: What other methodological issues surfaced for you? 

ghx fiere were times when the schedulk requiredby aacademia ddn't afways workwith 

my a6ifity to participate. I'm sure that it made it dif icufi  foryou to have to reCy on 

mefi@lfing things within the time constraintsyou had For me I wouUfeel6ad 

when I was una6h to come through in a time5 way foryou. I aljo want to say that 

for the advocacy andmedicalcfiapters it wasgoodfor me to dictate them to the 

computer and not to  you. I found this more in keeping with the way the_Frst couph 

chapters were done, 6eing takenfrom transcripts andtapes of presentations. By  



Laura: 

A h  

Laura: 

A h  

Laura: 

Ahz 

dictating it to the computer, I was able to teamy s t o y  without outsidefilters 

inzuencing it. %en we coul;tlbo[at it together, 

Can we talk about ethical issues that result from us being sisters and friends? What do 

you think is the most vulnerable position that I placed you in during this research? 

l f i e  most vulnerablkposition that the research phcedme in was trusting my words 

to some6ody eke. Gut the most vulizerabh position that you phcedme in through 

this research was sharing my shame with you, opening up about my shame. 

I know that thc knowledge I have about your life just from having known you for so 

long influenced the story I wanted to tell. It is what made me pursue the IDU narrative 

Did I cross the boundary ethically? 

No I don't believe so. You knew what you wantedto present and1 thinkwe hada 

miscommunication at the beginning; stillyou honouredwhat I saidandwaiteduntil 

I was ready. lfiere are parts of tfiis dissertation that are d i i c u l i  to read Coming 

across the rape in there too t  me by surprise. I knew that we had talked about it but I 
forgot that you were going to write about it. Reading about what you foundwhen 

you watked into my home on Sali Spring that time when James and1 were both sick 

andin the city made me cry. I t  made it too realto see it through your eyes. 

Ethically, as an anthropologist and researcher, 1 am not supposed to make things more 1 
difficult for you. The vulnerability for me is that I am first your sister and, as such, I 1 
am privy to knowledge that I otherwise wouldn't have. With this knowledge, I have 1 
constructed my own version of your life events. 

I believe that our rehtionship as sisters mabs  the potentialfor ethicalviolhtions 

ve y real Because we are aware of tfiis we have hadconversations about what you 

woul;thave access to as an anthropologist andas my s&er andthe grey area in 
I 

between where you a n d l  woulitnegotiate. 



Injection drug use 

Laura: Can we talk about the injection drug use for a bit? It was an area that posed I 
considerable difficulty for both of us, perhaps one of those grey areas you suggest I 
above. 

g b ~  I knew how hardyou wouHpush when you wantedsomething, and1 knew that I 
when I wantedsomething I couhipush as hard especzdb aroundthe drug issue. I 

think initial$ you wantedit to be much more a part than what it is. I wantedit 

on6 to be brought in when it drectb impactedthe story that I was t@ng to tea 

Laura: For me, it was more central. I guess it resulted from my experience with your HIV, and 

of witnessing the hold that the heroin had on your and James' lives during those 

difficult and chaotic times. In those years, I felt so much helplessness about your HIV 

that the heroin use became a target to focus my fear and anger on. Also in much of the 

literature I was reading of how hegemonic narratives can oppress, it was clear that IDU 

was linked to stigma, marginalization and low self-esteem. Theoretically, I saw your 

IDU as a powerful element in your narrative. 

$&: I remember having agreat deafof concern that once the d q  issue enteredmy story 

on these pages, that it woufifinvafidate me in the q e s  of many reding it a n d l  1 
would- 6e dhissedagain. B e  sadfact is that I befieve this stilCwiCCfiappen with 

some andthat's okay. I I d n o t  want to 6% in the dhg use for the sake of it being 

there, I wanted to bring it in when I was taC,ng about how it impactedmy 1 
treatment 6y a doctor or treatment by a weyare wort@r. It  ah0 seemednecessary to 

discuss at the appropriate time why andwhen 1 began injecting heroin. 

Laura: This truly was a negotiation process that became more like a journey of discovery for 

both of us. 

a h  f ly drug addiction, that I aCCu&dto in presentations, was my shame a n d l  wam't ( 
sharing the detaik of it for anybody unlkss it was done in the way I wantedit done. 

Afthaugh it was dificuh, thts was an eqelhntjirst hurdlk to be overcome. It  was 

thefirst negotiation about content where we hit a stabmate, it seemed: 



Laura: I think this was where we first realized that there was more than one story on the go 

here but that I had to keep my ethical obligation to you regardless of what I envisioned 

the story to be. 

'Die endresult is that the issue of the drug use in the document is rejictedin a way I 

feelis effective yet safe. 

Intrusions 

Laura: 

Ab.G 

Laura: 

One thing that I want to address about the method is that it required me to have a 

presence in yours and James' lives that became intrusive. At times I felt that quite 

strongly. I believe that the method, while it was great in that it gave us the opportunity 

and reason to spend a lot of time together, also demanded that we spend more time 

together than might have always been desirable. 

Yes, it sometimes was intrusive. I am a very private person who does not usual5 

have much company in her home. I thinkwhy, at times, it feh intrusive was that we 

were tal&ng about verypnvate things andsometimes being in the very conzned 

space of our home didn't allow for the distance that we m@ht have h d z f w e  had 

not been farnib. Pho ,  the desire for discussion about areas of  our Cives that were 

p a i n t l i s  inherent in the feefing o f  intrusion at times, especial5 when these 

discussions neededto happen within a timefiame requiredfor the dissertation and 

not because one's soulneedidto share it. 

I also think that there being no clearly defined boundaries, if there can ever be in the 

process of life, between us as sisters, friends, and collaborators, has had a profound 

impact on me. The intrusion that we speak of, it impacted you and James, no doubt, 

but it also impacted me to have this knowledge of you and of your painful experiences. 

As an older sister, I felt a moral weight of how your life with HIV has been. As an 

anthropologist, in the sense that knowledge is power, it placed me in a position of 

power that I really did not want. That it happened, as you say, due to the dissertation 

and not because "one's soul needed to share it," makes it even more problematic for 

me. 



pbz Yes, the Ihckof boundaries was dificul?. Trying tofigure out what was hfe and 

what was research was at times difficult for me so I can onGy imagine how dzficult 

it must have been foryou. 

Laura: Also, there was more than just me and you involved, as James played a key role as 

well. This brought another element to the table that added dimensions of issues and 

painful stories. 

915~ Yes, James is a huge part of my life so I coul;Cnot talkabout my life without him 

6eingpart of it. Because of that it was important to not on& have hispermission to 

tatka6out him 6ut it was necessaly to have his cooperation. 

Laura: I agree. Also, as he impacted the process of conducting research, his role cannot be 

understated. In terms of my involvement in your lives, a considerable amount of our 

time together during his sick years was around his healthcare. Whether it was me 

caring for you while you were caring for him, or some other combination of caregiving 

attention over his dire health needs, this presented an intensity and vulnerability to the 

research. 

pbz 6soluteCy. I t  inserteda degree of intimacy that wouhinot have 6een present had 

we not 6een in the trenches o f  the life anddeath sttuggk together. I t  alio addeda 

degree of dificulty to the research in a num6er of ways. I t  impacted the time factor 

since when he was sick the research tooka 6ackseat. ~t aljo made our time seem 

fimitedas to hfe evectancy; it seemedas though time m@ht run out. 5% addedto 

the sttuggks of our work f i e  '7ame.s factor" was aho a 6kssing, as  I 6efieve his 

story addeda dimension to your understanding of our fives that you coulitn't have 

hadzfhe hadnot chosen to share hls story with you. 

Laura: What you have written is important. I also think that my involvement in your lives 

around health issues related to HIV, and my support of both of you during the sick 

times, predated the research by years. It did not exist because of the research. Also, 

without a doubt, the research took a backseat to the familial responsibility that I felt 

toward both of you. Also I believe that for many years James was unable to look 

reflexively on his life; it was only as he began a more holistic healing process, as he 

writes himself, that he was able to share his story. 



a&: I thinkthe dea  of the research was in part a result ofyour involvement in our fives 

incCu&ng your caregiving and not the other way around: 

Laura: I guess that is what I was saying. 

abx Although James shared much of his l f e  with me years ago, his perspective of it has 

changed: ,%Go, he wouhfnot have been a6h to reFe~ive4 teCChis story to others a 

num6er of  years ago. fiis is a Arect result o f the  heafing andspiritualpath he has 

chosen for his Life in the past few l o  watch him come to a phce where he not 

on& feeh vaCua66 enough to  deserve to be happy but to feelthat his eqenences 

have value. %is has been wonde+lfor me. 

Laura: When the research began there was much sickness in your and James' lives. I was 

looking for a way to be able to spend more time with you. I wanted to be able to watch 

over you as you were becoming more ill and James was never very well. The impetus 

for the research resulted from a number of factors, not the least of which was my desire 

to watch over you during the sick times you were having. While you were afraid of 

losing your husband, I was afraid of losing you. The PhD enabled me to spend more 

time with you and to watch over you, though this was not always a good thing for 

either of us. Without a doubt, I took on a sense of duty that was not mine to have. 

1 don't know $it was your duty or not. I do know that when our lbvedones are ill 

wefindwhatever way we can to feelfike we have some controCover uncontrokbh 

situations. 

Representations 

Laura: Do you want to talk about the issue of representation'? Do you think the research was 

representative of your life in an accurate way? Was your voice ever subsumed or 

silenced under my power as the ethnographer? 

abx I do not 6efieve that my voice was eversihncedin this. I was able to say what I 

neededor wantedto say. When it came to the theory, this was yourpart a n d l  felt 

it was yourphce to say what you wanted to say. I n  general I do Gefieve that this 

research is representative of the view of my fife that we  portray. fiere is much more 

about me than what is written here regarding the eqenences we wrote about. Yes it 



Laura: 

A&: 

Laura: 

A h  

Laura: 

Ab.G 

is a welLroundedrepresentation. I do not tfiin&allthe theories quotedin thzk 

dissertation are accurate in my hfe 6ut that zk what mat& this a wondefilprocess, 

the sharing of dzzerent perspectives andpositwns regarding the same topic. 

What theories do you believe were inaccurate portrayals? 

Ilie o n 5  one I can thinkof is the one regarding chaos that we talkedafiout earfier. 

lZie author is well-ome to his perspective but I don't thinkit  appkes to anthe same 

way. Ilieoly is academic andwhilk it may accurate5 reflkct a moment in time it 

can't represent the wholk truth) especial5 when deafing wi th  life issues. L f e  is 

fluidandimpacted by many variables andpeoplk involved Lookat the histoly of 

yourfiehiof study and how the accepted theory has changedover the years. n o  you 

know what I mean? 

Yes I do. I think this is a key area between the positivists and non-positivists. My 

philosophy colleague who said that the social sciences make up their theory as they go 

along is reflective of your idea, though not in the derogatory way he intended the 

comment to be when he made it after hearing about my research design. The exciting 

thing for me about some postmodern theories is that they provide a place for us to 

critically examine how we represent each other. Also, they hold us morally and 

ethically accountable for what we say about each other. Can you imagine how your 

story would be if it was written by a positivist? 

3 scaly thought. I t  wouMnot be with my cooperation, that's for sure but thenj?om 

a positivist perspective, my cooperation may not be of necessity. From that 

perspective a fact is a fact. 

Yes, though facts are, by necessity, socially constructed. It is like how truth is relative 

to the person who perceives it as such. For me as a researcher, it was very 

emancipating to embrace those elements of postmodernism that provided a way to 

critique inequality and domination that are embedded in patriarchal positivist Anglo- 

centric academic agendas. 

I thinkit  healthy for any dhcipfine to critical5 Ibokat itse@ Without this the 

diiclpline stands still Is  it a bit n i b f o r y o u  to do ttizi? 



Laura: 

a& 

Laura: 

ah% 

Laura: 

a&. 

Well, not yet, but the dissertation has not yet been defended and examined. Having 

said this, your comment has opened the door to a key hurdle presented to me by the 

academic process regarding this research. Being denied the opportunity to have you 

listed as co-author on the title page of this dissertation was a real blow for me. I never 

presumed that the process would be so rigid as to deny what I see as your rightfil place 

as co-author. 

I know this was vely hurtfilforyou. I know in my heart that I willalways be a 

co-authorandttiut you see it as such. With that said it i s  once again an examph of 

how voices can 6e sihncedandreafities invafidated basedon preconceivedpositions. 

Not being able to put your name as co-author is reflective of a master narrative that can 

and does silence that which challenges its position of authority. It is telling that we 

have written a paper that is aimed at challenging marginalization only to have you 

marginalized again. This is not the way I intended for this research to end. 

I am aware of that 6ut what a powe+lway for it to end ~t supports so much of 

what was sazdin this document. P n  examph being the difference in the way I was 

treatedwhen an educator of weyare workers as opposedto a cfient of weyare. One 

is an equac one is a subor&nate. In the situation of the dkertation, I have been 

made a su6ject. Bese are Gndof controffing words don't you think With that 

sazd; I have harneda long time ago to a l l  these institutions to 6efieve what they 

needto, especiali f t h e  circumstances are such thatjighting has too ht&h apnce. In 

this case the price is too hbh. 

You are right about a price being attached. I was told that if I pursued co-authorship I 

would not be granted a PhD. A PhD must be independent work. I expressed that my 

research was different and that you were a co-author and collaborator, and in no way 

did this diminish my workload as a doctoral candidate, but to no avail. I am wrestling 

with compromising my principles by putting this PhD before challenging the decision 

about authorship. 

Unfortunate6 sometimes we have to phy 6y others' rubs to get what we want. 

Use their system to get what you want, what I want you to get, andma@ this 



eqerience a teaching toofas to t h f i w s  in the system May6e this wouGf6e agood 

topic to write about afteryour 8hD is done? 

Laura: I suppose so. Are there any areas you want to cover before closing off our work here? 

I think we have addressed a number of salient points that did surface for us. It has been 

interesting working on MSN Messenger for this conversation. Being able to take our 

time since we began this conversation in January of this year and talked a bit when it 

worked for us. This has been a unique way for me to do research. 

fk I've r&dthis feature, this tool: It w o r ~ d w e K a d s a v e d o n  phone bifi. 

Laura: So, Alex, you get the final word here. 1 just want to thank you again. 

f I thinkwe digoodwor(.here. I thankyou for taeng this on andfor th 

c o d e r a t w n  you have given my familry, my W M ~ ,  a d m e .  272s is a great g f t  

you 've given me a n d l  am gratefiLI: I see in t h s e  pages a powe@ftoolthut is 

availh611. to those who want it. I hope it is taken for w h t  it is adg iven  the 

c o d e r a t w n  I 6eTseve it deserves. I f this  document can stimulhte conversation a d  

challinge thought then we have achievedsomethity, Bye for now. 
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EPILOGUE 

lliis dissertation has been a harning eqerience, to say the hast. I have Cearnedso 

much about the academic process, my familial relhtionships, and myse4 I have watched 

Laura b t  go of years of unsaidemotion, ~ ' v e  watchedJamesjind his voice and I ire put my 

story on paper, not just into the air. lliis eqerience has allowed me to revisit my past, its pain 

andjoy, andto see things with my q e s  of today. llie q e s  of a woman who is happy more 

often that she is sad: B e  eyes of a woman who has Cearnedtojindjoy in the li t th things and 

honour the day-to-day successes. 3 woman who bgratefilfor her life as it is. lliat doesn't 

mean I don't desire more, I do. I desire it all 

I desire a cure for my illness andothers. I desire equality andequitabb distribution. I 

desire a life without stigma andmalginalizing. I desire a worhfwithout war, hunger, 

viobnce, intobrance, ignorance, oppression, prejudice; allthe biggies. I desire it all But I am 

a realist. I know that I can desire it allbut stiCCfinda way to be happy with where my worhf 

is at whib wor&ng towards the rest. 

During the years of wor&ng on this dissertation there have been many changes in my 

life. S a t  mat& sense, change is one of the on5  certainties we have in this life. James has 

gonefiom absolute sickness to relhtive healih andl'vegonefiom relhtive healih to a digree of 

sickness I've not known before. Since I wrote down my part of the medicalchapter things are 

weren t .  llie pro6Cems with my neuropathy got worse andDr. Burdge decided it was time for 

me to change medications to try andreverse some of the neurobgicaldamage that was being 

done by one of the drugs I was on. Because of this change of medication I hadto quit the L-  

,%etycarnitine study. I have been having a dizcul i  time adjusting to my new drug combo and 

am battling incredi6Ce headaches andnauseafiom it. I hope things willsetth down soon and 

I can begin to feelbetter. I stiCCfeela great sense offrustration as I startedthese3ID,'j drugs 

to feelbetter with more energy, and1 don't. I hope my healih improves before I lbse my faith 



in these meds andstop them. I f  I am not going to feeCa benefit I willstop them, as they are 

too poisonous to keep taeng $ they don't tie& me feel6etter. 

Our fives on Sah Spring continue to be fair4 good: Iguess the only down side to 

being here is that housing is an ongoing struggh. @ere is very lilt6 afJorda6h housing andno 

subsidized housing. W e  are in the position of needng to loouor a new phce to Lve with very 

few options to consder. James and1 have decidedto give it anotheryear or so on this ishnd 

to see $we canfinda long-term rentalthat is afforda6k ~f we can't, we may be forcedto 

move elsewhere. I hope this does not happen as Salt Spring has been very life afirming for us 

andwe want to stay here. Zlnfortunateb it is a phce that is not very accommodating to those 

of us who are not weahhy, andit 'sgetting worse. Wi th  that said I stillhave hope that we 

canfinda smallpiece ofthis ishndin which to make ourselves a home. 

lfie issues regarding the struggh for my valufity within the confines of the rubs 

governing this PhD project have causedgreat upset for Laura. I t  z3firnny though that when 

she calid to teame what hadhappened; I ddn't  feel that surprkedor upset. Naybe I d d n  't 

feelthat upset because I wasn't surprised: f i e  struggi to be treatedas an equalandnot a 

subordinate is interwoven throughout my years of h i n g  with K?2! Iguess thzi htest 

situation reflkcts hfe as I've come to know it. Sometimes knowing in one's heart has to 6e 

enough. I do 6efieve that academia is intrinsicaQ a hierarchy. a i s  I 6eli:eve is reyective of 

the ruhsgoveming the disc@Lne andnot the indhduals involvedin active study. With that 

said; it sets up a circumstance of superior /subordinate. Being tolit that I coulitnot be 

credtedwith writing my own words, I willgofiom peer to sutjject in the q e s  of some. B a t  is 

a sadcommentary on the controllkg mechanism within our society in generalandacademia in 

particulhr. One day this may change, 6ut not today. But this is on5 my opinion. 

I see thzk dissertation as an important piece of workthat chalhnges the systems that 

govern many parts of our society. Wi th  luckthis document willstimulhte thought and 

conversation.  it does that then it is a success in my ges. I tiefieve Laura d d a n  excelI.int 

jo6 of presenting her arguments andsupporting her theories. lfiis workcoulitnot have been 

easy for her due to the vestedinterest she has with the subject, myself: For her a6il;'ty to 



complete this with anttie chufinges we fixed I congrntulhte tier a d a m  proud % n b o u  

anforyou time. Bye for now. 

Jkandria  Qating (May 10,2004) 

Photograph 27: Laura & Alex, 1998" 

Photograph by Permission of Liela Cooper. 



POST DEFENCE CONVERSATION 

Laura: 

Laura: 

a&: 

Today it has been one month since the doctoral defence. Time has flown by. It was 

great to be able to watch the videotape of the defence together before having this 

conversation. I missed you at the defence. It was difficult for me that you were unwell 

and unable to attend. 

I t  was sadfor me that I wasn't there; unfort~natelry~ the infection in my lowerjaw 

andneckhadbegun to move into my chest andcouliihave put me into a life- 

threatening position. I hadto stay home andhave the IV therapy done. I am 

gratefiLlto Sam forvideoing the defence. I thinkthe defence went well  

After watching the tape I would like to raise a few points with you as the oral exam 

brought forward some questions for me. The first one is regarding the position of your 

voice and truth. 

G e  whoh  concept of truth is rehtive to one's life experience in  the moment. f i e  

idea that someone can evaluate a person's truth better than that person can hersegis 

arrogant andnarrow. 1 thinkthat it is amusing that there is a perspective out there 

that zfmy story isfiCteredthrough an academic hnsfirst then it is more truthj i~l  

than when toliiin my own voice andwords. G i s  invafidates my story a n d l  become 

unnecessary. W e  are not tal@ng about truth andlies here; we are taleng about 

perceptions of one's life. !My truth about my life ten years ago is dzfferent than my 

truth about my life today because I see it dzzerentlry. N y  ability to  go back through 

my joumak andreadthem hekedme to see my truth backthen but I can stillonlry 

talkabout it through my everience of  today. 

Gere  is one other issue that I wouhifike to address before we have the topic of  

truth andlife perspective, this is regardzng the phrase HIV-infected: At your oral 

exam the issue was raisedtfiat referring to me as NlV-infectedwas marginalizing, I 

do not agree with this. For me it is marginalizing to be calhda WJ or a PWY@. 



3 person with AIDS has connotations of death attachedto it and1 do not refer to 

myseyas a W A .  (For me this phrase is oppressive and fimiting. Let's befrank here, 

I am infectedwith WQ NIV infection is not some abstract concept used to define. 

It's a fact. 

Others may define themselves w e r e n t @  and that 's o& Persons not fiving with this 

illness cannot have the same perspective. Many of the common t e r m  used by 

society, government, academia, and medcine are very rnarginafizing and oppressive, 

in my opinion, but are used none-the-hss. I guess for those, these phrases are 

comfortable andare what they know. (For me that doesn't make them any more 

acceptabh. On the contrary, the fact that definitions that oppress are the accepted 

tenninology is very telfing andsad One day I hope the views of those being 

disczrssedm'hlbe given more consderation. A s  for me, I am a member of BCWA 

(not my choice of name), I am a woman living with W V a n d ~  am WV-infected I 

am alio much more that has nothing to do with W q  but that's anotherstory. 

Laura: Another area that I want your comment on is the authority and editorial control you had 

over your own story. I think some persons in the exam room had a difficult time with 

the power sharing that was critical to our collaborative methodology. 

A f i ~  I thinlZfor some peoph, they workso hardto gain a position of authority that the 

thought of becoming an equalwith the suEject of research, who is not an academic, is 

veryfitghtening. I honest@ thinkthat the concept of anthropolbgist andsubject is 

very comfortabh for some because it gives them that phce to evaluate andmaintain 

distance. I thinkthe concept of equafity can be very threatening to some peoph and 

can make them very uncomfortabh. 

Laura: The point that I believe I was not successful in making during the defence is the 

importance of power sharing. Going back to what you were saying about the 

willingness to power share, the doctoral committee has no issue with this because I 

chose the right committee. The idea of power sharing, as a core methodological 

element of the dissertation, was being questioned as to whether or not it diminished the 

academic merit of the work in terms of my contribution. Alex, at the end of the day, I 

still don't understand how the issue of your access to the committee, and the sharing of 



power, became such a point of critique and question. Your editorial control was only 

over your own story. 

J&z l f ie  suggestion that your academic contri6ution might not merit a @'h@ due to the 

fact that I was a colh6orator andmy story was toLfin my own voice is to me a 

ludicrous dea. What you do in this dissertation is ana4zing my story as wellas 

sharing portions andperspectives of my story that I do not. You ako phce James' 

andmy stories within the conteG of the 6roderperspective 6y researching and 

maeng l ink  between the stories we tellandthe documentedrealities of others living 

with this illness. In this wayyou tellthe stories of many who share the realities I 

do. You researchedandwrote about the history of werare, medicalsystems, societal 

perspectives on H l q  etc. allowing the reader to better understandthe reaCities in 

which the HlVnarrative is being tolitandwhy the socialstructure can marginalLe 

the way it does. By offering this information you not on4  educate but you give the 

reader more information with which to support or challknge the theories you present. 

It  seems to me that at your oralexam, the chalhnge wasn't to the the09 6ut toyour 

wor@oad: I guess I just don 't get it. How coulitsomeone actual4 read this 

document andquestion f you  didenough workto merit a @'ti@. Forgoodness sat& 

my words conszit of one quarter of the document andaCthough I am r e f h ~ v e  anddo 

discuss socialissues andoccasional4 the "big "picture, I main4 speakof those things 

which have direct@ impactedmy hfe in some way. What you do is e ~ a n d t h i s  

view, examine different facets of these issues andchallknge social4 accepted 

perspectives. You ako challknge long-standing positions and theories within your 

own academic discipline. I'm sure some don't always appreciate this approach. I am 

equali sure this approach d d v a n c e  andis necessav to the hfe of any discipline. 

Just to 6epe$ectCy char, I hadno editonizlcontroloveryour words in this 

dissertation. What I didhave was the choice to comment on your sections, an 

option I rare4 $ever exercised: I 6efieve my a6ifity to comment did impact how you 

wrote things 6ut not too much on what you wrote, but that's on4  my perspective. 



I n  reference to the question at your defence about the 6ig picture and how positive 

change can 6e impacted 6y this work sort of a "where to now" question, my 

thoughts are this. Change does needto happen at the top of  the powerstructure of  

government, medicaCsystems, andsociaCsystems etc. G i s  document can't make the 

goyemment agent of weyare change theirpoficies to a more humane stance. ~t 

won't stop the moralnghtfjom seeing m V a s  a retribution by God; andthose 

afffictedas deserving o f  their suffering (except in the f e w  instances of  innocence 

such as 6y birth or blood t r a n s i o n ) .  B i s  dissertation d n o t  change the worliEin 

one felswoop. W h a t  I believe this dissertation d d o  is contribute to change on a 

grass roots hvel; andsome of  the most profoundchange in histoly has come about 

this way. B e  power of  this document, as a whoh  or in part, is that it d s p e a k t o  

the individual: B e  i n d i v i d u a l d n o t  o n 4  hear wi th  their brain, but may aho hear 

with their heart. B y  affecting the individual; change d h a p p e n .  A s  the peophs' 

views change, so does that o f  the power structure governing our society. I t  may take 

time 6ut it does happen. Average peopb can change the worLfanddo so every day. 

B a t  is my hope wi th  this dissertation, that change willresult not o n 5  in the 

individual; but aho through the indivdualinto society and afJect socialpoCicy. I do 

6efieve this can a n d d h a p p e n  as a result o f  this story andothers like it. I've seen 

it happen before a n d 1  know I will see it again. B e  power of the peopl;! is an 

amazing thing a n d 1  have faith. 
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Appendix 1: Ethical approval 

SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY 

OFFICE OF RESEARCH ETHICS BURNABY, BRITISH COLUMBIA 
CANADA V5A IS6 
Telephone: 604-291-3447 
FAX: 604-268-6785 

July 12,2004 

Ms. Laurie Cooper 
Graduate Student 
Sociology / Anthropology 
Simon Fraser University 

Dear Ms. Cooper: 

Re: Conversations with My Sister: An HIV/AIDS Counterstory 

The above-titled ethics application has been granted approval by the 
Simon Fraser Research Ethics Board, in accordance with Policy R 20.01, 
"Ethics Review of Research Involving Human Subjects". 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Hal Weinberg, Director 
Office of Research Ethics 

M inclusion in thffk/dissertation/extended essqdresearch project report, as submitted to the university library in fulfillment I 

nal requirements for graduation. 



Appendix 2: Informed consent form 

FORM #2 
SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY 

INFORMED CONSENT BY SUBJECTS TO PARTICIPATE 
IN A RESEARCH PROJECT OR EXPERIMENT 

The University and those conducting this project subscribe to the ethical conduct of research 
and to the protection at all times of the interests, comfort, and safety of subjects. This form 
and the information it contains are given to you for your own protection and full understanding 
of the procedures. Your signature on this form will signify that you have received a 
document which describes the procedures, possible risks, and benefits of this research 
project, that you have received an adequate opportunity to consider the information in the 
document, and that you voluntarily agree to participate in the project. 

Any information that is obtained during this study will be kept confidential to the full extent 
permitted by law. Knowledge of your identity is not required. You will not be required to write 
your name or any other identifying information on the research materials. Materials will be 
held in a secure location and will be destroyed after the completion of the study. However, it 
is possible that, as a result of legal action, the researcher may be required to divulge 
information obtained in the course of this research to a court or other legal body. 

Having been asked by -Laura Cooper of the -Sociology Anthropology 
Dept. of Simon Fraser University to participate in a research project, I have read the 
procedures specified in the document. 

I understand the procedures to be used in this experiment and the personal risks to me in 
taking part. 

I understand that I may withdraw my participation at any time. 

I also understand that I may register any complaint I might have about the experiment with 
the researcher named above or with Jane Pulkingham Chair of the Sociology/Anthropology 
Dept. of Simon Fraser University. 

I may obtain copies of the results of this study, upon its completion, by contacting: Laura 
Cooper. 
I agree that my name will be divulged in this research. 

I have been informed that the research material will be held in confidence by Laura Cooper. 



Appendix 2, Page 2 

Page 2. 

I agree to participate by speaking with the Laura Cooper about my life experiences as a person with HIV 
described in the document referred to above, and to have my conversations audio-taped, during the time 
period December 2001-July 2004 at a variety of locations in British 
Columbia, Alberta, South Dakota. 

NAME (please type or print legibly): 

ADDRESS: 

SIGNATURE: 'WITNESS: 

DATE: ONCE SIGNED, A COPY OF THIS 
CONSENT FORM AND A SUBJECT 
FEEDBACK FORM SHOULD BE 
PROVIDED TO THE SUBJECT. 



Appendix 3: Communication from MHR concerning loss of transportation 
allowance 



Appendix 4: Alex's response to MHR concerning transportation allowance 

i:,l~. QF SOCIAL SERVICES -- -.., 
HAS 

I  ara, w r i t i n g  tcs y o u  t o d a y ,  o n  b e h a l  f  c ~ f  my h u s b a n d  
J a m e s  a n d  rnysel f  A l e x a n d r  i a ,  t o  ask: y o u r  assi  st a n c e  i t i  

resol v i n g  a s i t u a t i o n  w h i c h  is p r o v i n g  t o  b e  d e t r i r n e t i t a  
0 u r  h e a l  t h  a n d  s e n s e  o f  w e 1  1 b e i n g .  

W e  a re  c l  i e t i t s  o f  y o u r  o . f f i c e  atid ,our c a s e  w o r k e r  is  
number 1 0 4 .  F o r  a  1 orrg t ime c u r  wcwker was  b u t  d ~ ~ e  t o  
a  r e d i s t r i b u t i m i  o f  t t ~ e  c a s e  l o a d s  w e  h a v e  tiad a few 
d i f f e r e n t  w o r k e r s  i n  t h e  p a s t  y e a r .  Our p r e s e n t  w n r k e r  is 

a n d  i t  i . s  w i t h  s h e  ttiat c u r  p r o b l e m  e x i s t s .  

W e  h a v e  h a d  on1 y  a few d e a l  i n g  w i t h  a n d  I  h a v e  
b e e n  l e f t  w i t h  s e r i o u s  c o n c e r n s  r e g a r d i n g  o u r  f u t u r e  w e 1  l 
b e i n g  i f  w e  a re  fax-ced t o  reritaiti  w i t h  w o r k e r .  A t  t h i s  time 
waul d  1 i k e  t~ e x p l  aiti f n r  yclu ttie ser ies  o f  e v e n t s  w h i c h  
h a v e  1 e a d  t o  t h i s  1 et te r  a n d  t h e n  o u t  l i tie t h e  i teri~s we 
r e q u i r e  t o  b e  a d d r e s s e d .  Thank  y o u  f o r  y o u r  i t i d u l g e t i c e .  

My f i r s t  awar c w e s s  t h a t  W ~ S  O L I ~  t i e w  wcr k e r  w a s  
j u s t  b e f o r e  Chric; . t r i~as 1 9 3 7  when o u r  J a n u a r y  GAIN c h e q u e  
a r r i v e d  f o r  a  r e d u c e d  arilount f r o m  what  w e  u s u a l  1 y  r e c e i v e .  
p h o n e d  y o u r  o f  f i r e  a n d  w a s  p u t  t h r o u g h  t o  t h e  v o i c e  m a i l  o f  
o u r  new w o r k e r  # 1 0 4 ,  . When r e t u r n e d  my m e s s a g e  I 
e x p l a i n e d  t h e  p u r p o s e  o f  ri~y c a l  l a n d  a s k e d  i f  s h e  c o u l d  f i n  
mut why o u r  c t i e q u e  w a s  srilal l er . I  w a s  i n  forriled ttiat o u r  
d i e t a r y  a l  l o w a n c e s  h a d  e x p i r e d .  I e x p l a i n e d  t h a t  d u e  t o  t h e  
per r i~a t ie t i t  a n d  p r o g r e s s i v e  n a t u r e  nof o u r  h e a l  tti si t u a t  i n n ,  
( t h a t  b o t h  o f  u s  a r e  l i v i n g  w i t h  HIV d i s e a s e  w h i c h  h a s  
p r o g r e s s e d  t o  AIDS) t t i a t  I h a d  t h e  b e l i e f  t h a t  ttie d i e t a r y  
requirement l e t t e r s  f r m i  o u r  p h y s i c i a n  s u b m i t t e d  ttie 
p r e v i o u s  y e a r  w a s  p e r m a n e n t .  I  r e q u e s t e d  t h a t  ! c h e c k  
t h i s  n u t  f a r  u s  a n d  i f  i t  t u r n e d  o u t  t h a t  w e  r e q u i r e d  a new 
I e t t e r  t h a t  we would  g e t  o n e .  T h a t  w a s  Wed. Dec. 1 7  38. On 
T h ~ c r s d a y  Dec ,  1 8  I c a l  l e d  b a c k  a n d  w a s  t o l d  t h a t  we 
r e q u i r e d  a t i e w  p h y s i c i a n s  l e t t e r  e a c h  y e a r .  I t h e n  a s k e d  

t h a t  s i n c e  C h r i s t r i ~ a s  w a s  j u s t  d a y s  away ,  i f  I  c o u l d  y e  
t h e  p h y s i c i a n s  l e t t e r  t o  tier T h u r s d a y  a f t e r n o o n  o r  F r i d a y  
1fiortiitIg c o u l d  w e  p o s s i b l y  h a v e  t h e  c h e q u e  p r o d u c e d  fcnr t h e  
F r i d a y  3 p.m. c h e q u e  p i c k  u p .  I w a s  t h e n  a n d  s t i  l l am 
c e r t a i n  s h e  a g r e e d  t o  t h i s . T h e  l e t t e r  f rom o u r  p h y s i c i a n  w a  
d r o p p e d  o f  a t  y o u r  o f f i c e  oti F r i .  Dec. 1 3  a t  a b o u t  11 :30  
a . m . '  . F r i d a y  a t  3:30 p.m. we r e t u r n e d  t o  y o u r  o f f i c e  a n d  
were t o l d  b y  t h e  w o r k e r  a t  t h e  f ro t i t ,  d e s k  t h a t  t ~ o  r e q u e s t  
w a s  p c ~ t  fm-ward  f o r  a n  i m p r e s s  c h e q u e  f o r  u s .  F u r t t i e r m c w e ,  
t h i r ,  f r o n t  d e s k  w o r k e r  s a i d  s h e  wc~ul d  mal::e a w a r e  13.f ou 
i n q u i r y  a n d  t h a t  w e  s h o u l d  r e t u r t ~  i:tti Mssnday afterti~rbctti  t ~ s  
p i c k  up  o u r  c h e q u e .  Monday a t  3:30 p. ni. w e  r e t u r n e d  t o  y o u r  
o f f i c e  otil y  t o  b e  g i v e n  ttie same e x p l  i n a t i o t i  a g a i n ,  t h a t  

. h a d  t i i ~ t  r e q u e s t e d  t h i s  c h e q u e  b e  p r o d u c e d  f o r  u s .  
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Upon ncnur e x p  l a i n i n g  
c i r c u m s t a n c e s  o f  o u r  
w a s  c r e a t i n g  f o r  u s ,  
s h e  a s s u r e d  u s  t h a t  

v e p e a t e d  t r i p s  a n d  t h e  h a r d s h i p  B)?$P 
t o  t h e  f r a t i t  d c s i  w o r k e r  t h e  MmN-oF~oC,AL  SLRViCLs 

a s  w e  were b o t h  v e r y  i l l  a t  t h a t  tiri!&Gs (@, 
a  c h e q u e  would  b e  p r o d u c e d  f o r  u s  b y  

T u e s d a y  a f t e r n o o n .  T h a n k s  t o  t h e  c o n s i d e r a t e  i t i t e r v e t i t  i o n  o f  
t h i s  worilati we p i c k e d  up  a  c h e q u e  o n  T u e s d a y  Dec. 23 1997. I  
b e  l i e v e  e x h i b i t e d  d i s r e g a r d  f o r  o u r  h e a l t h  a n d  t h e  
r e a l i t y  o f  o u r  p h y s i c a l  s i t u a t i o n  i n  t h i s  rnat t i - r .  

Rack: crn Wed. Dec. 1 7  97 d u r i n g  my i n i t i a l  p h w e  c a t  l 
w i t h  , when .;the went  i n t o  o u r  f i  l i  t o  f i n d  o u t  why o u r  
c h e q u e  w a s  d e d u c t e d  s h e  a  l s o  t o o k  n o t e  t h a t  we w e r e  
r e c e i v i n g  a  t r a n s p o r t a t  i n n  a l  l s w a n c e  mf 9 5 4 . 0 0  p e r  month  
( $ 2 7 . 0 0  e a c h ) .  To t h i s  p o i n t  h e r  d e m e a n o r  had  b e e n  a b r u p t  
b u t  f o r  sorile r e a s o t i  h e r  t o n e  b e c a m e  d e r o q a t o r  y  when 
e n q u i r i n g  "we1 1 y o u r  o n  GAIN o f  h a n d i c a p p e d  a r e n ' t  you'?", 
" t h e n  y o u  s h o u l  d  n o t  b e  g e t t i n g  a  t r a n s p o r t a t  i m i  al l owatice 
y o u  s h o u l d  g e t  a  y e a r l y  b u s  p a s s !  ". I  t r i e d  t o  e x p l a i n  t o  
h e r  t h a t  y e s  , i n  t t i e  p a s t ,  w e  h a v e  g o t t e n  y e a r  l v b u s  p a s s e s  
b u t  t t i a t  l a s t  y e a r  whi l e a t  a n  a p p o i n t m e n t  w i t h  
( p o s s i b l y  o u r  y e a r l y  r e v i e w  t h a t  y e a r )  w e  e x p r e s s e d  o u r  
c o n c e r n  f o r  o u r  h e a l  t h  i n  r i d i n g  t h e  ' b u s s e s .  

When J a n i e s  a n d  I wmrl d  u s e  t h e  b u s  w e  woul d  i n v a r i a b l y  
l c a t c h  a  c o l d  , f l u  or w o r s e  atid f o r  u s  a  s i m p l e  c o l d  is v e r y  
d a n g i r o u s .  W e  n e v e r  s e e m e d  t o  g e t  s i c k  f o r  o n l y  a  few d a y s  
w e  s e e m e d  t o  e n d  u p  s i c k  f o r  w e e k s ,  p a s s i  rig i l l tiess b a c  E: a n d  
f o r t h .  A l s m  t h e  f a c t  t h e  w e  b c k h  a r e  a l s o  H e p a t i t i s  C 
p o s i t i v e  a n d  t h a t  w e  h a v e  many u n e x p e c t e d  m e d i c a l  
appmi  n t m e n t s  a n d  c n ~ e r g e n r  ies d u e  t o  t h e s e  i l 1 n e s s e s  a s  w e 1  1 
as t h e  I d i o p a t h i c  T t i ro rnbocytnpeni  a  ( I T P )  my h u s b a n d  Jari~es' 
s u f f e r s  f rom.  I  T  P is a n  i l  ltiess w h i c h  r e r u l  ts i n  
u t i c o n t r o l  l e d  b l e e d i n g  i n t e r n a l  l y  a n d  e x t e r n a l  l y  d u e  t u  t h e  
s p l e e n  d e s t r o y i n g  t h e  p l a t l e t t s  i n  J a r i ~ e s '  body.  t om k  
i t i t 1 2  c m s i d e r a t i o n  t h e s e  f a c t c w  s (whi  c h  i n  o u r  f  i 1 es a re  
d o c u m e n t e d  i n  o n e  f o r m  o r  a n o t h e r ?  a s  w e 1  l a s  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  
w e  h a v e  u p  t o  2 0  p l a n n e d  riledical re1 a t e d  a p p o i n t m e n t s  p e r .  
rootitti ( J a m e s  c h e s t  c a t h e t e r  f l u s t i  , b l o o d  w o r k ,  I . V .  
t r e a t r i ~ e n t ,  Dr. a p p t . ,  p h a r m a c y ,  r m m s e l  i n g  e t c . .  . ! a s  w e 1  1 
a s  w h a t e v e r  u n e x p e c t e d  a p p o i n t m e n t s  a n d  e n ~ e r q e n c i e s  we h a v e ,  
w h i c h  d o  see t o  b e  o n q o i  rig a s  J a m e s  t i ea  l t h  g e t s  w e a k e r  a n d  
h i s  b l e e d i n g  h a r d e r  t o  c o n t r o l .  a l so  t ~ m k  t h e  f a c t  o f  
t h e  r i s k  we f a c e  w i t h  c o n t a g i o u s  e l e m e n t s  i n  c l n s e  q u a r t e r s  
a f  t h e  b u s  (Hep A ,  T.R., c o l d ,  i n f  l u e t i z a ,  e c t . .  > a n d  s h e  
a p p r  m x h e d  a  s u p e r v i s o r  w i t h  r e y a r d s  t o  what  c o u l  d  h e  d o n e  
t o  he1 p  u s .  When s h e  r e t u r n e d  to h e r  o f  f i r e  s h e  i n f o r m e d  u s  
o f  t h e  t r a n s p o r t a t i o n  al l o w a n c e  w e  w o u l d  b e  g e t t i n g .  ( 

w a s  a w a r e  ttiat d u e  t o  o u r  c o n c e r t i  f o r  o u r  h e a l t h  t h a t  we 
w e r e  u s i n g  riloney w e  c o u l d  i l l  a f f o r d ,  t o  p a y  o u r  riln~~tithly c a r  
i n s u r a n c e ,  so  t h i s  t r a n s p o r t a t  i cm al l owatice w a s  tcl ass is t  
w i t h  t h i s  $62.00 a rootitti e x p e n s e  a s  i t  w a s  t h e  rhost c o s t  
e f  f e c t i v e  a p p r o a c h  t o  o u r  n e e d s .  T h e  t r a n s p o r t a t  i o n  
al l oweitice is rimre c o s t  e f  f e c t i v e  t h a t  t a : . ; i s r  a n d  h a n d y  d a r t  
wou l d  n o t  b e  o f  u s e  t o  u s  oti tiuriwr o u s  o c c a s i o n s  a s  w e  1 3  f  t e n  
d w i ' t  h a v e  n o t i c e  o f  h e a l  tti p r o b l e m s  e s p e c i a l  l y when i t  is 
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i n  re l  a t : i o n  t l : ~  .Jari~e.; .;pl:mtanicus b l  e e d i  ng which  
r e q u i r e s  p r o i i ~ p t  a t t e n t i o n .  

A l t h o u g h  I d i d  t iot  g o  i n t o  al l ttiat d e t a i l  
d i d  a s s u r e  h e r  t h a t  w e  h a d  g o t  t e n  y e a r  l y  p a s s e s  
y e a r s  b u t  ttiat d u e  t o  t h e  p r e v i o u s  a n d  p r e s e n t  
h e a l t h  t h e  t r a t i s u o r t a t i o n  al l nc~watice w a s  a n e c e s  

g e n e r a l  I 

w i t t i  jSq iS , -  
i n  p r e v  ' w * ~ ~  t@k,CES 

s t a t e  o f  o u r  
,si t Y a n d  @3, 

r  eritai n e s  a t i e c e s s i  t y. a g a i  r-, i t i  f  o r  riled m e  t h a t  w e  sti-2u l d  
n o t  h a v e  i t  a n d  when I  e x p r e s s e d  t h a t  I " , a l  c ~ n g  w i t h  h e r  
s i . \ p e r i r i s o r  be1 i e v e d  w e  w e r e  j u s t  i f  i e d  t o  r e c e i v e  i t ,  
z a i d  s h e  would l od:: i n t o  i t  a n d  p r o m p t l y  e n d e d  o u r  p h m i e  
c a l  l . S h e  seeriled u n i n t e r e s t e d  i n  u n d e r s t a n d i n g  t h e  r e a s m i s  
why w e  r e c e i v e d  t h e  a l l o w a n c e  i n  t h e  f i r s t  p l a c e .  I t  seerncd 
l i k e  s i n c e  s h e  w a s  g o i n g  t o  h a v e  t o  g r u d g e i n g  l y  r e i n s t a t e  
o u r  d i e t r i r y  al l owatice s h e  w a s  d e t e r m i t i e d  t h e  t a k e  s o m e t h i n g  
f r o r i ~  u s .  I a l so  f e l  t r e s e t i t m e t i t  f r o m  r e g a r  d i  ng t h e  
t r a n s p o r t a t i o n  al l owatice,  l i k e  w e  w e r e  d e c e p t i v e  atid n o t  
ipea l  l y  i n  meed aclf t h e .  T h e  f o l  l o w i n g  d a y ,  T t iu rs .  Der. 18, 
when I s p u k e  t o  a g a i  t i  a b o u t  o u r  d i e t a r y  al l owance  D r .  s' 
1 e t t r r  , t h e  t r a n s p o r t a t i o n  al l o w a n c e  w a s  n o t  riletit i o n e d .  Then 
t h e  p r o b l e m  w i t h  t h e  p r i n t i n g  o f  o u r  d i e t a r y  al lowatice 
c h e q u e  r ~ c c u r r e d ,  d u e  t o  what  I f e e l  i s  i n t e n t i o n a l  d i s r e g a r d  
t o w a r d s  u s .  I  dm n o t  be1 i e v e  c c , t i s i d e r a t i c m  was  g i v e n  t o  o u r  
p h y s i c a l  l imi t a t  icons a n d  t h e  g r e a t  amount  o f  s t r e s s  p r o d u c e d  
from tir\merc,us u t i f u l f i l l i t i g  t r i p s  t o  y o u r  o f f i c e  n o t  tt3 

m e n t i o n  t h e  u t i c t r - r t a i t i t y  o f  o u r  a h i  l i t y  t o  p a y  o u r  f o l  l o w i n g  
m o n t h s  c a r  i n s u r a n c e .  I  aril n o t  s u r e  i f  f e l  t r e p r i m a n d e d  
o n  Monday Dec. 22 wheti a  co wor k e r  a p p r o a c h e d  h e r  r e g a r d i n g  
g e t i n g  at1 w i t h  t h e  r e q u e s t  f u r  c u r  d i e t a r y  al l owatice c h e q u e .  
I do ktic~w t h a t  #ran t t i a t  s a m e  d a y  s h e  p e n n e d  a  l e t t e r  t o  u s  
s t a t e - i t i g  t h a t  "we d i s c u s s e d  ttitz- $54. . . . . . you  a r c  til:& 
e l i g i b l e " .  I ' r i~  riot s u r e  who "we" r e f e r s  t o  b u t  I E:now t h a t  
when w e  p ick :ed  up o u r  d i e t a r y  al l n u a n c e  c h e q u e  T u e s .  Dec. 23 
a f t e r t i o o t i ,  t h e  w o r k e r  on  t h e  frcstit  d e s k  made rornment t o  u s  
i n  r e l a t i a n  t o  t h e  y e a r l y  b i ~ s  p a s s  t o  t h e  e f f e c t  ttiat w e  
f e l  t "abcnve" t h e  u s e  ,of s a i d  p a s s .  W e l  l I wcul d  l i k . e  t o  
a s s u r e  y o u  h e r e  a n d  now ttiat i n  n o  way d c ~  I  f e e l  a b o v e  s u c h  
a p a s s  n o r  h a v e  I  e v e r  v o i c e d  t h i s  v i e w .  F r e v i o u s l  y  when 
we 've  h a d  y e a r l y  p a s s e s  t h e y  h a v e  b e e n  u s e d  w i t h  o ~ c h  
a p p r e c i a t e d .  I t  is j u s t  t t i a t  now t h e  r e a l i t y  o f  o u r  h e a l t h  
h a s  c t i a n g e d ,  I  o f  a I  I p e o p l e  w i s h  i t  h a d  n o t ,  b u t  i t  h a s .  

What I aril a s k i n g  f r n m  y o u  is  t o  h a v e  o u r  c a s e  f i  l e 
a s s i g n e d  t o  a t i e w  w o r k e r .  T h i s  is n o t  a r e q u e s t  I ri~ake 
l i g h t l y .  I b e l i e v e  t h e  d i s d a i n  I  f e e l  corning frorn I is 
t iot  (gmitig t o  Iri~provtr.. The  csnl y  o t h e r  t iri~e I a t t e r i ~ p t e d  t o  
make c o n t a c t  w i t h  w a s  i t i  r i i i  d  J a t i .  98 when I l e f t  a  
m e s s a g e  on  h e r  voictz- m a i  l r e q u e s t i n g  d i r e c t i o n  on  how t o  
p r o c e e d  w i t h  a  r e q u e s t  f o r  a p p r  snpr i a t e  f o o t w a r e .  I  h a v e  
~nt igoi t iq  d e . t e r i o r a t i o n  i n  t h e  j o i n t s  o f  ri~y f e e t  as  w e 1  l as  
a r t h r i t i s .  T h e  c m l y  p a i r  o f  s h o e s  I  h a d ,  ttiat I  w a s  a b l e  to 
w a l  k i n r  were f i n a l  l y  b e y o n d  r e p a i r  a n d  I w a n t e d  t o  know h ~ w  
I  c o u l d  a p p l y  t u  g e t  a s s i s t a n c e  i n  g e t t i n g  sorile t i e w  

1 f o o t w e a r .  U t i f o r t c ~ t i a t c l  y  . . d i d  n o t  r e t u r n  m y  otiaztie m e s s a o e  
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atid a f t e r  h e r  p r e v i o u s  tri_.atri~etit t c ~ w a r d  u s  1 c o u l  d t l ' t  b r i n y  
r i ~ y ~ i e l  f  to  b e g  f o r  tier a.;sistatici. .  I s h o u l d  b e  a l  lowed t - 
r e t a i n  ri~y d i g n i t y .  The  d e g r e e  avf riletital and  e r i ~ o t i c ~ t i a l  
d i  s t r e ? s s  ttiat k t ies+ c i  r ~ : ~ ~ r i ~ s t i w ;  es  c r  ea1;ed c a t  b e  a t  
by  more  t h a n  sme o f  t h e  p t i y s i c i a t i s  we see. So l i k e  t h e  
i s a u r s  t h a t  t i a v e  a r i s e n  si n c i  t h i s  i n c i d e n t  b e g a n ,  we 've  
j u s t  ri~anagerl t o  g e t  by .  ' 1 

"'* OF soc 
Nnw w e  w o u l d  1 i k e  t o  do i r n r i ~ e t h i t ~ q  abinut i t ,  i n : ,  T ' r n  

h 
r e q u e s t  i tig a n w  uctr l e r  . I wov 1 4 , I  su l i l:e t o  r e q u e s t  t I ~ @ ~ f ! & ~  ' t i c h ~ ~ ~ .  
y c u i - e v i e w ~ ~ ~ f  t h e  i s s u e n f  OUT t r ,~ t i s ,pcnr . ta t io t ia l lowat i ceas  I (823) '' 
b r l  i e v e  i t  w i t h  u n j u s t l y  t a k e n  f r o m  u s  wi:thnut c o n s i d e r a t i o n  
o f  a l l  ttie f a c t s ,  i n c l u d i n g  t h e  fac t ;  t h a t  t h e  t r a n s p u r t a t i c m  
a l  l owatice was  a p p r o v e d  b y  a s u p e r v i s o r  d u r i n g  t h a t  i:mf f  i c e  
v i s i t  w i t h  . I wcc~ l d  a l  so l i k c  f o r  you  o r  c u r  new 
wor k e r  t o  a d d r e s s  ri~y n e e d  o.f f  mot wear  t h a t  w i  l l a  l l ow rlw 
sorile rimbi l i t  y  P I  c a n  u t ~  l y  g e t  so ri~urh c o r t i s o n e  i n  j e c t  e d  
i n t o  t h e  j o i t i t a  o f  my f e e t .  I t e m  number f o u r  t h a t  I would  
r e q u e s t  b e  a d d r e s s e d  is t h e  i s s u e  s u b s t a n c e  a b u s e  t r e a t r i w n t  . 

P ~ t h  J a r i ~ e s  a n d  I  t i ave  b e e n  on  Mettiadr,ne M a i n t e n a n c e  
s i n c e  1391. Years a g o  w e  e n q u i r e d  int-cl  t h e  p c l s s i b i  l i t y  o f  
g e t t i n g  r i ~ i t i i s t r y  a s s i s t a n c e  w i t h  t h e  nmnth l  y  c l i n i s  f e e s  a n d  
w e  w e r e  teal d  t h a t  ttie r i ~ i n i s t r y  d o e s  n o t  d o  ttiat. R e c e n t l y  I 
was  a d v i s e d  b y  a f r i e n d  at  B r i t i s h  C o l u r i ~ b i a  P e r s o n s  Wi th  
AIDS S o c i e t y  a d v n c a c y  d e p t .  ( a n  o r g i n i z a t i o n  o f  w h i c h *  -XV< 
b e e n  a ri~eri~ber s i t i c e  19RR and for  w h i c h  I  u s e d  t o  . , 

V O I  u n t c e r  - - - - 
,,,,,..,. 62- h e a l  t h  i n t e r v e n e d  i n  95) 

t h a t  t h e r e  is a  r c g u l  a t i o t i  whic.h w i  l l al low t h e  r i ~ i l n i s t r y  t a  
assist w i t h t h e s e  c o s t s  u n d e r  t h e  GA1t.I a c t  P.C. Reg. 
453/'35, s. 2. c l a u s e  12. 2 T~ea l - r i t e t i t  a n d  C x m s e  l l i ng.  Under  
t h i s  s e c t i o n  i t  is rily u n d e r s t a n d i n g  t h a t  w i t h  a p e c i  f i e d  
a p p r o v a l  t h a t  e a c h  a f  u s  is el i g i b l  e f o r  a s s i s t a n c e  w i  tti o u r  
$60. 00 p e r  mo. p e r  p e r s o t i  c l i n i c  f e e s  tci ttie t c ~ t a l  ar i~outi t  a f  
$500.00 p e r  y e a r  p e r  c l i e n t .  I  would  h e  r i~ore  t t i a t  g r a t e f u l  
i f  tlhe p r o c e s s  r e q u i r e d  t o  a t t a i n  t h e  n e e d i d  apprcuva l woul d  
b e  s t a r t e d .  I  u n d e r s t a n d  t h a t ;  o t : c a s i o n a l  l y  a p p e a l s  a n d  
t r i b u n a l  s a r e  r e q u i r e d  tcm a c h i e v e  t h i s  a s s i s t a n c e  a n d  I am 
p r e p a r e d  t 8 3  p r o c e e d  a s  n e c e s s a r y .  Sm, 1 w m ~  l d  a p p r e c i a t e  
g e t t  i n g  .thi!5 reque:=t c rnderuay  a s  s o o n  as  i s  p o s s i  bl  e. 
L e t t e r  5 o f  s u p p o r t  f  r orit f  nri~i l y  dc ,c t ;o r ,  i n  f  e c t  i ,::us dl. s e a s r  
d u c t c w ,  h e m o t o l  l o g i s t ,  p s y c h i a t r i s t  o r  r i ~ e t h a d o n e  p r c s ~ r r  i b i  ng 
d o c t o r  L a t i  al l b e  o b t a i n e d  r e g a r d i t r g  n e c e s s i t y  o f  c o n t i n u e d  
t r e a t r i l e t i t  k o  r i ~ a i t l t a i t i  our ot igo i  tig s t a t e  o f  h e a l t h .  F i t l d i n g  
t h e  rilorrey i n  ouu b u d g e t  e a c h  rimnth is g e t t i n g  rinm:mre a n d  ri~ori- 
d i f f i c u l t  a n d  t r y i n g  t o  d e c i d e  w h i c h  h e a l t h ,  d i e t a r y  a n d  
p e r s o n a l  n e e d s  t o  o v e r  l o o k  e a c h  rimnth i s g e t t  i n g  l l a r d e r  to3 

chaclc,e a s  t h e y  a  l l become so n ~ u c  ti mor e n e r  e s s a r  y  a s  h e a l  t h 
d e c r e a s e s .  T h e  c u l  r i ~ i n a t  icm ,of al l t h e  e v e n t s  d e s c r i b e d  i n  
t h i s  l e t t e r  h a v e  r e s u l t e d  i n  g r e a t  h a r d s h i p  f o r  us a n d  I  am 
I ~ ~ k i t i a  t~ VOLI f c l r  ar;r;i c tanr -  
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S I NCEELY 

L-. A l e x a n d r i a  Keatiuq 



Appendix 5: Alex's request for assistance to relocate to Salt Spring Island 
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Appendix 6: Physician support for moving request, February 20,2001 
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Appendix 7: Home support worker's moving request letter 



Appendix 8: Government communications regarding SIN card / BCID 

Date: 

"Trsm~5 KEwIluL-  - 
.L2i?w- 0 % 

SW~~?IO/R)G !SLWD, E%C V 8K &%?.5 . 
Dear f i e .  K-rNB . 
In order to avoid unnecessary delays with your cheque; please submit the following information to this office by 

-$P-- 
Identification 

Shelter Receipt 

Bank Statement 

Income 

THE GOVERNMENT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA IS AN ' EMPLOYMENTMUIVEMPLOYER' 
Ministry of Siney Employment and Benefit Box 9978 STN PROV GWT Telephone: (250) 6555629 
Social Development and Centre VICTORIA. BC Saltspring: 537-2921 

Economic Security VBW 9R5 Gulf Islands: 3-800-822-9996 
Facsimile: (250) 655-5633 



Appendix 9: Alex's response to the Social Insurance Number card request 

0 Urgent 0 For Review Please Comment Please Reply [7 Please Recycle 

0 Comments: 
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Appendix 10: Faxed copy of Alex's Social Insurance Number card 

Y6 121 McPhillips Ave., PhondFax - (250) 537-4243 

F a x  ' 
w 

To: -. a'hy19 

Fax ) . 2 5 0  Pages: 

Phone: mte: F-e/\o 20 ax 
Re: SIN (4 CC: 

Urgent For Review Please Comment Please Reply Please Recycle 

Comments: 

SOCIAL 

LOUISE ALEXANDRIA KEATING 



Appendix 11: British Columbia Benefits Annual Eligibility Review 1998 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
DATE: 9&2qr- 
GAR- 

As per our policy, a review application must be corn ted annually in order to update all - 
information. Would you please come to the office on: dt=H e c . =  & f k ? & ~  
and bring along any of the followi~g documents which apply to you: - 

Your social insurance card. 
Two other pieces of identification for you and your dependents (driver's license, birth 
certificate, passport, citizenship card, landed paper, Social Insurance 
Card of spouse). 
Your B.C. Medical card. 
If renting, a current rent receipt Issued bv the landldrd, with landlords 
name, address, and phone number. 
If a property owner, mortgage documents and most recent tax statement, 
home insurance paper, garbage and water. 
Most recent utilities receipts (heat, light, phone). 
Up to date bank book andlor last monthly bank statement. 
Confirmation of any monthly income, such as Child Tax Benefit, Family Bonus, CPP, Old 
Age Pension plan benefits, employment or unemployment insurance pay stubs. 
Any documents you have that can verify the assets you have listed. 
Most recent Income Tax Assessment form (if you lost it, you can get a copy from Revenue 
Canada), for you and your partner. 

Please note that if a review cannot be completed as set up or the documents are not 
produced, your next cheque will be withheld until completion of these requirements. If due 
to some reason you cannot attend, please contact me immediately to rebook, otherwise, I may 
assume that you are no longer in need of income assistance and may close your file. 

If you rewire an interpretator present at your appointment, please contact 

If you are in a relationship, both adults must attend this appointment. 

' Fidncial Assistance W o u r  

1 st Ft. 666 €art Hasrings St. Tolophone: (604) 77$0478 
Vancouver. B.C. V6A 1Rt Facs&ndo (600) 77544% 
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Page 1 of 3 
'rovince of Mlnfstry of Human Resources BC Benefit6 
lritieh Columbia Ministry of Advanced Education Training Eli ibility 

and $echnoloav h e w  
.st Name .... ICLaTlIID Iluifal Stat". HNmIm 

- - 
Telsphona ... 

i r m t  mame ... JU~BB s.psr.ted Date ... AMresm . 
irth Date ... 1962HAR16 Divorced Data .... 
.I.m. ....... Spoul.61 Support .$ 
l l e  ID ...... RD suppDlt -amon .................................................................................................................................. 
LL OZ4m P8(80mLI lIV?ao ?a aOUaPBOW (mcluding Applicmt) I Applicvlt 8pou.s 

Dependents I 
mat m- P i n t  mans Relationship Dependant7 Birth Date I Data rmvd t o  

( Canada ........... A NlA 
8aTINQ LOUISE ALEXAEDRIA SPO YKS 196UUQ02 1 B.C. ............. 1 9 7 W  

I Mvsd ~ r a o  ............. unx 
I Camdian C i t i z ~ ?  ...... YKS - I I. thare an outmtading 

-- I warrant for F u r  arr-t? m/A r/A 
I Eligibl* under -A? ... N/A b/A 
I soaxing ~ . p l a y a o n t ?  .... 
I =planation f o r  mot 

- - 
I 

S- AID FOR KLDKPLX RBNlgR ... $ 
WAR VBTglUllS -WIDW18 PEUSIMI .... 5 

............ OZ4m lJmmnxD IlCOPlB $ .......... BMIC CIIILU TAX BEUKPIT 8 
FAUIIY BOms ..................... $ ......... BC KUWm IRCOlg BXllB3IT $ 

....................... cash On nand $ ........................ 1.t V ~ h f ~ l s  $ {empfi) \ 
2nd Vehicle ........................ $ ............... Racrmati-1 Vehicle $ 0 
property (not including how) ...... $ 
Lif. Inmurance (cash surrender1 ..-. $ 
R".t m. ........................ $ 
Stock./Bond~ ...................... 

$ i bi Rasp ............................... $ 
othsr .............................. s 0 0 0 
Baa. N- ACCt  no. 
CCBC $ 44 0 0 

$ 0 0 0 
$ 0 0 0 

f 

UTIUTIBB ........................ $ 25.00 PROPXRTY TAX38 ................... $ 0.00 ............................. ROOn C B O W  PRNhTO ............. $ 0.00 lUNT $ 520.00 
Rmn C BOARD PUIPm OR CBILD ..... $ 0.00 8-D RBW ...................... $ 0.00 
MOPX3WX PA= ................. $ 0.00 

cs you receivixq h d p  with t h e  abova mxpenme.7 I f  ao, f r a  w h a  ... AllDlmt ... $ 

Xl-MWln SBBI( I P a e l l i t y  m m r  ... 

n i t l a l s  of Applicant(.) Date 19981KN13 T i m  09:41:11 

1itl11. of Witnams Data 1998SJVl3 Time 09:41111 
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Page 2 of 3 

Jrovince of Ministry of Human Resources BC Benefits 
3ritish Columbia Ministry of Advanced Education Training Eli ibility 

and $echnoloav geview < - 
Applicant Spouna 

,am+ N- . . . . manna KZATIAQ 
'1r.t Name . . . JAnEa r n l I B B  AT,-RIA Film ID .. . C 
i . 1 . R .  ....... (POI O f f i c .  U-s Mly] 

?rivacy 

Che collection, use and disclosure of this information are authorized under the BC 
3enefits (Income Assistance) Act, the BC Benefits (Youth Works) Act and the Disability 
3enefits Program Act and are permitted under the Freedom of Information and Protection 
~f Privacy Act. 

Ihe Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act has rules about: 

- how personal information is collected, stored and secured; 
- how to access personal information and how to ask for corrections; - limits on how peraonal information is used; and - limits on the disclosure of peraonal information. 
rho BC Oovormont'm Romponmibilitiom 

Phe BC government is responsible for making sure assistance goes only to people who are 
3ligible. For this reason, the BC government must check to ensure people who have applied 
:or, or are receiving assistance, are eligible. Information provided may be disclosed to 
~ther agencies only for this purpose. 

rhe BC government must abide by the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act 
in the collection, use and disclosure of any personal information. 

I have the right to the protection of my personal information, as well as the right to know 
ghat personal information the BC government has collected about me, as described in the 
Weedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. 

[ can receive more information about the collection, use or disclosure of my peraonal 
information by contacting m local Ministry of Human Resources (MHR) District Office or 
(inistry of Advanced Education, Training and Technology (MAETT) Skills Developnent Centres. 

I may appeal if I disagree with a decision to refuse, discontinue or reduce assistance to me. 

r also have the right to make a complaint if I believe my personal information is not being 
:ollected, used or disclosed appropriately. 

I will continue to receive assistance only as long as I continue to be eligible. 

[t is necessary for me to sign this form if I want to receive assistance. 

[t is m responsibility to provide accurate and complete information when I apply for, 
>r continue to receive assistance. 

I must report all money that I receive each month. 

I must make every effort to receive income from other sources such as pensions or Employment 
Insurance before applying for, or receiving assistance from, the British Columbia government. 

I must report all changes of my circumstances that miqht affect my eligibility for assistance 
to the Ministry of Human Resources (MHR) and/or the Mrnistry of Advanced Education, Training 
m d  Technology (MAETT). I will also report any changes to the circumstances of my spouse 
(includes marriage-like relationships) or dependents that might affect eligibility. 
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I - Page 3 of 3 
Province of Minjstry of Human Resources BC Benefits 
British Columbia Minlstry of Advanced Education Training Eli ibility 

and +ethnology ieview 
A w l i c a n t  Smuse 

KK&TIN(I 
1.W18B ALBVVlDRlA Pil. ID . . . 

(Po= O f f i ~ .  u.s o u y ,  

Daclaration 

I declare that all the information I have provided in this application is true and complete. 
I understand the accuracy of the information I provide will be checked by comparing it 
against information held by other governments, private agencies and individuals. The BC 
government may verify and obtain information to confirm my eligibility or the eligibility 
of my dependents. 

1 Notification 

I Person(8) having information or documents relevant to my eli ibility for assistance may release them to employees of MHR or MAETT. Examples may incyude: - Human Resources Develo~ment Canada (Old Aqe Security, Employment Insurance, 
1 EmDlOvment and ~rain'lna Droarams and catiada ~ensian plan); 
I -  BC ~%ud;nt Aesistance ~r6o>& 

I - c i t i t e n 8 h i p ~ ~ a n d 1 ~ i ~ r a t i 6 n  ~anada; - Other federal, provincial and municipal departments1 
- BC Online Information such as: BC Assessment? Land Titles; Reqistrar of Companies; 

I 
. - - Employers (to verify income); and 

- Landlords (to verify an address and amount of rent). 

The following organizations require your written permission before they will provide 
verification of your personal information: - Workers' Compensation Board (WCB); - Anv financial institution, such as: banks, credit unions and trust companies; - vital Statistics; - Insurance Corporation of Bc (includes the former Motor Vehicle Branch); - Revenue Canada (see below); 
- Lottery Corporation of BC; 
- Cheque cash~ng services; and - Credit Bureaus. 
Revenue Canada Coneent 

Revenue Canada requires a separate signature to authorize release of relevant information. 

I authorize Revenue Canada to release to MHR and MAETT, information from my income fax 
returns and other taxpayer information. The information will be relevant to, and wlll be 
used solely for, the purpose of determining and verifying eligibility for and for the general 
administration and enforcement of the programs under the BC Benefits (Income Assistance) Act, 
the BC Benefits (Youth Works) Act and the Disability Benefits Program Act. This authorization 
is valid for the taxation year prior to the year of signature of this consent, the year of 
signature, a m e a c h  subsequent consecutive taxation year for which assistance is requested. 

S i g n e d  st MnCMNBR i n  P r o v i n c e  o f  B.C. 
D a t e  199131RRll3 T i m  09:41:11 

I give fermiasion to the organizations listed above to release information relevant to mv 
ellgibi ity -assistance tpemployees of MHR or MAETT. 

I S i g n a t u r e  of 
A W l i c a n t ( s J  

S i g n e d  at VMWUVBR i n  P r o v i n c e  o f  B.C. 
(Date 1 9 9 W 1 3  l'W O9:41:11 

Signad at VILlCOUVBR i n  Pmvinee of B.C. 
D a t e  1998AOV13 T i m  09:41:11 



Appendix 12: British Columbia Benefits Eligibility Surveillance and Consent 
Request 

BRITISH 
COLUMBIA 

January 19, I998 

Dear Client: 

On April 7, 1997, the Provincial Government introduced a new BC Benefits application 
form. In order to update your file and maintain your eligibility for assistance, you are 
required to read and sign the enclosed Consent form. 

The Consent form identifies the agencies and organizations the Ministry may contact 
when verifying your eligibility for assistance. The Ministry of Human Resources will be 
matching data to verify income with federal and provincial agencies, including Revenue 
Canada. 

Anyone can witness your signature on the Consent form. The witness will sign and 
date the form and ensure that their name is clearly printed below their signature. 

Failure to return the signed Consent form to your District Office by February 20". 1998. 
may result in an interruption in your assistance. 

Director 
Prevention, Compliance and Enforcement 

Ministry of Mailing Address: 

Human Resources ?O Box 9930 Stn Prov Govt 
Victorla, BC 

Preventinn firnnlisnm IL Fnfnrrpment R n n r h  \ l O W  OD3 
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155 
K E A T I N G *  JAMES 

V A N C U U V t K  Bc 

R E E E W E D  JAN 2 7 1998 h!' 
nIN. OF SOCIAL SERVICES 

HASTINGS (823) 

F I L E  I D  i 
S . I .  . 
CASE!OAD! 
CATEGORY: 

I give my permission to the Ministry o f  Human Resources (MHR) and the Ministry o f  Education. Skills and Training (MEST) to 
obtain and verify relevant information or documents required to confirm my eligibility or the eligibility o f  my hmily members for 
assistance through the BC Benefits (Income Assistance) Act, BC Benefits (Youth Works) Act, or Disability Benefits Program Act 

I give my permission to any person having such relevant information or documents to release them upon written or verbal request to 
employees of MHR or MEST. I understand examples include, but are not restricted to, information w documents hom: Human 
Resources Development Canada Workers' Compensation Board, Insurance Corporation of British Columbia, British Columbia 
Student Assistance Program, Motor Vehicle Branch. British Columbia Assessment Authority, Regism of  Companies, Land Titlw. 
Lottery Co~poration o f  British Columbia, Vital Statistics. Old Age Security, Canada Pension Plan, federal, provincial or municipal 
government departments, and the Department o f  Citimship and Immigration Canada, police, federal or state related aid Agencies 
from the United States o f  America or any other country, Equifax, any bank, credit union, cheque cashing service or other financial 
institution, any landlord, and past, present or future employers o f  myself or my family members. 

I authorize Revenue Canada to release, to MHR and MEST, information fmm my income tax returns and other taxpayer information. 
The information will be relevant to, and will be used solely for the purpose o f  determining and verifying eligibility for and for the 
general administration and enforcement of the programs under the BC B e m f i  (Income Assistance) Act, the BC Benefits (Youth 
Works) Act, and the Disability Benefits Program Ad. This authorization is valid for the taxation year prior to the year o f  signature o f  
this consent, the year o f  signature, and each subsequent consecutive taxation year for wHmh assistance is requested. 

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT(S) 

Eligibility information is collected under the authority o f  the Acts listed above. and the Regulations made under those Acts, and will 
only be used for verification o f  initial and continuing eligibility for assistance under the Acts. The accuracy o f  the information used to 
verify eligibility will be checked by comparing i t  against information held by other provincial, federal, municipal and private agencies, 
including landlords, financial institutions, Equifax, etcetera. Collection, use and disclosure of information is as authorized under the 
Freedom of  Information and Protection o f  Privacy Act. If you have any questions about the collection, use or disclosure of this 
information, contact your local District Office. 

SIGNATURE DF APPLICANT(S) SIGNED AT DATE SIGNA- OF W S  SIGNED AT DATE 
IP WE PROVINCEOFBC YY MMM DD MTHE PROVINCEOF BC YY MMM DD 

IN THEPROVINCEOF BC VY MMM W NAME DF W M h  1 

Human Resources 
01/06/98 

Skills and Training 



Appendix 13: Termination letter to Alex 



Appendix 14: British Columbia Government changes to benefits for disabled 

JAMES KEAT 

AVENUE 
V 8 L l Y 2  

,, * -- *--..- -. 

i A L T  SPRING I S L A N D  BC 
- -" 

vlarch 18, 2002 

]ear JAMES 

The Ministry of Human Resources will introduce the new BC Employment and Assistance program on 
Zpril 1, 2002. The changes that the ministry is making to income assistance recognize that the people 
he ministry serves are truly a resource. We will focus on assisting individuals and families in need and 
noving people to sustainable employment. We believe in the value of self-sufficiency in which people 
we supported in achieving their potential. 

rhere will be a renewed emphasis on employment with temporary assistance for those who are able to 
NO&. We have also committed to provide assistance to people with disabilities and to others who are 
mable to fully participate in the workforce. At the same time, we will implement new strategies to 
$upport persons with disabilities to move in and out of employment, as they are able. 

n British Columbia, jobs become available every day and as the economy is revitalized, job 
2pportunities will grow. We want to assist people to have the motivation and the skills they need to get, 
ob and lead more fulfilling and independent lives. During the next three years, the ministry will spend 
wer $300 million in job placement and job training programs. 

5C Employment and Assistance will be implemented over the coming year with some changes effective 
4pril 1, 2002. Information regarding changes which may pertain to you are attached to this letter. More 
jetailed infomlation on these changes is available on the ministry's website at www.aov.bc.ca/mhr or b) 
A i n g  the toll-free ministry information line at 1-800.668-2800 province-wide or 604-7752800 in the 
metropolitart Vancouver aiea. Staff at this number can provide information regarding the policy 
zhanges. The information line is open Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. For information 
regarding eligibility, please contact your local Ministry of Human Resources office. 

Yours truly, 

Murray Coell 
Minister 
Attachment 

Ministry of Human Resources Office of the Minister Address: 
Parliarnerd Buildings 
\r,,.b,,,;= RC \im1 I x 



Appendix 14, Page 2 

Attachment 

Changes that apply to singles, couples and families receiving Disability 
Benefits Level 2 (DB2). 

According to ministry records, you are an individual or family receiving DB2. The changes 
being implemented April 1, 2002, which may apply to you are: 

Asset limits . If you are a single person with a disability you may have assets to a maximum of $3,000 and 
still be eligible for income assistance. Couples and families with children have an allowable 
asset level of $5,000. 
The value of one motor vehicle, less any debt on the vehicle, is exempt up to $5,000. 
A vehicle that has been modified for a person with a disability is fully exempt. 
The changes in allowable asset levels are effective April 1, 2002 for new applcants. For 
existing clients the changes are effective at your next eligibility review. 

Security deposits 
After April 1, 2002, all new security deposits are recovered from BC Employment and 
Assistance cheques at $20 per month. The security deposit deduction occurs on the second 
cheque after the security deposit is issued. 
All BC Employment and Assistance clients are limited to a maximum of two outstanding 
security deposits. 
A third deposit may be issued where the recipient is fleeing domestic abuse or has to move 
as a result of sale or demolition of the residence. 
Security deposits issued before April 1, 2002, are still recovered but are not considered in 
the maximum of two outstanding deposits. 

Income and earnings exemptions 
Exemptions on family maintenance payments or orphans' benefits from the Canada Pension 
Plan are discontinued. 
If you have earnings (for example; income from employment), the first $300 of earnings is 
exempt (up from $200). The additional 25 percent earnings exemption is discontinued. 
The first cheque affected is the cheque issued April 24, 2002. 

March 18.2002 4402 



Appendix 15: British Columbia Benefits Supplemental Health 

N E W S  RELEASE 

For Immediate Release 
2001: 81 
4pril2,2001 

Ministry of Social Developmenl 
and Economic SecuriQ 

BENEFITS SUPPLEMENTED FOR PEOPLE WITH ILLNESSES, DISABILITIES 

VANCOIJVJZR - Low-income people suffering from ill health, malnutrition and weight loss as a 
result of chronic illness or disability will soon receive an added monthly allowance, as well as 
vitamins, minerals and pharmaceuticals. 

Vancouver-Burrard MLA Tim Stevenson made the announcement today on behalf of Mike 
Famworth, minister of social development and economic security. 

"'People served through the BC Benefits disability benefits program who suffer from chronic 
~llness or disability are among the most vulnerable in our communities," said Farnworth. "Beginning 
in July, many of them will receive a monthly allowance, drugs and supplements worth up to $300 in 
addition to their regular income assistance cheques." 

"Greater assistance, compassion and caring for popie with HIVIAIDS, other illnesses and 
disabilities is part of Premier Dosanjh's commitment to restoring confidence in the 
health- care system," said Stevenson. "Our government is listening and responding to the concerns of 
people with disabilities." 

About $6 million has been allocated for 2001-2002 for the allowance which will be available 
to people suffering from serious disabilities or illnesses such as HIVIAIDS and various forms of 
:ancer. The package can be customized to the medical needs of the individual. 

The monthly allocations include: 
A monthly cash allowance of $150. 
A special water allowance of $20. 
Vitamins and minerals worth an average of $50. 
Over-the-counter drugs and prescriptions valued at $40. 
A diet allowance of $10 to $30. 

Single people who qualify for provincial disability benefits receive $786 per month as well a! 
1 range of health-care goods and services. The allowance announced today is in addition to those 
benefits. 

Government will work with a medical advisory committee, including the British Columbia 
Centre for Excellence in HNIAIDS, to define the eligibility criteria. Computer system changes to 
wpport delivery of the allowance will begin immediately. It is expected that 4,000 people may 
qualie. 

-30- 

Contact: Marisa Adair, Media Relations Manager 250-387-1412 

Minishy of Social Development and Economic Security news nl- am available at http:Nwww.sdes.,gov.bc.~~ on the Internet 



Appendix 16: Dr. Burdge's letter in support of James' dental surgery 

Oak Tree BJ West 

Clinic 4500 Oak Strcc~ 

Vancouvrr. B.C 

Canada V6H 51 

Phone: 

604-875-2212 

Fax: 

604-875-2063 

3e: James KEATlNG 
D.O.B. 

rhis is to certify that I am fully supportive of you proceeding to provide James with definitive 
iental care. I believe that at this point it is important that the fractured carious teeth be removed. 
f e  currently has a normal platelet count, and a much improved white blood count and neutrophil 
:ount, and at this point I believe that you could quite safely go ahead with the planned 
Mractions. His most recent total white count was up to 1,500, and the platelet count was at 123 
( 1 09/~ .  

'lease do not hesitate to contact me should you have any questions or concerns. 

Nith kindest regards. 

lours sincerely, 

-.-... J L ~  3. Burdge, MD, FRCP(C) 
2linical Professor 
nfectious Diseases 
Iivision of Infectious Diseases 
3epartment of Medicine, UBC 

:c: Dr. 
James Keating 



Appendix 17: Semi-structured interview schedule 

Interview Schedule: 

Why do you have Alex Keating speak to your students? 

How long have you been having her speak to your classes? 

In terms of your teaching plan, what areas of sociological significance does 

Alex address in her lectures? 

What is the nature of student commentary that you receive after Alex 

speaks? 

What are the most significant areas of Alex's story for you as an educator? 

In what ways, if any, has Alex's story changed over the years that you have 

had her presenting to your students? 

In terms of your student's reactions, does Alex's narrative challenge or 

enhance many of the dominant stereotypes of women living with 

HIVIAIDS? Please be specific if possible. 

What are the strengths and weaknesses of Alex's story as an educational 

tool? 

Were the student's expectations of a person with HIVIAIDS (PWA) coming 

to speak to them similar to what they actually experienced or did they 

express a divergence from expectations? 
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